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Abstract

Social engineering and other phishing techniques predominantly exploit human
vulnerabilities. People who lack the proper awareness, knowledge and skills in
information security become easy prey for phishers and other cybercriminals.
Equally dangerous is the poor usability of security-critical information systems and
anti-phishing software, which impedes user performance and also drives users to
be negligent about security and to make errors.
Human vulnerabilities due to negligence, lack of knowledge and skills, and
inherent weakness cannot be mended in the same way as technological problems;
however, humans can become more knowledgeable and skilled, as well as
facilitated through better usability that will help them in making the correct
decisions at the right time and act in an acceptably safe and secure manner while in
cyberspace. These information security/privacy requirements necessitate an
understanding of people’s online behaviours in order to recommend and design
appropriate and effective anti-phishing solutions. Although people’s online
behaviours are unpredictable due to many uncertainties and unforeseen events,
there are factors that impact their online behaviours. Similarly, in anti-phishing
education, properties such as the quality and suitability of the learning methods and
teaching materials used for specific educational purposes are important. This thesis
contributes to improving the understanding of human factors through usable antiphishing solution and effective methods and materials for anti-phishing education
in the battle for people’s protection from phishing attacks.
The author used a contingency approach, which involved selecting research
method(s) based on the situation, to accomplish two objectives. Studies have
revealed aspects of usable security (anti-phishing) that are absolutely necessary
when designing a usable anti-phishing solution: i) security and usability are two
complementary properties which should be dealt with together at the earliest
phases of the system’s or product’s development lifecycle; ii) anti-phishing
solutions should be designed only after proper participation and the consultation
of a number of different stakeholders groups, such as users, professionals and
experts from different disciplines, normally across the areas of information
security, human computer interaction, psychology, cognitive science, adult
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education and others; and iii) when implementing any established usability
principles and models for security purposes, they should be properly evaluated for
their suitability to the provided situation and context of use(s). Security should
always be a part of the user workflow and people’s natural way of thinking and
working, and its implementation should be as natural as possible.
Similarly, the research studies on security/privacy education performed for this
thesis demonstrated that: i) along with the provision of new knowledge, security
education should also eliminate people’s security misconceptions; ii) security
education should be up-to-date, encompassing both new technology and more
sophisticated phishing attacks and threats; iii) security education should include
both technological and non-technological threats; and iv) the designers of the
curricula for security education should encourage the participation of associated
stakeholders such as learners, teachers, IT professionals and others, and use their
knowledge, experience, and skills in privacy and security topics. Adopting teaching
and learning methods, and materials that promote the active and collaborative
participation of learners, and are preferred by learners, can be helpful in making
security teaching and learning interesting and potentially effective.
Last but not least, several other essential factors associated with human beings,
including age, gender, education and culture, are equally important and should be
considered in both usable anti-phishing solutions and anti-phishing (or security)
education. Comprehending these socio-technical aspects and incorporating them in
the design of technological as well as non-technological anti-phishing solutions,
and security curricula design will be a holistic human-centred and effective
solution, which can protect people from security threats and will result in citizens
having a greater awareness of the dangers.
Keywords: Security, Privacy, Online Identity Theft (=Phishing), Online Behaviour,
Social Engineering, Usable Security, Anti-Phishing Applications Design, Phishing–
Resistant Systems Design, Cybersecurity Education, Socio-Technical Solutions,
Software Quality Management (SQM), Internet of Things (IoT), Public Awareness,
Citizen’s Readiness.
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Glossary

Active warning– This warning stops users mid-task and forces them to notice the
warning. The users must respond to the warning in order to continue with their
task.
Ambient intelligence– Ambient intelligence enriches the environment with
technologies, primarily sensors, actuators, and middleware interconnected through
a network. These technologies function in concert to support people in carrying
out their everyday activities and objectives in proactive and sensible manners.
Backdoor– This is a method by which to obtain unauthorised, secret, and remote
access to resources in the system by bypassing its authentication and other security
measures. It may be in the form of a hidden part of software or as separate
software.
Baiting– Some phishers use storage devices that are malware infected as a physical
bait for phishing purposes. For example, a phisher may deliberately leave a pendrive that is infected with malware on or around the campus of a target
organisation in the hope that a curious employee will find it and open it on their
work computer infecting the computer. Such infected computers may act as a
backdoor to access the organisation’s systems and resources.
Botnet– A botnet employs a large number of compromised computing devices
(referred to as “zombies”) connected to the internet as a member of network to
carry out malicious tasks. A botnet is controlled by the C&C (Command and
Control) server.
Chat-in-the-middle attack– The attacker masquerades as online support using a
chat service and tricks the victim into divulging confidential information.
Click-through rate– This is the ratio of users who click on a specific link to the
total number of users who view the webpage, email, or online advertisement
containing the link.
Clone phishing– The attacker takes the content and recipient addresses from any
previously delivered email with an attachment or link, and creates an almost
identical (a clone) email for phishing purposes.
Command and Control (C&C) – It consists of servers and other technical
infrastructure used to control Botnets.
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Context-aware phishing– Context-aware phishing exploits various contexts that
its victims either expect or welcome. It is generally comprised of two phases, where
the first phase is for inferring or manipulating the context(s) and the second phase
is to trick and make the victims divulge their confidential information.
Covert redirect vulnerability– This attack exploits open redirect failures to
determine whether the redirected URL is valid or invalid in order to redirect the
potential victims to a fraudulent website.
Cross-site-scripting attack– This is a code injection attack performed on clientside, wherein the attacker executes malicious scripts (a malicious payload) into a
legitimate website or web-application.
Denial-of-Service– The attacker attempts to deprive legitimate users from
accessing information or services. The attacker may temporarily or indefinitely
interrupt or suspend the services of a host connected to the internet.
Distributed Denial-of-Service– This is a type of DoS attack in which the attack
is made from multiple sources, often from thousands of unique IP addresses.
DNS cache poisoning– The attacker overwrites the local DNS resolver’s cache
so that it returns an incorrect IP address. The purpose of this attack is to divert
legitimate traffic to any other computer, usually to the attacker’s computer.
DNS hijacking– The attacker subverts the resolutions of the DNS using
techniques such as malware or unauthorised modification of the DNS server, in
order to redirect its queries to another website.
Domain name typos– The attacker registers domain names that closely resemble
(common typographical variant) that of the target organisation’s domain (e.g.,
online commerce site), so that any potential victim who mistypes the intended
domain name unwittingly visits the fake website. Such websites are usually
designed to install spyware or malware.
Firewall – It is a network security system that monitors and controls the incoming
and outgoing network traffic based on predetermined security rules.
Iframe injection– The attacker inserts one or more malicious iframe tag into the
page content of legitimate website.
Information overload– The difficulty faced by any individual in understanding an
issue caused by the presence of too much information.
Key logger– Surveillance software that covertly records every keystroke to a log
file, which is then sent to a specified receiver.
Look-and-feel– In software design, this term is used to refer the general
appearance and operation of a user interface.
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LostPass attack– A phishing attack targeting LastPass (password manager) users.
This attack was possible due to an easy-to-copy user interface (e.g. login page,
notification and warning message) in the password manager.
Malware– It refers to any unwanted software and executable code that is used to
perform an unauthorized, often harmful, action on a computing device.
Man-in-the-middle attack– A cyber-attack in which a malicious actor intercepts,
sends, and receives data meant for someone else.
Passive warning– This warning appears somewhere in the system without
interrupting a user’s task. Users can continue with their task even without
responding to the warning.
Password entropy– A parameter used to measure the strength of password,
specifically how unpredictable a password is.
Pharming– Pharming is a cyber-attack in which the victims are re-directed to a
bogus website, even if they have typed the correct URL. It exploits vulnerabilities
in the host file on the victim’s computer or DNS server.
Ransomware– A type of malware designed to block or limit access to the system
or information until a sum of money is paid.
Reverse social engineering– Attackers trick their victim into initiating contact
with them. In such a relationship, established by the victim themselves rather than
the attacker, there is a higher degree of trust, and this makes it relatively easier for
the attacker to trick and make the victim divulge their confidential information.
Screen capture malware– A malware that captures screenshots of the infected
system and either sends the images back to the attacker or stores them in a folder
that the attacker can access.
Shared virtual-server hacking– An attacker hacks into a server hosting a large
number of domains and places phishing website content in every domain so that
every website hosted in the server displays the phishing page.
Socially-aware phishing– In this attack, the phishers harvest publically available
information about their victim, and skilfully use that information to craft phishing
attacks, such as phishing email or SMS, purporting to come from someone the
victim knows or trusts.
Social phishing– A phishing attack that employs social engineering.
Spam– Irrelevant or unsolicited bulk email sent over the internet, typically to a
large number of people for purposes such as advertising, phishing, or spreading
malware, etc.
Spear phishing– More personalised phishing, targeting any specific individual or
organisation.
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Spyware– Software that enables the covert collection of information about a
person or organisation.
Tabnabbing– An attacker loads a phishing website into one of the open tabs of
the browser so that a multi-tasking person with several open tabs who may not be
concentrating will click this tab to the phishing website and mistakenly enter their
credentials.
Trojan horse– A Trojan horse masquerades as a non-malware and acts maliciously
once installed (by opening a backdoor, interfering with the system behaviour, etc.) It
is non-replicating malware.
Unknown unknowns– These are the requirements, we do not know that we do
not know them.
Whaling– This is a phishing crafted and directed specifically at high level
executives in an organisation.
Water-holing– In this attack, the attacker guesses or observes a website which is
frequently visited by a group, and infects the website with malware. This is done
with the intention that someone from the target group will be infected by the
malware.
Zero-hour phishing– A phishing attack that exploits previously unknown
vulnerability.
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1.1

Introduction

The Current State of Phishing Attacks

Both scientific and non-scientific articles describe phishing, generally in terms of
fake emails and spoofed websites. Such articles may see phishing as analogous to
social engineering or semantic attacks. Fake emails crafted as if they were sent from
legitimate and trustworthy organisations or spoofed websites imitating the look-andfeel of legitimate websites, and other social engineering tricks are indeed widely
applied techniques in phishing attacks. Modern day phishing attacks also
extensively employ sophisticated hacking techniques and malware, however, and
the areas they target are not limited to stealing credentials, but other valuables such
as intellectual property, trade secrets, and highly sensitive information related to
military and national defence. A relatively useful definition of phishing has been
given by the APWG, which defines it as a “Criminal mechanism employing social
engineering and technical subterfuge to steal customers’ personal identity data and financial account
credentials” (APWG, 2010-2014). This definition can be further elaborated as:
phishing is a cybercrime (where a computer and the internet are integral components
for executing the attacks, for example when various sophisticated malware and
hacking techniques are used to conduct phishing attacks) or simply a cyber-assisted
crime (where a computer and the internet only facilitate the execution of phishing
attacks, such as phishing attacks that employ social engineering use email, online
chat, phone calls, SMS, faxes and the postal service), conducted with the motive of
fraudulently acquiring people’s confidential or sensitive information by
masquerading as a trustworthy entity, and using that stolen information for
malicious purposes, mainly for monetary or related gains.
Phishing is a widespread, dynamic and persistent problem. It was first reported
in the mid-1990s (RSA EMC2, 2014) and continues to be a major cause of
information theft, generally online. Every year several hundred thousand phishing
websites emerge, targeting internet users. Figure 1 shows the unique phishing
websites reported by the APWG from 2010 to 2014. In 2013, the losses due to
phishing were estimated to be over US$ 5.9 billion (RSA EMC2, 2014). These
figures are just estimates, and in reality a vast number of phishing attacks and the
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losses incurred from them go unreported (Jakobsson & Ratkoewicz, 2006;
Chaudhary et al., 2015c). The estimated losses cover only direct losses, but losses
due to phishing can be both direct and indirect (Clayton et al., 2005). Direct losses
include money that fraudsters succeed in withdrawing from their victim’s account,
and indirect losses are in the form of: i) a decrease in customer confidence in the
victim organisation, ii) the diminished reputation of the victim (Clayton et al., 2005;
Chaudhary et al., 2015c), iii) a loss of productivity, and iv) other psychological
issues suffered by the victim (Li et al., 2011). According to the APWG, the
industries most targeted by phishing are: payment services, financial services, retail,
gaming, auctions, and social networking (APWG 2010-2014). Phishers continually
change their targets and focus their industries where there is a maximum return.
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

Figure 1: Number of unique phishing websites reported from 2010-2014
Phishing is rapidly evolving and adopting new technology to conduct attacks. It
is not limited to postal services, telephone, and phony websites, but also uses other
ICT media coupled with deceptive social engineering techniques to reach its
potential victims globally and to improve its chance of success, as briefly explained
in Table 1. Phishers also employ a variety of specialised malware such as botnets,
screen capture malware, key logger, and Trojan horses (Wüest, 2005; Milletary, 2013) for
phishing purposes.
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MEDIUM
Postal services

TECHNIQUE
Phishers may ask visitors via a letter sent via the postal service to visit the URL
of a spoofed website, or contact them using a fax, email address or phone
number included in the mail.

Phishing email

Phishers may ask people to send confidential information through a reply
email, or visit the URL of a spoofed website embedded in the phishing email,
to open a malicious attachment in the phishing email, or fill in a form
embedded in the phishing email.

Phishing website

Phishers may set up spoofed websites, which copy a legitimate website (e.g.
copying the legitimate website’s look-and-feel, layout, logo, etc.) and use lookalike URLs for them. Such phishing websites may ask viewers to log-in, fill in
an online form asking for confidential information, or to install malware on the
victim’s system.

Vishing , i.e. a voice

Phishers may trick their victims into divulging their confidential information

call using telephone,

during an interaction, or make an assertive follow-up phone call pressurising

mobile phone,

victims to open a phishing email.

VoIP, social media
voice call service
Smishing, i.e. SMS

Phishers may ask for confidential information to be sent through a reply SMS,

using mobile phone,

or that victims click a malicious link embedded in the SMS.

online SMS services
Online chat (e.g.

Phishers may ask that confidential information be sent through a reply chat

Social media chat,

message (e.g. chat-in-the-middle attack), or that victims click a malicious link

instant messenger)

embedded in the chat message.

Web banner and

Phishers may create web banners or online advertisements containing a

online advertisement

malicious link, where clicking opens either a spoofed website or a malware
download link.

Post in social media

Phishers may post a link on social media or a blog discussion forum, where

or blog discussion

clicking directs victims to either a spoofed website or malware download link.

forum
Evil Twin (i.e. using a

Phishers may set up a rogue Wi-Fi access point to eavesdrop on the people

rogue Wi-Fi)

connected to that Wi-Fi.

Rogue QR code

Phishers may circulate a rogue QR-code, for example, by gluing a malicious
QR-code over a legitimate one, so that it opens either a spoofed website or
malware download link.
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MEDIUM
Fake and modified

TECHNIQUE
Phishers may maliciously modify the firmware of fake hardware, which will

hardware and

help in gaining access to the user’s system.

software

Phishers may embed a malicious code in pirated or free software, which will
help in gaining access to a user’s system.
Phishers may use pen-drives containing malware as physical bait, and drop
such infected pen-drives in or around the target organisation's premises,
hoping that curious staff will find and open them, infecting their work
computer (Deschatres, 2014). Such infected computers can act as a backdoor to
access the organisation’s system and resources.

Session hijacking

Phishers may employ pharming (e.g. DNS cache poisoning and DNS hijacking) to
forcefully redirect people to malicious websites.
Phishers may use domain name typos to install spyware or malware on the victim’s
system
Phishers may use man-in-the-middle attacks to serve as a proxy between an ecommerce site and its customers and intercept the transmitted credentials.
Phishers may exploit the URL redirector programmes on legitimate sites using
cross-site scripting attacks, and trick people into visiting phishing sites.

Abuse of domain

Phishers may exploit the feature static domain name mapping to a dynamic IP

name service

address to redirect potential victims from one phishing site to another when
the initial website is shut or taken down.

Tabnabbing

Phishers may exploit people’s lost concentration by loading a phishing website
into one of the open tabs of the browser, so that someone multi-tasking with
several tabs open will click the tab to a phishing website and unwittingly enter
their credentials.

iframe attack

Phishers may inject iframe tags into a legitimate website in order to embed
malicious content, and clicking that content may install malware in the victim's
system

Covert redirect

Phishers may exploit open redirect failures to determine whether a redirected

vulnerability

URL is valid or not, to redirect people to fraudulent websites.

Shared virtual-server

Phishers may hack into a web server hosting a large number of domains and

hacking

place phishing website content in every domain so that every website hosted in
the server displays the phishing webpage.

Table 1: Technical trends in phishing attacks
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In recent years, phishers have become more professional and sophisticated, as
evident from their expert ability to misuse societal and situational information
when conducting social engineering (Chaudhary et al., 2015a). Natural disasters
such as the recent earthquake in Nepal (US-CERT, 2015), global events such as
World Cup 2014 (Kaspersky, 2014), celebrations such as Christmas (Maniyara and
Patil, 2013), or the American financial crisis of 2007-08 (Schmudlach, 2008) are all
situations that have been skilfully targeted by phishers. More dangerous forms of
phishing, such as spear phishing, whaling, water-holing and clone phishing do not even
exempt people with technological proficiency. Spear phishing attacks, for example,
targeted the security firm RSA Security LLC in 2011 (FireEye, 2014) and the
Pentagon (US Department of Defence) in 2015 (Allen, 2015). Phishing is no longer
conducted only by individuals, but is global organised crime (The Federal Bureau
of Investigation, 2008). These fraudsters are focused, have a clear goal, and are
even ready to make small expenditures (in terms of a trivial sum of money, or
effort, or time) to reach their potential victims, build and gain their trust, conduct
attacks and harvest sensitive information. Phishing kits (with ready-to-deploy
packages) are sold and purchased online (Cova et al., 2008; Sponchioni, 2015) and
stolen information is either cashed by the phishers themselves or sold to third
parties (Jakobsson and Myers, 2006). These fraudsters even target each other.
Some phishers include a backdoor when distributing free phishing kits so that the
stolen information is sent to the actual designer of the kits rather than to the more
naïve phishers who deploy the kits (Cova et al., 2008).

1.2

Anti-Phishing Targets, Approaches, Applications, and their
Classifications

Anti-phishing approaches are techniques and procedures designed to fight against
phishing attacks. Similar to any traditional security countermeasures, anti-phishing
approaches also target prevention (apply precautionary measures, design resilient
systems), detection (monitor and discover phishing attacks that succeeded in reaching
their potential victim), and response (corrective and recovery procedures to minimise
the effect of phishing attacks, and deterrence to demotivate attackers from making
any future attack) (Flechais et al., 2005; Chappel, 2014). They can also implement
either reactive defences (apply to minimise the effects and damages from phishing
attack), or proactive defences (proactive plans and preventive actions taken into
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consideration in order to thwart any phishing attempt) (Wang et al., 2011; Marchal
et al., 2012).
In general, anti-phishing approaches can be classified as technological approaches
and non-technological approaches (Chaudhary, 2012). Technological approaches deal
with eliminating vulnerabilities in IS, and designing tools and applications for
phishing prevention, detection and response, whereas non-technological
approaches comprise social approaches (e.g. educating, training and raising awareness
and readiness about phishing prevention in people; creating rules and policies in
organisations for safe IT use and effective compliance) and legal approaches (e.g.
introducing anti-phishing/cyber directives and laws, and their effective
enforcement). One may argue that, even in social and legal approaches,
technologies are frequently used; for example, games and online quizzes are used
for anti-phishing teaching and training. It must be remembered that those
technologies are used only as disseminative media, however, and thus social and
legal approaches have been considered non-technological approaches. The
approaches employed as technological approaches can be categorised into list-based
approaches (i.e. lookup to recognise a trusted or phishing websites or email, called
whitelists and blacklists respectively) and heuristic approaches (i.e. examining various
anomalies in the URL of a website, abnormalities in the DOM elements of a
website, spelling and grammar errors in a website’s textual content, the source of
the images used in a website, search engine ranking and results for a website, DNS
lookup, dissimilarities in the look-and-feel of website, abnormalities in an email’s
content, abnormalities in the sender’s email address, etc.) (Dunlop et al., 2010;
Chaudhary, 2012). Technological approaches can also be classified as: non-content
based approaches (i.e. examining anomalies in URLs, search engine ranking, DNS
information, blacklist, whitelist), content based approaches (i.e. analysing the DOM
objects, source codes, and contents of website and email) and visual similarity based
approaches (i.e. treating any website as an image and comparing the image of the
legitimate website with that of the suspicious website) (Afroz and Greenstadt,
2011).
Many anti-phishing applications are available for phishing prevention, detection,
and response, such as Fraud Eliminator, Netcraft extension, eBay Toolbar's
Account Guard, EarthLink toolbar, SpoofGuard, CallingID, Cloudmark
DesktopOne, Google Safe Browsing, SpoofStick, Microsoft SmartScreen filter, and
Opera’s Fraud and Malware protection, to name a few. These applications can be:
server-side applications (i.e. anti-phishing applications designed to be deployed on a
server, e.g. an organisation’s server or ISP server) and end-point or client-side
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applications (i.e. due to the strategic position of a web-browser, the client-side
application usually exists in the form of a web-browser’s inbuilt features and addons or extensions) (Sheng et al., 2009; Li et al., 2007; APWG, 2006). Client-side
applications can be further classified as: client-server structured application (i.e. routinely
request for updates and maintenance from the server, for example, Google Safe
Browsing API, Microsoft SmartScreen Filter, and Netcraft Extension) and
independent applications (i.e. do not need any communication with the server to
identify any deceptive email and website, e.g. SpoofGuard) (Li et al., 2007). The
overall hierarchical classifications of anti-phishing targets, approaches and
applications are shown in Figure 2.
Prevention
Targets

Detection
Response

Reactive

Blacklist

Classification 1
Proactive
List-based

White list

Heuristics

Greylist (in spam
filter)

Technological
Classification 2
Social

Approaches
Anti-Phishing

Non-technological
Legal
Content-based
Classification 3

Non-content based
Visual similarity based

Server side
Applications
Client side

Client server
structured
Independent

Figure 2: Classification of anti-phishing targets, approaches and applications
When implementing technological approaches, there is a general trend to use a
suitable combination of multiple approaches so as to improve detection accuracy,
for example, blacklist and heuristic approaches together, also known as a hybrid
approach. A few studies that have implemented list-based and heuristic approaches
in combination for higher accuracy are Xiang and Hong (2009), Fahmy and
Ghoneim (2011) and Gowtham and Krishnamurthi (2014). The inbuilt antiphishing mechanism in web browsers such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
and Microsoft Internet Explorer also use a hybrid approach.
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Since spam is correlated to phishing attacks and often used to reach the
potential victim (Morre et al., 2009; Symantec, 2010), blocking spam can also act as
an effective anti-phishing measure. There is thus an additional method called
greylisting that is used for spam filtering. Greylisting filters spam based on the
behaviour of the sending server, and is deployed on the mail server. It rejects email
from any unrecognised mail-server in its first attempt, but if the mail-server
continues retrying sending the email, it accepts the email only after sufficient time
has elapsed (Harris, 2015). The major limitation of this method is that it introduces
a delay in receiving legitimate email.

1.3

Research Objectives

Despite so many anti-phishing applications being used to protect against phishing,
phishing still remains a significant threat. This raises a serious and important
question, whether the technological approaches and anti-phishing applications
being applied are actually effective?
Several studies have evaluated anti-phishing technological measures in the past,
and unfortunately their results suggest that one cannot be very optimistic about
them. Studies such as Wu et al. (2006a) and Zhang et al. (2007a), who performed
tests to evaluate the overall effectiveness of anti-phishing applications, revealed
that these tools are incapable of protecting users against a well-designed and
sophisticated phishing attack. Li and Helenius (2007) evaluated the usability of five
client-side anti-phishing applications, and pointed out several major (i.e. preventing
users from using the tool) and severe (i.e. complicating and hindering users when
using the tool) usability problems in them. In another study, Li et al. (2012b)
conducted usability tests in two blacklist-based and whitelist-based applications,
and their findings showed that general users do not find these tools easy to use.
Similarly, Egelman et al. (2008) performed an empirical study to investigate the
effectiveness of the phishing warnings displayed by various web browsers, and
found that active warning is effective to a great extent (i.e. 79%), but that passive
warning is not effective at all. A recent study by Akhawe and Felt (2013) to evaluate
the effectiveness of security warnings in web browsers ascertained that, although
the security warnings in the current version of Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox
are more enhanced than their earlier versions, they are not flawless and there is
abundant room for improvement. The usability of anti-phishing measures in
mobile phones and tablets have been found worse than those for desktops.
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Amrutkar et al. (2012, 2015) evaluated the web browsers in ten mobile phones and
two tablets, which revealed that the majority of guidelines recommended by W3C
are not followed, and even those implemented have inconsistency in them.
These past studies chiefly specified usability problems in anti-phishing
solutions. The first objective of this research study is to:
Objective 1: Improve the usability of anti-phishing solutions
A strong and relevant statement was made by Hong (2012): “It doesn’t matter how
many firewalls, encryption software, certificates, or two-factor authentication mechanisms an
organisation has if the person behind the keyboard falls for a phish.” This statement
expresses the importance of the role of humans in anti-phishing and cybersecurity.
User studies conducted by Jagatic et al. (2007), Herzberg and Gbara (2008), and
Odaro and Sanders (2011) have also revealed that people lack the proper
knowledge about phishing and other online security. Their skills in identifying
phishing and other online attacks are limited, and can easily be manipulated by
phishers. Unexpectedly, even people who work in fields that are highly vulnerable
to phishing, such as banking and financial services, are also poorly equipped with
security knowledge (Odaro and Sanders, 2011).
A recent study conducted by the author (Chaudhary et al., 2015d) revealed that
people with high level education in IT and related disciplines, supposedly the
future security experts, lack proper knowledge of information security and hold
misconceptions regarding it. Surprisingly but threateningly, people rely on
unreliable characteristics such as the UI of website, or mistakes in the content of a
website or email to identify phishing attempts. Additionally, McGrath and Gupta
(2008) revealed that on average a phishing domain remains online for 3 days 31
minutes and 8 seconds. More specifically, their findings showed that one third of
phishing domains stay online for only 55 minutes, and that a quarter have a lifetime
of almost 12 days. An improved performance was from the PhishTank, a
collaborative platform for data and information about phishing, which employs the
wisdom of crowds to assess phishing websites and takes around 2.4 hours to
confirm whether a reported website is a phish or not (Liu et al., 2011). The
PhishTank classifies only websites that are reported to it, however, and
unfortunately many suspected websites remain unreported.
With the advances in anti-phishing, the median uptime of phishing attacks in
2012 was reduced in a year from 11 hours and 43 minutes to 5 hours and 45
minutes (Rasmussen et al., 2012). Netcraft has made a more recent claim to have
succeeded in reducing the median lifetime of a phishing attack to 2 hours and 12
minutes (Netcraft, 2013). Of course, these improving figures appear positive and
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encouraging, but they cannot be considered attractive. According to the IBM
Security Trusteer, the golden hour for phishing attacks is the first 60 minutes after
a potential victim has received a phishing email, during which around 50% of the
victim’s credentials are harvested by cybercriminals (Goucher, 2010). This
percentage of victims increases to 80% and 90% within 5 hours and 10 hours
respectively, after the potential victim received phishing email. These all mean that
a phishing website remains online for a long enough span to victimise a larger
number of people.
The ultimate measure is thus to prioritise increasing the cybersecurity and antiphishing knowledge and skills of people (Ross et al., 2009). Wu et al. (2006a) found
a significant improvement in people’s ability to detect phishing attacks before and
after reading an email tutorial about phishing. Similarly, Sheng et al. (2007) saw an
improvement in the skill of people to protect themselves against phishing attacks
after playing a game designed for anti-phishing training. Various methods and
materials are available for anti-phishing teaching and learning and they are in
practice to teach and train people and raise their awareness about phishing attack,
but these methods and materials do not seem to be as effective as expected, as
evident from the low anti-phishing knowledge and skills in the learners (Halevi et
al., 2013). For example, most of the materials focus only on adding new
knowledge, and fail to eliminate misconceptions about security among learners
(Kirlappos & Sasse, 2012). A study by the author (Chaudhary et al., 2015d) also
found that the teaching and training materials used for cybersecurity are not well
designed and that they do not eliminate the security misconceptions held by
learners. The second objective of the author’s study was thus:
Objective 2: Improve the effectiveness of anti-phishing teaching and learning
methods and materials
Both the aforementioned objectives are associated with improving the human
factors in security and anti-phishing. Usable anti-phishing prevents people from
ignoring security warnings or alerts and from taking any risky or erroneous actions
which may compromise their information. It facilitates people in making the
correct decisions at the right times for security purposes. Security education and
training increases the awareness of phishing in people and develops their
knowledge and ability to differentiate between a legitimate and fraudulent email, or
website, or voice call, and thus stops them falling for social engineering tricks.
They also act as reliable protection against zero-hour phishing. These objectives aspire
to contribute to understanding: people’s online behaviour, the way they perceive
online security, their anti-phishing knowledge and skills, their misconceptions
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related to phishing and other related threats, issues in anti-phishing teaching and
training, and the usability problems and challenges in anti-phishing solutions.
All journal and conference papers published by the author for this thesis, along
with their objective(s) and how they contribute to the two research objectives of
this thesis are presented in Table 2.
PAPER

THESIS

PAPER OBJECTIVE

OBJECTIVE
Paper I

Objective 1

1.

Analysis of the challenges in usable anti-phishing design.

2.

Suggest possible measures for the challenges found and assist
in the design of usable anti-phishing solutions.

Paper II

Objective 2

1.

Analysis of the significance of anti-phishing knowledge and
readiness to fight phishing attacks.

2.

Suggest effective research strategy for proactive anti-phishing
solutions.

Paper III

Objective 1

1.

Objective 2

Evaluate the phishing and anti-phishing scenarios in Nepal
from five

perspectives: legal measures, technical and

procedural measures, organisational

structures, capacity

building, and international collaboration.
2.

Suggest possible anti-phishing measures for the problems
found in Nepal.

Paper IV

Objective 1

1.

Elicit and analyse usable safety and security requirements for
the Key2phone-mobile access solution.

2.

Verify requirements using formal modelling and help to design
a usable secure system.

Paper V

Objective 2

1.

Investigate the impact of culture and gender in the attitudes,
knowledge and competencies involved in being online and
privacy among university students.

2.

Suggest factors which have to be considered and handled
during the design phase of: i) anti-phishing applications, and ii)
methods and materials for anti-phishing education, training,
and awareness, in order to improve their effectiveness.

Paper VI

Objective 1

1.

Investigate the security and usability properties necessary for a
usable secure password manager.

2.

Suggest suitable means to achieve those necessary properties.

Table 2: Papers by the author and their objective(s)
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Each study conducted for this thesis has its own subordinate research
question(s), which contributed in achieving the main research objectives of this
thesis. The three papers (I, IV, and VI), mainly deal with usable security and antiphishing. They also focus on the usability of diverse systems. In Paper I, the study
was conducted to understand the issues and challenges of usable anti-phishing
design and their possible measures. This study was essential because it revealed
many problems and challenges and their possible measures, but also established
future research directions for anti-phishing. The paper on usable security, Paper
IV, identified and analysed the security requirements in the Key2phone mobile
access system. The study in this article was conducted as a part of an IoT project
about usable security in emerging technology. In Paper VI, the main objective was
to explicate security and usability properties in password managers, i.e. a tool used
for simplifying the authentication process. The outcome of this study could help
designers and developers working on password manager applications. More
importantly, studies performed for both the papers (IV and VI) complied with the
suggestion that security and usability are two complementary properties and have
to be dealt together in the earliest phases of product development.
The latter three papers (II, III, and V) mainly targeted the state of social
engineering and security or anti-phishing education. Paper II examined the
dynamicity of social engineering and proposed suitable strategic steps to address it.
Paper III is a phishing case study from the State of Nepal. This study is necessary
since it contributes to an under-researched area: phishing in developing countries.
Although phishing attacks are no longer limited to developed countries but are also
rapidly growing in developing countries, less attention has been paid to them.
Developing countries have different circumstances regarding culture, education,
literacy, legislation and financial limitations. Research in this area helps to
understand the phenomenon of phishing and social engineering in general in
developing countries, to develop counter-measures and to bring them into use as
early as possible, while attacks get more sophisticated and technologies evolve.
Paper V investigated the effects of culture, gender and educational background on
phishing awareness and anti-phishing skills. It verified whether there exist any
misconceptions about information security in the students with background of IT
and related disciplines. It further searched for the types of study materials preferred
by the learners of information security.
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1.4

Research Methods and the Suitability of the Contingency
Approach

Subjects such as usable anti-phishing, anti-phishing teaching and learning, and
social engineering necessitate understanding human factors, which implies an
understanding of intricate subjects such as people’s online behaviour, their inherent
nature and cultures, their emotions and social interaction, their cognitive skills and
abilities to make decisions (e.g. information processing, calculating, reasoning,
problem solving, and decision making), the complexity of social engineering, etc.
There are no exact answers, for example, there is no way to tell precisely what
event(s) can be abused by attackers and how they will they use it. Similarly, there is
no method to accurately predict how people will behave during certain situations,
or what motivates and demotivates them to proceed with risky and erroneous
actions. These questions can obtain better answers in given environments and
conditions, however.
With so much uncertainty due to human behaviour, the dynamicity and
complexity of online attacks, unforeseen situations, and continuously changing
technology, the author realised that the contingency approach would be more
comprehensive and suitable for his research. The contingency approach
emphasises the importance of situational influence(s). Its underlying assumption is
that the suitability of the research method depends upon circumstances, and thus it
does not recommend being rigid in using a single style and method in the long
term, but to make modifications in the context of the situation. This approach is
better suited to studies with uncertainties (Zhu, 2002), and it provides the flexibility
to select either a single method or a suitable combination of methods (e.g. multimethod research and mixed method research) for research purposes (Zhu, 2002), which
was helpful for the author’s research purposes. In some of his research, the author
used a single method, and for the remaining studies used a suitable combination of
multiple methods, explained in detail in Table 3.
A multi-method approach is the use of two or more research methods, each
conducted rigorously and complete in itself, in a project, whereas a mixed-method
approach combines the elements of qualitative and quantitative research
approaches within a project (Morse, 2003). A mixed-method approach can be
concurrent mixed method (both qualitative and quantitative data are collected and
analysed independently at the same time or with a time lag, and the final inferences
are based on both data analysis results) and sequential mixed method (collection of one
type of data, which provides a basis for the collection of another type of data and
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the final inferences are based on the analysis of both types of data) (Creswell et al.,
2003). Both multi-method and mixed-method approaches are suitable when a
single method does not provide all the information required for a study. The use of
multiple research methods helps to neutralise some of the disadvantages prevailing
in a certain method. Multiple research methods complement each other by
integrating the strengths of each method in the research study.
PAPER
Paper I

RESEARCH METHOD
For this study, the author used a literature review to understand and answer challenges
in designing a usable anti-phishing solution and to suggest possible measures for those
challenges.

Paper II

This study used a contextual analysis to deduce the research strategy and a case study
to support the research outcomes.

Paper III

This study used a multi-method approach to evaluate phishing problems in Nepal and
suggest suitable measures for them. To obtain an insight into the phishing attacks
encountered by Nepalese society, the author used case-studies and quantitative data
analysis. To understand the anti-phishing knowledge of internet users in Nepal, the
author used a user-study (via a quiz). He employed an expert-based approach to
perform technical analysis of e-banking and e-commerce applications. Last but not
least, he used a comparative analysis to scrutinise the social and legal responses to
phishing attack in Nepal.

Paper IV

This study used a multi-method approach to determine the security requirements in
order to make the Key2phone solution both usable and secure. To determine the
requirements, the author used an expert-based approach and to verify the
requirements, he used a mathematical approach called formal method or specification.

Paper V

This study used a concurrent mixed-method approach to understand the attitudes,
knowledge and competencies involved in security technology in higher education
students, from cross-cultural and gender-based perspectives. An offline survey
questionnaire was used for the data collection. Close-ended questions, in the form of
Likert scale items, as well as multiple choice questions were included for the
quantitative data, and some open-ended questions were included for the qualitative
data.

Paper VI

This study used a systematic literature review to determine the security and usability
requirements necessary to design and develop a usable password manager.

Table 3: Papers by the author and the research methodologies used in them
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The contingency approach, originally designed for management purposes, has
been borrowed and expanded for various studies in IS design, essentially to deal
with diverse, complex, dynamic and uncertain situations (Zhu, 2002). Schonberger
(1980) suggested using the contingency approach for the MIS design, so that the
project’s objective(s) can be carefully identified by taking into account variables
such as the size of the project, planned costs of the project, urgency of the project,
and technological changes, so that the required information and design activities
can be properly channelled to meet those objectives. Similarly, Naumann et al.
(1984) suggested that there should not be a single method for the determination of
information requirements, but rather that multiple methods should be selected, and
thus proposed the contingency approach as a strategy for determining information
requirements. Recently, Li (2013) adopted the contingency approach in phishing
and anti-phishing research. In anti-phishing research, he used the contingency
approach to deal with design issues, and in phishing research it was used to
understand the dynamic environment as well as the unpredictable events and
factors of phishing.

1.5

Author’s Contributions

The journal and conference papers published by the author for the dissertation are
listed chronologically in the “List of Publications”. He is the first author in all the
papers and contributed as the primary researcher for every article. More details
about the contributions of the author in the papers are given in Table 4.
PAPER
Paper I

AUTHOR’S CONTRIBUTION
The author performed the literature review (i.e. analysis and elicitation of the challenges in
a usable anti-phishing solution and suggested their potential measures). He also wrote all
the text. The co-author contributed by providing constructive feedback and suggestions.

Paper II

The author investigated the understanding of phishing and social engineering in the
current situation, the importance of anti-phishing education, training and awareness, and
usable anti-phishing in the fight against phishing attacks, and the role of software quality
properties in designing a phishing-resistant system. He contributed in part to the analysis
of the case-study included in the article, and also in proposing suitable anti-phishing
research strategies. He wrote the text from page 49 to 55 and contributed to the writing
of remaining text. The co-authors contributed to the analysis of the case-study and by
suggesting anti-phishing research strategies, as well as in the writing from page 55 onward.
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PAPER
Paper III

AUTHOR’S CONTRIBUTION
The author was the main investigator. He designed and conducted the research. He
performed the data entry and analysed the data. He wrote the complete text. The second
co-author contributed to the data collection, and others contributed by providing
improvement feedback and suggestions.

Paper VI

The author analysed the Key2phone application and determined the safety and security
requirements for it. He verified the requirements using a formal specification method, and
wrote the complete text. The co-authors contributed by providing their feedback and
suggested changes.

Paper V

This research was initiated by the author, and he was also the chief investigator. He
designed the questionnaire and conducted the data collection. He performed the data
analysis and complete text writing. The co-authors contributed their feedback during the
questionnaire design, helping in data collection, and providing their constructive feedback
and critical comments on the article.

Paper VI

The author was the chief investigator. He performed the literature review, investigation
and analysis leading to the main outcomes. He wrote most of the text. The second coauthor contributed by helping in the relevant article collection, writing part of the
research methodology section, and providing her feedback on the article. Other coauthors contributed by providing constructive feedback and further suggestions on the
article.

Table 4: Papers by the author and his contributions to those papers
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2

The Role of Human Factors in Information Security

In information security, technology is certainly an essential component in securing
the information assets, but it is the people who interact with those technologies
who are responsible for their effective implementation and operation. People are
susceptible to psychological manipulation, prone to error, and can be negligent as
well as making bad decisions. A study by the IBM Computer Security Incident
Response Team found that over 95% of the security incidents analysed by the team
had ‘human-errors’ as a contributing factor (IBM Global Technology Services,
2014). A similar report by the Intel Security had similar findings, which revealed
that internal actors are responsible for the 43% of data loss, of which half was
intentional and the remaining accidental (Intel Security, 2015).
Problems due to human factors in information security can be interpreted in
two different ways. The first is to hold human weakness responsible for security
problems, or in other words, to consider humans as the weakest link in the
information security chain (Schneier, 2000; Sasse et al., 2001; Flink, 2002; Mann,
2008). Information security is often considered only as strong as its weakest
component (Whitten and Tygar, 1999; Schneier, 2000), which also implies that it is
as strong as its human component. People therefore need to be made self-reliant in
making correct decisions and acting in an acceptably secure manner in cyberspace.
The second way is to hold the system accountable for the security problem. If a
security-critical system does not behave as expected, becoming the cause of user
mistakes, then it means that the system failed to achieve its purpose and has quality
issues. Those issues associated with its quality, and essentially usability, need to be
recognised, understood, and resolved.
Automating security critical activities might be advocated, since this will
eliminate the security failures attributed to human vulnerabilities and at the same
time relieve the users from defending themselves. Although eliminating the human
role from the information security chain may seem like an attractive proposition, it
may not be feasible with existing technology for several reasons (Edwards et al.,
2007; Cranor, 2008; Montesion and Fenz, 2011). Certainly, some security critical
activities can be automated, particularly those activities that have achieved a
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considerable level of perfection, but for many activities the security system still
depends on humans for decision making and to carry out its respective action(s).
Both humans and computing devices, such as computers, smartphones, tablets
and other devices used for internet browsing, have their own distinct benefits and
limitations. Humans are flexible and possesses a better ability for creative thinking
than computers, but can be manipulated, whereas a computer is rigid and can
handle states and process changes better than humans, but it can be poor at dealing
with exceptions (Schneier, 2013). Humans are better adapted to capturing and
assessing the necessary social and environmental contexts of security, and are
capable of making operable decisions (Edwards et al., 2007; Cranor, 2008). In
many security-critical situations, human knowledge is thus still better than
computers for reasoning, processing and making decisions. For example, there
cannot be one default setting appropriate for every user in configuration settings
related to privacy and security, and thus the system has to depend on its user’s
knowledge to configure the setting most suitable for their purposes and needs.
When a decision must be made about whether to take a risk that some people may
embrace and others reject, it eventually has to be taken by the users (Bravo-Lillo et
al., 2013). Humans can understand whose values should be prioritised, for instance,
when deciding whether to allow or deny an authorisation of resources, they can
better take into account various policies, directives and laws or economic benefits
(Edwards et al., 2007; Cranor, 2008). In a nutshell, automating certain security
activities may impact the usability, user friendliness, and even the cost of a system,
for example, automation may increase the restrictiveness and inconvenience of a
system, introduce extra processing which slows the system, and increase the cost of
the system (Edwards et al., 2007; Cranor, 2008).
A study by Montesion and Fenz (2011) revealed that only 30% of the security
controls recommended by the standards such as ISO 27001 and NIST Special
Publication 800-53 can be automated using existing technology. This also implies
that humans do, and will continue to, play a key role in information security.
Security experts and designers, therefore, must consider human factors while
designing information security measures. Unlike the other components, such as
hardware and software, human vulnerabilities cannot be easily maintained, patched
and fixed; however, people can be: i) facilitated by better usability in the system to
prevent them from making dangerous errors, and ii) educated, trained and made
aware of cyber threats so that they can develop the ability to decide and act in an
acceptably safe and secure manner in cyberspace.
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2.1

People’s Online Behaviours

Internet users are diverse. They have their own purposes for using the internet.
They possess individual perceptions, understandings and preferences for online
privacy and security based on their knowledge, skills and experiences, which in a
way affect their online behaviour. They also understand that they themselves are
responsible for protecting their information (Furnell et al., 2007). This does not
stop risk-taking behaviours, however, which leads them to suffer information
compromise and incur monetary loss.
Sometimes people can be so naïve that they agree to divulge their information,
even login details, for small gain. For example, a survey was conducted by the
‘InfoSecurity Europe 2003’ organiser in a quest to find out how security conscious
workers are about their company information. In this study, approximately 90% of
the participants revealed their computer password in return for a cheap pen
(Leyden, 2003). Frighteningly, after more than a decade, the situation in
InfoSecurity’s study does not look much improved. This is evident from a study by
Happ et al. (2016), in which they applied the norm of reciprocity (i.e. the feeling of
being obliged in return for a favour) to trick people into making them divulge
information. In this study, 30% of participants disclosed their correct passwords
and 48.3% revealed the hints for their passwords. After receiving a chocolate,
43.5% of the participants revealed their passwords, although 29.8% of the
participants revealed passwords without any incentive.
More interestingly, some people can have a false belief that they lie outside the
cybercriminal radar, simply because they believe that their earnings are not enough
to interest cybercriminals (Szewczyk and Furnell, 2009). Some people acquire a
false sense of security and believe that they are completely protected from every
type of attack, even social engineering, simply because they have security software
installed on their device (Sanders et al., 2009). To further complicate the situation,
they then ignore warnings from that security software (Villamarín-Salomón and
Brustoloni, 2010). Such people, who are ignorant about security or hold
misconceptions about it, often become an easy target for attackers.
The online behaviour of internet users, essentially risky behaviour, can be
intentional or accidental. To further understand types of online behaviour, Stanton
et al. (2005) developed a taxonomy of security behaviours that varied along two
dimensions, which are intentionality and technical expertise. Their taxonomy
recognised six categories of security behaviour, of which two, aware assurance (i.e.
behaviour that requires a high technical expertise and strong intention to protect
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Novice----------Expertise----------Expert

information and resources, for example, recognise a backdoor and remove it from
the system) and basic hygiene (i.e. behaviour that does not require technical expertise,
but simply a clear intention to protect information and resources, for example, an
aware user does not reveal their information to a social engineering attack) are
positive, whereas the remaining behaviours (i.e. intentional destruction, detrimental
misuse, dangerous tinkering, and naïve mistakes) are dangerous, as shown in Figure
3. Both intentional destruction and detrimental misuse are malicious activities
performed with a harmful intention, whereas aware assurance and basic hygiene are
security-motivated activities. Among these six categories of security behaviours, the
unintentional or accidental behaviours, also referred as human errors, are prevalent
in phishing and need to be addressed. Human errors can occur with anyone, for
instance, people naïve about security (naïve mistakes) and those with security
expertise (dangerous tinkering). Human errors can vary: slips (i.e. caused due to
attention failure), lapses (i.e. caused due to memory failure), mistakes (i.e. caused due
to a rule-based or knowledge-based mistake), and violations (i.e. caused because an
individual wishes something that the authority does not allow) (Brostoff and Sasse,
2001). According to the nature of these errors, they may be related to the usability
of system or the security knowledge and skills of people.

Intentional
Destruction

Dangerous
Tinkering

Aware
Assurance

Unintentional (In) Security

Detrimental
Misuse

Naïve Mistakes

Basic Hygiene

Malicious---------------Intentions---------------Benevolent

Figure 3: Two factor taxonomy of end-user security behaviours (Stanton et al.,
2005)
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An obvious and critical question that can arise is why people behave in this way
when performing critical security actions.
action This question may not have an exact
answer due to its dependence on the complex
plex nature of human psychology, and
many uncertainties, as well as unforeseen events,
events however, it can be explained
lained to an
extent in terms of several factors that impact and drive those behaviours. Some
factors potentially responsible for the unpredictable nature of online behaviours
are shown in Figure 4, and explained next.

Nature of
communication
Human nature
and psychology

Security is a
trade-off

Factors that can
impact online
behaviours
Security is
rarely the
primary
concern

Poor usability
in security
critcial system
Social
engineering

Figure 4: Factors that can impact online behaviours

2.1.1

The nature of online communication

In everyday life, it is common for people to encounter deception in cyberspace,
cyberspace
whether it is trivial or serious. Despite that, people are
are poor at detecting deception
and one potential explanation for this lies in the nature of online communication
(Carlson et al., 2004;; Toma & Hancock, 2012).
2012
In face-to-face communication, it is not just what has been expressed, but also
other cues in the communication, such as verbal cues (e.g. language style, message
messag
content), non-verbal cues (e.g. communicator’s gestures, eye contact, tempo and pitch
pitch
level), contextual cues (e.g. context of communication),
co
and meta-cues (e.g. detectable
interaction between two or more of these cues) that help in determining the
trustworthiness
tworthiness of the communication (Carlson et al. 2004). In computer- or
device-mediated
mediated communication,
communication however, many of those cues are either
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attenuated or concealed, providing a fertile arena for deception or spoofing
(Donath, 1999). For instance, in cyberspace people can tailor their identity and
craft self-presentation for a large mass of people very easily, whereas gaining the
same level of manipulation of self-presentation in a face-to-face encounter is not
simple. A few fraudsters can also craft their self-presentation in the physical world;
however, access to the extent possible through the internet, simply with a mouse
click, is not feasible in the real world. Some of the communication factors that may
impact online behaviours are briefly explained in Table 5.
FACTOR

DESCRIPTION

Nature of

Communication media has an impact on people’s online behaviour (Dong et

communication

al., 2008). The time taken to develop trust between communicators varies with
the communication media used (Bos et al., 2002). This may be because the cues
on which people build trust are either attenuated or missing (Donath, 1999).
Even existing cues may take different amounts of time to find and analyse for
each communication media. People may also have a certain general attitude
(e.g. trust, annoyance, like, dislike) towards the mode of communication
(Cameron and DeJoy, 2006).

The direction and

Who initiated a communication also impacts people’s online behaviours (Dong

initiator of

et al., 2008). Communications initiated by the potential victim rather than the

interaction

fraudster generally means the potential victim is already partially influenced.
This makes relatively easy for the fraudster to convince the potential victim and
build trust with them. Such trust is needed to exploit and cheat them.

The gender of

Attackers pretending to be of the opposite gender to that of the potential

interactors

victim have a relatively higher chance of success (Jagatic et al., 2007). For
example, an attacker may pretend to be a female in order to attack a potential
male victim and vice versa.

The benefit and

Cause, purpose, and the beneficiary of the interaction also determines how

causality of

people will behave online (Dong et al., 2008). Techniques are often exploited

interaction

by social engineering: a phishing email informing a potential victim that there
have been suspicious transactions in their bank account can have a different
effect on them than an email asking for login details for a survey.

Table 5: Communication factors that may impact people’s online behaviour
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2.1.2

Privacy/Security is a trade-off

Privacy/security is a trade-off, which has costs in terms of money, time,
convenience, abilities, liberties, and so on (Schneier, 2008). People’s behaviour is
influenced by the magnitude of the costs they have to pay in return for
privacy/security. People may disobey logic and take cheaper options, even
unsecure ones, if they perceive that their actions can produce the maximum
benefits also referred to as least-effort trade-off line (Besnard and Arief, 2004), or that
the risk is trivial. This may be why people sometimes reject or ignore security
measures and their warnings because the indirect costs they have to bear by
applying security measures or complying with the warnings outperform the
perceived risks (Herley, 2009). For example, in security-usability, if people find that
applying security will significantly decrease usability; there is a high possibility that
they will not apply the security. People’s estimation of the security trade-off relies
on heuristics (i.e. is based on stereotypes, biases, rule of thumb, and instinct)
(Schneier, 2008). They have limited time and mental resources, accompanied by
hypothetical and abstract concepts of security in practice, making it hard for even
security conscious people to assess the correct magnitude of risk (West, 2008). To
worsen the situation, security experts and designers often talk about the harm of
the worst case scenario, when what people care about is the actual harm (Herley,
2009), and so often the seriousness or consequences mentioned by a security
system seem exaggerated to users in their context.

2.1.3

Security is rarely the primary concern

When people use their computing devices, they do so because they have certain
activities to perform, such as browsing a website, checking email, downloading
files, performing online transactions, etc. Security is rarely people’s primary
concern (Whitten and Tygar, 1999). Asking people to take security-related actions
outside their normal workflow can be considered an interruption (Yee, 2004), and
can encourage them to disable the security features or to proceed by dismissing the
security warning. Even for those who are concerned about security, relevance
comes before authenticity (Jakobsson et al., 2007). In the case of phishing, many
people look for visible cues rather than intentions in the suspected email and
website. For example:
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In April 2014, tens of thousands of people in Finland received fraudulent emails purporting
to be from Finnish customs. The email informed the recipient that a package had arrived in their
name, and that for customs clearance they must send their banking login details through a reply
email. Unfortunately, at least fifty recipients divulged their online banking information and the
information from at least six individuals was used to secure a short term loan in the victim’s
name. (Yle News, 2014).
In the above case people failed to realise that the email was a phishing attack
mainly because:
• The fraudsters were familiar with the Helsinki-Vantaa airport’s customs
operating procedures and employed them for their trick. The customs
clearance unit in the Helsinki-Vantaa airport informs people of packages
arriving by email, which means there was nothing suspicious in receiving
such email.
• The phishing email did not use poor language, nor did it contain a
hyperlink but asked for the information through a reply email. Again, there
was nothing suspicious, particularly among people instilled with the
stereotypical belief that poor language and unknown hyperlinks are the two
characteristics for identifying a phishing email. Most of the anti-phishing
educative and awareness material overly emphasises poor language and
embedded hyperlinks as a means to identify phishing emails. This could
also be an effect of the click-whirr response in which the brain tends to
classify stimuli based on few features or cues and feels an urge to complete
actions that have in the past been paired with the cues, and thus the actions
are performed without reasoning, or mindlessly (Karlof et al., 2009).
Unfortunately, for these two reasons the victims did not detect or determine the
intention of the email.

2.1.4

Social Engineering

“Social engineering is a psychological manipulation, skilled or otherwise, of an individual or set of
individuals to produce a desired effect on their behaviour” (Harley, 1998). Social engineering
is part of the art and science of human hacking (Hadnagy, 2011). In the context of
information security, it refers to the exploitation of people’s vulnerabilities in order
to make them perform certain risky actions or divulge their information, ultimately
with an intention to compromise their information.
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According to Harley (1998), gullibility, curiosity, courtesy, greed, diffidence,
thoughtlessness, and apathy are the human characteristics which are often
exploited by social engineers. Similarly, Peltier (2006) pointed out qualities of
human nature, such as the desire to be helpful, a tendency to trust people, fear of
getting into trouble, and willingness to cut corners (i.e. laziness), that are exploited
by social engineers. Mann (2008) referred to ignorance, gullibility, the desire to be
liked, and being helpful as the human emotions that are targeted by social engineer.
In simple words, social engineering exploits the weaknesses and vulnerabilities of
people’s natural instincts, emotions, or subconscious behaviour. People are more
susceptible to revealing information when their strong emotion is suddenly
triggered. Human behaviours during a sudden triggered by emotions are governed
and driven by the subconscious mind. The subconscious mind does not function in
an analytical and logical manner, and phishers further exploit this for their financial
and related gain.
Samani and McFarland (2014) classified social engineering attacks in two
categories:
• Hunting. In hunting, a social engineer has minimal interaction, typically a
single encounter, with the target. During this single interaction the social
engineer causes them to divulge information, after which the
communication is ended.
• Farming. In farming, a social engineer establishes a relationship with the
target and continues to milk the information over a longer period of time.
Social engineering attacks are comprised of four phases: information gathering (i.e.
researching and gathering information about the potential victim, which can be
used to build relationship), developing the relationship (i.e. reaching the target and
engaging them in communication to build trust and a relationship), exploitation (i.e.
manipulating the victim and deceiving them to reveal information) and execution of
attack (i.e. using the harvested information for personal benefit) (Allan et al., 2005).
Somewhat different from the aforementioned phases, Samani and McFarland
(2014) divided the social engineering attack lifecycle into the following four phases:
research, hook, play, and exit, shown in Figure 5. In this lifecycle, the research
phase may be optional since not all attacks are pre-planned and targeted but may
be through a chance encounter with the victim. In a targeted attack, the social
engineer strives for two types of information: primary information (i.e. the main
information which an attacker uses for fraud, etc.) and enabling information (i.e.
information about the prospective victim, which assists in the acquisition of the
primary information).
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3. Play
-Manipulate people
-Extract information as long it
continues

Extract

2. Hook
-Research and communicate
with the targets
-Build relationship and gain

Close

Social
Engineering
Attack
Life-Cycle

Set

4. Exit
-Close interaction with the victim,
ideally, without arousing suspicions
-Cover tracks to protect from
tracing

Understand
1. Research (Optional)
-Gather
background
information of potential targets
-Determine the targets
-Plan the way to engage with the
targets

Figure 5: Social engineering attack lifecycle (Samani and McFarland, 2014)
It is during the hook phase that Robert Cialdini’s principles of persuasion
(Cialdini, 2001) become more relevant and are applied so as to increase the chance
of the target complying with the social engineer’s instructions:
• Reciprocation. The targets are more likely to comply with the social engineer
if they feel gratitude towards them and feel that they owe them a favour.
• Consistency and commitment. In general people are serious about fulfilling their
promise and remain trustworthy. If the target is deceived into feeling that
they have promised something, their likelihood of complying with the
social engineer increases.
• Social proof. People are more likely to do something if they are deceived by
apparent proof, even fake proof that convinces them that they are not
alone but that many others are doing the same thing.
• Liking. People are more likely to comply with someone they like. If the
social engineer masquerades to be someone the targets like, the likelihood
of successful social engineering tricks increases.
• Authority. People are more likely to comply with it, when an order comes
from the figure of authority. If the social engineer pretends that an order is
coming from an authorised person, it will increase the likelihood of the
target following the order.
• Scarcity. If the social engineer succeeds in convincing or threatening targets
that something they need or want is in short supply, it will increase the
likelihood that the targets will comply with the social engineer’s
instructions.
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Peltier (2006) also listed very similar potential actions that can lead to social
engineering: diffusion of responsibility (i.e. targets are made to believe that they are not
solely responsible for their actions), chance of ingratiation (i.e. targets are made to
believe that complying with the request will enhance their chance of receiving
benefits), trust relationship (i.e. targets are more likely to reveal their information to
someone who they believe to be known), and guilt (i.e. targets who feel guilty are
more likely to comply in order to get rid of the guilt).
Social engineering tactics are becoming more deceptive and sophisticated
(Samani and McFarland, 2014). Social engineers with a sound knowledge of
technology are skilfully exercising social engineering tactics and exploiting technical
vulnerabilities in systems to improve the chance that their attack will be successful
(Symantec Security Response, 2013). Phishing emails are designed to appear to
come from someone that the targets know, a source they trust, or to contain
information relevant to the targets’ professional or personal role. In addition,
phishers make an assertive follow-up phone calls to targets to pressurise them into
open phishing emails (Deschatres, 2014). Their social engineering techniques are
well-researched and designed to improve their chance of success. Context aware
phishing (Jakobsson, 2005), socially-aware phishing (Parno et al., 2006), reverse social
engineering (Irani et al., 2011), and baiting (Krombholz et al., 2013; Deschatres, 2014)
are some variants of social engineering attacks. Social engineering is one of the
most prominent techniques employed to conduct, convince and make people act in
certain ways, and thus it is widely used to conduct phishing attacks. A welldesigned social engineering technique with a reliable social context increases the
success rate of phishing attacks (Jagatic et al., 2007), and therefore, such attacks
cannot be solved solely by depending on technological remedies, but require the
implementation of a conceptual firewall or human firewall.

2.1.5

Poor usability in security critical systems

The poor usability of IS and security software can also be blamed, to an extent, for
people’s online behaviour (Dong et al., 2008; Lorentin and Karvonen, 2008). The
purpose of well-designed usability is to bridge the mental gap between a system
and its users and facilitate their communication or interaction. Essentially, a user
should be able to notice, understand, and correctly apply recommendations made
through the indicator and warning system (Cranor 2008). The ways UI and
usability can impact people’s online behaviours are briefly explained in Table 6.
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UI AND USABILITY

DESCRIPTIONS

Visibility of security

Users may fail to notice a security indicator, or warning, or a setting hidden

indicator, warning, and

from their sight, which will often not be considered by them.

setting
Correctness of security

An incorrect security indicator or warning experienced in the past can

indicator and warning

decrease user trust. Such users may dismiss even a correct indicator and
warning in the future.

Frequency of displaying

Displaying a security indicator or warning frequently can habituate or

security indicator and

desensitise users, and ultimately train them to disregard it without reading.

warning
Clarity and completeness

Difficult to understand or incomplete information provided by a security

of the information

indicator, warning, or setting can impact a user’s online behaviour, for

provided by security

example, they may ignore it and even if comply with it, there is a greater

indicator, warning and

chance of doing it in an incorrect way.

setting
Resources required such

Higher response costs (i.e. resources required in terms of effort, time, and

as time, effort and

cognition to perform the actions recommended by security indicator, or

others, to comply with

warning, or setting) may impact a user’s online behaviour, for example,

security indicator,

they may dismiss it if the perceived return is less than the response costs or

warning, and setting

comply with them if the perceived return is lucrative.

Obstructing workflow

Security is rarely the primary concern, and thus if it obstructs workflow,
they may turn it off or find another way to do their task.

Reliability of

Depending on unreliable characteristics, which can be spoofed, in order to

characteristics

differentiate between a legitimate email (and website) and a phish can
impact a user’s online behaviour, and the chance of responding to a
phishing attack may be high (Karakasiliotis et al., 2006).

Complexity of system

A system that is difficult to understand increases the chance that its users
will make dangerous errors, which can be misused by attackers to
compromise a system.

Poorly designed UI

Phishing attacks can convincingly mimic a poorly designed UI. For
example, the LostPass attack (Cassidy, 2016) became possible because the
LastPass implemented browser pop-up boxes or banners, whose exact
HTML and CSS were easily available. It also placed the browser pop-up
boxes or banners on the viewport of browser, which is easy to copy.

Table 6: UI and usability factors that can impact people’s online behaviour
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2.1.6

Human nature and psychology

Many studies have attempted to understand the role of human nature and
psychology in people’s online behaviour and their vulnerabilities to phishing attack.
Some of the studies that can help to shed light on the impacting factors are
mentioned next.
A study by Chan et al. (2005), to determine the behaviour of employees in an
organisation, indicated that whether employees comply with an organisation’s
security policies or not is basically dependent on their perceptions of the information
security climate (i.e. their perceptions of organisational policies, practices, and
procedures, both formal and informal) and self-efficacy (i.e. employee knowledge and
skills regarding online security).
Ferguson (2005) and Jagatic et al. (2007) conducted spear phishing attacks on
cadets at the United States Military Academy and students from Indiana University
respectively. Their studies revealed that such attacks are more effective when they
incorporate a suitable social context.
Jagatic et al.’s (2007) study found that: i) gender affects vulnerability to a
phishing attack, and that females are more vulnerable than males, ii) the success
rate of phishing attacks is higher when the attackers and their potential victims are
of the opposite gender, iii) age group affects vulnerability to phishing attacks, i.e.
younger people are more vulnerable to phishing attack than other ages, and iv)
people from technological backgrounds, especially from IT and related disciplines,
are comparatively less vulnerable to phishing attacks. Similarly, Sheng et al.’s (2010)
study suggested that females are more susceptible to phishing attacks than males;
that the 18-25 age group is more likely to fall for phishing attacks than people of
other ages; and prior exposure to phishing education is associated with less
susceptibility to phishing.
Halevi et al. (2013) and Chaudhary et al. (2015d) analysed the ways in which
people’s cultural and personal traits are linked to their vulnerabilities to phishing
attack. A survey conducted by the author (Chaudhary et al., 2015d) on master’s
level students majoring in IT and related disciplines showed that national culture,
gender, security courses and training attended in the past and prior exposure to a
phishing attack influence skill in detecting phishing attacks. Similarly, Halevi et al.
(2013) found a correlation between personality traits, particularly neuroticism (i.e.
feelings such as anxiety, fear, worry, frustration, anger, envy, guilt, loneliness, and
jealousy) and vulnerability to phishing attacks. They also found that female
vulnerabilities to phishing attacks were significantly correlated to personality traits.
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Similarly, Schneier (2008) stated that people possess different inherent tendency
towards risk: some are risk taking, whereas others are not. He further reported that
the ability to take risks also depends on context, for example, a person may not
take the same level of risk for one million Euros as for 100 Euros.
Contrary to the aforementioned studies, Kumaraguru et al. (2009) did not find
any significant relationship between susceptibility to phishing on day zero and
gender; however, they found that academicians (or students) are more vulnerable
than administrative staff, and also that participants in the 18-25 age group were
more susceptible to phishing attacks. Dhamija et al (2006) found no significant
correlation between people’s vulnerabilities to phishing attacks and their education,
IT literacy, age, gender, and prior exposure and experience to phishing. Similarly, a
survey conducted by the Tech and Law Centre with more than a thousand students
from over 15 Italian universities revealed that the female participants were more
cautious and aware of information security than the male participants (Tech and
Law Centre, 2014). The male participants had a high tendency to experiment and
disregard information security.

Personal
Variables
Demographics
and Personal
Characteristics

Communication

Knowledge and
Experience

Environmental
Stimuli
Intentions
Interference

Communication
Processing

Communication
Impediments

Communication
Delivery

Human Receiver

Attention
Switch

Attention
Maintenance

Comprehension
Behaviour

Knowledge
Acquisition

Attitudes and
Beliefs

Capabilities

Application

Motivations

Knowledge
Retention

Knowledge
Transfer

Figure 6: The human-in-the-loop security framework (Cranor, 2008)
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To understand the behaviour of humans in security-critical functions, a more
relevant and complete conceptual model called human-in-the-loop security framework,
shown in Figure 6 was created by Cranor (2008). This model was designed based
on the C-HIP Model (Wogalter, 2006).
According to the human-in-the-loop security framework, the success of security
depends on the success of security-related communication, which determines the
desired behaviour of people. Security actions are usually triggered by security
related communications by non-expert users, for example, alerts from the security
software, software manual or security tutorial; whereas expert users may initiate
actions by themselves. Expert users can communicate with themselves based on
their knowledge and experiences. Communication relevant to security can be
categorised into five types: warnings, notices, status indicators, training, and
policies. It can also be broadly categorised as active (i.e. interruptions and forcing
users to notice it) or passive (i.e. without interrupting the user) communications. An
interference in a communication (i.e. preventing the receiver from receiving the
messages that the sender intended to communicate) can be caused by malicious
attackers, technology failures, or environmental stimuli such as light, noise, or a
user’s primary task.
In a human receiver (the human factor), there are three steps of information
processing: communication delivery, communication processing, and application.
Communication delivery can succeed only when a user can see the communication
(i.e. attention switch) and recognise it (i.e. attention maintenance). Communication
delivery can be obstructed by environmental stimuli and interference. For example,
in the case of phishing a user must notice and recognise various security indicators
and warnings, and impediments can be the position of indicators or warnings, their
colours and font sizes, their delivery channel etc. Similarly, in communication
processing a user should be able to understand the communication (i.e.
comprehension) and know how to correctly respond to it (i.e. knowledge
acquisition). For example, in the case of phishing a user must understand the
meaning of warnings or indicators and follow safe procedures to perform the
intended tasks. Lastly, application is the user ability to retain the knowledge learned
from the case (i.e. knowledge retention) and be able to use it if similar cases arise in
the future (i.e. knowledge transfer).
Factors that affect humans are: personal variables (i.e. demographics, personal
characteristics, knowledge and experiences), intentions (i.e. attitudes, beliefs, and
motivations), and capabilities. Demographics and personal characteristics such as
age, gender, culture, education, occupation, and disabilities, and a user’s knowledge
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and past experiences are the factors that have an impact. Other impacting factors
are relevant attitudes and beliefs, which include self-efficacy (i.e. the accuracy of
communication, whether a user needs to pay attention to it, the user’s ability to
successfully complete the recommended actions), response efficacy (i.e. the
effectiveness of the recommended actions), resources required to complete the
recommended actions, and the user’s general attitude towards the communication
(e.g. trust, annoyance) (Cameron and DeJoy, 2006). Attitudes and beliefs can be
influenced by the user’s past experiences, for example, if a user finds that a warning
was incorrect, they may ignore such a warning in the future. Similarly, motivation is
the incentive of benefits that a user can expect by taking the recommended actions.
Last but not least, capability is the ability of a user to take the appropriate actions,
and is dependent on: what the actions are, specific knowledge, or cognitive or
physical skills, and resources such as specific hardware and software.
Another model, particularly designed to study user-phishing interaction and
determine its affecting factors was created by Dong et al. (2008). They found that
users mainly use two types of information when interacting with a phishing attack:
external information (i.e. information retrieved from UI and other sources) and
context and knowledge (i.e. the social context of the user, information such as a
recent news, what is happening around the user, the user’s past behaviour, and
their social network). This information updates the user’s perception and
expectations and helps in decision making. Dong et al. (2008) divided a user’s
decision-making process into three stages
i.
Construction of the perception of the situation: This stage is affected by factors
such as space (i.e. direction of interaction, media of communication),
participants (i.e. initiator of interaction, beneficiary from interaction, target
of action, recipient in communication), causality (i.e. cause and purpose of
interaction), and suggestion (i.e. suggested and implied actions for reaching
the goal). It is during this stage that a mental gap can occur between a
system and its users.
ii.
Generation of possible actions with which to respond: In this stage, factors such as
time, knowledge, resource availability, personality, capability etc. affect the
set of actions.
iii.
Generation of assessment criteria and choosing an action: A user’s assessment
criteria are affected by their worldview, knowledge, prior experience,
personal preferences, emotional and physical state, etc.
More recently, Jansen (2015) studied online banking behaviour. They used the
PMT approach (Rogers, 1975) for their study and concluded a conceptual model
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for safe online banking, shown in Figure 7. PMT is basically based on two
cognitive processes: threat appraisal and coping appraisal.
The threat appraisal process is an individual evaluation to estimate the
likelihood and impact of a threat. It consists of the constructs of perceived
vulnerability (i.e. probability that the threat will occur) and perceived severity (i.e. the
severity of consequences resulting from the threat) together called perceived risk, and
the constructs of reward or loss (i.e. potential reward or loss from embracing or
rejecting the measures against the threat).
Similarly, the coping appraisal process includes an individual assessment of
coping strategies or measures to avoid or minimise the threat. People’s behaviours
can be adaptive (protective) or maladaptive (avoidance) (Howe et al., 2012). The
coping appraisal process consists of the following constructs:
• Response costs (i.e. concerns about the cost of performing the recommended
response),
• Self-efficacy (i.e. belief about own ability to perform the recommended
response (Milne et al., 2000)),
• Response efficacy (i.e. belief about the effectiveness of the recommended
response in coping the threat (Milne et al., 2000)),
• Locus of controls (i.e. the conviction of an individual regarding whether they
have control over the security or someone else such as administrator and
organisation has (Workman et al., 2008)),
• Injunctive norms (i.e. perception of what should or ought to be done with
respect to performing a given behaviour (Infinedo, 2012)),
• Descriptive norms (i.e. perception of whether others are or are not
performing the behaviour in question (Infinedo, 2012)), and
• Attitude (i.e. individual positive or negative feeling about performing the
target behaviour).
Other control variables are: prior experience in the form of habit and
demographics such as age, gender, education, and environment. Jansen (2015) also
mentioned that personality variables such as risk propensity and trust propensity
are also predictors of a user’s online behaviour.
Variables such as trust in an organisation and its system, and response cost can
have a negative effect on protection motivation. If a user trusts the organisation or
its system, they may not feel the need to be extra cautious while performing
transactions. Similarly, if the cost of applying or performing the recommended
response is costlier than the expected gain, a user may reject it.
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Control Variables
Perceived Vulnerability

Trust in Online
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Perceived Severity
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Response Efficacy
Injunctive Norms
Self-Efficacy
Response Costs (-)

Descriptive Norms
Attitude

Figure 7: Conceptual model of safe online banking (Jansen, 2015)
A summary of the aforementioned studies is given in Table 14 (included in
Appendices) where many of the factors overlap and are interrelated.

2.2

Usable Anti-Phishing Solutions

A study by Akhawe and Felt (2013) found a substantial lowering in the click-through
rate in the recent version of web browsers such as Google Chrome and Mozilla
Firefox than their earlier versions. This could be due to noteworthy improvements
in the usability of the browser’s inbuilt anti-phishing solution, essentially in their
security warnings, indicators and settings. Phishing detection techniques such as
the hybrid-technique significantly improved the accuracy of their results, which in a
way encouraged web browsers to adopt active warnings. Suitable button(s) and
link(s) in the warnings are strategically placed so as to encourage a user to act
safely. The language used in warning messages and when explaining setting options
is simple and clear. Warning messages are more convincing than in the earlier
versions of browsers, and thus increase the chance that a user will heed them.
Warnings also contain a link through which any interested users can learn about
the threat in more detail, however, there remains a room for improvement in
usability. The lowered click-through rate is still high and threatening enough;
Akhawe and Felt (2013) found click-through rates for Google Chrome’s phishing
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and malware warnings to be 18.0% and 23.2% respectively, and 31.6% for the
Mozilla Firefox’s SSL warning.
Similarly, several studies have revealed that the anti-phishing mechanisms
implemented by web services and widely targeted by phishers, such as e-banking
and e-shopping, are poorly designed without properly understanding their
customers. Some crucial anti-phishing information and features in these services
are either missing or poorly presented (i.e. they are hidden, use bad UI, overload
information, etc.), follow inconsistent and risky practices (e.g. redirecting their
clients to another website), or the information provided is incomplete or confusing
(Mannan and van Oorschot, 2007; Yuan et al., 2014; Chaudhary et al., 2015c). In
the name of security, these services sometimes include unnecessary, complex and
time-consuming procedures, which customers fail to fulfil. A study revealed that
many security-aware people face difficulty in complying with the basic security
requirements recommended by e-banking services (Mannan and van Oorschot,
2007). e-Banking services still need work on their usability and user-experience, as
also apparent from Iyengar and Belvalkar’s (2009) study in India, Clemes et al.’s
(2012) study in New Zealand, and the author’s study (Chaudhary et al., 2015c) in
Nepal.
The security mechanisms in mobile phones that have been widely accepted as
performing critical security operations are not mature enough to do so (Virvilis et
al., 2014). Usability in mobile phones is constrained by their smaller screens. OS
and browsers for mobile phones lack the recommended security indicators and
their login screens are often very simple, and can easily be copied and exploited by
an attacker (Felt and Wagner, 2011; Amrutkari et al., 2015). Even the security
indicators that are implemented are inconsistently placed across the browser
(Amrutkari et al., 2015). A study by Virvilis et al. (2014) evaluated the web
browsers in Android and iOS; the two most widely used mobile OS. Their study
revealed implementation and design flaws in the phishing protection of the
evaluated browsers: for example, the blacklist in iOS was only updated when a user
synchronised their device with iTunes. Further, they found that only a small
fragment of the URL loaded is visible to users, which implies that a simple
phishing attack, such as including the targeted company name at the beginning of a
URL, makes it more likely to succeed against naïve users who do not inspect the
whole URL.
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2.2.1

Potential measures to improve the usability of anti-phishing solutions

Yee (2002, 2005) suggested the following ten criteria as guidelines for usable
security, as noted in Table 7, among which the top five criteria are related to
granting authority, and the remaining criteria are related to communication.
CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

Path of least

Provide the most natural way to perform the tasks with the least grant authority.

resistance
Explicit

Grant authority to others in accordance with a user’s actions indicating consent.

authority
Revocability

Allow the user ways to easily revoke another’s authority wherever revocation is
possible to access the user’s resources.

Visibility

Maintain an accurate awareness of other authorities that can affect the securityrelevant decisions.

Expected ability

Maintain an accurate awareness of the user’s own authority.

Appropriate

Draw a distinction between objects and actions along the boundaries relevant to

boundaries

the tasks.

Trusted path

Protect communication channels from being misused by attackers.

Identifiability

Use identifiable and distinguishable representation to present objects and actions.

Expressiveness

Enable a user to express safe security policies in terms that fit their tasks.

Clarity

Clearly indicate the effect of the security relevant actions that a user is expected to
make.

Table 7: Guidelines for usable security (Yee, 2002, 2005)
To help with the security critical system’s evaluation, Kainda et al. (2010)
proposed a security-usability threat model called HCISec. This model suggested
several critical factors that need investigation during the evaluation of critical
security system, noted in Table 8. These factors are related to either security or
usability, except memorability and knowledge and skills which are related to both
security and usability.
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SECURITY
Factor
Attention

USABILITY

Measureable metrics

Factor

Attention-failures

Effectiveness

Measureable metrics
Task success

Vigilance

Vigilance -failures

Satisfaction

Satisfaction

Conditioning

Conditioning-failures

Accuracy

Success rates

Motivation

Perceived benefits,

Efficiency

Completion times, number

susceptibility, barriers, severity

of clicks/ buttons pressed

Memorability

Recall

Memorability

Recall

Knowledge/skill

Task success, mental models

Knowledge/skill

Task success, errors,

Social context

Social behaviour

mental models

Table 8: Security-usability threat model (Kainda et al., 2010)

Similarly, Li and Helenius’ (2007) suggestions for the usability in anti-phishing
application constitute the following, noted in Table 9.
PARAMETER

MECHANISM TO ACHIEVE

Improvement in the

-Improve the visibility of what the toolbar is doing by designing simple and

UI of toolbar

easy to understand functionalities, such as
•

Configuration setting

•

View the website identity analysis result

•

Report a suspicious or misjudged website

-Button indicators are informative
Warnings

-Use three types of warnings: detected, suspicious, and safe
-Use a multi-level warning in the case of erroneous choice by user

Help system

-Include information for users in the case of confusion or for further
information, but make sure it does not overload information and is not very
technical.

Table 9: Suggestions for usability in anti-phishing (Li and Helenius, 2007)
Although, the aforementioned studies are important, they do not address the
core problems and challenges of usable security, essentially the problems that occur
due to poor practices in web service and security tool development. Those poor
practices have resulted in systems which either protect the wrong thing, or protects
the right thing in a wrong way (Anderson, 2001), provides the wrong causes of the
problem, asks users to perform cognitively unattainable tasks, and provides users
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with insufficient knowledge on which to make a correct and safe decision (Brostoff
and Sasse, 2001). There are also some inherent challenges, primarily associated with
human nature and psychology, which increase the difficulty in achieving a usable
anti-phishing solution (see Chaudhary and Berki, 2013). Some of the prime
problems related to unusable anti-phishing and their potential measures are noted
in Figure 8 and explained next.

Security and
usability are
not
conflicting
qualities

Usability
and
security
must go
hand by
hand

Security and
usability are
not add-on
features or
functionalities

Usability
and
security
must be
incorporat
ed from
requireme
nt
elicitation
and
design.

Adopt
iterative
processes
for the
analysis,
design and
evaluation
of the
security
and
usability
properties

Usable
security is not
same as
usability

Security is
rarely the
primary
concern of
people

Usable
security
aligns the
security
and
usability

Easy to
perform
the right
thing;
difficult to
make
errors; and
easy to
recover
from
errors

Security
should be
incorporat
ed as a
part of
user's
workflow

Suitable
authentication
mechanism
for IS system

Authentica
tion
method
should be
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context
and
environme
nt

Suitable
security
warnings

Protection
against users’
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Display
warnngs
only when
necessary

Clear and
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dable
instruction
about
what to do
next

Use active
warnings
when
suitable

Automate
the
activities
that are
possible

UI
elements
organized
and placed
strategicall
y, and
consistent
to each
other

Waning
indicators
should be
difficult
for the
attackers
to copy

Increase
the users'
knowledge
and
understan
ding about
the threats

Make
workflow
as natural
as possible

Well-designed
UI

Simple,
clear and
intuitive
UI

Figure 8: Potential measures for usable anti-phishing solution

a) Security and usability are not conflicting qualities
A common misconception among system designers and developers is that security
and usability are two conflicting qualities, and this misconception needs to be
eliminated. Security and usability are in fact complementary qualities (Cranor and
Garfinkel, 2004; Yee, 2004; Faily, 2011). Security restricts the access of undesirable
operations and protects users from making dangerous errors, whereas usability
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facilitates access to necessary operations (Yee, 2004), which in a way strives for the
same objectives. For example, people will not use a system which is secure, but
unusable, and in like manner, a system which is usable, but vulnerable to attacks is
useless (Cranor and Garfinkel, 2004). Both the qualities must go hand in hand, and
take into account their interplay to produce a usable secure system.

b) Security and usability are not add-on features or functionalities
Attempting to add or sprinkle security and usability into the finished product is a
futile effort. Both security and usability are important qualities (Chaudhary et al.,
2015a), thus they must be incorporated from the earliest stage of development
(Flechais et al., 2007; Kainda et al., 2010). More specifically, they are integrated in
the requirements elicitation and throughout the design process (Balfanz et al., 2004;
Flechais et al., 2007; Faily, 2011). A recommended step would be to use iterative
design processes based on a repeated analysis, design and evaluation cycle for these
two qualities (Yee, 2004).

c) Usable security is not the same as usability
According to Nielsen (2012), the following five quality components are essential
for usability: learnability (the ease with which first time users can accomplish the
basic tasks), efficiency (the quickness with which non-first time users can perform the
tasks), memorability (how easy it is to gain proficiency in using the system for users
who return after a gap), errors (the number of errors made by users while using the
system and the ease with which they recovered), and satisfaction (how pleasant was it
to use the system), however, usable security also involves, along with the
aforementioned qualities, an additional dimension in the form of adversaries or
attackers. Usable security is not just limited to improving ease-of-use of the system,
but also preventing users from making dangerous errors, especially when under the
influence of attackers. It also concerns user behaviour under different
circumstances such as under stress or when busy, careless or unmotivated while
performing sensitive transactions, and preventing dangerous errors.
In simple terms, usable security aligns security and usability, or approaches
usability from the security perspective. For authorised users it makes it, i) easy to
perform the right action, ii) hard to make errors, and iii) easy to recover from
errors that happen anyway; and it is difficult for unauthorised users to misuse.
Whitten and Tygar (1999) smartly presented the objective of usable security as,
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ensuring that users i) are reliably made aware of the security tasks they need to
perform, ii) are able to understand how to successfully perform the tasks, iii) do
not make dangerous errors, and (iv) are sufficiently comfortable with the interface
to continue using it.
Researchers such as Whitten and Tygar (1999), Dhamija et al. (2006) and
Kainda et al. (2010) suggested applying usability approaches or methods in the
security critical systems only after their verifications for the purposes.

d) Security is rarely people’s primary concern
In general, people use computers and the internet for a purpose, such as to browse
websites, check emails, and perform online transactions. Security is rarely their
primary concern (Dhamija et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2006a), but in practice, when
designing a security system, expert and designer, generally, omit to consider and
address the user’s primary task and workflow (Sasse et al., 2001). If users sense that
security or related functionalities obstruct or stop them from performing their
intended tasks, they may perceive it as an obstacle, and stop using the system, make
dangerous errors or bypass security mechanisms and find another way to do their
intended tasks.
User task and workflow should thus be analysed on the basis of the design of
the security systems (Sasse et al., 2001). Security should be incorporated as part of a
user’s workflow (Yee, 2004). Simply describing what is wrong may not work, thus,
it should also provide a secure and actionable option.

e) Suitable authentication mechanism for IS system
A widely adopted authentication mechanism used by web services, the usernamepassword pair, is poorly employed. In the name of high entropy passwords, these
web services recommend rules and policies which users either simply disobey,
choosing an easy-to-guess password, or if complying are compelled to embrace
unsecure practices such as re-using the same passwords for multiple accounts, or
writing down the passwords (Halderman et al., 2005; Florencio and Herley, 2007;
Shay et al., 2012). For example, the recommendation of one actual website for high
entropy password generation were: “Contains minimum 12 characters”, “Includes integers,
special characters, and a combination of uppercase and lowercase characters”, “Uses neither
dictionary words nor a combination of dictionary words”, and “Do not use obvious
substitutions”. Such recommendations may help to generate a high entropy
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password, but a more serious question is, will that password be easy for the user to
memorise and recall when needed?
As alternatives to the username-password combination, many other
authentication mechanisms are also used, such as image-based passwords, gesturebased passwords, etc. Sometimes other authentication mechanisms such as etokens (i.e. what you have) and biometrics (i.e. what you are) are given as
alternatives for password (i.e. what you know). It must be remembered, however,
that authentication mechanisms such as those based on images, gestures,
biometrics and e-tokens have their own functioning environment and limitations
(Schultz et al., 2001; Li et al., 2012a). There are certain advantages to the usernamepassword pair, which make it difficult to replace with other authentication
mechanisms in web services (see Bonneau et al., 2012). For instance, the usernamepassword pair is simple to implement and does not require any extra hardware,
making it cost-effective.
Finding a suitable alternative to the username-password is an important
objective for information security researchers; but one cannot disregard the fact
that it is one of the most widely-accepted authentication mechanisms. Other
authentication mechanisms also have usability issues. Selecting an authentication
mechanism suitable for the given context and environment and its correct
implementation is, preferably, the optimal solution for authentication issue.
Every authentication mechanism has its own resource requirements, such as
the hardware and software required, training requirements, and rules and policies
about using it safely and securely. These resources come at a cost, and thus,
selecting the appropriate authentication mechanism must be based on the
sensitivity of information which it will protect and the availability of resources
(Chaudhary et al., 2016a). When it is necessary to select a suitable authentication
mechanism, the usability metrics for evaluating the usability of authentication
mechanism by Li et al. (2012a) can be helpful. Their usability metrics recommend
the following properties: customisability (users can use their own information as
credential information), learnability (easy to learn and use), credential information
maintenance for multiple online services (efforts needed to maintain credential
information for multiple online services), efficiency (labour efforts required to
complete the task), quality of the help system (assistance for users in creating strong
credentials and a method to remind when people about forgotten credentials),
replicability (difficult to copy user interface), effectiveness (the authentication
mechanism and user can identify each other), on intrusiveness (verifies the integrity of
the whole authentication process), and cost effectiveness (no extra cost).
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When making recommendations for generating a strong textual password, user
memory and cognitive limitations, and the context for which the password will be
used, should be taken into consideration. For example, passwords for a PayPal
account and a Twitter account can be of different strengths. Rather than focusing
on improving the entropy of the password (Shay et al., 2010; Burr et al., 2011;
Komanduri et al., 2011), maximising the guess-number may be helpful (Barton and
Barton., 1984; Pilam, 2000; Yan et al., 2004; Kuo et al., 2006).

f) Suitable security warnings
Using passive warnings is almost ineffective (Wu et al., 2006a) although some antiphishing applications still, either inadvertently or intentionally, use them. For
example, some web browsers use passive warning for suspicious but unconfirmed
websites. There may also be several other issues with security warnings, for
example:
• Warning indicators placed in the peripheral area of the screen, which
usually fail to capture a user’s attention and go unnoticed (Li et al., 2012b)
• Warning messages using complex language with security jargon that is
difficult for general users to understand (Bravo-Lillo et al., 2011; Li et al.,
2012b)
• Warnings with information overload or incomplete information (Li and
Helenius, 2007)
• Unnecessary and frequent warnings disturbing users, and at the same time
desensitising and habituating them to so as to dismiss such warnings
(Daryanani, 2012; Bauer et al., 2013; Akhawe and Felt, 2013)
• Warnings informing users what is wrong, but not providing solutions,
leaving users in confusion: confused users are also more likely to disobey
warnings or making risky errors (Egelman et al., 2008)
• Colourful warning indicators that are inconvenient for users with special
needs, such as those with colour blindness
• Easy-to-copy indicators which may be exploited by attackers: for instance,
it is easier to copy a floating dialog-box than one attached to a browser’s
address bar, and
• UI with warnings that is inconsistent, and not noticeably different to other
pop-ups on the internet
As in real life warnings, the purposes of security warnings are to: i) provide or
communicate system information to users, ii) influence user behaviour and
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motivate them to select a secure option, iii) act as a reminder about threats and
their consequences, and iv) ultimately, strengthen security by prompting secure
behaviour (Laughery and Wogalter, 2006). Users can belong to different expertise
levels, and thus warnings should be designed so that novice users can understand
them, and at the same time expert users do not find them irrelevant (Bravo-Lillo et
al., 2011).
In order to make security warnings usable, Bauer et al. (2013) offered the
following suggestions: describe the risk comprehensively (i.e. risks, their consequences,
and instructions to avoid them), be concise and accurate (i.e. adequate information for
making informed choices presented in simple language without technical jargon,
ambiguous words or multiple words with the same meaning, and in a polite and
encouraging manner), offer meaningful options (i.e. make the safe option the default
and place it in so that if the users make a choice or dismiss the warning without
reading the text, they select the safe option), present relevant contextual information (i.e.
provide information), and follow a consistent layout ( i.e. always visible icon and
primary text, display secondary text only when users want to read it, but its display
option must not be out of a user’s sight, and the default and safest option should
be always placed above the others). Generally, these suggestions are followed by
active warnings in popular web browsers.
The frequency of warnings displayed is equally important, and therefore,
warning designers should always perform an analysis of the number of times the
system is projected to raise a warning, and security practitioners should consider
the effects that warning architectures have on warning fatigue (Akhawe and Felt,
2013). Unnecessary and frequent warnings can habituate (Bauer et al., 2013;
Akhawe and Felt, 2013) or desensitise users (Daryanani, 2012), after which they
may disregard even the legitimately serious alarms.

g) Protection against user vulnerabilities
User vulnerabilities are often exploited by attackers. Although it may not be
possible to eliminate attacks due to human vulnerabilities, they can be minimised
by i) providing suitable instructions for using a system, ii) automating the possible
security critical activities, and iii) increasing user understanding of security
(Hertzum et al., 2004; Cranor, 2008; Böhme and Grossklags, 2011).
Since users come from vastly different experiences, knowledge, and expertise,
appropriately accommodating these people is a difficult task, and providing clear
and understandable instructions about what to do next can be an effective
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technique that will reduce the complexity inflicted upon users and can be helpful in
reducing human error. Providing suitable feedback will help in discovering
lingering usability flaws (Balfanz et al., 2004).
Automating security critical activities can have the following advantages: i) it
will relieve users from performing many complex security activities, ii) it will
preserve user attention resources for more critical security cases where automation
is not applicable, iii) it will reduce the system resources expended by asking users
standardise questions, iv) it will avoid intrusive interruptions, which may become a
cause of negative emotions such as frustration or stress in users, and v) it ultimately
will lower the likelihood of compromised security due to user vulnerabilities.
There is no freedom for trial and error in security, and thus users must
understand the importance and possible consequences of their random activities.
For example, users may not understand security, and reporting a SSL to a user may
not make sense to them. It is the responsibility of the developer and designer to
present information in a suitable form so that it makes sense to users. Many users
learn and understand about information security from the warnings in security
software and from tutorials included in the security software (Chaudhary et al.,
2015d), thus, such materials should provide accurate and precise information.

h) Well-designed UI
User attention is a limited and valuable resource (Herley, 2009; Böhme and
Grossklags, 2011). It should always be conserved and used in the best possible
ways, by allocating it to the primary tasks and decisions that matter. Its importance
is significantly increased in the security field due to the field’s sensitiveness. Flashy,
non-standard, and inconsistent UIs can increase the complexity of the system and
waste user attention, and therefore the UI for security software should be simple,
clear and intuitive. Its elements should appear consistent, be organised strategically,
and follow design principles to make the workflow as natural as possible. Options
and settings should not be out of user sight and should be easily reached in a
minimum number of steps; access to control information that is within in a user’s
sight makes them better at noticing and fixing errors (Vaniea et al., 2012).
There are several factors important in UI design, such as the physical workplace
environment of users, the cognitive and perceptual abilities of users, the cultural
diversity of users, and any disabilities in users. Simplicity and clarity in the UI can
help to reduce perceptual and cognitive overload in users. Similarly, culture affects
how people interact with the system. People learn patterns of thinking, acting and
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communicating from living in a specific social environment, normally typified by
national culture (Massey et al., 2001) and so the inclusion of the physical and
cultural environment is equally important for the UI (Kainda et al., 2010). For
example, Ford and Kotzé (2005) recommended the five cultural dimensions
proposed by Hofstede in the UI and usability design. Likewise, Saariluoma et al.
(2009) suggested to consider user psychology in the interaction design of IS. Last
but not least, HCI technology is continually changing, and so UIs should also take
into consideration computing devices with limited resources and smaller screen
sizes, such as mobile phones and tablets.

2.3

Anti-Phishing Education

Education, training, and awareness are three terminologies often used
interchangeably in information security, despite their distinct differences. Before
advancing to anti-phishing education, it is essential to clarify these differences. A
comprehensible definition of these terminologies came from Amankwa et al.
(2014), who explained and differentiated them on the basis of their focus, purpose
and method of delivery, briefly explained in Table 10.
ATTRIBUTE
Focus

ISE

IST

Insight and understanding

Information security

Attention and directing

of information security

skills and knowledge

reminders about

skills and knowledge
Purpose

ISA

information security

Equip with skills and

Equip with skills and

Ensure that the person

competencies

knowledge relevant to

realise her roles and

roles and responsibilities

responsibilities

Method of

Theoretical instructional

Practical instructional

Print and electronic

delivery

methods, e.g. seminars,

methods, e.g.

media, e.g. videos, flyers,

classroom lecture

workshops

posters

Table 10: Comparative framework of IS (E, T, A) (Amankwa et al., 2014)
In today’s digital and cyber era, an inevitable question is “how educated, trained
and aware are people about information security?” Ironically and alarmingly, the
situation does not look impressive in the case of phishing. A study by Furnell
(2013) found that around 32% of the participants did not know the meaning of
‘phishing’. As a matter of fact, even educated people, including those educated in
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computing and related disciplines, were found to lack knowledge and proper skills
to deal with phishing attacks, as evident in the two studies performed by the
author. In the first of the two studies, the author conducted a quiz in Nepal, in
which all the participants were university graduates, in order to examine their skills
in identifying phishing attacks (Chaudhary et al., 2015c). Only three out of 68
participants answered all the questions correctly. In the second study, the author
conducted a survey in Finland, whose participants were university level students
majoring in Software Engineering and IT related disciplines (Chaudhary et al.,
2015d). Once again, this study revealed very similar finding: around 50% of
participants seriously lacked knowledge about phishing. Surprisingly, even the
participants who claimed to understand phishing seemed to possess several security
misconceptions.
People are poor at estimating and realising their own vulnerabilities to phishing
attacks (Halevi et al., 2013; Chaudhary et al., 2015d), which often puts them at risk.
Some people may possess various prior misconceptions about phishing and antiphishing (Bravo-Lillo et al., 2011; Kirlappos and Sasse, 2012; Tech and Law
Centre, 2014). People who are preoccupied with incorrect knowledge and
misconceptions about phishing and anti-phishing have a relatively higher chance of
ignoring security warnings and alert messages from the security software installed
in their system (Egleman et al., 2008). This frightening situation demands an
immediate attention in the current age of digital and cyber citizens
People learn about phishing and anti-phishing through various means of formal,
non-formal and informal education (Chaudhary et al., 2015d). Some universities
and colleges have included formal courses on cyber security; some have stepped
further ahead by introducing undergraduate and graduate programmes, specialised
in cyber security, and equipped with a cyber-laboratory to facilitate their students in
gaining practical hands-on experience. Similarly, popular MOOC platforms, such
as Udacity, edX, and Coursera, have courses on cyber security, and their lectures
are delivered and taught by instructors from many esteemed universities.
Organisations susceptible to phishing attacks use different ways to train their
employees. “Anti-Phishing Phil” by the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU Usable
and Security Laboratory, 2016) is an interactive game to teach people how to
identify phishing URLs, where to look for cues in web browsers, and how to use
search engines to find legitimate sites. Similarly, “PhishGuru” (RSA Education
Services, 2013) can be used to simulate phishing attacks to train employees. Some
organisations manually craft phishing attacks targeted to their employees,
specifically to train them (Parmar, 2012). Almost every organisation susceptible to
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phishing attacks has included textual information on their website to help their
staff and clients learn about phishing attacks.
Many online quizzes also test knowledge and skills in phishing. Even the
warnings sent by most of the anti-phishing applications include a link for interested
users to visit tutorials in order to learn more about the attack.
It could be argued that anti-phishing and cybersecurity education, training, and
awareness has existed for a long time, and will continue in the future, yet its impact
on improving the situation does not seem adequate (Anttila et al., 2007). It is thus
pertinent to determine where things went wrong or are still going wrong, in order
to rectify the situation for the future.

2.3.1

Potential measures to improve the effectiveness of anti-phishing
education

In the last few years, innovations in the ICT field and their dissemination has
undoubtedly been impressive. Society has been actively and rapidly embracing the
changes in ICT, as seen from the ITU report for 2015, which showed that the
internet and cellular penetration continues to grow (See ITU, 2015). There is barely
any field untouched by the ICT media, however, knowledge on information
security seems to lag behind this social development (AiJun and Yu, 2012). This
may be because people underestimate the intensity of online threats and do not
consider them a serious issue, that the complex nature of cyber threats makes it
difficult for people to understand them, or that people deliberately dismiss the
threat to save the expenses required for the purpose.
On the one hand, employers want cyber security graduates with real-world
experience, but on the other hand they are reluctant to foster this by providing
internships and part-time work (McGettrick, 2013). Nor does the situation look
very encouraging in higher education; universities, colleges and other academic
institutions do not seem to provide adequate emphasis on security issues in their
curriculum (Bogolea and Wijekumar, 2004; McGettrick, 2013). Even those
institutions that focus on cyber security primarily stress technological approaches
in their curriculum rather than the overall preparedness of the students, against
both technological and non-technological cyber threats. This can be seen in the
lack of proper security knowledge and skills that persist in university graduates. A
vast number of IT students and graduates feel that their university and college’s
curricula does not adequately prepare them for dealing with real life security
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problems (Conklin, 2005). A prominent cause of these issues is the shortage of
suitable and effective teaching and learning curricula, methods and materials.
Since the author targeted information security (particularly anti-phishing)
education during his research; he will discuss only anti-phishing education in the
next section. Some essential measures for improving anti-phishing education are
noted in Figure 9 and explained next.

Encompass
evolving and
emerging cyber
threats in
IS(E,T,A)

Focus both
technologcal and
non-technological
aspects of
information
security

Curriculum
has to be
flexible to
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changing
technology
and
cyberattacks

Teach about
both
technological
and nontechnological
threats

Curriculum
has to be up-todate including
newly
emerged
threats

Utilize
interdisciplina
ry approach
for teaching
information
security

Encourage
participation and
input from various
stakeholders
during security
curriculum design

Adopt pedagogical
approach that
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and collaborative
participation of the
learners

Eliminate
misconceptions

Use study methods
and materials
accepted by the
learners
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Figure 9: Potential measures to improve anti-phishing education

a) Encompassing evolving and emerging cyber threats in IS(E,T,A)
Cyber threats are constantly evolving and many new threats emerge every day.
This means that IT professionals should have up-to-date knowledge, skills and
experiences in information security (Ben and Raymond, 2014); however, this is
rarely followed in practice (Martini and Choo, 2014). The security curriculum needs
to be flexible to accommodate rapidly changing technology and cyber-attacks and it
must be continuously updated to include new threats (Dasgupta et al. 2013; Kessler
et al., 2014; Cullinane et al., 2015).
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b) Focus on both technological and non-technological aspects of
information security
Information security courses provide a narrow view of security, particularly
focusing on technological aspects (Ryoo et al., 2009; Dimkov et al., 2011), which
means that students or graduates are not equipped to address complex security
threats (Dasgupta et al. 2013; Martini and Choo, 2014). Teaching students by
emphasising the technological aspects of information security has prepared a
generation who ignore the social and psychological aspects of information security,
which are often exploited by attackers. Gonzalez and Locasto (2015) argued for
teaching information security to students from interdisciplinary perspectives, such
as psychology, sociology and computer science. Teaching students about social
engineering, psychological manipulation, or the exploitation of emotions, along
with the technological aspects of security, using real-life security cases and
problems (Ryoo et al., 2009; Dimkov et al., 2011) can help to develop skills in the
students to protect against both technological and non-technological attacks.
Security should be taught considering the human context, taking into account
workflow, human nature and other practical constraints (McGettrick, 2013).

c) Encouraging participation and input from various stakeholders
during security curriculum design
The approach used for security curriculum development neglects the participation
and input from its various stakeholders. In the absence of participation and input
from faculty members (main thinkers), industry professionals (who know what they
want in their new hires), government bodies (who have experience and expertise
with real systems, users, and attackers, as they prepare cyber security directives and
laws) (Schneider, 2013), and students or graduates (who have experienced security
issues in their lives and jobs and expect that university and college should prepare
them to deal with these issues) (Bogolea and Wijekumar, 2004), may not result in
an effective curriculum. When designing a security curriculum, it is necessary to
obtain input from all associated stakeholders (Ross, 2015). This is important,
essentially because teachers and lecturers in universities may not possess the
required practical experiences, or adequate training to design the curriculum (Ross,
2015). Further, it is impractical to expect that everybody needs to know everything
about information security (Anttila et al., 2007). Therefore, inputs or contributions
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from the various stakeholders can be helpful in designing a security curriculum
suitable for the learners. For instance, the expectations of a computer science or
engineering student cannot be the same as those of an MBA student from the
security education.

d) Adopting a pedagogical approach that encourages the active and
collaborative participation of the learners
Pedagogical delivery approaches used for the security teaching and learning
predominantly use a traditional approach, such as classroom teaching (using
textbooks, research articles, online resources) and exercises in a laboratory setting
(Ryoo et al., 2009; Dasgupta et al., 2013). Such methods may not deliver an
effective learning experience because i) they only address and attempt to prepare
against technological issues, but not issues due to people, and ii) they teach abstract
concepts that are impractical in a real-life context, and thus, students fail to apply
the necessary skills when faced real-life security threats (Ryoo et al., 2009). Such
approaches do not equip students with the deeper knowledge and critical thinking
required to defend against increasingly complex cyber threats and devise innovative
solutions for them (Dasgupta et al., 2013). There is a need for approaches which
equip students with a holistic perspective of cyber security, with an emphasis on
proficiency and relevance (Ben and Raymond, 2014). In a challenging field like
information security, adopting active and collaborative learning (Anttila et al., 2007)
can facilitate the development of skills by promoting student engagement in the
learning process. Hands-on activities in active learning not only increase
knowledge, but equip people with skills. Similarly, collaborative learning provides
ample opportunity to capitalise on each other as resources.
Both Ryoo et al. (2009) and Dimkov et al. (2011) suggested including practical
assignments with real life security problems and cases in the curriculum. Such
assignments can provide the students with first hand experiences of cyber threats,
which can help to develop their cyber security skills and promote safe online
behaviour.
Cullinane et al. (2015) suggested including interactive games for teaching cyber
security, since they are fun to play, engaging, and most importantly enhance
knowledge retention. Similarly, Dasgupta et al. (2013) recommended the use of
games, security competitions, role-play games, and puzzle-based learning in
security education and training; since these approaches help students to hone their
problem solving skills through reflection, imitation and experience. Ryoo et al
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(2009) proposed and incorporated Second Life into their information security
curriculum (a 3D virtual immersive world that simulates everyday real world
activities), in which students are asked to accomplish a task on a limited budget for
security education and training. Such techniques provide a feeling of realistic
context and make learning more enjoyable. Werther et al. (2011) also found that
games (in their case catch-the-flag) were a valuable pedagogical tool that can
engage students in learning about complicated security issues. The time pressures
of the competition bring the theoretical computer security lessons into sharp focus.
Of course, reading conference and journal articles, and books allows students to
acquire valuable theoretical knowledge and learn what has been tried before.
Alnjim and Munro (2009) and Kumaraguru et al. (2009), both of the studies
recommended for game-based security training due to its better knowledge
retention.
Conklin (2005; 2006) and Cheung et al. (2011) advocate challenge based
learning, such as cyber security competition. As a matter of fact, Cheung et al.’s
(2011) assessment of the students after participation in cyber security competition
significantly improved their computer and security skills and at the same time
boosted their interest in security learning and the ability to teach others about
security. Such competition also develops the offensive skills necessary for cyber
security, along with defensive skills. The students receive an opportunity to apply
the knowledge they have garnered from security courses and their past experiences,
critically examine their abilities and determine their weakness and misconceptions,
and obtain real life practice of what can go wrong in security.
Studies such as Ferguson (2005), Jagatic et al. (2007) and Parmar (2012) used
carefully crafted phishing attacks for learners as a means to teach them about
phishing attacks. Such crafted attacks also include a suitable tutorial for the learners
who fell for these attacks. The main benefit of this approach is that it provides
firsthand experience of phishing. It also exercises the students and teaches them to
remain vigilant.

e) Eliminating misconceptions
In current security education, greatest importance is given to imparting new
knowledge, which may not be as effective as expected, especially when students are
already preoccupied with misconceptions about information security (Kirlappos
and Sasse, 2012). Security awareness, education and training must do more than
simply warn users about risks, but also eliminate the misconceptions that underlie
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their actions (Kirlappos and Sasse, 2012). New knowledge is built on the
foundation of old knowledge; thus, building new knowledge on the foundation of
misconceptions may not be as effective as expected. Security education must
eliminate misconceptions about security in learners in addition to delivering new
knowledge.

f) Using study methods and materials accepted by the learners
Depending on textual material and laboratory settings for cybersecurity teaching
and learning can cause disinterest among learners, introducing poor attention and
retention of the learned knowledge. Learners may not gain the skills to apply the
learned knowledge to deal real-time cyber threats. Other innovative materials
which can interest and increase the participation of users can be helpful. For
example, Sheng et al. (2007) found that interactive games are more effective in
educating and honing the skills of learners to detect phishing attacks. Similarly,
Yang et al. (2012) found that anti-phishing educative games (interactive narrative
learning environment) are effective for a learner’s attention and knowledge
retention.
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3

Author’s Publications and their Results

In this chapter, the author describes and discusses his contributions to the research
objectives. The author published six articles, listed in “List of Publications”
included at the beginning of the thesis. The three articles (subsections 3.1, 3.4 and
3.6) deal with usable anti-phishing, and the remaining articles (subsections 3.2, 3.3
and 3.5) deal primarily with social engineering and security education.

3.1

Challenges in Designing Usable Anti-Phishing Solutions

One of the major problems with anti-phishing solutions is their poor usability,
which reduces their effectiveness in protecting users against phishing attacks. To
address the usability problem, several studies have recommended diversified
attributes essential for improving the usability of anti-phishing solutions, such as
visible, clear, understandable, and right time warning notifications; convincing and
understandable warning messages; and highlighting necessary information,
however, the author believes that such recommendations only mitigate superficial
problems, and not the causes of the problem. In his article the author aimed to
find the core causes of the problem and some possible ways to mitigate them.
The author found that the causes of poor usability in anti-phishing solutions lay
in the approach used to design and develop them. Anti-phishing solutions suffer
the same fate as other security critical systems, where usability and security are
considered conflicting properties and dealt separately rather than as
complementary properties. These properties are viewed as add-ons to a finished
product, when in fact they have to be integrated in the earliest phases of product
development, such as the requirement and design process. Anti-phishing solutions
are designed without the proper participation and consultation of different
stakeholders such as users (needs to understand their psychology and mental
model), and the expertise of other disciplines such as security, human computer
interaction, psychology, sociology, cognitive sciences etc.
The author also suggested dealing with the challenges in designing a usable antiphishing solution, which also differentiate the usability of an anti-phishing solution
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from general software usability. These challenges are particularly related to
improving human factors and adapting to emerging technology. The challenges
and their possible measures are noted in Figure 10.
This article also furnished the research direction for the remaining articles by
the author.

Challenges in designing an usable anti-phishing
solution

Security is rarely the primary concern of internet users

Ambiguous policies/rules to determine what users can
and cannot control

Information security is a very sensitive subject

Warn the users about the seriousness of the risk, but also provide
alternative method to perform their intended task
Participation of different stakeholders
Verification of the outcome through a proper user study
Improve the accuracy of detection using a hybrid method
Participation of different stakeholders

It is difficult to provide good and convincing feedback
Verification of the outcome through a proper user study
Automate the possible functionalities
The human is ... the weakest link
Empower the users in making a correct decision at the right time
Improve the accuracy of detection using a hybrid method
The high importance of correct results influences trust
Display warning only when required
Diverse and changing HCI technology

Use standard usability techniques only after their suitable verification for
the given technology

End-users are accustomed to erratic behaviour of
software systems

Display warning only when required

Figure 10: Challenges in designing a usable anti-phishing solution and their
possible measures

3.2

Time Up for Phishing with Effective Anti-Phishing Research
Strategies

Social engineering exploits human vulnerabilities and has no limits to its
techniques, thus it is prevalently employed for phishing attacks. Ironically, the
dynamicity and instability in society further serve the fraudsters by providing them
with striking subjects for crafting social engineering tricks. Unlike technological
problems, social engineering does not have a precise remedy, and therefore, in this
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article the author proposed a new strategy for anti-phishing research that valuable
for dealing with such social phishing.
Before dealing explicitly with human vulnerabilities, it is necessary to address
technological vulnerabilities which can contribute to designing social engineering
tricks. This can be achieved through usable security and improved software quality,
which consequently lead to designing phishing-resistant systems. Table 11 presents
some of the software quality properties recommended in ISO 9126 and their
interdependence in the fight against phishing. The defensive approach, which is
widely applied in anti-phishing, uses an offensive approach towards phishers and
may also help in the fight against phishing.
ISO 9126 SOFTWARE QUALITY

IMPORTANCE IN QUALITY CONTROL AND

PROPERTIES AS (SOFTWARE AND

IN THE FIGHT AGAINST PHISHING

SYSTEM) DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Functionality (system/tools should

-Security checks i) deal with unauthorised access to

work/function well, for everyone)

information systems, and ii) help remove vulnerabilities
from systems and anti-phishing tools.
-Accuracy and precision are required in the results of
anti-phishing tools

Usability (understandability, readability,

-Usability checks if the target information system and

learnability, simplicity and intuitiveness

anti-phishing tools are simple and intuitive to use and

should be considered)

configure.
-Warnings and notifications should be understandable
and effective.

Maintainability (changeability and

-Corrective maintenance techniques check and fix the

modifiability of features while maintaining

vulnerabilities in the information system/tools.

ease-of-use)

-Adaptive maintenance checks and upgrades the
system/anti-phishing tool to include predictive
knowledge on potential future phishing attacks.

Efficiency (performance)

-Lightweight anti-phishing tools for mobile phones,
tablets and other devices.

Table 11: Required software quality properties and their inter-dependence in the
fight against phishing (Chaudhary et al., 2015a)
Raising people’s awareness and knowledge of anti-phishing, and improving their
skills in anti-phishing to advance their readiness to counteract phishing attacks are
the most commonly used remedies for social phishing. Even in anti-phishing
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awareness, education, and training, it is necessary to assess the suitability and
effectiveness of the methods and materials used for the purpose, however, the
main concern is whether the different techniques in practice have improved the
situation against social phishing. Unfortunately, many people still fall for social
engineering, hence in this article the author proposed a research strategy for antiphishing research to counteract social phishing.
The proposition advocated a multidisciplinary approach for anti-phishing
research study. It further recommended analysing the available phishing data and
information to understand the core of social phishing and to design a prediction
model to identify the phenomena or events that can be misused by phishers and
how they can be misused. Suitable measures and strategies can be embraced in
order to increase people’s readiness to fight against the resulted social phishing.
In order to deduce the prediction model and suggest suitable measures to
protect against the resultant social phishing, study areas such as social computing
can be helpful. Different approaches can be borrowed from other fields of study,
for instance, to i) derive situational understanding and situational awareness
through SSM, which can provide holistic (systemic) views of society and the effects
of phishing on citizens and other social partners and stakeholders, ii) enrich antiphishing methodology and increase knowledge by using PEST analysis, which can
provide a more systemic understanding of the situation, and iii) SWOT analysis to
categorise phishing attempts based on email content.

3.3

An Evaluation of People’s Susceptibility to Phishing Attacks
in Nepal and the Effectiveness of the Applied
Countermeasures

Phishing is a growing problem in developing countries. Despite this, very limited
studies are conducted on phishing in developing countries. The author has been
working on phishing for more than five years, both the technological and human
aspects of phishing, and realised that the majority of studies on phishing were
performed using cases in developed countries. The author himself comes from a
developing country and believes that phishing problems in developing countries
need immediate attention before they cause long term damage.
Developing countries have their own constraints, such as low literacy rates, a
lack of adequate technological and skilled human resources, limited financial
resources, and others; but their internet and mobile penetration is rapidly growing.
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These naïve internet and mobile users are more vulnerable to phishing attacks.
More importantly, they are gradually adopting security sensitive online services
such as online banking and online services for everyday purposes, if they are
cheated by phishing attacks their trust in these services will be adversely impacted.
The development of any such distrust towards online services can cause a
significant loss of business, as well as affecting the development of society.
Therefore, in this research, the author studied phishing cases in Nepal. He
studied the five parameters recommended by ITU GCA, which are: legal measures;
technical and procedural measures; organisational structures; capacity building; and
international cooperation. Not surprising, the author found serious concerns and
challenges in all parameters in Nepal. The author suggested suitable measures to
overcome the concerns and challenges found, noted in Figure 11.

Anti-phishing measures for Nepal

Raise public awareness
Improve the mechanisms for reporting phishing cases
Improve cyber laws and cater for their effective enforcement
Change the media of communication between banks and theri customers
Design usable anti-phishing systems
Provide free or cheap anti-phishing measures
Orgzanixations should take preventive measures

Figure 11: Suggested measures for phishing protection in Nepal

3.4

Applying Finite State Process Algebra to Formally Specify a
Computational Model of Security Requirements in the
Key2phone-Mobile Access Solution

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly emerging field. It enables the direct
integration of the physical world into the computer-based system. Physical objects
such as doors, home lights, surveillance systems, everyday appliances, etc. can be
sensed and controlled remotely by a computer system connected to the internet,
consequently improving their efficiency and accuracy. Although this promising
field has a lot to offer, it is accompanied by many serious security concerns.
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Better security in the IoT can play the role of a catalyst for its prospects;
however, enhancing its security has several seen and unforeseen challenges, such
as:
• The IoT is not fully matured field, thus its applicability and usefulness for
various different purposes are still unexplored and so are the security
concerns.
• There is a lack of suitable consensus on how to implement security in the
IoT at the device, network and system levels (Wind River System Inc.,
2015).
• Security in many IoT devices is constrained by their small size and limited
processing power, which could inhibit strong encryption and other robust
security measures.
• Security is constantly evolving to combat new challenges and threats, with
IoT and subsequent connected technologies.
• The threats to IoT are prevalent and realistic, which many stakeholders do
not seem to have properly realised, essentially when attack techniques and
business models are readily available through which cybercriminals can
benefit or monetise them. More importantly, one cannot rule out the threat
of new DDoS attacks, sophisticated phishing attacks, and more, on the
IoT.
• Vulnerable IoT devices connected to a network can be used by attackers to
infiltrate the network.
The author thus examined the case of the Key2phons-mobile access solution
for its usable security, using the expert opinion method. The author believes that
there is knowledge and experience of many security threats; all they need is
adaptation to fit the new context, such as the unique constraints of IoT devices
and their connected technologies. This is also supported by Dritsas et al. (2006),
who suggested to utilise the existing security patterns to address the security and
privacy requirements for e-health applications. This research supported the
aforementioned suggestions in subsection 3.1., by considering usable security in the
early phase of the product development.
The authors elicited safety and security requirements in the Key2phone-a
mobile access solution, and formally specified them. The authors used LTSA and
FSP to formally specify the security requirements. The authors also suggested
suitable measures for the security threats and vulnerabilities found in the system,
related to safety, technological and human vulnerabilities, as noted in Table 12. The
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author took into consideration their cost effectiveness when suggesting potential
measures for the safety and security issues.
SECURITY
THREATS/VULNERABILITIES
Physical human safety in situations
such as being trapped inside a building
during natural calamities, or at risk of
being trapped in-between the door.

•

Use door entrapment protection such as motion
or proximity detectors.

•

Automatically opens the door when there is an
alert from the connected sensors.

Follow-on attack or tailgating

•

Use automatic locking system.

Mobile phone used to open door is
misplaced or lost or stolen.
Mobile phone password is cracked or
hacked.

•

Authentication using a PIN or password.

Mobile phone Bluetooth is hacked

Caller ID spoofing

Attacks during data transmission

Disruption of service to authorised
users by using DoS, DDoS, network
congestion, server crashing, signal
jamming, false information passed to
Piconet members, etc.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL

Strengthen the authentication mechanism by

•
•

Creating a high entropy password.

•

Use latest version of Bluetooth.

•

Turn-off Bluetooth when not needed.

•

Improve Bluetooth pairing protocol by using
strong passkey.

•

Do not accept pairing request from unknown
claimant.

•

Introduce time-out period, which increases
exponentially between repeated connecting
attempts.

•

Implement caller ID verification mechanisms
such as CallerDec.

•

In the case of Key2phone, authentication can
also provide protection.

•

Use cryptographical measures such as IPSec.

•

Use mobile end-to-end protection

•

Use Bluetooth’s built-in security measures at the
link level.

•

Implement network protection such as a firewall,
intrusion detection system, and other. At each
level the protection can dissimilar to those of the
other level.

•

Blacklist the suspicious requests.

•

Implement integrity management, intrusion or
anomaly detection systems, timeliness detection
of data, and originality of data.

Blocking or introducing a delay after every
incorrect password or PIN attempt.
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SECURITY
THREATS/VULNERABILITIES
Intentional/accidental
attacks
by
authorised users

Attacks using phishing to hack
Bluetooth or obtain PIN and password

Vulnerabilities
hardware

in

software

and

MANAGEMENT CONTROL
•

Design suitable policies and ensure that the user
adheres to them.

•

Implement
authorisation
accountability.

•

Employ security software.

•

Design suitable policies and ensure that users
adhere to them.

•

Educate, train and make users aware.

•

Implement authorisation.

•

Have a simple design for security-related
operations.

•

Use high quality hardware and software.

•

Integrate safety and security requirements in the
system requirement elicitation and design
processes.

•

Perform design verification and hardware testing
before purchasing the hardware.

and

ensure

Table 12: Security threats and vulnerabilities in the Key2phone and their
management control (Chaudhary et al., 2015b)

3.5

A Cross-Cultural and Gender-Based Perspective for Online
Security: Exploring the Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes of
Higher Education Students

Human vulnerabilities are widely exploited in phishing attacks. In order to
countermeasure such exploitation, educating and developing people’s skills to
detect phishing attempts and advancing their awareness are prominently used
phishing prevention techniques. Whether the teaching and learning method is
formal, informal and non-formal, they all need suitable educative materials.
Security teaching and learning can be effective only when the courses and curricula,
including teaching and training methods and materials, are designed to take into
account the students: the actual end-users. Therefore, in this article the authors
investigated attitudes, knowledge and competencies in students from cross-cultural
and gender perspectives. This article also examined the teaching and learning
methods and materials that students used to learn about security, and the preferred
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methods and materials they would like to use in the future to learn about
information security.
The author believes that understanding the actual learners can provide an
insightful view of the problems in information security teaching and learning.
Further, it will guide the development of an information security curriculum, as
well as suitable and effective teaching and learning methods and materials for
information security.
In order to investigate the problems, the author conducted a pilot survey using
a questionnaire. The participants were MSc level students majoring in computer
science and related disciplines. The outcomes from the collected data are explained
in Table 13.
OUTCOME

DESCRIPTION

Students are not free of security misconceptions,

Security teaching and learning should eliminate

which can be exploited by attackers

misconceptions in learners, along with adding
new knowledge

An up-to-date security curriculum can be

The

curriculum

has

to

be

flexible

to

beneficial for educating and developing skills on

accommodate changing technology and emerging

security

cyber threats

Considering the cultural dimension is necessary

Cultural dimensions will reveal the weaknesses

in security curriculum design

and misconceptions in learners. They will also
shed light on the information and subjects that a
particular

culture

considers

important

and

sensitive.
Personality traits and gender are also necessary

This will reveal the weakness in learners

factors in designing a security curriculum
Students prefer certain teaching and learning

Considering

this

in

designing

a

security

methods and materials over others

curriculum can help make the learning process
more interesting and effective for both learners
and instructors

Table 13: Properties of teaching and learning methods and materials in security
Another important objective of this research was to design a better
questionnaire for conducting surveys in a multi-cultural environment. The resulting
questionnaire has been included in the appendix and is being used to collect data
from six countries, of which three are developing countries (i.e. Nepal, China, and
India) and the remainder are developed countries (i.e. Finland, Greece, the UK).
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3.6

Usability and Security in Password Managers: A Quest for
User-Centric Properties and Features

The username-password pair is a widely-used authentication method for several
reasons, including that it is easy to implement and is cost effective. It is also some
of the most targeted information by phishing attacks. The increasing number of
password accounts possessed by each individual has raised a serious issue with
usability, and consequently security. It is becoming cognitively challenging for an
individual to remember the passwords they possess, if they comply with the
security recommendations; otherwise, there is a threat of their account(s) being
compromised.
A simple remedy to increase the usability of the username-password pair is to
use password manager. Ironically, even password managers are not free of security
and usability issues, which may explain why they do not seem to have gained
acceptance. In order to address the security and usability issues in password
managers, the author used a systematic literature review to elicit and analyse the
security and usability properties essential for a usable password manager.
This research was conducted to help the designers of password managers. Some
problems with past studies are: i) the findings of each study are based on the
evaluation of specific application(s), ii) their findings are inconsistent, and iii)
sometimes their findings contradict each other. Such results can be confusing for
designers when wanting to decide what to comply with and what not to.
More importantly, referring this research will also help the designer of a
password manager to comply with the two suggestions in subsection 3.1., which
were: i) both security and usability should to be dealt with together, and ii) they
should be integrated in the earliest phase of product development. In this study,
the author elicited and analysed security and usability properties together,
maintaining the right balance between these two properties. Similarly, a designer
can apply the relevant suggestions from this research in the requirement and design
phases of product development.
Some essential security and usability properties for a usable password manager
suggested in this research are noted in Figure 12. Along with them, the author
found that trust is another considerable factor for password managers. Since the
author realised that, in case of password managers, trust was primarily associated
with security, he included it under security.
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Usability
Narrow the semantic
gap
Follow practices in
web-design and OS
Mandatory autofill

Usable password
generator

Optimal iteration
for key derivation

No need to remember
and save the MP

Security

Support for
heterogeneous login

Build trust in PM’s
vendor

Mandatory master
password

Security features
conflicts with usability

Recovery of
password

Transportability in PM

Manual open a
new tab

Step-by-step
migration of accounts

Strengthen the
master password

Feature
s and
Propert
ies for
Usable
PM

Reset feature for the
master password

Usability feature
conflict with
security

Passive dialog box for
user's confirmation

Local storage versus
Cloud storage

Secure the auto-fill
functionality

Tap underutilised
resources

Lock password
database when not in
use

Consistent user
interface of PM

Deployability of PM

No remember and save
for the master
password

Strength checker for
the master password

Necessary features
and functionalities

Performance of PM

Learnability of the
system

Figure 12: Features and properties for a password manager (Chaudhary et al.,
2016a)
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4

Discussion and Critical Appraisal

This section presents a comparative evaluation of the thesis’ contributions to
research and design and development suggestions. Subsection 4.2 in particular
provides a critical overall view of the main outcomes of the papers published by
the thesis’ author and the ways they contribute to achieve the main objectives of
this thesis . First, in the next subsection 4.1, the author scrutinises the suitability of
the research methodology that is used for the phishing research. The outcomes of
any phishing- or security-centred research, particularly these involving the human
factor, highly depend on the selection of the research method and the research
environment and setting(s) used for the study purposes and research aims. Legal
and ethical aspects must also be considered during and after the completion of any
research study. Last, subsection 4.3 explores future directions in information
security research, focusing on human factors and quality technology. Subsections
4.1-4.3 contain comparing and contrasting remarks to the meta-requirements of
information security research and reflective comments regarding the current needs
of security education and citizens’ awareness and readiness. Overall the next
sections summarise and constitute a coherent proposal for the analysis of cybersecurity needs of humans on the internet and outline suggested solutions to
particular security problems as already indicated in detail in the published papers
that comprise this doctoral thesis.

4.1

Outcomes of the Published Papers Contributing to the
Research Objectives

Human errors (Brostoff and Sasse, 2001; Stanton et al., 2005) while performing
security sensitive activities can occur notably due to two main reasons, which are: i)
a lack of proper knowledge and skills on information security, and ii) unusable
design of security critical systems. Both these problems are attributed to the role of
human factors in information security. The role of human factors in anti-phishing
or information security requires special attention to multifaceted aspects; thus it
cannot be studied and understood using a particular research method. The research
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needs for studying information security constitute, for instance, awareness about
online threats, knowledge and skills of information security, impact(s) of subjective
and objective culture in information security, situational and contextual
environments in which the particular system is being used, and other techno-social
issues in information security. Therefore, in order to study such diversified issues
in a dynamic domain and ever-changing socio-technical world, a contingency and
multi-view approach can prove to be appropriate. This type of research approach
can provide rich insights and great flexibility to tackle diverse, complex and
uncertain situations (Zhu, 2002), which are needed to understand the issues or
problems in phishing and information security, and accordingly implement
research methods and techniques suitable to study the socio-technical environment
and address the associated problems or/and future research and development
issues. Rarely a contingency approach is evidenced in research of information
security and phishing (see e.g. Li, 2013), since only exceptional circumstances
justify its use. For example, in the published paper (Chaudhary et al. 2015c) of this
thesis a survey was conducted to understand the students’ awareness, knowledge
and skills of anti-phishing; whereas a multi-method approach (combining user
study, quantitative data analysis, case study, and expert based method) was adopted
to study the phishing situation in Nepal, a developing country of rapid sociotechnological changes and new dynamic enterprises and organisations.
Papers I, IV and VI concentrate on improving the usability of security critical
systems through newly suggested anti-phishing solutions. In information security, a
lack of security knowledge and skills in people is often condemned as the root
cause of security problems, which derails the cyber security efforts. This hold truth
to an extent, but along with it the poor usability of information system is equally
responsible. These papers do not merely identify the security and usability
problems in those systems, but also illustrated when and how the two properties
(security and usability) can be integrated in the software artefact’s or product’s
development process lifecycle. The author used research methods such as
systematic literature review, expert-based approach, and formal specification
methods and techniques for the elicitation and analysis of security and usability
requirements. These research methods can be effective ways to determine and
verify the security requirements and integrate them during the early phases of the
requirements analysis and design of the product development. In so doing, the
quality of the product will be improved, that is, the product will be secure and
usable, as well as cost effective to develop.
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The remaining papers II, III, and V deal with security education and social
engineering. Phishing, social engineering in particular, manipulates and exploits
people’s online behaviour, and this is associated to the human nature and people’s
psychology. As it has already been mentioned in subsection 1.1.1; in online
communication many implicit cues necessary for a rational and safe decision are
concealed. This nature of online communication makes it a utopia for manipulating
self-presentation or/and a fertile arena for social engineering (Donath, 1999),
which can be counteracted only through a proper awareness of phishing and social
engineering, and by equipping people with necessary knowledge and skills to fight
them. Sadly, however, the literature reviews conducted for this thesis and many
other previous ones revealed that the current trends in security education do not
seem to be effective (Bogolea and Wijekumar, 2004; AiJun and Yu, 2012;
McGettrick, 2013; Chaudhary et al., 2015d) to equip people with suitable digital
competencies, skills and knowledge for their cyber security needs. Hence, in order
to improve the effectiveness of security education the author utilised research
methods such as case studies, contextual analyses, surveys, user studies, and
comparative analyses to understand people’s online behaviours from different
perspectives. These particular types of research methods and studies shed for first
time light and brought new knowledge on those factors (in Figure 9), which
currently are either not embraced by the security education curricula designers, or if
considered are applied ineffectively.
In Paper I, a literature review was used to investigate the challenges in designing
usable anti-phishing solutions. Many quality studies on the usability of security
critical system are available, hence the author realised a need to critically summarise
their results and clarify their particular relevance regarding the case of anti-phishing
solutions. The paper’s findings demonstrated that many of the usability issues
found in security critical systems and also stated by several earlier studies (Cranor
and Garfinkel, 2004; Yee, 2004; Flechais et al., 2007; Faily, 2011) ironically still
continued to exist in the current anti-phishing solutions. For the first time in the
relevant literature, Paper I mentioned about eight factors that are design challenges
in providing usable anti-phishing solution, and are listed in Figure 10. All those
challenges are directly associated to the human nature and behaviour, except
“diverse and changing in HCI technology”, which is mainly linked to the practice in
software development. The paper content does not present disapproval from using
the established techniques and principles of usability for the security purposes; it
rather suggests and prompts towards adopting and implementing them only after
their suitability evaluation for the purpose of usage. Otherwise, it will not be
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surprising to later on encounter various problems in the usability of emerging
technology. This aspect is, in particular, described and analysed in the third
paragraph of the subsection 2.2, with reference to the usability problems
hampering the security in mobile phones.
The other two papers (Paper IV and Paper VI) complied with and illustrated
the main recommendations made in Paper I, which are security and usability as
complementary properties and must be integrated from the earliest phases of
product development.
In Paper IV, the author elicited, analysed and verified security requirements for
the Key2phone-mobile access solution. The method used was an expert-based
approach to elicit and analyse security requirement essentially because this is an
effective way to gather and structure known security issues and their mitigations
from knowledgeable experts. Further, in order to verify the requirements, a formal
specification methodology was utilised. The formal specification was written and
executed using FSP and LTSA respectively. One of the reasons blamed for the
poor acceptance of formal specification is its difficult mathematics, but using rich
diagrammatic notation such as FSP and LTSA helped to resolve that problem. The
syntax of FSP is not obscure to understand, and similarly LTSA is an intuitive tool
making it easier than others to use. The work presented in this paper so far carried
out to identify 12 safety and security vulnerabilities (shown in Table 12) comprising
a combination of physical, syntactic and semantic (social engineering) attacks.
While suggesting the possible measures for those security vulnerabilities, the author
took into account their cost effectiveness and feasibility to deploy. For instance, if
we consider only strengthening the security in the Key2phone system, one may
advise to implement multi-factor authentication. Unavoidably, this preference for
authentication mechanism may change when constraints like cost effectiveness and
feasible-to-deploy solutions are considered. This study also supports the fact that
even in the case of emerging technology, many of its security and usability issues
can be resolved by adapting the established mechanisms of security and usability.
Adaptation hereby means that the selection of possible solutions should take into
account the device resource constraints such as memory, processing speed,
connection bandwidth, and power or battery life.
Next, in Paper VI, the author used a systematic literature review to elicit
security and usability requirements for a password manager. Although password
manager applications are in use for a long time, they have not gained the
anticipated acceptance. Some reasons behind their low acceptance could be i) their
poor usability and ii) they are not secure enough so that people can trust and use
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them. A number of past studies attempted to deal with those problems; however,
they dealt either security or usability separately, which introduced inconsistency in
their results and often contradicted each other. In such a situation, it may not be an
easy task for someone interested in designing a password manager application to
decide what properties are beneficial and what to avoid. Hence, for the designer
and developer who are interested in designing a usable and secure password
manager, the findings of this paper can provide a great help and relief. The
necessity and needs for this original research contribution are unfolded in the
paper, which identifies 16 usability and 11 security suggestions (shown in Figure
11), that can collectively act as a guide for the designer and developer of a
password manager. A good password is the key to information security (Berki and
Chaudhary, 2013). One of the major revelations of this paper is that many of the
security and usability problems could not have existed in a password manager
application in the first place, only if its designers and developers had spent some
effort in understanding the needs of their potential users and subsequently
implementing the established mechanisms of security and usability consistently and
correctly.
Among the papers on security education and social engineering, Paper II
discusses about the importance of public awareness, software quality and security
education as anti-phishing measures. Public awareness and security education can
improve people’s knowledge and skills of anti-phishing, and accordingly their
readiness to protect from phishing and other social engineering techniques.
Similarly, the software quality management can help to reduce the security
vulnerabilities in the system and increase its usability. This approach can further
instruct in achieving a phishing-resistant system. The important contribution of
this paper is that it questions the approaches that are in practice for phishing
research. The majority of anti-phishing measures are reactive and defensive, which
have failed to stop phishing attacks and protect people from them. Therefore, the
author proposes and urges for proactive approaches. In order to set and justify his
proposition, the author utilised research methods like contextual analysis and case
study. The paper suggests to employ multi-disciplinary approaches to predict the
ways any societal and situational information can be exploited for the phishing
purposes, and so to embrace strategies beforehand to counteract such attacks.
Paper III is a holistic study to evaluate the phishing scenario in Nepal, a
developing country. In this paper, the author implemented the framework called
ITU-GCA for the study purpose. ITU-GCA recommends five strategic pillars
(legal measures, international cooperation, technical and procedural measures,
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organizational structures, capacity building) important for reviewing national cyber
security strategies. The two findings relevant to the objectives of this thesis reveal
that in developing countries i) even the highly educated people are poorly informed
about phishing and lack necessary knowledge and skills to protect themselves and
others from phishing attacks, and ii) the usability of information systems (for
example in e-banking and e-commerce) susceptible to phishing attacks, has several
serious problems. The first problem is associated with the low IT literacy in the
country. The second problem, however, could have been solved, only if the
designers of those information systems had correctly implemented the security
mechanisms. For instance, in general, using two passwords for authentication can
improve the security, but it will be more effective if they are used for the two-level
authentication. In the case of Nepal, e-banking applications were found to use two
passwords at the same level, which can make almost no difference in protecting
their customers from phishing attacks but it only increase their usability. Similar
and other, not yet researched, problems exist in developing countries, which are
very different from developed countries, and also use information technology in
many different ways.
Paper V utilised a survey to understand the impact of national culture and
gender in online security. Until now, there has been no other research study
employed to concern with these matters. The study further investigates about the
types of pedagogical methods and learning materials and environments that are
preferred by international IT students to learn about information security. The
study revealed that, even students with background in IT and related disciplines are
poor at information security knowledge and are not free of misconceptions. These
findings raise a serious question on the effectiveness of existing pedagogy and
curriculum for security education. More importantly, their knowledge and skills of
anti-phishing vary with national culture and gender. The impact of national culture
can be due to factors like people’s prior exposure to phishing attacks and their
knowledge and skills to identify phishing attacks. The study also indicated that
there might be further differences regarding gender. However, based on the sample
evidence, the current author’s opinion on the impact of gender differs with that of
Sheng et al. (2010), according to whom women are less interested in technology
than men. After this study the author believes that any differences or similarities
could probably be correlated to personality traits (Halevi et al., 2013). Although,
the number of participants was not high, the outcomes of this study provided a
direction for further similar studies in the future. This study has been continued by
the author with the improved questionnaire being used to collect large data sets
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from several Asiatic, European and African countries. Apparently, the ongoing and
future analysis of these new sets of data will provide more concrete and valid
outcomes. This research collaboration activity may also reveal some essential facts
that remained undiscovered in the previous pilot study.
In summary, usable security (or usable anti-phishing) is not the same as
usability. In usability, human is the primary actor, whereas in usable security both
security (adversaries or attackers) and human (normal user) become the primary
constraints. By this comparing and contrasting statement, the author does not
oppose the use of established mechanisms of usability and security. This
consideration simply means that those mechanisms should be implemented only
after their proper evaluation, which has also been suggested by Whitten and Tygar
(1999), Dhamija et al. (2006) and Kainda et al. (2010). They should be implemented
focusing on the users’ needs and requirements for security decisions and actions.
Even when applying the criteria and guidelines recommended, particularly for the
usable security, for example, those by Yee (2005), or Li and Helenius (2007), or
Kainda et al. (2010), there cannot be a foolproof. This is so because i) security is a
situational and contextual issue, so there can be no guidelines which are effective
for every environment of usage and ii) technology is rapidly changing and
emerging, which implies that such guidelines for usable security may not hold true
for the new technology. Therefore, when in emerging technologies these
established guidelines are implemented the developers must adapt them to the new
purpose of usage.
In addition, both usability and security should be considered together (i.e.,
usable security) and, preferably, seen as integrated from the earliest phases of the
product development process. Although, these recommendations were also made
by past studies such as Balfanz et al. (2004), Faily et al. (2004), Flechais et al.
(2007), Kainda et al. (2010), the author went a step ahead by illustrating the ways
those properties can be integrated in actual software systems, for example, in the
Key2phone system (Chaudhary et al., 2015b) and in password manager (Chaudhary
et al., 2016a).
In security education, both technological and non-technological cyber threats
should receive emphasis (Ryoo et al., 2009; Dimkov et al., 2011; Chaudhary et al.,
2015d). Phishing and social engineering attacks target and exploit human
vulnerabilities, which cannot be identified by simply depending on technological
solutions (Chaudhary et al., 2015a). A failure to include non-technological aspects
in security education will partially prepare the learners, thus leave them vulnerable
to attacks like social engineering. Next, the curriculum should be up-to-date
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(Dasgupta et al., 2013; Ben and Raymond, 2014; Kessler et al., 2014; Cullinane et
al., 2015; Chaudhary et al., 2015d). Since, phishing attacks are continually changing,
also illustrated in Table 1, people can protect themselves only if they are educated
and skilled to identify the emerging and new threats. The importance of these two
criteria for security education is evident from the poor performance of the
participants in the quiz (Chaudhary et al., 2015c) and survey (Chaudhary et al.,
2015d). For example, many participants of the survey possessed an old and narrow
view on phishing, that is, phishing is conducted only through phone call, email and
website.
Further, the information security curricula should promote active and
collaborative learning environments, preferably using real life security examples
and problems (Chaudhary et al., 2015d). Materials like challenge based learning
(Conklin, 2006; Cheung et al. 2011) and interactive or role-play games (Shen et al.,
2007; Yan et al. , 2012; Werther et al., 2012; Dasgupta et al., 2013; Cullinance et al.,
2015) can be utilised to do so. However, it is necessary that these methods and
materials used for teaching and learning consider the learners’ preferences and
learning/thinking styles. More importantly, the security education should also help
in alleviating the learners’ and citizens’ misconceptions about information security
(Kirlappos abd Sasse, 2012; Chaudhary et al., 2015d), besides imparting new
knowledge. New knowledge is built upon old knowledge, thus, new knowledge
may produce the same effect if the learners possess prior misconceptions about
security (Chaudhary et al., 2015d).
Finally, both usable security and security education should take into account the
cultural aspects and utilise multi-disciplinary approaches for their design process
(i.e., usable security design process and security curriculum design process). They
should encourage participations and inputs from their various stakeholders.

4.2

Research Method and Legal and Ethical Considerations in
Phishing Research

Phishing and anti-phishing studies must take into account the nature of subject
matter and the complexity of the real world. When limited to a single method,
possible variable(s) with significant relevance may be omitted. Unfortunately, the
latter is only rarely considered by researchers in traditional information security
research. There are, of course, recent exceptions (see Linfeng, 2013) which
seriously consider the dynamic nature and complexity of the particular research and
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application domain and, thus, utilise contingency and multiview research
approaches, investing on a combination of research methods for domain suitability
and data validity. For example, within laboratory conditions it is difficult to
reproduce the real world environment, and producing an accurate simulation of the
world of phishers and phishing is crucial in order for research to produce a better
outcome (Galliers and Land, 1987). A combination of research methods, such as
the conceptual-analytical approach, theory testing approach (e.g. laboratory
experiment, survey, field study and experiment), artefact evaluating approach (e.g.
user-based, theory based, expert based etc.), case-study, and the mathematical
approach can be more appropriate for research into phishing and anti-phishing.
Selecting and employing the relevant method(s) for the purposes, situations, and
nature of issues are vital for phishing and anti-phishing research. However, using a
combination of research methods is applicable and effective in situations when the
requirements contain unknown unknowns, and demand the use of a combination of
research methods rather than investing in a single method (Sutcliffe and Sawyer,
2013). For example, Pietikäinen et al. (2010) suggested and utilised a combination
of various sources and approaches and their semantic links in order to capture and
comprehend the necessary security requirements.
For example, in this doctoral research study the researchers Chaudhary et al.
(2015d) decided to research and understand the role of human factors such as
national culture, gender, and education in anti-phishing, and the author designed a
questionnaire for an offline survey. This survey was targeted to participants from
different cultures and in great numbers. In such a survey, the questionnaire’s design
is a crucial phase, particularly the usability and usefulness of the questionnaire
(Lehtinen et al., 2009). First and foremost, it requires determining the questions
that will collect the necessary and complete data for the research. It is equally
important to decide the presentation style of each question (e.g. instructions,
understandability of the language, type of question, options or answers for the each
close-ended question, time taken to answer the question).
The research team organised several brainstorming sessions to determine the
most appropriate and complete set of questions, and suitable ways to present them.
The resulting questionnaire comprised both open-ended and close-ended questions
(in the format of multiple-choice and Likert scale), i.e. and the collected data can be
analysed using qualitative and quantitative research approaches. In order to verify
the replies to some questions, the questionnaire used guard questions. Last but not
least, a questionnaire has to be assessed before the actual survey, to determine
whether it is really helpful in gathering the expected data or not. The research team
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thus conducted a pilot survey. The pilot survey furnished a major improvement in
the questionnaire. It helped in identifying some major changes, which were as
follows:
i.
Avoid open-ended questions if possible. Most respondents had difficulty in
answering open-ended questions. Even those who attempted to answer the
questions had difficulty in expressing their views and opinions. This could
have occurred because, firstly, it takes more time and effort to answer an
open-ended question, and secondly many respondents were non-native
speakers of English, and thus answering in English was not an easy task for
them.
ii.
Use questionnaires in the native language if possible. Many participants (e.g.
Chinese) faced difficulty understanding the questions in English. It is likely
that respondents will answer based on guesses when they are confused like
this. Such answers based on guesses introduce inaccuracy to the collected
data.
iii.
Provide an open option even in a close-ended question. Such an option can help to
reveal issues which the researchers may not have considered.
iv.
Use guard questions. Such questions can help to verify a participant’s answers.
A participant may select an option based on guessing, which can be
verified using an appropriate guard question.
The finalised questionnaire (included in the appendix) was used for collecting data
from the following countries: Nepal, India, Finland, China, Greece, and the UK.
Phishing attacks are not currently limited to developed countries, but are gradually
gaining momentum in the developing countries, and so three developed countries
(Finland, Greece, and the UK) and three developing countries (India, China and
Nepal) were selected for the final survey.
When discussing research methodologies for phishing research, it is necessary
to consider the criticality of legal, ethical and accuracy issues. Phishing manipulates
people and exploits their vulnerabilities, and therefore, to understand why people
fall for phishing, there is a need to understand people’s online behaviour,
psychology, decision making processes when performing online transactions and
interactions with a phishing attack. Obtaining observational data for any security
study is extremely challenging, however (Dourish et al., 2004).
There is a risk that information from a survey will not be accurate, but this risk
can be both underestimated and overestimated. Discrepancies can be introduced in
the collected data for the following reasons: i) sometimes people may fall for
phishing attacks without realising it, and thus will not report those attacks; ii) some
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victims may decide not to report falling for phishing attacks due to the stigma
associated with being tricked (Jakobsson & Ratkiewiczm, 2006); and iii) people
with a limited understanding of phishing may mistakenly consider a legitimate
email or website to be a phishing attack (Finn and Jakobsson, 2007). Similarly,
when an interview is conducted, participants are often very self-aware, and do
many things just to impress the researchers and look smart in front of them.
Other limitation of a survey or an interview is selecting respondents, that is, how
well they represent the target population, can also introduce biases in the
outcomes.
Another approach that could have been used in this research study is to
conduct a laboratory experiment, but again the research team should have
informed the subjects that they are part of a study. This approach significantly
affects the subjects’ responses and heightens their self-awareness, and as a
consequence introduces biases to the likely outcomes of the study (Salah El-Din,
2012).
Further, if an experiment setup simulating a phishing attack deviates from an
actual attack, that is, it does not intend to abuse its subjects, it may introduce bias
to the measurements (Jakobsson & Ratkiewicz, 2006). In an ideal phishing study
the participants would therefore have to remain unaware of the study, or not know
that they are participating in the study- at least until the study is complete.
However, performing experiments that mimic a real phishing attack and monitors
subjects without informing them can violate the law, and involves serious ethical
issues. Copying a real phishing attack for an experiment implies attempting to
obtain sensitive information from the subjects without their knowledge and
consent, which is both illegal and unethical. Obtaining permission from the
Institutional Review Board is a possible mean to collect sensitive data from the
subjects. Similarly, if an experiment is conducted by any organisation on its
employees, researchers may obtain permission from the organisation’s main
authority.
Another technique worth mentioning is the implementation of technological
solutions to mitigate the ethical and legal issues in a phishing study. By
‘technological solution’, the author means designing a system which records only
the general statistics of data, rather than collecting sensitive data. A similar
technique was employed by Jagatic et al. (2007) in a study at Indiana University.
For example, if a participant enters their banking information on a phishing
website crafted for research purposes, then the system only records that the person
is vulnerable to a phishing attack and immediately clears the website text-fields
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without transmitting the actual data entered by the study participants. Such an
experimental setting would also make it easier to explain and convince subjects that
their information was safe or unexploited, however, one of the major limitations of
such a system is that it will also record those people who have a tendency to
provide fake information as victims, and thus it will introduce discrepancies to the
collected data.
Some possible experimental techniques for a phishing study have been
suggested by Jakobsson and Ratkiewicz (2006), which they claim to be ethical, safe
and are capable of capturing bias-free data for study purposes. Their suggested
techniques simulate various types of phishing attacks, both existing attack types
and attacks that might occur in the future. They used a control group of
participants, and did not collect any sensitive information, in order to make the
experiment ethical. They also ensured that the experiment setting could not be
exploited by any attacker for malicious purposes. For example, in a simulated
phishing attack, which used the email service, did not record the email addresses of
participants who responded to the email or fell for the phishing trick, and thus
prevented any malicious individual from using the experiment setting as an email
address harvester.
Regardless of the method(s) used in the phishing study, participants must be
given the option to stop at any time they want, even if they are recruited in return
for certain remuneration. The researchers must remember that their study has its
own objective(s) and is not intended to test the participants on an individual level,
and this can be achieved to some extent by collecting the data anonymously.
Another serious concern in these types of research has been how the collected
data will be handled and protected during and after the completion of the study.
The data collected for security studies is usually sensitive data, and researchers
should always respect and protect participant privacy and confidentiality, both
during and after completion of the study. This implies that the collected data must
not reveal information about any particular individual but only collective
information. In the case of a phishing study, for example, if a fraudster found out
that a person was vulnerable to a phishing attack from the collected or presented
data, they may target that person with a phishing attack.
The previous ethical and legal considerations were extensively discussed among
the research team members and taken into account by the thesis’ author
throughout this doctoral study. After completion of the current research study
reported in this thesis, the collected data through the pilot survey questionnaire
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was destroyed while the data analyses were stored safely and securely for future
purposes and meta-analyses.

4.3

Future Research Directions

Although the outcomes of this thesis and the subsequent studies conducted are
important for designing a usable anti-phishing solution and effective anti-phishing
education, their realisation is a challenge. Notwithstanding, implementing and
analysing, for example, the elicited security and usability requirements for the
password manager and Key2phone-mobile access solution can provide an insight
into the problem and help to explore those requirements which were not noticed
during the theoretical study. Security is a situational and contextual issue, thus
many security requirements valid for a certain situation and context may not be
valid in a different situation and context.
Apparently the most critical aspects are the rapidly changing and emerging
technologies in the new internet age (Ross, 2015) and the schemes to exploit
vulnerabilities in those technologies. In relation to the computers of the twentyfirst century, Mark Weiser made a well-known statement “The most profound
technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until
they are indistinguishable from it” (Weiser, 1991). He envisioned the current age of
pervasive and ubiquitous computing. There is no doubt that the computer is
disappearing, through physical disappearance (the miniaturisation of computing
devices that are integrated into other everyday artefacts so that we do not see them
anymore) and mental disappearance (moving the technology into the background
so that people do not perceive the artefacts as computers but as improved versions
of everyday artefacts, such as interactive walls, interactive tables, smart home
appliances) (Streitz, 2001). In the near future, wearable technology, AmI, smart
environments, and the IoT will be in common use, which also means more
diversified systems will be connected with each other and will result in huge data
sets. These technologies have a high potential for the betterment and care of
human life, such as monitoring building environments in a smart home, or the
remote monitoring of patients in healthcare, through surveillance and so on. The
sensors from these technologies continually collect a wide range of data and
personal information, which raises questions and privacy concerns regarding the
misuse of that valuable personal data through phishing and other types of
cybercrime. In situations such as these, the thesis’s author has pointed that various
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issues of privacy, security, and trust can occur (Chaudhary et al., 2016a, 2016b), and
demand resolution in order to encourage people to use the technologies (Katsikas
et al., 2005). This is an important direction for future research. For example:
• When adopting wearable technology, ambient intelligence and smart
environments, one of the most serious concerns is infringement of digital
privacy. These technologies silently record activities and the physiological
parameters of the people in their proximity or range. Privacy infringement,
if not handled efficiently, will induce user distrust in these technologies.
• Smart and intelligent environments may be perceived as a threat. In the
real world ‘more intelligent’ is seen as having a higher probability of
becoming out of control (Malchanau, 2004). Similarly, users may feel that
such technologies may become out of their control and inherit distrust
towards such technologies. Users may attempt to compete with such
technologies and become untrustworthy. They may test the technologies
and behave erratically, which may lead to accidents, affecting trust in these
technologies.
The internet’s infrastructure is changing into ‘utility computing’, such as cloud
computing and software as a service, which can have its own and many unseen
vulnerabilities. Although cloud computing enables a large number of users to share
the same resources without unnecessary redundancy, it is not free from privacy,
security and trust concerns (Jensen et al., 2009; Diogenes and Shinder, 2012;
Pearson, 2013). There is scope for further study and research of these matters as
well as in the next subject. Mobile phones and tablets, which have limited
computing and power capabilities and resources, are widely used for accessing
online services. On the other hand, the existing strong cryptographic algorithms
are resource taxing; thus, these devices necessitate the need of lightweight but
strong cryptographic algorithms (Jung et al., 2014).
New technologies for social media and virtual communities require many
different types of a digital identity, used for communication. This, in turn,
questions the trust, privacy and confidentiality of interaction (Berki and Jäkälä,
2011). Only a few technologies and social software attain a relatively stable stage;
whereas others fail or are aborted somewhere in the early phase of the product
lifecycle. Despite this, in the race for market occupancy, many of these products
are released for online identity users even with security vulnerabilities in them. One
of the future challenges could be protecting the users of these technologies against
online identity stealing and other related types of cybercrime. This becomes more
serious as the scope of phishing is increasing with time. A concept that was
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originally designed to steal banking details has been skilfully adapted to steal and
monetise confidential information related to national defence and organisational
secrets, such as trade secrets and employee information. This also implies that the
transformation of phishing attacks will continue in the future. There is an
abundance of techniques for stealing information, and models to monetise that
stolen information, and this will become more advanced and complex with time.
For example, phishers may increase the use of ransomware business models in their
attack to target these emerging technologies. There is scope for the design and
implementation of concepts such as a virtual wall (Kapadia et al., 2007) or digital
territories (Kameas & Stamatiou, 2006; Daskala & Maghiros, 2007; Könings et al.,
2010) or similar (Chaudhary et al., 2014; Schafeitel-Tähtinen et al., 2014).
Last but not least, studies about existing phishing attacks cannot lead to a long
term solution in the fight against phishing. There is thus a need for more studies
that target proactive (not reactive) approaches and strategies for solutions, which
can help in predicting possible future attacks and taking precautionary measures to
curb their impact. The author is working on a project where the main objective is
to model people’s behaviours while interacting with social phishing. The author
believes that this resulting model will help researchers to understand people’s trust
decisions from a behavioural perspective, and subsequently design anti-phishing
solutions that can protect people from being spoofed by social phishing attacks.
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5

Conclusions

Online identity theft, commonly known as phishing, is a type of online social
engineering attack and a serious current global problem, which is prevalent in both
developed and developing countries. This particular problem grows with time,
adapts to emerging societal, situational and technological changes and targets to
multiple types of sensitive information. Phishers employ various sophisticated
social engineering tricks, exploiting weaknesses in human nature and the
psychology of Internet users. This can even be further complicated considering
human errors and negligence due to the poor usability of the security critical
systems in use; these are among the prime causes of information privacy
compromise. As a consequence, it is becoming increasingly difficult for people to
protect their information, identity and privacy from phishing scams.
Not surprisingly, but unfortunately, there is no silver bullet to eliminate the
problem of phishing, essentially because: i) phishing will prevail as long phishers
know ways to exploit technological vulnerabilities and possess the ingenuity and
dark creativity to manipulate various societal and situational information to design
social engineering tricks, and ii) people remain susceptible to phishing tricks and
continue making security errors and demonstrating negligence. The latter can
evidently be seen in, for example, measures that comprehend human weaknesses
such as authorisation, authentication and security awareness. Education and
training, suitable policies, compliance, and following up procedures and standards
can be helpful in dealing with phishing attacks, but only until a motivated social
engineer with enough time, patience and curiosity eventually exploits some
weakness even in a controlled environment.
However, the factors that contribute to phishing attacks can be managed and
controlled. Anti-phishing endeavours can strive for the following actions or
objectives in order to mitigate phishing risks:
• By minimising the value of the information targeted by attackers. For
example, in multi-factor authentication the value of authenticating is
distributed between each factor used; thus, access to any one factor cannot
be of much value to attackers.
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By maximising the effort that the attackers have to apply in order to
conduct a successful phishing attack. For example, by improving the
quality of the security critical system (e.g. preventing the system’s
vulnerabilities or minimising the impact of vulnerabilities) and by making
the system and its functionalities difficult to copy or mimic, someone can
increase the effort that attackers have to make in order to carry out a
phishing attack.
• By designing a usable secure system, the designer will help people to avoid
or stop making security errors and being negligent, and thus facilitate them
in making correct and safe decisions at the right time.
• By raising awareness of phishing attacks, equipping people with antiphishing knowledge, and training them to acquire suitable anti-phishing
skills can help them realise the seriousness of the threats and encourage
them to take the appropriate measures necessary to protect against
phishing attacks.
Of these objectives, this thesis primarily contributes to usable anti-phishing
techniques and strategies and anti-phishing education. In order to attain those
objectives, the author used a contingency research approach because it provided
the freedom to apply suitable research methods depending on the research domain
circumstances.
The concept of usable anti-phishing, as developed and used here for the first
time, is that a system can incorporate three qualities, namely automation, instruction,
and understanding, in order to improve its usability. Automation refers to automating
the security critical activities that have gained an acceptable level of perfection and
that are possible to automate. Instruction is concerned with the provision of
simple, clear and complete instructions in order to correctly and safely use the
system. It means that users should be able to perform their intended tasks without
encountering any difficulty or confusion while using the system. Understanding
involves convincing users about the seriousness of threats and increasing their
knowledge about threats in the future. Understanding also motivates users to take
suitable precautions and apply anti-phishing measures, and helps in building trust
in security software, and thus encourages to comply with warnings from the
security software.
Security should lie in the users’ workflow rather than being a separate
functionality. Warnings and their indicators should be well structured, for example
in the form of a visible warning indicator to display a simple, understandable and
convincing warning message; and should display a suitable warning only when
•
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necessary. The entire system should be well designed: evolvable, thus suited to
emerging technology; modifiable but consistent to the design; and with workflow
that appears as natural as possible. Above all, security and usability should be
emphasised as complementary properties and must be considered so in the earliest
phases of a system’s or product’s development lifecycle, preferably from the
requirements elicitation and design phases. Even when utilising the established
usability and UI principles and techniques, these should be implemented only after
a proper evaluation of their suitability for the security situation, context and a
user’s special features. These should be designed taking into account important
factors such as age, gender, culture, working environment, and the attitudes and
beliefs of the end-users. The steps that users have to take should not strain
resources and efforts, but have minimum cost in terms of effort applied.
The next research concern and objective is anti-phishing awareness, education
and training. In this thesis relevant anti-phishing education is strongly emphasised.
Undoubtedly, security education is a necessary measure in the fight against
phishing attacks; however, the methods and materials used for its teaching and
learning should be effective. By effective, the author means that the teaching and
learning materials should be up-to-date, encompassing emerging threats. Cyber
threats are continually changing and new types are emerging (Berki and Chaudhary,
2013), and thus prospective victims should be educated and prepared against old,
new, and emerging threats. Anti-phishing teaching and learning should help to
alleviate people’s security misconceptions and provide new relevant and diachronic
knowledge. Curricula should target both the technical and non-technical aspects of
phishing attacks and prepare learners for them. The preparation and design of
educative materials should include the participation and experience of various
stakeholders such as academicians, security professionals, students and adult
learners. Moreover, their design should be based on scientifically justifiable and
reliable methods, concepts and theories (Juutinen and Saariluoma, 2010), for
example, how some psychological constructs can improve the understanding and
long-term retention of knowledge, and avoid the information overloading, which
results in cognitive overload for humans. The methods used for anti-phishing
teaching and learning should be simple and encourage the active and collaborative
participation of the learners. Further, the methods and materials should be
preferred by learners too. It has been argued (Peltier, 2006) that people’s antiphishing skills and acceptance of safeguarding measures must be tested regularly
and the acceptance bar must be raised each time.
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To conclude, an effective anti-phishing education and usable anti-phishing
strategy together can be an optimal solution to protect against phishing attacks and
social engineering. This doctoral thesis opens new research horizons to cater for
timely citizens’ protection in a safe society and provides strategic information and
knowledge for designing the future and being proactive for the quality of people’s
lives.
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FACTOR

DESCRIPTION

Personal Variables
Age

People in the range of 18-25 years are more vulnerable to phishing attacks than
others (Sheng et al., 2010; Jansen, 2015). This may be because they have higher risk
propensity, and have less experience and expertise in cybersecurity (Sheng et al.,
2010).

Gender

Male and female are differently vulnerable to phishing attacks (Sheng et al., 2010;
Tech and Law Centre, 2014; Chaudhary et al., 2015d). This may be because fewer
women have technical backgrounds (Sheng et al., 2010; Marks, 2015), and due to the
impact of their personalities, particularly neuroticism (i.e. feelings, such as anxiety,
fear, worry, frustration, anger, envy, guilt, loneliness, and jealousy) (Halevi et al.,
2013).

Knowledge /Skills

i) Educated people, ii) people from technological backgrounds or with IT expertise,

/Prior Experience

iii) people with security expertise, and iv) people with prior experience of security

/Misconceptions/

threats may be less vulnerable than others (Sheng et al., 2010; Bravo-Lillo et al., 2011;

Capability

Jansen, 2015). This may be because of their improved knowledge and skills in
security. They know how to respond correctly when encountering phishing attacks,
for example, they are capable of and prefer systematic processing (i.e. inspecting every
aspect of information presented) rather than heuristic processing (i.e. based on
stereotypes, biases, rule of thumb, and instincts), however, people with security
misconceptions remain vulnerable (Kirlappos and Sasse, 2012; Chaudhary et al.,
2015d). Novice users with less experience in security are found to have many
misconceptions about security (Bravo-Lillo et al., 2011). For example, people judge
plaintext email as legitimate and HTML email with colour as phishing email
(Karakasiliotis, 2006).

Capability

Capable people may initiate security preventive actions by themselves (Cranor, 2008;
Dong et al., 2008). The ability to take appropriate action is dependent on specific
knowledge (IT or security education), or cognitive or physical skills, and also
resources such as specific hardware and software. Prior experience with security
threats may also hone the security knowledge and skills.

Culture

Both subjective and objective culture can impact people’s behaviour (Cranor, 2008;
Chaudhary et al., 2015d). Subjective culture reflects personal perspectives, such as
assumptions, stereotypes, attitudes, habits, value, use of space, and personal
preference. Similarly, objective culture is unbiased and not influenced by personal
feelings, interpretations, past experiences, or prejudice, such as formal education,
explicit rules, observable codified knowledge, and artefacts.
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FACTOR

DESCRIPTION

Nationality

People from different countries belong to different cultures and can have different
literacy rates, knowledge and expertise of security, prior experiences with cyber
threats, and conceptions of what is private and not-private (Tembe et al., 2014;
Chaudhary et al., 2015d). This can impact their online behaviour.

Occupation

This once again has to deal with people’s education, training, prior experience,
knowledge and expertise of security. People’s occupations also impact their online
behaviour (Cranor, 2008; Kumaraguru et al., 2009). For example, people associated
with the IT field can behave differently than those from non-IT fields. Kumaraguru
et al. (2009) found academicians to be more vulnerable to phishing attacks than
administrative staff in university.

Personality

Some people have higher risk and trust propensities (Schneier, 2008; Jansen, 2015).
People with higher risk propensity may not use security software or neglect the
warnings from security software. Similarly, people with high trust propensity can be
easy to manipulate. Some people can get emotional faster than others, which can be
manipulated by attackers. Neuroticism also varies in persons, which also impacts
their online behaviour (Halevi et al., 2013).

Physical condition

People with disabilities or poor physical states may behave differently in cyberspace
(Cranor, 2008; Dong et al., 2008). For example, security indicators using certain
colours are unsuitable for people with colour blindness.

Perception, attitudes, beliefs, and values
Perception

of

A positive perception of organisational policies, practices and procedures encourage

information security

employees to comply with them (Chan et al., 2005). In order comply with them

climate

employees should i) understand the policies, practices, and procedures and ii) have
the knowledge and skills to comply with them.

Trust

towards

organisation

and

Employees who trust their organisation and its system may not feel the need to be
extra cautious while performing their transactions (Jansen, 2015). They will be

its system

confident that their organisation is handing security issues for them.

Attitudes

An individual positive or negative feeling about performing a certain behaviour is
also an impacting factor in online behaviour (Jansen, 2015). A person with positive
feelings can be more focused whereas those with negative feelings may not.

Locus of control

An individual belief in how much one can control affecting events and how much
one has to depend on others is an impacting factor in online behaviour (Workman et
al., 2008). For example, who is responsible for controlling security in an organisation
may impact its employees’ online behaviour.
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FACTOR
Perceived risk

DESCRIPTION
One’s perception of the vulnerability and its severity also impact how people behave
online (Jansen, 2015). They need security knowledge, skills and experience to
estimate threat/vulnerability/risk/severity. For example, if a person perceives that
there is going to be vulnerability and its consequences may be severe, they may stay
cautious.

Perceived
motivation

One’s expectation about reward and loss also impact how people behave online
and

incentives

(Cranor, 2008; Vance et al., 2012: Jansen, 2015). For example, if by performing the
recommended actions, there is a gain then people may execute them, otherwise they
may reject them if there is higher potential loss (Jansen, 2015).

Self- efficacy

An individual’s belief in whether they are able to execute the behaviours necessary to
produce specific performance attainments can impact people’s online behaviour
(Milne et al., 2000; Chan et al., 2005; Cameron and DeJoy, 2006). For example, if a
person finds they are not able to tackle a threat, they may ignore the threat or quit the
task or look for an alternative to performing the task.

Response efficacy

An individual’s beliefs as to whether the recommended action will actually avoid the
threat can also impact people’s online behaviour (Milne et al., 2000; Cameron and
DeJoy, 2006). For example, if a person thinks the recommended actions in the
security warning cannot solve the problem, they may not be motivated to comply
with the warning.

Injunctive norms

Perceptions of what should be done in order to perform a given behaviour also
impact people’s online behaviour (Infinedo, 2012). A person can perform certain
actions which are normally performed during a specific situation. For example, if a
phishing attack freezes the web browser, in general, the user may terminate the
process or restart the system.

Descriptive norms

Perceptions of what others are doing or not doing also impacts people’s online
behaviour (Infinedo, 2012). If a person finds others also perform or are performing a
certain action, the chance of them performing that action is high.

Personal

Personal preference and emotion are also impacting factors for online behaviour

preference/emotion

(Dong et al., 2008). They may try to attain something they prefer or to which they
have emotional attachment.

Context, external stimuli, and interference
Social context

The society in which people live also impacts their online behaviour (Jagatic et al.,
2007; Dong et al., 2008; Jansen, 2015). It involves nationality, culture, social circles,
the institution where they were educated, etc. For example, if there is information
about a threat in the news or a social circle, a person can behave differently.
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FACTOR

DESCRIPTION

Situational context

The context in which a person is acting also impacts their online behaviour
(Ferguson, 2005). For example, whether a person is performing an online transaction
or checking email or reading the news can have an impact on their online behaviour.

External stimuli

Factors such as light, noise, and a user’s primary task also impacts people’s online
behaviour (Cranor, 2008). For example, the primary task of internet users is to
perform their intended task, and this may obstruct information or warnings from the
system.

Interference

Interfering factors such as attackers, technology failure, or environmental stimuli may
compel people to behave differently in cyberspace (Cranor, 2008).

Table 14: Human nature and psychology that impact online behaviour
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International Research on Internet Safety/Security and Privacy Awareness
of Higher Education students in IT, Computing, Software Engineering, and
Computer Science degrees
Research Organisation: School of Information Sciences (SIS), University of Tampere (UTA), Finland
Research Project Supervisor: Dr Eleni Berki, Adjunct Professor, School of Information Sciences, UTA
Principal Investigator: Sunil Chaudhary, Researcher, School of Information Sciences, UTA
Research Collaborators:
Yan Zhao, Researcher, School of Information Sciences, UTA
Stylianos Mystakidis, Researcher, University of Patras, Greece and University of Jyväskylä, Finland
Juri Valtanen, Researcher, School of Education, UTA
Dr Marko Helenius, Research Fellow, Tampere University of Technology, Finland
Dr Linfeng Li, Beijing Institute of Petrochemical Technology, China
Thrushna Nalam, Research Assistant, School of Information Sciences, UTA
Collaborating Countries (Currently): China, Finland, Greece, India, Nepal, UK, Ghana, Kenya, Zambia

About this Questionnaire:
This study aims at reaching students who study computing, IT, Computer science, Software
engineering and related disciplines. Thank you for your voluntary participation in this survey
research study. You contribute directly towards advancing the research, education and training on
security and privacy awareness; this is an under-researched area and this survey is the only concrete
way for us to collect data. This study in particular helps us to research attitudes, skills/competencies,
and knowledge of higher education students. The research results will address educational needs and
will, hopefully, increase knowledge, methods and policies towards the prevention of online identity
theft.
It will take around 30 minutes of your time to answer the questions. We appreciate very much your
voluntary participation, time and effort. Your participation is anonymous and will be kept
confidential. All records with private data from the survey will be used only for the research and
education purposes, and after the research has been completed, the data will be stored permanently
at the Finnish Social Science Data Archive for further research, teaching and study purposes.
If you would like more information (e.g. about participant countries, the research findings, etc.)
about this study now or at any time, please do not hesitate to contact: Sunil Chaudhary (email:
chaudhary.sunil.x@student.uta.fi) or Eleni Berki (email: eleni.berki@uta.fi).
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1) Please choose your gender:
О Female
О Male
2) Please select the country where you are currently enrolled as a student:
О China
О Finland
О Greece
О India
О Nepal
О UK
О Ghana
О Kenya
О Zambia
О Other (Specify)…………………………………………………..
3) Please select your current level of education:
О Bachelor degree
О Master degree
О Other (Specify)………………………………………………………….
4) Please mention the subject you are majoring in college/university.....................................
5) How many years of professional work experience do you have in the subject you are majoring in?
(Instruction: Please circle only one number from 1-5)
0

1

2

3

4 or more

6) How many specific online/Internet security course(s) have you taken in your
university/college/institute of Higher Education?
(Instruction: Please circle only one number from 1-5)
0

1

2

3

4 or more

7) How interested are you in online/Internet security?
(Instruction: Please circle only one number from 1-5)
1
Not at all
interested

2
Slightly
interested

3
Moderately
interested

4
Very
interested

5
Exceptionally
interested

8) How do you assess your knowledge level of online /Internet security?
(Instruction: Please circle only one number from 1-5)
1
Poor

2
Fair

3
Good

4
Very Good

5
Excellent

9) Do you use free or open Wi-Fi (public hotspots, e.g., free Internet in restaurant, hotel, train, airport
etc. / any unknown Wi-Fi)?
O Yes
O No
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If your answer is Yes for question 9, then please answer questions 10 and 11, otherwise move to
question 12.
10) For which purpose(s) do you use the free network (free Wi-Fi)?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Watching television
1
2
3
4
Checking email
1
2
3
4
Online banking
1
2
3
4
Chatting (audio, video, text)
1
2
3
4
Use cloud services (e.g., Dropbox,
1
2
3
4
Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive,
Apple iCloud, Tencent, Yunnan 360
etc.)
Sharing file(s)
1
2
3
4
Online gaming
1
2
3
4
Social networking (e.g., Facebook,
1
2
3
4
Twitter, QQ)
Online shopping
1
2
3
4
Downloading file(s)
1
2
3
4
Online gambling
1
2
3
4
Watching movies
1
2
3
4
Reading news
1
2
3
4
Other (specify)…………………
1
2
3
4
11) Which of the following actions/measures do you take when using free Wi-Fi?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
Rarely
Sometimes Very often
Manually connect to legitimate Wi-Fi
1
2
3
4
(after confirming the network name)
Use Virtual Private Network (VPN)
1
2
3
4
Perform sensitive transactions like
online banking or trading
Use the Internet connection for casual
(not sensitive) browsing
Turn-off any sharing (e.g., file, folder,
device sharing)
Use Anti-virus software and personal
Firewall
Browse website with https
Turn-off Wi-Fi when not using it
Other
(specify)…………………………

Very often
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Always
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5
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12) How confidential/private do you consider the following issues?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Not at all
Slightly
Moderately
Very
confidential confidential confidential confidential
Home phone number
1
2
3
4
Medical record number
1
2
3
4
Blood analysis results
1
2
3
4
Colour of the eyes
1
2
3
4
Passport number
1
2
3
4
Driving license information
1
2
3
4
Citizenship information
1
2
3
4
Membership (of club)
1
2
3
4
Fingerprints
1
2
3
4
Religion background
1
2
3
4
X-rays results
1
2
3
4
Bank account number
1
2
3
4
Palm prints
1
2
3
4
Certificate of marriage
1
2
3
4
Date of birth
1
2
3
4
Heartbeat rate
1
2
3
4
Exam grade/percentage
1
2
3
4
Social security number
1
2
3
4
Certificate of birth
1
2
3
4
Footprints
1
2
3
4
Income/ Salary
1
2
3
4
Passwords
1
2
3
4
Home address
1
2
3
4
Internet protocol (IP) address
1
2
3
4
Full face photograph
1
2
3
4
Credit card number
1
2
3
4
Bank account balance
1
2
3
4
Health insurance policy
1
2
3
4
number
Marital status
1
2
3
4
Daily life schedule
1
2
3
4
Student ID
1
2
3
4
Tax return information
1
2
3
4
Other (specify)……
1
2
3
4
13) During the last twelve months, has someone you know asked you to reveal your
confidential/private information while you were online?
О Yes
О No
14) If your answer is Yes for question 13, did you reveal the asked information?
O Yes
O No
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Extremely
confidential
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

15) During the last twelve months, has someone unknown to you asked you to reveal your
confidential/private information while you were online?
O Yes
O No
16) If your answer is Yes for question 15, did you reveal the asked information?
О Yes
О No
If your answer is Yes for question 14 OR 16, please answer question 17, otherwise move to question
18
17) What damages were caused to you due to revealed confidential/private information?
(Instruction: you may select multiple answers)
Annoyance
Reputational damage
Financial damage
Disturbance
Waste of time
Loss of trust
Isolated by the community
Emotions (e.g., Fear, Anger, Sad, Happy, Regret, Remorse, Aggression, etc)
Loss of health (e.g., Stress)
Other (specify)……………………………………………………………………….
None of the above
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18) How familiar are the following terms to you?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Not at all
Slightly
Moderately
Very
familiar
familiar
familiar
familiar
Spam
1
2
3
4
Phishing
1
2
3
4
Social engineering
1
2
3
4
Spear phishing
Clone phishing
Pharming
Man-in-the-middle attack
DNS spoofing
Domain name typos
Cross-site scripting
Anti-phishing
Authentication
Authorization
White list
Black list
Heuristic method (phishing
prevention)
False negative
False positive
Active warning
Passive warning
Multi-factor authentication
Multi-level authentication
Biometrics

Extremely
familiar
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

19) Which of the following ways are used for conducting phishing attacks?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
A little
Somewhat
Much
used
used
used
used
Postal mail (written letter)
1
2
3
4
Email
1
2
3
4
Website
1
2
3
4
Phone/mobile call/ VoIP call
1
2
3
4
Short Message Service (SMS)
1
2
3
4
Instant messaging (e.g., Facebook
1
2
3
4
messenger, Skype, QQ)
Malware (e.g., Botnets, Keylogger)
1
2
3
4
Session hijacking (using techniques
1
2
3
4
such as Pharming)
Rogue Wi-Fi access point (i.e., Evil
1
2
3
4
Twin)
Rogue Quick Response code (QR1
2
3
4
code)
Abuse of Domain Name System
1
2
3
4
(DNS)
Multi player game chat room
1
2
3
4
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Very much
used
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Comment section (of newspaper
articles, blogs, and other)
Online support(Chat-in-the-middle
attack)
Social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn)
Other
(specify)……………………….

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

20) Which of the following characteristic(s) do you look for in a website in order to trust it?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Visual appearance of the website
1
2
3
4
Content of the website
1
2
3
4
Logo of the company/organisation
1
2
3
4
Usability features
1
2
3
4
User-experience of the website
1
2
3
4
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)/ Transport
1
2
3
4
Layer Security (TLS) certificate(s)
Correctness/Exactness of the Uniform
1
2
3
4
Resource Locator (URL)
Warnings issued by the web browser
1
2
3
4
Information requested by the website
1
2
3
4
Other (Specify)…………………….
1
2
3
4
21) Which of the following do you check in an email to suspect it as a phishing attempt?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Incorrect grammar/spelling of email
1
2
3
4
General salutation/greeting
1
2
3
4
Attachment(s) of the email
1
2
3
4
Redirect links in the email
1
2
3
4
Unknown email address
1
2
3
4
Information requested by the email
1
2
3
4
Absence of the sender’s logo in the email
1
2
3
4
Intention(s) of the email (i.e., urgent or too good
1
2
3
4
to be true)
Sending Internet Protocol (IP) of that email
1
2
3
4
Message body is/has an image
1
2
3
4
Promotional or forceful language used in the
1
2
3
4
email
Email asking to help by unknown
1
2
3
4
Your name is in the email
1
2
3
4
Message body is in HyperText Markup Language
1
2
3
4
(HTML)
Colorful email
1
2
3
4
Other (Specify)……………………..
1
2
3
4
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Always
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Always
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3

22) How do you scale the trustworthiness of these links?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Not at all
Slightly
Moderately
trustworthy trustworthy trustworthy
http://192.185.4.54/~vrrto/payp
1
2
3
al/
https://www.onlinetransction.co
1
2
3
m/login.htm?https://paypal.com
/securelogin
http://www.paypla.com/ login
1
2
3
https://www.paypal.com.fi/weba
1
2
3
pps/mpp/home
http://www.login.paypal.com/
1
2
3
https://www.paypal.com/fi/web
1
2
3
apps/mpp/home
http://www.paypal1.com/ login
1
2
3
http://162.219.4.188/paypal/def
1
2
3
ault.aspx/
http://www.pay-pal.com/ login
1
2
3
http://www.paypal.com:fvthsgbli
1
2
3
jhfcs83infoupdate@69.10.142.34

Very
trustworthy
4

Extremely
trustworthy
5

4

5

4
4

5
5

4
4

5
5

4
4

5
5

4
4

5
5

23) Do you use Cloud services (e.g., Dropbox, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, Apple iCloud,
Tencent, Yunpan 360 etc.)?
О Yes
О No
24) If your answer is No to question 23, please specify why?
(Instruction: you may select multiple answers)
No access
I never heard
I never needed
I do not trust
It is expensive
I do not know how to use them
Other (Specify)…………………………………………………………………………
If your answer is Yes to question 23, then please answer questions 25, 26 and 27, otherwise move to
question 28.
25) Which of the following devices do you used to access cloud services?
(Instruction: you may select multiple answers)
Desktop computer
Laptop
Tablet
Mobile phone
Other (Specify)……………………………………………….
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26) Which of the following criteria are valid for you when choosing cloud services?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
Rarely Sometimes
Often
My friends’ recommendation
1
2
3
4
Compatibility to my devices' operating
1
2
3
4
system (OS)
Free cloud storage
1
2
3
4
Space (storage) I need
1
2
3
4
The level of security my data required
1
2
3
4
The service is easy to learn and use
1
2
3
4
The performance of the service
1
2
3
4
The cost of using the service
1
2
3
4
The service providers’ reputation
1
2
3
4
The service provider represents me in
1
2
3
4
legal issues/activities
The service providers notify me of any
1
2
3
4
change of terms in advance
The service providers alert me about
1
2
3
4
service and security problems as soon as
they are detected
The service interface is user-friendly
1
2
3
4
Does it require a search warrant to inspect
1
2
3
4
my data?
Does it require my consent to access my
1
2
3
4
data?
In which country the cloud service
1
2
3
4
provider is registered?
Who has the rights to use my data (e.g.,
1
2
3
4
research, to target advertisements, etc)?
Will the service providers use my contact
1
2
3
4
information to target advertisement?

Very often
5
5

27) What kind of security issues you consider while using your cloud services?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Very Often
I have local backup of my data
1
2
3
4
I put my confidential/private data into
cloud
I use the encryption methods from the
service providers
I trust the service providers will handle
my data with good care
I encrypt my data myself before storing
into cloud
Other
(specify)…………………………

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Always
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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28) Which methods and means have you used in the past to learn about online/Internet security?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Very often
Reading newspapers
1
2
3
4
5
Enrolling in study courses (in Higher
1
2
3
4
5
Education; e.g. University)
Enrolling in study courses in other than
1
2
3
4
5
Higher Education institutions
Discussing with specialists and/or experts
1
2
3
4
5
Reading professional journals
1
2
3
4
5
Reading magazines
1
2
3
4
5
Watching video tutorials
1
2
3
4
5
Answering online quizzes
1
2
3
4
5
Participating workshops
1
2
3
4
5
Following expert’ blogs
1
2
3
4
5
Warnings from security software
1
2
3
4
5
Discussing with friends
1
2
3
4
5
Reading text books
1
2
3
4
5
Listening audio tutorials
1
2
3
4
5
Listening radio programmes
1
2
3
4
5
Playing interactive role-play games offline
1
2
3
4
5
Attending conferences
1
2
3
4
5
Reflecting other people’s mistakes
1
2
3
4
5
Discussing with family members
1
2
3
4
5
Watching documentaries
1
2
3
4
5
Participating virtual worlds (e.g., second
1
2
3
4
5
life, minecraft)
Watching TV shows ( Talk show)
1
2
3
4
5
Listening TV news
1
2
3
4
5
Watching movies
1
2
3
4
5
Reflecting my own mistakes
1
2
3
4
5
Playing interactive role-play games online
1
2
3
4
5
Analysing case studies
1
2
3
4
5
Tackling real life problems
1
2
3
4
5
Tutorials included in security software
1
2
3
4
5
Listening to lectures (in higher education,
1
2
3
4
5
e.g., University)
Participating in computer simulations
1
2
3
4
5
Enrol in free massive open online courses
1
2
3
4
5
(MOOCs)
Conducting experiment(s)
1
2
3
4
5
Participating in
1
2
3
4
5
association/community/society
Other (specify) ……………………….
1
2
3
4
5
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29) Which methods and means would you prefer to use to learn about online/Internet security?
(Instruction: Indicate your answer by circling only one number from 1- 5 in every line)
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Very often
Reading newspapers
1
2
3
4
5
Enrolling in study courses (in Higher
1
2
3
4
5
Education; e.g. University)
Enrolling in study courses in other than
1
2
3
4
5
Higher Education institutions
Discussing with specialists and/or experts
1
2
3
4
5
Reading professional journals
1
2
3
4
5
Reading magazines
1
2
3
4
5
Watching video tutorials
1
2
3
4
5
Answering online quizzes
1
2
3
4
5
Participating workshops
1
2
3
4
5
Following expert’ blogs
1
2
3
4
5
Warnings from security software
1
2
3
4
5
Discussing with friends
1
2
3
4
5
Reading text books
1
2
3
4
5
Listening audio tutorials
1
2
3
4
5
Listening radio programmes
1
2
3
4
5
Playing interactive role-play games offline
1
2
3
4
5
Attending conferences
1
2
3
4
5
Reflecting other people’s mistakes
1
2
3
4
5
Discussing with family members
1
2
3
4
5
Watching documentaries
1
2
3
4
5
Participating virtual worlds (e.g., second
1
2
3
4
5
life, minecraft)
Watching TV shows ( Talk show)
1
2
3
4
5
Listening TV news
1
2
3
4
5
Watching movies
1
2
3
4
5
Reflecting my own mistakes
1
2
3
4
5
Playing interactive role-play games online
1
2
3
4
5
Analysing case studies
1
2
3
4
5
Tackling real life problems
1
2
3
4
5
Tutorials included in security software
1
2
3
4
5
Listening to lectures (in higher education,
1
2
3
4
5
e.g., University)
Participating in computer simulations
1
2
3
4
5
Enrol in free massive open online courses
1
2
3
4
5
(MOOCs)
Conducting experiment(s)
1
2
3
4
5
Participating in
1
2
3
4
5
association/community/society
Other (specify) ……………………….
1
2
3
4
5
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR ANSWERING ALL THE QUESTIONS!!
If you have anything in your mind that you would like to share, please state it here.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………....
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Abstract
Many anti-phishing solutions turn to be ineffective because they
have poor usability. There have been significant improvements when
usability and phishing detection techniques are handled separately.
However, handling usability in anti-phishing solutions still remains a
challenging task. This is because considering usability for antiphishing solutions has its own exclusive challenges, which also apart
it from the usability of a general purpose software and make the
standard usability techniques unsuitable for it. In our study, we
present various insights and an improved understanding of the
challenges which are blocking from designing usable anti-phishing
technology. We also make some suggestions that we consider
essential and necessary for designing a usable anti-phishing solution.

1.0 Introduction
Online services used for activities such as e-shopping, e-banking, online gaming,
cloud music, e-mail, e-governance, e-health, online ticketing, and social
networking are not new to Internet users. These services make life easier for their
users as well as services providers; users get access to a wide variety of services on
a button click while providers are able to offer and sell their services to people
from all around the globe. Unfortunately, these online services are also the target
of information theft and Internet fraud. One of the major types of Internet fraud is
phishing. Phishing is a fraudulent activity carried out using electronic
communication to acquire personal information for malicious purposes. It employs
social engineering and technical subterfuge [1] to allure potential victims and make
them divulge their confidential information, such as bank or financial institution
credentials, social security numbers, credit card details, and online shopping

account information. Phishing is a leading cause of identity theft on the Internet
and causes a huge damage worldwide every year in the terms of monetary losses to
organizations and customers [2, 3], adverse impact on customers’ confidence
towards online commerce and services [3, 4, 5], and the diminished organization’s
reputation with their customers [6]. The estimated loss to global organizations due
to phishing attacks in the first half of 2012 was $687 million [2].
There are several anti-phishing solutions available in various forms; for example,
integrated in popular anti-virus software, as an embedded feature of popular web
browsers, and as a separate tool and add-on. These anti-phishing solutions promise
to fully protect Internet users from phishing attacks; however, reality shows
otherwise. One prominent factor responsible for the weak performance of an antiphishing solution is its poor usability [7, 8, 9, 10]. Dhamija et al. [7] considered the
ineffective design of existing anti-phishing solutions to be a reason behind Internet
users falling for phishing. They further mentioned that these solutions are more
technical and usually neglect some crucial non-technical aspects in their design.
Similarly, the study by Wu et al. [8] pointed out that the size of warning indicators
in anti-phishing solutions are a far smaller than the size of content display, and
such warning indicators are usually located at peripheral area due to which either
they get unnoticed or send a very weak signal. Although Wu et al.’s [8] concern is
addressed to a great extent with the adoption of active warning that is displayed on
the full page and cannot be unnoticed by Internet users, there is still a number of
issues in the usability of anti-phishing solutions: for example, the use of passive
warning which is no different than displaying no warning [9]; use of red and green
colour indicator, which is a pathetic choice for colour blindness unless some other
noticeable cues are also included [10].
A further difficulty is that phishing includes both syntactic and semantic attacks.
Semantic attack targets people’s behaviour and the way they interact with the
computer and the web, and exploits human vulnerabilities. There can be an
absolute control for technology, but human component can only be managed [11].
Humans can be managed by equipping them with a better design to help them
make an educated and well informed decision. In addition, the User Interface (UI)
is the layer where a user’s intention is transformed to a system operation; it is also
the layer where a semantic gap occurs [12]. Therefore, semantic attacks should be
fought at UIs with an effective usability.
In this paper, the authors present an insight view of a usable anti-phishing solution.
The aim of this study is to understand the consequences of poor usability in antiphishing design, its challenges, and finally, suggest the corrective measures
necessary to design a usable anti-phishing solution. To achieve our objectives, we
analyzed several past studies and research projects that have been performed in
attempt to create usable security and ,moreover, a usable anti-phishing solution.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews some related
and important past research work; section 3 presents insight views on what is

/constitutes a usable anti-phishing solution; section 4 describes the challenges of
having a usable anti-phishing solution; section 5 suggests some corrective
measures necessary to achieve a usable anti-phishing solution; and section 6
includes the conclusions and future research and development work.

2.0 Related Work
Many past studies have examined and worked for the improvement of usability in
anti-phishing solutions. They have elicited diversified factors essential for an
effective degree of usability of anti-phishing solutions. Li and Helenius [13]
pointed out three prime factors necessary for the usability of a client side antiphishing application. These factors are: the main UI of the toolbar should be simple
and intuitive and also the toolbar’s status should have good visibility; the warning
displayed should be accurate and precise, and there should be at least three levels
of security indication (i.e. a warning for suspicion, a warning for detection, and an
indication for authentic webpage), as well as a double warning should be used in
the case when users make an erroneous choice; and finally, there should be a help
system to aid the users at all levels to make critical decisions. Other challenges and
observations derive from the study of Wu et al. [12, 14] where they assert bridging
the semantic gap between users’ mental model and the system model. Otherwise
they demonstrated a usability solution in which users ‘tell’ their intentions to the
system when they submit sensitive data and the system examines whether the
submission meets the users’ intention or not. Another important study is from Kuo
et al. [15] and they suggest a set of instructions for designing the user interface and
usability of an anti-phishing inbuilt in web browsers, which are: (i) prohibit the use
of technical terminology; (ii) increase the trust and confidence of users towards
warning messages by giving a professional look and feel to warning messages;( iii)
elevate the intrusiveness of warning when severity of warning is high ;(iv)
recommend action for users to take and also clearly inform on the consequences
when action is not taken ; (v)provide a constructive outlet instead of an abrupt
navigation when users encounter phishing attacks; and (vi) teach and train the
users about the problems, i.e., include detailed information about the problems
(multi-level interface can allow for that) so that users can read if they want and are
curious to learn more.
Undoubtedly, the previous work is important to design usability for anti-phishing
solution. However, they still do not provide an answer for various challenges in the
usability of anti-phishing solutions mentioned in the succeeding section. For
instance, the usability described in the above mentioned studies limits up to
notifying users about phishing attacks; the researchers do not, however, include
any mechanisms that can properly guide the users in performing their intended
tasks.

3.0 The Meaning and Importance of a Usable AntiPhishing Solution
In order to understand a usable anti-phishing solution, it is first necessary to
understand the problems’ consequences from poor usability in anti-phishing
solutions and discover their causes. This will provide a base to get a clear picture
of a usable anti-phishing solution and the rationale of why do we need it.

3.1 Issues Related to Poor Usability
In general, alike other general purpose software, poor usability in anti-phishing
hampers the performance of users and discourages users from using it. It can also
evoke user resistance [16], which can appear in the forms of passive resistance,
foul languages, reluctance to perform tasks, failure to pay attention to tasks,
destructive activities, and many other [17]. Besides, the most serious concern is
that it will expose users to phishing vulnerabilities. Some commonly occurring
issues in anti-phishing solution due to a poor usability design are:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Users do not either notice or understand the warning or alert messages
displayed by anti-phishing solutions.
It becomes difficult and confusing for an average user to understand and
manage an anti-phishing solution. Sometimes, it even requires an
expertise to understand and use it.
Users do not get a second chance to correct their mistakes especially
during serious situations regarding security. Actions that compromise the
security or contribute towards the unwanted release of confidential
information performed once by the users, even accidentally or in haste,
are considered the final response from them.
An anti-phishing solution might be an obstacle for functionality that users
intend to perform and due to which users either disobey its warnings or
disable it.
Users often get notification telling something is wrong; however, they
lack proper guidance to perform their intended tasks which sometimes
enforce users to take risks.
Social engineering techniques employed in phishing easily succeeds to
trick users and make them perform unwitting actions which lead them to
divulge their confidential information.
Anti-phishing solutions detect phishing cases but they do not help users to
use and enhance their cognitive and other skills, expertise and background
knowledge in phishing prevention [13].

3.2 The Causes of a Poor Usability Design
There are various causes responsible for poor usability in software-based antiphishing solutions. To visit but a few: First and foremost, there is no any
recognized design specifics for security usability [19] -in this case anti-phishing
(security) usability. This is the reason that when designing an anti-phishing

solution the general trend is to rely on the established or standard usability
techniques, despite the fact that the solution is designed under different
circumstances; thus, the design ultimately ends up with poor usability in the antiphishing solution at implementation level.
Moreover usability and security are often considered two competing entities and
are dealt separately, while they have to be considered together for a common goal
[20]. Further, the usability of an anti-phishing solution is designed without a proper
understanding of users’ psychology and mental models when interacting with a
phishing website; this alone leads to the need to address users’ limitations and
shortcomings [7]. In addition, most security concepts are often subtle and cunning
to understand, and because they must be used consistently and perfectly, a Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) expert who does have knowledge, skills and expertise
about security is likely to produce a software-based solution where the security
mechanisms are not used in exactly the correct fashion [19].

3.3 Towards Usable Anti-phishing Solution
ISO 9241 defines usability as
“The effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users achieve
specified goals in particular environments”.
This definition provides the general information of usability, but for the usability
of an anti-phishing solution, some other components are also involved, i.e. social
engineering, rapidly changing technology and the way of using the Internet, and of
course the sensitivity of information security. The authors assert that some
essentials considerations for a usable anti-phishing solution are the following
issues:
•
•
•

•

•

•

Warning and alert notifications from anti-phishing solutions should be
visible, clear, understandable, and at the right time.
Warning and alert notifications from anti-phishing solutions should be
able to grab and captivate the users’ attention.
Anti-phishing solutions should be able to train and convince users, even
about the problems which the users cannot understand. Moreover, the
technology employed in the solution should convince the users to put up
with and eventually try the given instructions.
An anti-phishing solution should be designed for people at different levels
of computer literacy and digital skills and competencies. Therefore, all
these users should comfortably be able to use it.
An anti-phishing solution should stop or protect users from performing
any erroneous (intentional and unintentional) activities, which can put
them in risky situations. In case of error, users should efficiently be able
to recover from the error.
Anti-phishing techniques should, in general and in particular, highlight
the information necessary for users to make correct decisions.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The design of anti-phishing solutions should also protect users from
themselves! Any design must consider the assumption that users do not
change their behaviour and, therefore, systems have to handle negligence,
(carelessness and forgetfulness as well) as a result of user behaviour.
Anti-phishing software technology should not give the impression of
being very interruptive or obtrusive.
An anti-phishing solution should help users to broaden their knowledge
and scope in phishing prevention.
An anti-phishing solution should not, directly or indirectly, ask for any
private information of the users.
Anti-phishing solutions should help users to perform the tasks they
intended to perform.
Anti-phishing solutions should be aesthetically interesting and pleasing to
use it.
Anti-phishing technology should be able to gain and increase users’ trust.

4.0 Challenges to Overcome for a Usable Anti-Phishing
Solution
There are challenges which differentiate the usability of anti-phishing solutions
from the usability of any general purpose software. In fact, these challenges are
what designers have to overcome to achieve a usable anti-phishing solution. These
are mentioned and briefly analyzed below.
Security is rarely the primary concern of Internet users [7, 8, 12, 21]. When users
sit in front of a computer, their main objective is to browse a website, check their
email, download materials from the Internet, and use online services. They may not
have plenty of time or they are just not interested in spending time managing the
anti-phishing mechanisms. Internet users do wish to keep themselves safe from
phishing attacks but expect that the anti-phishing technology in their system to
handle all these. Besides, asking users to take extra steps is problematic and often
undesirable because they may find it as an interruption to their normal workflow
[20] and a considerable delay for the list(s) of urgent things that they have to do.
Ambiguous policies/rules to determine what users can and cannot control. There
is no anti-phishing technique available which can correctly detect every kind of
phishing attack. This means that in several occasions only the probability of a
particular webpage that is prone to phishing or not is estimated. Moreover, the
strength of security is context driven. In such scenarios, it is not an easy decision to
figure out what kinds of controls are necessary for the users. Generally, the
security experts and security designers decide what kinds of controls are allowed to
the users. For example, settings are provided to the users to set the level of
security, determine scan methods, allow/disallow running specific scripts, and
other. Firstly, this alone contradicts the fact that security is rarely the primary goal
of the Internet users. Secondly, users belong to the varying levels of computer

literacy and possess different level of knowledge in information security, so for
them many such settings do not make any sense.
Information security is a very sensitive subject. Once information has been left,
even for a short time, accidentally unprotected in the Internet, there is no way to be
sure that it has not been accessed by attackers. Therefore, the usability of an antiphishing solution needs to place a very high priority on making users understand
the risk well enough in order to keep themselves away from making potential high
cost mistakes.
It is difficult to provide good and convincing feedback. People perceive security to
be something subtle and arcane [21, 22]. There are many Internet users who do not
understand phishing attacks or do not understand the sophistication of phishing
techniques [8]. This complicates the task to provide users with sufficient in detail
and convincing, good feedback. It is also difficult to convince any users to care
about a problem which they might not understand.
The human is ... the weakest link [21, 22, 23]. Even though technology is changing
at a dramatic pace, social engineering still remains a key threat to information
security [24] and social engineering is about the exploitation of human
vulnerabilities [25]. Phishing employs diverse social engineering techniques, and
their potential victims are under the impact of these social engineering techniques.
Thus usability has to counteract on the effects of social engineering. Besides,
human behaviour mostly awkward and irrational, decision making processes and
social norms (e.g., legal rules, ethics), which, unfortunately, do not have an exact
solution valid for all environments.
The high importance of correct results influences trust. A ‘bad’ prompt may irritate
users and they may, ultimately, disable the security links. At the same time, failure
to detect phishing exposes users to vulnerabilities that can diminish the users’ trust
towards anti-phishing solutions. Besides, this eventually deteriorates people’s trust
towards these and similar anti-phishing tools. (More precisely, a wrong decision
because of not good performance of any and anti-phishing in particular technology
can be very expensive for the users, and this is undesirable and unacceptable).
Diverse and changing HCI technology. The technology and the environment in
which an anti-phishing solution is used are constantly and rapidly changing. A
usability technique valid for one environment and technology may not fit at all to
another environment and technology. For example, a usability technique designed
to be used for a Personal Computer (PC) might not fit for the smaller size screen of
mobile phones and tablets which are also used to gain access and perform sensitive
tasks online, including for instance healthcare, insurance, financial service, and
online shopping.
End-users are accustomed to erratic behaviour of software systems. Unusual
behaviour from poorly designed web applications and websites is not uncommon

for Internet browsers. For example, one has to come across several automatic popups during web browsing and mostly such pop-ups are closed without even
bothering for their content. This kind of activity in a way induces immunity in the
Internet users. This is the reason sometimes the users find it hard to figure out a
genuine warning and choose to remain unresponsive towards such warnings.

5.0 From Corrective to Adaptive and Preventive
Maintenance for Anti-Phishing Solutions
The kind of usability needed for anti-phishing solution design can and should
include knowledge and scientific expertise from multiple disciplines. To name but
a few, someone can refer to information security, human computer interaction,
artificial intelligence (expert system) as well as cognitive science and user
psychology. This also means that when designing such usability, people possessing
expertise from these all disciplines have to be involved or a person should have
knowledge in these entire domains. Moreover, in order to design a usable antiphishing solution, security and usability have to be aligned and dealt together.
Suitable metrics can play an important role in addressing the state of information
security and usability. An example of such kind of metrics is from Li et al. [26],
which can be helpful to evaluate usability of authentication mechanisms.
Generating metrics for features, such as notification mechanisms, alternative ways
by which users can perform their intended tasks, mechanisms to present help, a
mechanism to educate users about phishing prevention, and other, can be highly
useful to design usability in anti-phishing solutions.
People use the Internet having an objective in mind, such as to perform online
banking, online shopping, and other similar activities. Merely warning users about
the risk of phishing and not providing an alternative method to perform their
intended tasks can lead them to perform an erroneous or risky activity. Therefore,
the usability that is incorporated in anti-phishing technologies has to cater for
mechanisms figuring out alternative ways for performing the intended tasks. On
the other hand, this can be possible only when the system itself understands the
user’s intentions. For instance, in the anti-phishing solution designed by Ma [27],
he used Google (search engine) to detect phishing websites and the top results
returned by the search engine to recommend alternative ways to perform the tasks
that the users intended to perform.
When deciding on rules and policies to determine the kinds of controls which users
can handle, it is recommended not to rely on a few counted people. Involving many
different stakeholders to decide on the policies and, preferably, verifying the
decision through suitable experiments could be an appropriate remedy for such
cases. For example, some anti-phishing tools ask with users to decide which scan
methods s/he wants to use for phishing detection purposes. Though, this is a simple
thing for security experts, it may be alien and unintuitive to many users.

From the viewpoint of security, humans are the weakest links. Nevertheless, they
can also be turned into the strongest! They can also act as a very efficient tool [24].
In so acting, people should be empowered to make the right decision and this can
be possible only when designers take into consideration what humans can and
cannot do well [7]. It is during the usability design phase that the necessary for
end-users information to make the right decisions should be highlighted. On the
other hand, it should also be highlighted not to fully rely on users, but instead try to
limit the reliance on users as much as possible. A proper study to determine which
functionalities can be kept hidden from the users can help to reduce errors made by
users. Further, trust is a vital factor that helps to manage human beings [11]. Users
should be precisely and correctly informed on the situation. This is a way on how
users can be made to abide the warning and follow the instructions from the antiphishing solution. Even multi level warning should be adopted in severe cases [13].
Multi-level warning is a way to provide users with another chance to correct their
incorrect decisions and accidental mistakes.
Accuracy in the results is possible only by adopting a more efficient detection
technique. Blacklist or whitelist based techniques are comparatively more accurate,
but they have their own limitations [28, 29, 30]. Therefore, a new hybrid technique
formed by using efficient heuristics and list-based techniques where one technique
is designed to back up the other can be very suitable and desirable. Even, antiphishing service called ‘Safe Browsing API’ provided by Google [31] and antiphishing toolbar called ‘SmartScreen Filter’ from Microsoft [32] implement hybrid
technique to detect phishing attacks.
While designing usability for anti-phishing solutions, the blind use of standard
usability principles should be discouraged. Even when using a standard usability
technique, a more suitable evaluation should be performed to make sure that it fits
to the particular environment, technology and, above all the sensitivity of
information security.
Users should be presented, but not overloaded, with correct and precise warnings.
Unnecessary warnings and notifications are interruptive and disruptive for users. It
has been found that too many warnings desensitized users who are more vulnerable
to divulge their sensitive information to phishing attacks [18]. Moreover, a more
professional way of displaying warnings and alert messages should be adopted
[15].

6.0 Conclusions and Future Work
The problem of phishing cannot solely be solved by known software engineering
ways and methods such as a traditional cryptographic-based security framework or
security testing techniques. The problem of phishing is rather multifaceted and it
needs to consider both usability experts and user experiences [7]. In practice,
though, when designing anti-phishing solutions it is the technical details that
occupy the designers and are mainly found in the requirements specification

document. Many times, usability is included as the last add-on or it is tested at the
end. This, anyway, is a malpractice in the whole software development life cycle
and it has to be changed. Flechais[33] recommends to include both security and
usability in the requirements specification and design process. Finally, it should not
be misunderstood that merely by improving usability; phishing attacks can be
completely mitigated. Usability is just one component for improving security; there
are other vital components as well, such as phishing detection techniques and
users’ awareness about phishing.
In future research work, the authors plan to design an anti-phishing solution toolbar
based on these and other recent finding findings [Sunil’s MSc thesis]. We also plan
to evaluate the toolbar in many different contexts with real end-users. Situational
context has proved to be very critical for usability and security considerations.
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ABSTRACT
Public awareness is a significant factor in the battle against online identity theft (phishing). Advancing
public readiness can be a strategic protection mechanism for citizens’ vulnerability and privacy. Further, an
effective research strategy against phishing is the combination of increased social awareness with software
quality and social computing. The latter will decrease phishing victims and will improve information systems
quality. First, the authors discuss recent research results on software quality criteria used for the design of
anti-phishing technologies. Second, it is argued that the dynamics of social surroundings affect citizens’ trust
and can compromise social security. Third, the authors outline basic research needs and strategic steps to
be taken for timely citizens’ protection. Last, the authors propose strategic research directions for improving
information systems total quality management through international collaborative research and by focusing
on: i) increasing social awareness; ii) predicting information phishing attempts; iii) adopting social computing approaches.
Keywords:

Anti-Phishing, Cybersociety, Cybersecurity Research Strategies, Online Identity Theft (Phishing),
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INTRODUCTION
Every day thousands of people are convinced
to reveal vulnerable, personal information such
as social security ids and bank account details,
home and email addresses, and the list can go

on. Deceitful and convincing attempts, known as
social engineering techniques, have trustworthy
content and occur through various communication means. Online identity theft, commonly
known as (online) phishing, is an example of
social engineering. A relevant research question
here could be formed as follows:
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Research Question: Would it be beneficial for
science and society to i) know and ii) be
able to predict the time and frequency of
phishing attacks and other social engineering activities that compromise citizens’
privacy and safety?
Advancing social awareness can result in
better and timely protection of citizens’ vulnerability and privacy. It can encourage citizens’ active participation in society and could eventually
have a long term social impact, leading to social
transformation (Berki et al., 2014). Additionally,
it can prove to be the most cost-effective option
in information systems maintenance.

Phishing through the Lenses of
Information Security Professionals
In phishing attacks, technical subterfuge techniques (e.g., pharming) are employed to modify
host files in the victims’ computers, proceed
to DNS cache poisoning, utilise domain name
typos, exploit cross-site scripting vulnerabilities, and organise man-in-the-middle attacks in
order to redirect a website’s traffic to another,
fake site. Further, techniques such as cross-site
request forgery, specialised malware, rogue WiFi (i.e. evil twin), rogue Quick Response (QR)
code, and hacking techniques are also utilised
to conduct phishing attacks.
Nowadays, however, social engineering
is more prevalent in phishing attacks. Social
engineering is the psychological manipulation
of people in order to make them divulge their
confidential information or perform unwitting
activities which can be harmful for security
and privacy… (See Li, 2013; Berki, 2014). The
four phases of a cycle in social engineering are:
information gathering, developing relationship,
exploitation, and execution (see Allan et al.,
2005). Phishers, spammers, and other (e.g.
pharmers) employ more specialised targeted
attacks such as spear phishing, clone phishing, and whaling and invest considerable time
preparing for such attacks. They employ social
engineering techniques such as masquerading,
dumpster diving, leftover, hoax virus alerts

and other such as chain letters, spam, direct
psychological manipulation (Harley, 200), chatin-the- middle attack, vishing, smishing (RSA,
2009), to name just a few attempts that target to
sensitive information elicitation. In fact, social
engineering and social engineers no longer have
a positive image connected to socio-scientific
knowledge, but they have been associated
with dark creativity and deceitful information
acquisition and processing. Notwithstanding,
deceiving citizens to reveal their and friends’
and relatives’ personal credentials is considered
unethical and illegal.

Citizens: The Potential Victims
of Social Engineering
The dynamics of social surroundings can affect
citizens’ trust and compromise social security.
Phishing is one of the most typical offline (e.g.
by post) and online attacks that happen daily.
Phishers, who design and conduct mainly online attacks, efficiently combine i) advanced
technological knowledge and ii) current societal
and situational information. Various intelligent
combinations of i) and ii) are used in order to
exploit evoked feelings from turbulent and
unstable societal circumstances such as war
situations, financial crises, ethical conflicts
and other (Berki et al, 2014). In their attempts
to gain citizens’ trust for successful phishing,
phishers are very creative and inventive.
The citizens of e-society utilize virtual
communities and social media for social networking with other citizens. They also use online
services such as e-shopping, e-banking, online
games, music and films from cloud services,
e-mail, e-governance, e-health, online tickets
sales... The list of the compromised online
services and social networks is so long that
seems endless. Simply, for gathering information on trustworthy relationships and common
interests phishers just need to observe online
services and/or look at any social network sites
(e.g. Facebook).
Recent historical events (e.g. wars) show
that when real communities are in danger, people
consider e-societies and virtual communities
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a safety shelter, where through anonymity,
eponymity, nonymity or polynymity (Berki and
Jäkälä, 2009), citizens can interact and share
their interests, feelings, worries and concerns.
In all of these cases (see also Jäkälä and Berki,
2013), information that is produced by individuals, groups and communities of people is
openly available for use or misuse and abuse.
Next, we provide some examples of the
latter and propose ways to be used to improve
software quality, and usable security (Chaudhary and Berki, 2013) in particular. In the long
run the target should be the enhanced and safe
functioning of social interaction systems e.g.
social/mass media. In order to safeguard the
security, communication, privacy, and openness
of the interactive processes of the society, one
must be aware and active and be encouraged
by socio-technical factors to do so. Additionally, the authors posit that social awareness is
dependent on social computing, which in turn, is
concerned with information and communication
systems of social media and networks and the
mechanisms and principles that underlie their
usability, maintainability, and use.

PUBLIC AWARENESS AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Software quality management has always been
a significant part of anti-phishing software
and tools design. Software quality criteria and
metrics for functionality, security and accuracy,
usability, maintainability, and efficiency have
been and still are essential in the fight against
phishing. Developing phishing-resistant systems (Li et al., 2007) is one way by which
software quality can participate in counteracting
phishing attacks. Another way is heightening
the quality of anti-phishing tools. Yet, both
ways, no matter how informative and practical
may be, are not sufficient in assuring citizens’
security and privacy protection. Unless it is
combined with social computing and social
behaviour knowledge, anti-phishing technology design can merely offer software quality
measures and criteria for corrective and reactive

maintenance. On the contrary, it is the proactive and preventive maintenance that software
quality and social computing should prompt
for. Thus considering total quality management
and integrated anti-phishing techniques could
comprise an effective anti-phishing research
and development strategy.

Software Quality Criteria
and Phishing- Resistant
Information Systems
An absolutely correct and complete phishingresistant system is not possible, by default. One
main reason for this is that phishing techniques
apply not just more and more sophisticating
technology but also consider recent social
events and cultural norms, so useful for social
engineering worldwide. The humans are the
weakest link in phishing activities; thus, humans
are often exploited by phishers when the latter
employ intelligent semantic attacks. We may
achieve an exact (and possibly correct and
complete up to some point) solution for technical problems; but human factors do not match
a ‘precise’ solution! Adverse effects due to the
human nature and emotions (e.g. gullibility,
greed, fear, diffidence, anxiety, thoughtlessness, apathy, sympathy, and curiosity) could
be identified, controlled and minimized, but
still can be unpredictable. Apparently, there
still exist possibilities to control certain factors
which can limit phishing attacks or increase
the efforts and time that phishers need to act.
First, it is necessary to identify and fix these
vulnerabilities which can be security risks in
an information system. To prevent system users from phishing Li et al. (2007) emphasize
i) improving the quality of systems design and
ii) the need for well-defined security requirements. Further, they suggested misuse-oriented
prevention, i.e., protection from phishing attacks
with the help of the misuse case method from
the systems design perspective. Misuse- case
is an effective approach to capture security
requirements (Sindre & Opdahl, 2005) and
analyse secure software architecture to identify
security threats and vulnerabilities (Pauli & Xu,
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2005). In a different way from them, Flechais
et al. (2007) recommended a methodology
called ‘Appropriate and Effective Guidance for
Information Security (AEGIS)’, used for developing secure and usable systems. The AEGIS
methodology (referring metaphorically to aegis
or aigis, the personal safety armour shield of
the Gods of ancient Greece (Homer, 760-710
BC)) integrates security and usability into the
requirements and into the design process of the
system development.
Another approach is focusing on phishing
resistant authentication method. A question
that can arise is the following: Is it feasible to
create such an authentication method? Despite
the availability of diversified authentication
schemes, a username-password pair is the most
widely used authentication method. To improve
its phishing resistance, mechanisms such as
one-time passcode, two-factor verification,
two-step verification, and graphical password
are constantly in ongoing practice.
Another interesting authentication protocol
was proposed by Jakobsson & Myers (2008),
and called it ‘Delayed Password Disclosure
(DPD)’. Their main idea was to provide users
with visual character-by character feedback
as they type their password. In so doing, they
can stop entering the password as soon as it is
realized that the website is unauthentic. One
of the main issues of this approach is that it
allows partial disclosure of a password, which
can be very helpful in cracking the password;
for example, guess attack.
Some authentication schemes are based on
the process of previewing or trial. Such are ‘picture password’ (see Sinofsky, 2011) by which a
user can authenticate by freeform gestures on
picture which is being developed by Microsoft.
Likewise, Google research is focused on ‘USB
key’ which will be alternative to password (See
Simonite, 2013). The ‘USB key’ will hold a
cryptographic key and authenticate by correctly
responding to mathematical (computational)
challenges posed by the online service.

Anti-Phishing Tools Quality:
Usable Security and EnergyEfficient Solutions
Planning appropriately tailored to human
needs tools, thus improving the quality of
anti-phishing tools is an effective research
and development strategy in the fight against
phishing. Anti-phishing tools are available in
different forms, for example embedded in most
of the anti-virus software, inbuilt in popular web
browsers, as independent add-ons (SpoofGuard,
Netcraft, and EarthLink). In these anti-phishing
tools accuracy and precision in result is one
major stakeholders concern. There is no antiphishing tool, which can detect each and every
single phishing attack. The reason for this may
be that techniques adopted for phishing purposes
are continuously changing, embracing all different information and communication technologies, e.g. snail mail, phone call, email, SMS,
advertisement banner in website, and fraudulent
websites. Moreover, phishers go on increasing
the sophistication in the technology and social
engineering knowledge that they combine to
carry out their illegal activities.
To keep pace with the changing, growing
needs scenarios and often with the business
reality, anti-phishing tools have to upgrade
accordingly, which is possible only through
the consideration of maintainability factors
and built-in design properties. There has also
been a necessity to design proactive measures
to counteract phishing attacks and not just limit
the efforts to corrective and reactive measures.
Regarding anti-phishing tools’ design and use,
another serious concern is found to be the tools’
poor usability (Dhamija et al., 2006; Wu et
al., 2006; Li & Helenius, 2007). Due to the
poor usability of anti-phishing tools, plenty of
Internet users remain exposed to online threats.
They either do not notice or fail to understand
the warnings displayed by anti-phishing tools.
Ultimately, they fail to act as directed by the
anti-phishing tools; or disobey the directions
because they are not appropriately advised.
Usability itself involves, by and large, the
consideration of human factors. Therefore, the
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Table 1. Required software quality properties and their inter-dependence in the fight against
phishing
      ISO 9126 Software Quality
Properties as (Software and System)
Design Requirements

     Importance in Quality Control and in the Fight Against Phishing

      F u n c t i o n a l i t y
     (system/tools should work/function
well, for everyone)

     -Security checks i) deal with unauthorized accesses to information systems
and ii) help removing vulnerabilities from systems and anti-phishing tools.
     -Accuracy and precision are required in the results of anti-phishing tools.

     
Usability
      (Understandability, Readability,
Learnability, Simplicity and intuitiveness
should be considered)

      -Usability checks if the target information system and antiphishing tools are simple and intuitive to use and configure.
     -Warnings and notifications should be understandable and effective.

      M a i n t a i n a b i l i t y
     Changeability and modifiability of
features while maintaining ease-of-use

      - C o r r e c t i v e m a i n t e n a n c e t e c h n i q u e s c h e c k a n d
fix the vulnerabilities in the information system/tool.
      -Adaptive maintenance check and upgrade the system/anti-phishing
tool to include predictive knowledge on potential future phishing attacks.

     Efficiency (Performance)

     -Lightweight anti-phishing tools for mobile phones, tablets and other
devices.

design of usable security must take into account
what humans can and cannot do well (Dhamija
et al., 2006). Moreover, security and usability
must be treated complementary while designing
anti-phishing tools. Both security and usability
should be dealt together throughout the design
process, by iterative analysis and design, and
evaluation cycles for usability and security while
incorporating them (Yee, 2004).
Naturally, plenty of Internet users widely
use Smartphone and tablets to browse the Internet, performing security-sensitive activities like
e-banking and online shopping. Surprisingly,
these particular online activities have attracted
phishers to target users of such specific devices
as well (Ruggiero & Foote, 2011; RSA, 2009).
A natural problem with these devices is that they
are battery-powered and pose limited computing power. Therefore, it is crucial to design a
lightweight anti-phishing tool; thus targeting
towards increasing the overall efficiency (performance) of anti-phishing tools. Energy-wise
such lightweight anti-phishing tool has to be
i) energy-friendly with conformance to green
computing principles; ii) effective through usable security rules against phishing attacks; iii)
should not involve exhaustive computing tasks
(defined in complex ways) that can quickly drain

the available battery and other resources, but
rather utilize natural, computational design logic
and iv) consider ethical design rules.
Table 1, next, summarizes the previous
comments and suggestions on the software
quality features and their interdependence in
the battle for phishing.
Accordingly, we next introduce the significance of human and social awareness for
users and discuss the necessity of resilience
in the fight against phishing. Subsequently, in
the upcoming sections we expose our research
concern on the ways that social awareness can
increase, influence and assist phishing attacks’
prediction and prevention through social computing approaches.

Advancing People’s
Knowledge and Readiness
As mentioned in the aforementioned sections,
phishers use semantic attacks to exploit human
vulnerabilities. It does not matter how many
firewalls, encryption software, certificates, or
two-factor authentication mechanisms an organization has; the human behind the keyboard can
still fall for a phish (Hong, 2012). In phishing
attacks there are many cues, which can help
Internet users to identify them. Ironically and
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alarmingly, undertaken surveys and research
studies revealed that Internet users lack proper
knowledge on phishing recognition (Dhamija
et al., 2006). Therefore, educating Internet
users and raising their awareness regarding
phishing can be a potential effective measure
for protection.
Currently banks, financial companies, online shops and other organisations, whose online
clients are vulnerable to phishing, in order to
make their clients more aware, include static
information about phishing in their website.
Regarding online security and privacy, there
is publicly available online training material,
published by various governmental and nongovernment organizations, business, security
organizations, universities and other. This material has been proved useful and its readers
admit that it does inform them on many issues
that they did not know before reading it. Webbased training materials, contextual training,
embedded training, and interactive games have
also been found effective in educating Internet
users about phishing and helping them to avoid
phishing attacks (Kumaraguru et al., 2007;
Sheng et al., 2007). Examples here include the
interactive game “Anti-Phish Phil”, and the
interactive training system “PhishGuru”. These
were designed by Cylab Usable Privacy and
Security (CUPS) Laboratory at Carnegie Mellon
University. CUPS targets to educate Internet
users about phishing websites. Similarly, the
online quiz “Phish or Not Phish”, developed
by VeriSign, is available for free. Kuo et al.
(2007) suggested to include tutorials with detailed information about the potential problems
(problem-focused education) in anti-phishing
tools. In so doing the potential online users
can read them and increasingly advance their
knowledge on phishing. Hence, humans can
gradually become aware of the dangers.
Wu et al. (2006) found significant improvement in the ability of Internet users to detect
phishing attacks, before and after reading a
tutorial by email on phishing. Sheng et al. (2007)
experimented on the role of games to educate
Internet users on phishing. The experiment
showed that gaming results in more effective

user awareness than other means such as reading
text or following online tutorials.
As a matter of fact, awareness about phishing can be very helpful in reducing the number
of people falling for phishing attacks. However,
it is essential to realize how effective are the
instructions included in training materials and
how they are perceived by the users. Herley
(2009) argues that the current training materials teach users to look for visible cues. This
approach offers only limited protection against
phishing. Phishers can modify visible cues in
emails and websites. Moreover, these training
materials assume that users are keen to avoid
risks; on the contrary, another study showed that
people judge for relevance before authenticity
(Jakobsson, 2007).
Admittedly, too sensitive interfaces about
security can backfire, and make users to doubt
every email and website. Users can have misconceptions about security from beforehand.
Therefore, training materials should not just
limit their contents to inform on visible cues.
They should also challenge misconceptions
of the users (Kirlappos & Sasse, 2012) on the
resilience of technologies, and cognitively prepare them so that they can intelligently assess
potential risks.

Resilience: A Meta-Requirement
in Anti-Phishing Knowledge
Resilience is a significant quality property,
dealing with the degree of flexibility, rigidity,
resistance, and toughness of a tool/system. It is
rather imperative and implicit that resilience is
interconnected with all other quality properties
discussed earlier and summarised in Table 1.
According to the United States Department of
Homeland Security (2013), resilience includes
the ability to withstand and recover from deliberate attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring
threats and incidents. Resilient anti-phishing
technologies can help to reduce the immediate
short-term negative impact on users and could
moderate the long-term social impact.
A generally used method to reduce the
impact of phishing attacks is to take down the
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websites; however, this method has a limitation. All countries do not have the necessary
laws or legal provision principles to remove
such websites.
Next approach is to flood the phishers’
database with false information. This is also
called poisoning, but is not Denial of Service
(DoS) attack. Although this is related to pharming techniques, the concept behind this method
is to make it difficult for phishers to differentiate
between valid and false data. This can, sometimes, make the database completely useless.
This technique also has a serious limitation. It
requires tracking the spoofed websites without
any false negative result.
McRae & Vaughan (2007) proposed a
technique which employs web-bugs and honeytokens. The concept behind their technique
was not simply to minimize the damage but
also to track down the phishers. Although this
approach is not fully proved, it raises a noble
issue which is to track down the phishers and
punish them for their illegitimate activities.
It is debatable whether punishment can deter
phishers or not; however, it might be legally
and morally required.
Further than user awareness about phishing
attacks and consciousness of the phishing situation, social awareness and social consciousness
are needed for adopting a proactive, and where
possible predictive, software quality engineering approach; thus, not simply following a
reactive problem-solving method as the ones
described above. The rest of the paper is dedicated in exposing societal needs and proposing
strategic ways of research for increasing social
awareness (and, thus, social consciousness)
regarding citizens’ information security.

STRATEGIC RESEARCH
SUGGESTIONS FOR CYBER:
SECURITY IN CYBER-SOCIETY
The structure and social order of the information
society and the local/global events influence social engineering techniques. It is a social need to
research how certain (and uncertain) situations

of real and virtual communities affect citizens’
trust and influence personal safety, privacy and
social security. There is also a social need to
predict when these activities might occur, with
precision and clarity. Effective remedies for
phishing could be achieved by relating phishing activities to the phenomena of the society
and their frequency. Timely identification and
prediction can form a proactive information
systems development strategy and can, practically, enhance preventive maintenance. (Berki
et al., 2014).

Hypothesis and Relevant
Questions
The social context/environment with its timely
internal/external events and particular phenomena/situations in information society increase i)
phishing activities and, thus, ii) phishers. Subsequently, iii) the victims of social engineering
are increased, while more and more citizens are
in danger in daily life and work. Considering
this hypothesis, and attempting to formulate an
effective anti-phishing research strategy, someone could further ask the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which phenomena /events in societies increased the amount of information phishing
activities in recent years?
How the content of the phishing activities
is related to the social context?
Why phishers chose these events as the
content of their phishing mail?
Could a prediction model of future phishing
attacks be constructed?

The answers to questions 1-3 will reveal
new, significant knowledge considering the
social dimensions of trust and the consequences
of phishing to the citizens’ life in the absence
of privacy and social security. Hence, answers
to questions 1-3 will result in increased social
awareness. The answer to question 4 could also
increase social awareness and, most importantly,
public readiness. A prediction model could be
part of protection guidelines for adult citizens’
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education and training to recognize and rather
predict anticipated phishing attacks.

Appropriate Research Targets for
Increasing Social Awareness
At this point, the research steps on phishing
should target to address the following issues
that correspond to the research questions 1-4
(section 3.1), in a more explanatory manner:
A. Which societal situations generate phishing
and phishers?
B. What do phishers search for?
C. Which data and kinds of information are
likely to become strong ‘baits’ for the
citizens?
D. How phishing attacks could be predicted?
E. How social awareness can be raised?
Hence the research design should primarily
aim at developing social awareness regarding phishing attacks, for the sake of citizens’
privacy and social security. In so doing, and
utilizing suitable data, the research stages and
steps followed must have the next inputs and
deliverables:
Stage 1: research and social learning on the
dynamics of social relationships between
citizens, online groups and services and
special events/situations in virtual/real
communities; classification of the phishing attempts.
Stage 2: the research should result in i) protection guidelines for the citizens and ii)
a prediction model for phishing attacks.
These two outcomes will assist in the
development of social awareness.
Such kind of strategic research on phishing
must be qualitative and quantitative in nature
and have international collaboration. Thus,
we propose the collection, analysis and comparison of international data and information
on phishing attacks. An excellent data source,
for instance, for correlation and meta-analysis
is the international data reported in the Anti-

Phishing Working Group reports (2008-2014)
of every 6 months/year, during the last years.
These are collections of online phishing attacks
and, perhaps, the most reliable and relevant
data source internationally. It is, however, a
relatively limited source of available, real data,
and also incomplete because not each and every
phishing attempt is reported.
The authors, for instance, have already
utilised many resources with collected data
available for anti-phishing research (AntiPhishing Working Group, 2008-2014; Li et al.,
2011): First a large number of phishing attacks
reported in personally collected data (mainly
phishing emails) during the last six (6) years.
The countries encountered in these emails
were, among other, the following: Germany,
Finland, Spain, Italy, Greece, China, Cyprus,
UK, USA, Malta, Ghana, Nigeria. Second, we
used information from the Anti-Phishing Working Group reports; it was proved to be a wise
action, since the data was real and invaluable
(Li et al., 2011).
Other sources of data available are the
incidents mentioned in the news by mass media
and social media. These can be researched and
scrutinised through many viewpoints in order
to reveal:
1.
2.
3.

Common conditions for phishing activities
that include common actions;
Phishing patterns (and anti-patterns) and
human roles, and
Social consequences they create.

The emergence of these elements 1-3 will
constitute an abstraction of the social reality
that will be of paramount importance: It can
be decisively useful when prescribing phishing
remedies and setting software quality criteria
such as resilience and usable security for antiphishing software.
Information that targets social awareness is
of strategic significance and has to be monitored
and released with great care for the citizens. As
an example of how publicly available information can be used or abused by different groups,
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we next analyse a recent phishing case that
abused information from a real event in China.

Example of Abused Information:
Social Awareness and Phishing
Attack Reporting in China
Chinese people have many information channels
to keep track on what is happening globally. Traditional media include cable TV channels, radio
channels and newspapers. These information
channels are well-attended mass media means
of public knowledge, too. Recently, with the development of the Internet, new media channels
have been introduced into daily life. Chinese
people may go to some popular websites to read
public news, such as sohu.com, sina.com.cn,
ifeng.com. These new (social) media bring the
information faster, and also provide their audience with a public virtual space to share comments on what they read. While though people
have enjoyed the convenience of these media,
they also have to be very careful with sensitive
personal or non-personal information sharing
unwillingly and sometimes unconsciously. The
emerging media channels also host situations
where people can be victims of phishing, like
in the following event, which generated unnecessary suffering from financial loss caused
by phishing messages. The information used in
the phishing messages was revealed during the
facts reporting on a police incident.
On the 9th of February 2014, soon after
the 2014 Chinese New Year, the police in
Guangdong province launched a raid on saunas, karaokes and other venues of ill repute
in Dongguan, a city in Guangdong province
famous for manufacturing and a highly developed sex industry (Rauhala, 2014). The police
detained 67 people and shut down 12 venues.
The news should have confirmed that the sex
industry is not protected by the law in China,
however. Some people got phished because of
(the reporting of) these social events happening. According to the text from a newspaper
published in Guangdong (News.163.com,
2014), some victims reported that they received
phishing SMS messages saying: “Dad, I have

been caught by the police when I played in
Dongguan last night, please transfer ***yuan
as bail to the bank account ****** .”
Reflecting on this event’s analysis for increasing social awareness and advancing social
consciousness, we thought of the following a)
– e) question-based analysis and subsequent
quick remedy-based answer:
A. What can these media tell people about the
particular social event? In the Dongguan
raid, the media can only tell the audience
the time, the organizer, the general process
and the results of the event. No individual
information is exposed, nor should it be
exposed.
B. What will likely be the social awareness
impact on individuals? In the Dongguan
raid, individuals may see the determination and attitude of Chinese central/local
government towards the sex industry. Some
individuals may also be informed on the
whereabouts of the famous sex industry
centre in Guangdong province. Some individuals may also start looking for other
places for entertainment, etc. Some people
may begin to worry about their friends
whether they were involved in this event…
C. Which is/are the role(s) of the authorities?
The authorities actually play the role of
the leader in this event. They planned the
event, they recorded the whole process,
and published the details they allowed.
D. Which is/are the role(s) of the individuals?
Many roles can be played by the individuals. They can be part of the audience to
watch and listen to the event. They can
also be the reporters disclosing more or
less critical details on the event. They can
also be the actors catching others or being
caught by the police.
E. What are the benefits/costs for the individuals? People may receive rewards from
taking part in the raid operation, e.g. as a
policeman, an undercover, a reporter, a
leader, an informant etc. They could also
be punished if they are a detained person
in the raid operation.
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In addition to the question-based analysis,
many other right questions can be asked in order
to enhance understanding of the socio-cultural
and geo-political factors and make citizens
aware of the seriousness and the dangers of the
incident. Except questions, other analysis means
of communicating facts, news and events can be
utilised, in different national and organisational
cultures. Some are mentioned next.

Social Consciousness
through Suitable Information
Communication and Modelling
Situation understanding and situation awareness can derive from the use of appropriate
analysis and communication means that appeal
to different socio-cognitive domains. In case
of phishing, for instance, except mere news
reporting and analysis, international statistical correlations and annual tabular data, other
analysis and presentation means can advance
situational knowledge. Modelling techniques,
for instance, can be borrowed from SSM - Soft
Systems Methodology (Checkland & Scholes,
1990). These techniques include the CATWOE
analysis, Root Definitions, and Rich Pictures
(Checkland & Scholes, 1990), which depict and
describe the structured and unstructured social
systems situations in a realistic and analytical
manner. We borrowed methodological knowledge from the SSM techniques in order to form
questions a) –e) and reflect on the analysis of the
previous example on Chinese ground. The main
reason for this choice is that SSM techniques
can provide holistic (systemic) views of the
society and the effects of phishing on citizens
and other social partners and stakeholders. In
an effort to enrich the anti-phishing methodology and increase knowledge, we also suggest:
1) Contextual PEST analysis can initially be
used for a more systemic understanding of
the situation. 2) Further SWOT analysis could
be used in categorising the phishing attempts
regarding the email content (see Li et al., 2011;
Berki et al., 2014).
Social networking, virtual community
engagement and cultural interaction through

social and mass media make online worlds
complex and chaotic to understand. Phishing
threats could be seen as a social phenomenon,
initiating from people gathered around screens
to play games to the emergence of email and
social media. As technologies have evolved, so
too have the socio-cognitive and socio-cultural
issues with which they are entwined. The technical knowledge of advanced ICT challenges
humans. Understanding the social contexts and
cultural practices constitute considerable challenges, too (see e.g. Eggers, 2014). Phishers,
however, are aware of these needs and other
vulnerabilities and in their attacks interact with
certain knowledge that can allure other humans
on the Net...
Further research on anti-phishing technology and social/mass media should be handled
through predominant and multidisciplinary
research frameworks that contain concepts and
conceptual modelling through which we can
typically conceptualise the dynamic and evolutionary nature of society. Cognitive science and
social computing, for instance, is one integrated
knowledge area that can be utilized in the study
of phishing technologies and digital media as
socio-cognitive and cultural phenomena. The
next section points to this.

Social Computing for Modelling
and Predicting Phishing Attempts
Social computing is an area of computer science that is concerned with the intersection of
social behaviour and computational systems
(Berki et al., 2014). Social computing involves
supporting any sort of social behavior in or
through computational systems (Surowiecki,
2005; Berki, 2001). It is based on creating or
recreating social conventions and social contexts through the use of software and technology.
Thus, blogs, email, instant messaging, social
network services, wikis, social bookmarking
and other instances of what is often called social
software illustrate ideas from social computing,
but also other kinds of software applications
where people interact socially. (Berki, 2001;
Berki et al., 2014).
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Social computing is believed to adequately
handle computations that are carried out by
groups of people; hence, it has recently become popular because of its relationship to
free/open source, social software, and social
network analysis (see e.g. Surowiecki, 2005;
Berki, 2001). These are believed to influence
ways of thinking and practice and social order.
Apparently, computational social choice and
prediction modeling can be used in the fight of
phishers and phishing (Dhamija et al., 2006; Li,
2013) because social behaviour, except social
awareness, provides a social knowledge basis
on human interaction to plan and coordinate in
advance and, above all, draw inferences (Berki
et al., 2014).
Humans develop abilities and skills for
interacting, expressing themselves in multiple
ways (Berki & Jäkälä, 2009; Jäkälä & Berki,
2013). Humans are considerably sensitive to
i) the behaviour of others around them and ii)
their social context. They have feelings generated from i) and ii) and make a number of
decisions that are influenced by these and other
emotions. Except human-computer interaction,
human to human interaction, social behaviour
and socio-cognitive factors (Berki, 2001; Berki
et al., 2004; Surowiecki, 2005) form a potential
research domain where reflective and weighty
scientific research can be carried out. For this
reason, there are many socio-technical factors
in phishing for potential conceptual computational modeling (see e.g. Berki, 2001; Berki et
al., 2004; Li, 2013). Social computing could
assist in designing phishing-resistant information systems and anti-phishing technology
that support useful functionality by making
socially-triggered and -filtered information
available to their users.
This information may be provided directly, as when systems show the number of
users who have rated a review as helpful or
not. Or the information may be provided after
being filtered and aggregated, as is done when
systems recommend a product based on what
else people with similar purchase history have
purchased. Alternatively, the information may
be provided indirectly, as is, for instance, the

case with Google’s page rank algorithms, which
orders search results based on the number of
pages that recursively point to them (Berki et
al., 2014).

Towards Effective Anti-Phishing
Research Strategies
A socio-economical strategy for the fight of
social engineering is important because it
will involve high level planning and design
to achieve readiness and pre-recognition of
anti-phishing targets among citizens in society, under certain or uncertain conditions. A
resource-based strategy can be effective because
the resources available to manage the fight
against phishing (and other criminal actions of
social engineering) are, normally, limited and
the future online threats unknown. The necessity of a nation-wide strategy is about shaping
the future, while constitutes a human attempt
to get to desirable ends with all available and
possible means.
An anti-phishing research strategy based
on principles of social computing and software
quality management could be defined as i) a
social abstract pattern in a stream of phenomena
and decisions, or as ii) a systematic approach
of finding, formulating, and developing a contingency research framework. Both i) and ii)
could strive for readiness to recognize phishing
attempts and, in the long run, future prediction
mechanisms of phishing activities. Further, the
citizens would be encouraged for participation
and be empowered with suitable knowledge for
situational analysis and situational awareness.
The authors, considering their and others’
research outcomes (see e.g. Dhamija et al., 2006;
Li et al., 2011; Li, 2013; Chaudhary & Berki,
2013; Li et al., 2014), have concluded the following: In order to determine the future research
directions and challenges of anti-phishing software design (Berki et al., 2014) it is essential
to: firstly, achieve an improved understanding
of the current research stage internationally;
and secondly, define a strategic resource-based
framework through which international researchers and other stakeholders can pursue
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particular courses of research and development
action. Considering the fundamental principle
of strategic planning “hope for the best, plan
for the worst”, a strategic research contingency
approach (Li, 2013; Li et al., 2014) for effective anti-phishing policies in society must, at
least, address the next polymorphic questions:
A.
B.
C.
D.

What should and could be done, and why?
For whom should this be done, and why?
How could this be done best, and why?
Who should do this best, and why? With
whom else could and should this be done
best, and why?

These generic considerations are relevant as
analysis guidelines at many levels. They can be
used, for instance, in phishing activity analysis,
in anti-phishing policy design and realization,
and other situations like citizens’ education
and training schemes and in problems that their
nature is of law and order origin. According to
Robert Berki (1986), “the problem of personal
security (the problem of law and order) cannot
be adequately explained by reducing it either
to criminality (i.e. the problem between individuality and universality) or to politics (i.e.
the conflict between particulars)…”. Scientific
or ideological orientations of isolated antiphishing research and development approaches
have suffered as a result of such reductionist
abstractions.

SUMMARY: TIME UP
FOR PHISHING?
Software quality assurance and ‘dark’ social
engineering seem to currently constitute a rather
‘closed-case’ body of scientific knowledge.
Specific information and software quality
criteria on corrective and reactive (not proactive or preventive!) maintenance are shared
by a few research groups and a small number
of anti-phishing technology companies. This
international situation has been an obstacle
in widening the useful epistemological and
everyday practical knowledge that can lead

to IT skills and digital culture development,
increased social awareness and personal safety
in the information society. The IT professionals
carry a huge responsibility for this.
This investigation further reported on the
significance of i) a strategic research approach
and ii) international collaboration between
IT professionals and other concerned social
partners to fight phishing. Currently, social
engineering techniques constitute an esoteric
situation of specialized information shared
by a few research groups and a small number
of anti-phishing technology companies. This
alone, often considered a competitive advantage for commercial exploitation, has become
an obstacle for widening the useful knowledge
for the society that can lead to timely public
awareness for the citizens. Phishers, on the other
hand, are very knowledgeable and intelligent,
perhaps respected IT professionals (!), aware
of the socio-technical weaknesses that can be
utilized to interact with and convince citizens
to reveal information. Therefore, deceitful efforts with trustworthy content through post,
online services and face to face conversations
frequently appear and go on increasing in society
and cyber-society.
Recent research also shows (Li et al.,
2011; Li, 2013; Chaudhary and Berki, 2013)
that phishing activities become increasingly
difficult to recognize, while phishers become
more sophisticated. It seems inevitable that
future phishing attacks will utilize more
(trustworthy) elements of social and personal
contexts, becoming thus more dangerous
for citizens welfare and society. Protecting
citizen’s vulnerability and privacy in the era
of information society through increased social
awareness is a challenge for IT professionals
and Information Security experts in particular.
The latter, after all, are called upon to care for
two challenging targets in (information) society:
i) improving trust relationships and ii) securing
freedom of speech and expression, which are
basic human rights.
Citizen’s social awareness can act as a
protection mechanism in the social context of
(cyber) society. Anti-phishing protection guide-
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lines, adult education and training programmes,
and simple trust management strategies can
make citizens re-think online identity construction and interaction. In so doing, citizens could
eventually acquire useful social skills and digital
competencies, and the Law and Justice could be
able to utilize predictive practical information.
Socially aware citizens appreciate freedom of
expression, privacy, confidentiality and other
human rights. Empowered citizens, in turn,
can collaborate better with IT professionals in
supporting the importance of harmonious and
safe social interaction and stability for the developmental progress of society. Social awareness leads to secure active participation. This is
the first step towards social consciousness that
leads to manifold thinking, social activism and
societal transformation.
Except software and total quality management approaches towards situational readiness
and public awareness, other strategic knowledge
and design considerations with ethical awareness for IT professionals can also contribute
towards the previous. One of these professional
challenges is the secure, ethical and legal design
of social behaviour-based computational systems. These systems could support the collection and dissemination of information through
collective social interaction, for example from
and to online groups, work teams, web-based
communities, online organizations, and local/
global capital markets. However, often the
legal and ethical security design requirements
can be contradictory for IT professionals and
their values. Apparently, the (private) information provided for social awareness cannot be
anonymous; but it is, however, significantly
precise and accurate because it is linked to the
shared personal experiences of (eponymous or
anonymous) people, who are, in turn, connected
to other people. The reliability and validity of it
derives from the social consciousness and both
citizens’ and IT professionals’ empowerment
and responsibility for social transformation.
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Abstract—The increasing number of Internet and mobile phone
users, and essentially those, who use these electronic media to
perform online transactions makes Nepal lucrative for phishing
attacks. It is one of the reasons behind escalating phishing attacks in
the country. Therefore, in this paper we examine various phishing
attempts and real scenarios in Nepal to determine the seriousness of
the problem. We also want to find out how prepared are the Internet
and mobile phone users and how well-equipped are the private sector
and government authorities responsible to handle cybercrime in the
country. We considered five areas of research study, i.e., legal
measures, technical and procedural measures, organizational
structure, capacity building, and international cooperation. These
constitute important factors in cyber security and are recommended
by the Global Cyber security Agenda (GCA). On the basis of our
findings, we provide essential suggestions to make anti-phishing
measures more appropriate to Nepalese state and society.

Keywords—Internet banking, mobile banking, e-commerce,
phishing, anti-phishing, Nepal.
I. INTRODUCTION

A

CCORDING to the World Bank statistics, both mobile
phone and Internet penetrations are gradually growing in
Nepal [1]-[2]. In the year 2013, mobile phone and Internet
penetration rates in the country were 71.46% and 26.10%
respectively. Moreover, around 93.6% of the Internet users
browse Internet via their mobile phone [3].
Information and communication technology (ICT) has
opened doors to numerous opportunities for enterprises and
individuals in the country. Banking and business sectors are
rapidly changing and becoming generous towards adopting
ICT to improve their services quality. There are thirty
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commercial banks and more than one hundred financial
institutions registered to the Nepal Ratstra Bank (the central
bank of Nepal). Twenty eight out of thirty commercial banks
offer e-banking services to their customers. The majority of
those banks also offer Short Messaging Service (SMS) as a
banking service. Everyday a large number of individuals and
businesses use those services to transfer funds, pay their bills,
and perform other monetarily sensitive activities. More
importantly, the amount of e-banking and mobile banking
users will continue to grow in the future, since it correlates
with education, and access and use of ICT media [4], which
are gradually rising in the country.
There are local e-commerce websites - muncha.com,
thamel.com,
harilo.com,
bhatbhatenionline.com,
yeskantipur.com, nepbay.com, and rojeko.com to name but a
few emerged in the last decade. Moreover, in the financial
budget for the fiscal year 2014-2015, the Government of
Nepal liberalized foreign currency exchange for its citizens
who require to shop from foreign e-commerce portals [5].
The Government of Nepal prioritises the development and
implementation of e-governance in the country, despite
several technical and infrastructural challenges, and invests on
a significant part of its resources to achieve it [6]. An
electronic Governance Master Plan (eGMP 2006.8) was
prepared in 2006 with the support of Korean IT Industry
Promotion Agency (KIPA), which states the vision and goals
to be achieved for the development and implementation of egovernance in the country. Governmental agencies are
gradually adopting ICT media to deliver national or local
government information and services on taxation, citizenship,
passport, judicial matters, land reform, and health. The
financial budget for the fiscal year 2014-2015 declared that a
suitable infrastructure for the introduction of e-payment
system in tax as well as facilitates to view tax related
information online will be built in the country [5].
One of the serious downsides of using ICT media is that
criminals also misuse them to conduct their illegitimate
activities. Nowadays plenty of the cybercrime types are
financially-driven acts [7]. Phishing or online identity theft is
another common type of frequent cybercrime activity. In fact,
cybercrimes including phishing are rapidly rooting in the
modern Nepalese society [8].
From our experience in phishing research, we found that a
majority of the past studies are performed in developed
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countries to determine the situation of phishing and Internet
users’ online behavior. It may be so because they had faced
phishing problems much before developing countries, where
ICT media came to meet people’s needs much later than in
developed countries. Undoubtedly, all the studies on phishing
are important irrespective to where they are conducted, but we
cannot negate the possibility that such studies conducted
keeping in mind the users’ needs from developed countries.
Thus, they may not fit to another society and, further, cannot
provide a clear picture of the Internet users of a developing
country like Nepal. Developing countries face constraints like
low Information Technology (IT) literacy, lack of skilled
human resources, lack of suitable cyber laws, and financial
limitations [6], which can obstruct them in the fight against
cybercrime. Moreover, so far there has not been any formal
research performed about phishing in Nepal, despite the
country’s vulnerability to phishing attacks. Therefore, we
strongly believe that it is very important to study the current
state of phishing in Nepal to realize the actual situation and
propose suitable anti-phishing measures and technology.
Essentially, we believe that the following three factors are
necessary in order to determine the severity of phishing in
Nepalese society and its readiness to handle it. These are also
the main objectives of this paper. Summarising, we aim at
finding:
1) different types of phishing attacks in Nepal
2) anti-phishing measures (including knowledge and
awareness of phishing in the Internet users) which are
applied to mitigate phishing attacks in Nepal, and
3) the reasons why phishing attacks are successful in Nepal
The paper is organized as follows: In the beginning, we
analyze the cybercrime data received from the Nepal Police IT
Division. The data contain the number of different types of
cybercrime which happened in the country during the years
2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13, and they had been reported to
the police. Next, we examine the different phishing cases that
the country faced recently and came into the media spotlight.
Then, we pay special attention to recognize the awareness of
the Internet users in Nepal about phishing by conducting a
quiz in which participants have to differentiate between
legitimate and phishing websites. We perform the evaluation
of anti-phishing measures in practice on the basis of five areas
important for cyber security recommended by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) Global Cyber Security
Agenda (GCA), and these are: (i) Legal Measures (ii)
Technical and Procedural Measures (iii) Organizational
Structure (iv) Capacity Building, and (v) International
Cooperation [9]. Last but not least, we suggest mechanisms
through which anti-phishing fight can be made more suitable
and more effective for Nepal.
II. PHISHING AND ANTI-PHISHING
Phishing is a fraudulent activity carried out to acquire
personal information like- bank details or online shopping
account information to defraud the victims. Phishers
frequently use electronic or other communication media such
as email, phone, SMS, spoofed website, and instant
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messengers to reach their potential victims. They employ
techniques, such as social engineering and technical
subterfuge [10] to allure potential victims and make them
divulge their account details and other susceptible
information. Emails masquerading as being from a legitimate
and trustworthy source, such as a bank, or an auction site, or
an online commerce site are often used, which either redirect
victims to an authentic looking counterfeit website to deceive
the recipients into disclosing sensitive information. Some
cases have been reported where phishers ask email recipients
to send their sensitive information by reply email [11]. More
advanced mechanisms like planting crimeware (e.g.
keystrokes logger and mouse click interceptors) in the
potential victims’ system, pharming, cross-site scripting
attack, cross-site request forgery, domain name typos, and
man-in-the-middle attacks are also implemented to carry out
phishing [12].
Today, phishing is a leading cause of online identity theft
and causes billions of dollars of damage worldwide every
year. In the year 2013, there were nearly 450,000 phishing
attacks and record estimated losses of worth over US$ 5.9
billon [13]. In fact, phishing makes adverse impact on the
economy through direct as well as indirect losses experienced
by businesses and their customers. The direct loss is the
financial damage incurred of the amount that phishers
withdraw from their victims’ accounts. Similarly, the indirect
losses are due to adverse impact on customers’ confidence
towards online commerce and services, the diminished
reputation of victimized organizations, and the resources spent
to combat phishing attacks. Financial services are the most
targeted industries by phishing attacks occupying around 67%
followed by online retail service with 11.48% [10].
There are several anti-phishing measures, which are helpful
in protecting Internet and mobile phone users from phishing
attacks. They can be preventive, detective, or responsive
measures. Furthermore, they can be technical and nontechnical. Technical measures deal with removing the
vulnerabilities in information systems; design and
implementation of anti-phishing tools for prevention and
detection of phishing attacks; resilient measures and
responding to phishing attacks by taking down the phony
websites. Anti-phishing tools are available in different forms:
integrated with popular anti-virus systems, as an embedded
feature of renowned web browsers, and as separate tools and
add-ons that can be used in server and client machines. They
can employ list-based method and heuristics method for
phishing detection. Likewise, non-technical measures cover
training and raising awareness of phishing in Internet users;
designing and implementing organizational policies to protect
employee from falling for phishing attacks; and introducing
laws and enforcement agency to prosecute and punish the
convicted phishers in order to discourage phishing attacks.
III. ITU GCA’S FIVE STRATEGIC PILLARS FOR CYBER
SECURITY
ITU GCA recommends five strategic pillars important for
cyber security, shown in Fig. 1.
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email), illegal data access (i.e., steal data by unauthorized
entrance to someone’s computer system/cyberspace), ATM
(i.e., withdraw money from someone’s account using fake
ATM card), hack (i.e., hack someone’s website and replace its
original content with threat to attack more), obscene website
(i.e., mutilate someone’s image and upload it on porno site),
website dispute (i.e., imitate someone’s website infringing
intellectual property right), and web SMS threat (i.e., use web
SMS services to threaten someone).
57
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0
Fig. 1 ITU GCA five part platform [9]

A. Legal Measures
They concentrate on addressing legislative challenges
caused due to cybercrimes. Such measures have to be
internationally compatible.
B. Technical and Procedural Measures
They deal with enhancing security approaches to strengthen
security and risk management in cyberspace. Accreditation
schemes, protocols, and standards are included under them.
C. Organizational Structures
They focus on the prevention, detection, and response to
cybercrimes. They also involve crisis management of cyber
attacks and protection of critical information system
infrastructures from cyber attacks.
D. Capacity Building
Capacity building addresses strategies and mechanisms
necessary to educate people about cybercrimes and raise
awareness in them.
E. International Cooperation
International cooperation deals with international
collaboration, dialogue, and coordination necessary to tackle
cybercrimes.
IV. CYBERCRIME AND PHISHING ATTACKS IN NEPAL
Changing scenarios in the increased use of ICT in Nepal has
attracted many cybercriminals [14]. According to the Nepal
Police Cybercrime Division, a dramatic increase in the use of
social media, online banking transaction, and mobile banking,
use of debit and credit cards are reasons behind escalating
cybercrimes in the country. Cybercrimes recorded in years
2010-11, 2011-12, and 2012-13 are shown in Fig. 2. There
were five phishing cases; however, these numbers are
gradually increasing. Other types of cybercrimes were: social
network (i.e., use social media to malign someone’s character
and reputation), email threat (i.e., send threat and extortion
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2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

Fig. 2 Cybercrime statistics in Nepal from the years 2010-11, 201112 and 2012-13

In the year 2013, several banks in Nepal suffered from
phishing attacks. Some of the cases appeared in public media
are commented next. It has been found that not all the
incidents of phishing attacks are reported [8] so there may be
several other cases of phishing attacks and losses incurred due
to them, which did not lodge any formal police complaints.
Even victimized banks are found to be hesitant to lodge a
formal police complaint about phishing attacks, may be due to
fear that such incidents can adversely impact their reputation
and their customers trust towards the banks.
In the same year, fifteen cases of fake SMS scams intended
to defraud mobile phone users were reported while a year
earlier (2011-12) only six cases were reported. Thousands of
mobile phone users received fake SMS informing that the
SMS receiver had won lottery worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars. Those SMS masqueraders were originated from
reputable companies in Nepal like Coca-cola and Pepsi.
Usually, the sender requests personal details like name, mobile
number, email, and other sensitive information from the
recipient to claim the prize money. Most of those fake SMS
scams are plotted using foreign Subscriber Identity Module
(SIM) cards. These fraudsters misuse the gateways allocated
for the roaming partners of Nepalese mobile service providers,
making it difficult to block.
A. Case 1: Nabil Bank Limited
A 12th grade student residing in Anarmani Village
Development Committee (VDC) of Jhapa District, Nepal, sent
phishing email to the Nabil Bank Limited’s e-banking
customers asking them to change their security codes and
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provided a link to perform so. When the customers clicked the
provided link, it directed them to a fake e-banking website
which copies the look and feel of the Nabil Bank Limited’s ebanking webpage. Several customers fell prey to his trick and
unsuspectingly revealed their online banking credentials.
Using the details obtained from the phishing attack, he was
able to withdraw money from the victims’ accounts before he
got arrested on 18th March 2013. According to the
investigating officer, the convict admitted that he illegally
withdrew Rs 32,000 from the victims’ accounts, whereas the
bank claimed that he withdrew Rs 50,000.
B. Case 2: Nepal Investment Bank Limited
Several customers of the Nepal Investment Bank Limited
(NIBL) received an email stating that their e-banking account
has been disabled and asked to visit a link to enable their
account. The link directed them to a fake website where the
victims were asked to provide their online banking credentials.
After the customers entered their online banking credentials,
the website informed that their account had successfully been
enabled. But in fact it was just an attempt to dupe and illegally
collect e-banking credential from the bank’s customers. By the
time the bank realized about phishing attacks, the stolen
credentials were used to illegitimately transfer 1.2 million
rupees from an account to three different accounts.
The Central Investigation Bureau (CIB) of the Nepal Police
investigated the incident. Although all the transferred funds
were recovered, the police were unable to indict anyone for
the crime because the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the
system that was used for sending phishing email originated
from the United States of America (USA). Moreover, the issue
received less priority as the bank did not lodge any formal
complaint on the issue.
C. Case 3: Bank of Asia Limited
E-banking customers of the Bank of Asia (BoA) Limited
received an email asking them to change the security code of
their account. One of the customers, who himself was a bank
employee (employee of NMB Bank Limited), informed the
BoA about the phishing email in circulation. Immediately after
that, the BoA, lodged a complaint at the cyber crime cell of
Metropolitan Police Range, Hanuman Dhoka. The bank did
not reveal whether any of its customers lost money or not.
D. Case 4: SMS Lottery Scams
The CIB of Nepal Police arrested four persons, including
two Nigerians, for operating a fraud racket via SMS. The
racketeers were sending fake SMS via web SMS services to
unsuspecting people telling that “his or her mobile phone
number has won cash prize worth ten thousands of US
dollars”. They would then call the mobile number and allure
the alleged winner to deposit a certain amount of money (as
legal fee, processing charge, country tax, and insurance
charge) in their bank account to fulfill the legal procedure to
claim the prize. From one of their victims, they were able to
defraud a staggering amount of Rs. 2.3 million.
The police seized a fake ID of Pepsi Company, four
hundreds and seventeen thousands rupees in cash, a laptop,
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four mobile phones with local SIM cards, four foreign SIM
cards, and some fake documents.
In all the aforementioned cases, phishers employed
primitive techniques to lure victims. Moreover, all the targeted
banks include safe-login instruction in their e-banking login
page. Despite all these, phishers succeeded to trick some
people. This shows the level of ignorance of phishing in
Internet users in Nepal. On the one hand the usage of eservices is growing in number while on the other hand people
are being left ignorant about phishing. Such situations will
invite a rise in phishing attacks in the future. Those attacks
will probably be of increasing complexity.
V. INTERNET USERS AND THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF PHISHING
According to the Nepal Police Cybercrime Division,
immaturity and gullibility in the part of Internet and mobile
phone users is encouraging cybercrimes in the country. Most
of the people are either ignorant about phishing or careless
about their banking credentials. In order to find out the
awareness and knowledge about phishing in Internet and
mobile users, we conducted a quiz.
A. Method
To conduct the quiz, we designed and hosted a web
application that holds 20 snapshots of websites and emails.
The selected websites and emails were mixture of phishing as
well as legitimate listed randomly. The websites were of
different organizations such as banks, email services,
governmental organization’s websites, social networking sites,
and popular brands and payment gateways. The quiz taker had
to provide a pseudo name and then had to identify the
displayed snapshot and decide whether it is of a legitimate or a
phishing website. The concept of this quiz is reasonably
similar to an application by Symantec Corporation, in which
the participant is shown two snapshots of a webpage of the
same company at a time in which one is legitimate while other
is fake; the participant has to recognize the legitimate one
[15].
We sent the quiz link to various people who use Internet
and mobile phone daily to carry out everyday activities and
asked them to take the quiz. Sixty eight participants took the
quiz. All the participants were bachelor’s degree graduates and
with some with even higher degree of education.
B. Results
Three participants answered correctly to all the questions.
There were four participants who correctly identified less than
ten snapshots. The mean value of correctly answered questions
is 14.29. Fig. 3 provides the number of participants, who
correctly and incorrectly identified the questions. The highest
numbers of participants were mistaken in questions Q1 and
Q13. Q1 was the snapshot of a phishing website of a local
bank. In this case, legitimate and phishing websites’ Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) were slightly differed in their
domain name, which may have caused the confusion in the
participants. The legitimate website has domain ‘.com.np’
while the phishing website has ‘.com’ maintaining the
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remaining part same. Similarly, Q13 was the snapshot of a
phishing email purported to be from the Facebook. In this
case, the participant might have ignored the email address.
The results do not look discouraging; however, they are
alarming when we consider the fact that this quiz was taken by
people with high level of relevant education. The results could
be worse if participates were Internet users and less educated.
Moreover, security is rarely Internet users’ primary concern
[16]. When we ask the participants to decide whether the
displayed snapshot is of a legitimate or a phishing website,
security becomes their primary goal. This leads them to pay
more attention and take precautions that they would be
unlikely to take in real life.
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VI. ANTI-PHISHING MEASURES IN PRACTICE
We examined the existing laws and ordinances for
cybercrime in Nepal. We also verified their suitability to
mitigate phishing attacks and compatibility in international
context, together with effectiveness with which they are
enforced. We finally looked into international collaboration to
fight cybercrime that Nepal Government planned to initiate.
To evaluate the ‘technical and procedural measures’ and
‘organizational structures’ we selected banks and e-commerce
portals in the country since they are the most targeted sectors
by the phishing attacks. Likewise, to evaluate ‘capacity
building’, we again considered banks and e-commerce portals.
It was not possible to get information on security measures
that banks have employed in their servers due to their
organizational policy; therefore, we focused only on those
measures which can be viewed from their e-banking service.
We checked for the same parameters in e-commerce portals.
We examined three factors in e-banking services and ecommerce portals which are: (i) provision to raise awareness
of phishing in their customers, (ii) authentication method
used, and (iii) encryption used during data transmission. We
studied these factors in all the twenty eight ‘class A’ banks
which offered e-banking service, and similarly, ten e-
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commerce websites (i.e., Muncha.com, Thamel.com,
Harilo.com,
Bhatbhatenionline.com,
YesKantipur.com,
NepBay.com,
Rojeko.com,
FoodMandu.com,
MetroTarkari.com, and Karobarmart.com). Thamel.com sells
gift items and provides remittance transfer service. Likewise,
through Harilo.com Nepalese people can shop from foreign eshopping services. FoodMandu.com and MetroTarkari.com
are online food ordering and grocery ordering services
respectively. The remaining e-commerce websites offer
different types of items.
A. Cyber Laws in the Country
Electronic Transaction Act (ETA) is the major cyber law in
Nepal [17] and provides for the legal recognition of electronic
records and digital signatures and their security. The act
consists of three significant aspects: legal recognition of
electronic records and communications; regulation of
certifying authorities; and cyber contraventions [18]. Its goal
is to discourage cyber crimes in the country. Furthermore, it
makes specific provisions of penalty for damages made by
cybercrimes. It also empowers police and provides provisions
for a special cyber court for cybercrime related prosecutions.
In a nutshell, the act applies for all cybercrimes conducted
from inside or outside Nepal.
Though, ETA is a positive initiative in the country, it is
inadequate to cover all types of cybercrimes, even phishing
lacks proper legal coverage [19]. Likewise, it does not cover
cyber stalking, cyber terrorism, and child pornography.
Sending abusive messages using ICT media is not considered
as cybercrime, when neighboring countries like India includes
it in cybercrime types. Another factor is failure to update the
laws. Related authorities do not revise the law periodically to
reflect the changing trends in cyber world and nature of
cybercrimes. The whole things make the cyber law incomplete
for domestic and incompatible to international context.
Ineffective enforcement of the cyber law is another serious
issue; police authority at district level lacks both skilled man
power and technological and financial resources to deal with
cybercrime. To complicate it, cyber criminal legal cases can
be filed only at Kathmandu District Court through Kathmandu
District Office. This is an expensive and tedious endeavor for
the people living outside the capital region. This in a way
discourages a large number of people from reporting
cybercrime. Furthermore, several phishing attacks ask for only
petty amount so that potential victims can be easily duped and
may not lodge police complaint even when they are cheated
[20]. In situations like this, making the whole legal process
expensive and tedious will highly demotivate people from
lodging complaints.
The cyber law is not tough enough to deter cyber criminals.
Under the law, cyber offenders can get up to five years of
imprisonment or a fine from Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 3 00,000
depending on the severity of the crimes committed. In the
USA sentencing can be up to 20 years depending on the
severity of cybercrime [21]. In the United Kingdom (UK) it
was recently proposed to amend the country cyber law and
impose life sentencing for the cyber attacks that have a
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catastrophic effect, e.g., cyber attacks compromising national
security [22]. Even in the neighboring country of Nepal, India,
the IT Act 2008 suggest a provision for maximum sentencing
of life imprisonment for certain types of cybercrime like child
pornography and cyber terrorism [23]. Although, the effect of
a tougher law in discouraging crimes can have mixed opinion,
the punishment is insufficient for heinous crimes like child
pornography and terrorism. Therefore, there is a necessity to
rectify the current cyber law and make it more comprehensive,
cohesive, and sufficient to time and context.
A vast number of people as well as authorities lack
awareness of cybercrimes and are unfamiliar with cyber laws
existing in the country. This can be illustrated from the two
example-scenarios mentioned next.
1) In Nepal, cybercafés are among the main spots where
people visit to use Internet. Reference [18] found that they
are mostly unregistered, unregulated, and unsupervised by
any designated authority. He further mentions that the
majority of cybercafés have a very poor security
infrastructure. They frequently use old and pirated
versions of software and easily allow visitors to install
software in their computers. They lack Close Circuit
Television (CCTV) cameras installed in the premises,
which could be helpful to trace visitors. Their owners are
rarely familiar with cybercrime and cyber laws.
Altogether, such cybercafés turn to be a heaven for
cybercriminals to conduct their illegitimate activities and
conceal from tracing.
2) Even though the laws have provision to guarantee
“Digital Property Right Protection”, still pirated software,
movies, and other digital contents are sold and bought
openly in every corner of the major cities. People from
the authority responsible to control such misconducts turn
blind eyes towards them. In fact, many of them buy and
use such pirated contents.
Other factors which can be impeding an effective
enforcement of cyber laws are: difficulty in proving
cybercrime [7], culture of impunity in the country, and
bureaucracy and corruption in the country [24].
Nepal does not have good cooperation with the neighboring
countries to fight cybercrime. However, the Government of
Nepal decided to raise the topic of regional cooperation to
fight cyber crimes in South Asia in the upcoming South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) summit
scheduled to be held from 22-27 November, 2014 at
Kathmandu Nepal [25].
B. Anti-Phishing Measures Implemented by Banks
We analyzed cases from twenty eight banks, which offer ebanking services to their customers. In ‘methods used to raise
awareness in users’, we concentrated on the language used to
write the awareness-content and it’s positioning in the
webpage. Similarly, in ‘authentication mechanisms’, we
emphasized the practicality of the particular mechanism to
safeguard from phishing attacks. In ‘encryption’, we looked
for whether the services employ Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)/
Transport Layer Security (TLS) or not and if yes, what bit
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encryption is used.
1. User Awareness
We found that only eight banks included visible information
on phishing and safe login in their websites. The general idea
behind such information availability is to increase users’
knowledge on phishing. Raising awareness of phishing in
users is an important step towards protecting them from
phishing attacks [26]-[28]. There are different ways on how
information can be presented, but the most significant part is
that the information should be visible, fall inside the workflow
of users, be integrated with the work task, and is understood as
well as complied by users. Our findings after examining the ebanking service webpages of all twenty eight banks are listed
next.
1) Two banks included information in the help tab, which is
visible only when the tab is clicked. Likewise, two banks
put link at the left bottom of the page, which directs to a
webpage containing ‘safety tips’. There is a phrase ‘out of
sight, out of mind’, which can be applicable in these
cases. Placing such information outside users’ workflow
tasks and away from their sight can get unnoticed by the
users.
2) Seven banks included visible static information on
phishing in their login page. Some of them included a
long list of information. Such long list may be
informative; however, expecting users to read and
remember all of this information cannot, essentially, be an
intelligent idea, especially when their purpose of visiting
the application is to perform online banking and not spent
time reading all the text.
3) One bank included information written using Marquee
Scrolling Text. Scrolling text moves across a limited
space, thus, it has the advantage that more words can be
displayed in a limited space. However, its main
disadvantage is that message is not presented as a whole
and it is difficult to read. Perusing the scrolling text we
noticed that its speed was very fast which increases the
difficulty to read it. Thereafter, our main concern is if any
users will and can wait long enough to read the text.
4) One bank used three levels of information on phishing
and likewise another bank made two levels available.
Placing information at multiple levels may increase the
probability that users will read the message; however, it is
obstructive and time consuming to reach the login page.
5) One bank did not include clickable links to reach its ebanking login page. Instead the link of the login page of
e-banking was simply utilised. Thus, users have to copy
the link and paste it on the browser bar in order to open
the login page. This may enforce users to notice the link
while performing copy and paste activities, but it
increases the work users have to do while opening the
login page, and thus reduces the system’s usability.
6) One bank makes safety tips available in both English and
Nepali (local language). Including information in Nepali
can be helpful for the people who do not understand or
poorly understand English.
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Banks were in general found to alert their customers about
phishing through email about phishing. But they considered
this step only after they noticed any phishing attacks targeted
to them are in circulation. Interestingly, banks contact their
customers through email also to inform them about the launch
of new services and send greetings during festivals. This
frequent practice of sending emails to customers may get
misused by the fraudsters. Since customers expect and know
that their bank sends emails, it is very possible that they may
consider a phishing email as a legitimate one sent from their
bank.
2. Authentication
1) The majority of the banks (twenty-four banks) employ
username-password pair for authentication. Surprisingly,
most of the banks include online virtual keyboard in their
e-banking service to type credentials. In online virtual
keyboard characters’ position shuffles after each character
is typed. Although, username-password is the widely used
authentication mechanism, it can also be a very poor
choice for a sensitive activity like online banking. More
importantly, allowing users being ignorant about the risks
in cyber world can come up with very low entropy
password because such password would be easy to
memorise [29]-[30]. This means that fraudsters can easily
crack the password and steal users’ information.
2) Three banks employ two-factor-authentication (a
combination of password and one-time pass code). It is
difficult to crack two authentication factors in comparison
to one. However, they ask users to enter both the
authentication factors in the login page, which we believe
is a poor idea from phishing perspective. There is no
difference in tricking users to disclose one password or
such two authentication factors, because in both cases
users do not get time and chance to realize their mistakes.
3) Only one bank implements two-step-verification. Twostep-verification is safer and provides users enough time
to realize that they have been duped by phishing attacks
after login with the first level login and may stop them
from submitting next authentication factor, without which
fraudsters will not be able to complete transaction.
Although two-step-verification slightly reduces the
usability it provides better security than single step
verification.
4) One bank allows their customers to register for online
banking, request for password reset, and add new online
users who can access their accounts. In a way, this
improves the functionality of the services, but such acts
are harmful from the security perspective. Making ebanking service’s password reset process online may get
misused by miscreants to trouble someone.
3. Encryption
All but one banks use 128 bit encryption of Transport Layer
Security (TLS 1.0). The remaining one uses 256 bit encryption
(TLS 1.2). It has been found that the specification in TLS 1.0
protocol has a vulnerability which could allow potential
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attackers to decrypt encrypted text [31]. But 128 bit
encryption requires less computational resources and is a bit
faster. Moreover, ‘the heartbleed bug’ is a serious
vulnerability in the OpenSSL cryptographic software library
[32], so banks which use it in their application also posses this
vulnerability.
Besides, the central bank has information technology (IT)
guidelines for banks and financial institutions [33]. The
guidelines list out the security requirements (in terms of
technology, policy, skilled manpower, and awareness about
cyber security of employees) for which every bank and
financial institutions have to comply. Of course, no matter
how much these guidelines are followed and how often they
are invigilated there can also be other issues such as risk from
social engineering.
C. Anti-Phishing Measures Implemented by e-Commerce
Portals
None of the analyzed e-commerce websites included any
information about phishing in their website for users’
awareness. All the e-commerce websites used usernamepassword pair for authentication. Ironically, none of them use
encryption to transmit data, with exception of one which uses
TLS 1.2, and 256 bits encryption. As a whole, security
adopted by the e-commerce websites is at a rather poor state.
D. Response from Other Actors
Actors like media, ICT service providers, and other
organizations effort is necessary for combating phishing
attacks. We found that in several occasions, national daily
newspapers have published about phishing, SMS frauds, and
other types of cybercrimes with intention to increase
awareness of the citizens. According to Nepal
Telecommunication Corporation (one of the main provider of
telecommunication service in the country), its engineers work
to identify the source of SMS fraud to block such activities.
Companies like Coca-Cola and Pepsi which have been often
targeted by the SMS fraud in the country have co-operated
with the Nepal Police to help them in their investigations.
VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR ANTI-PHISHING MEASURES
Combating cybercrimes require active effort from all the
stakeholders including government, private sector, civil and
legal institution, and other social organizations [34] and so
requires phishing. A wide range of anti-phishing mechanisms
exist and are in practice by Internet and mobile users. But one
can ask, are they effective in protecting phishing attacks? In
case of Nepal reality shows otherwise. A reason behind these
unsuccessful and ineffective results may be the use of antiphishing mechanisms without taking into account the actual
users’ needs and the relevance in their social context. Some
essential steps which we believe will be more relevant for
Nepal are mentioned next.
A. Raise Public Awareness
In information security the human is the weakest link [35],
[36]. Several past studies have revealed that Internet users lack
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proper knowledge about phishing [35]-[40], and Nepal is no
different. However, humans can be turned to be the strongest
link by educating them and raising awareness. Reference [41]
showed that the Internet users’ ability to detect phishing
attacks improve significantly, before and after reading a
tutorial on phishing. Materials to educate and bring awareness
in people about phishing are available in different forms like
interactive games [41], interactive training systems [27],
quizzes [15], and static and dynamic textual information.
The lack of public awareness about phishing is the most
serious issue in Nepal. Hence, all stakeholders need to take the
responsibility to educate people, train employees, and raise
awareness on phishing and other cybercrime activities.
Banking and e-commerce websites can include static
information about phishing and safe browsing in their
webpages. We do not suggest using scrolling-text to display
the information because it will rather decrease readability,
especially, in mobile phones with small size screens. In
addition, dynamic text can add an extra burden to bandwidth,
which is crucial in Nepal where Internet speed is slow.
It is essential that banks and e-commerce business provide
training for their employees about safe browsing and the
seriousness of cybercrime types. Equally important is that
financial institutions report any cyber attacks which have been
targeted to them; also collaborate with governmental
authorized bodies in the fight against cybercrime.
Mass (and social) communication media play a significant
role in raising public awareness and social awareness. It is,
though, necessary to take precautions so that their messages
do not backfire; people may consider online services unsafe. A
more responsible media reporting is necessary.
The Government of Nepal claims to strive for eGovernance. However, there is no concrete policy to introduce
IT education to school formal curricula. Making IT education
compulsory at school level and investing on appropriate
pedagogic curricula for Nepal can help citizens to get familiar
with basic IT knowledge and raise awareness about
cybercrime.
B. Improve Mechanisms to Report Phishing Cases
Banks and e-commerce business should provide an easy
mechanism for their customers to report on encountered
phishing attacks. Moreover, they should promptly act on the
reported cases and assist the individuals who have been
victimized because failure to provide recourse can discourage
people to report future incidences [19].
C. Improve Cyber Laws and their Effective Enforcement
A strong legislative framework is a fundamental part of a
cyber security strategy [42]. Nepal needs a serious amendment
in the cyber law to make it relevant to time and context.
Moreover, a periodic update of the law in the future to cover
emerging threats is equally necessary. Cyber law should also
be compatible to international context.
Failure to effectively enforce the cyber law is a major
weakness in Nepal. There is a need of establishing cybercrime
cell at district level and allocating skilled human,
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technological, and other resources for them. The responsible
authority should be adequately equipped to identify,
investigate and provide evidence for the cybercrime types.
Cybercrime is a subject of further international concern;
therefore, Nepal needs international collaboration and
cooperation to deal with phishing and cybercrime in general.
D. Change the Media of Communication between Banks
and Their Customers
Nepalese banks should stop contacting their customers
through email. Because of their practice of using email to
contact their customers, the latter will expect to receive emails
from their banks which may get misused by criminals. The
bank customers may easily get confused to believe that a
phishing email as a legitimate email, and can reveal their
sensitive and vulnerable information.
E. Design Usable Anti-Phishing Systems
Phishing cannot solely be solved by a strong security
framework. It also requires consideration of usability and user
experiences [43]-[44].
Banks in Nepal are found to maintain a big list of
information intended to raise awareness on phishing. One
might ask do their customers read the whole list of
information and, more importantly, do they understand it?
Such information has to be simple, written in simple language
and placed where it can attract attention. There is no need to
use a lengthy list of instructions explaining everything in
detail. Instead, only important information can be displayed
and a link where interested users can click to view the
information in more depth. The language should abstain from
using technical jargons. For suitable placing of this
information, the principle of proximity can be used. Reference
[45] found that putting access control policy just below the
picture to be shared improves the users’ ability to notice errors
in their access-control settings. Therefore, information can be
placed immediately above or below login control so that it can
attract users’ attention and fall in their work-flow.
All banks have their websites only in English while English
is not the official language of Nepal. A large number of bank
customers do not (or very poorly) understand English. In a
situation like this, we can raise the question: how effective is
the included information? We believe including phishing
information in local language (here in Nepali) can make a
positive impact and will notably improve understandability on
phishing and other cyber threats, which in turn will raise
public awareness.
Furthermore, the authentication mechanisms used by some
banks are very poor from the usability as well as security
perspectives. For example, asking two authentication
passwords at the same time will not adequately improve the
security; however, it will decrease the usability of the system.
Therefore, banks need to improve their authentication
methods. Multi-step-verification can be an option.
F. Provide Free or Cheap Anti-Phishing Measures
Digital piracy is a serious issue in developing countries, and
Nepal is not an exception. One reason for this is that software
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is very expensive for local income and very few people in
Nepal can afford to buy all the software they need. Therefore,
in socio-economical circumstances like these, either the
software has to be very cheap in order to be approachable and
bargained or just free; otherwise people will always search for
pirated copies. Using pirated copy software is, again, harmful
for security reasons. Often it comes with malicious code [46].
Moreover, people cannot update the software later on, and this
makes software users vulnerable to future cyber attacks.
Therefore, designing and building anti-phishing technology in
web browsers seems more appropriate. People should also be
prompted to use recent versions of the web-browsers and be
ready to comply with the browsers’ security warnings.
Another option can be that banks and other financial
institutions can design their own security application, like
‘eBay Toolbar’s Account Guard’ [47] for their clients which
can detect any phishing attempts targeted to them.
G. Organizations Should Take Preventive Measures
Organizations offering services, such as e-banking and ecommerce must be responsible by designing phishing resistant
systems [48], bringing awareness of phishing in their clients
and employees, including anti-phishing strategies in
organizational policies, responding promptly to cyber attacks,
maintaining up-to-date system security, and transmitting data
in secure and reliable ways are precautions they can take to
protect themselves and their clients from falling for phishing.
A big percentage (around 93%) of Internet users browses
via their mobile phone. A study has shown that mobile phone
users are more vulnerable to phishing attacks [49]. Creating a
free application for mobile phone to perform banking services
may help in protecting people from falling for phishing tricks.
But a mobile banking application can expose a bank to an
increasing variety of mobile malware and malicious apps [50].
VIII. CONCLUSION
The number of Internet and mobile phone users is
continuously growing in Nepal and to keep pace with this,
financial sector, business sector, and government in the
country are embracing ICT media to offer their information
and services. More and more people are using these services to
perform, among other, various monetary transactions. This
shift in paradigm of offering and receiving services attract
phishers to Nepal; consequently, the cases of phishing
incidents have been gradually escalating.
In our study, we began the evaluation with different
phishing attacks that the country encountered in the last four
years. It is important to recognize the kinds and complexities
of phishing attacks that the country is facing. We found that
fraudsters are employing trivial social engineering techniques
to manipulate people’s vulnerabilities to trick them to disclose
sensitive information. Next, we examined the degree of
awareness about phishing in the mobile phone and Internet
users in the country. Awareness in people about phishing is a
vital anti-phishing measure. Ironically, we found that even
highly educated users are not fully familiar with phishing
attacks. The third factor we assessed is the anti-phishing
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measures that are in currently practice in the country. We
looked into the five areas recommended by ITU GCA. We
found two main problems: (i) technical measures are not
designed keeping in mind the actual users and their context of
usages, and (ii) non-technical measures are immature and lack
effective enforcement.
In order to thwart phishing attacks in Nepal, first and
foremost, all sectors have to actively participate in raising
awareness about phishing in people. Equally important is to
improve legislation and effective law enforcement. There is a
serious need of amendment in the cyber law to address
different types of cybercrime. To effectively enforce the cyber
laws, there is a need of devolution of authority and well
equipping the authorized body at district level with skilled
manpower, technology, and other resources so that they can
carry out their duties effectively and efficiently.
Regarding technical measures, banks and financial
institutions must strengthen their server security and
periodically upgrade and monitor it. Moreover, they should
follow the guidelines provided by the central bank. They also
need to make their service applications usable and suitable for
the users. It is an irony to find out that newspaper and radio
stations have their own applications for different platforms of
smart phones, while banks are without such applications for
their e-banking. Related to technical measures on client side,
the tools have to be cheap or free because paying expensive
prices for genuine software is still not in practice in Nepal.
One of the limitations of the quiz we conducted for our
study was that it had been difficult to tell that the participants
did not make a blind guess, since the participants had to reply
in terms of ‘yes’ or ‘no’, so it was quite easy to make a
random guess with probability that 50% of the time would be
a correct guess. Although the reply in ‘yes’ and ‘no’ format is
the main limitation of this quiz, we had to use this method
because participants were reluctant to take the quiz when
asked to write the reason why they think ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
Overall, our study provides an overview picture of phishing
attacks in the country. However, there is still room for future
work. We are extending this study in international context, and
working on a survey which will be conducted with users from
various countries, including Finland, China, Greece, Nepal,
and possibly India and the UK.
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Abstract. Key2phone is a mobile access solution which turns mobile phone into
a key for electronic locks, doors and gates. In this paper, we elicit and analyse
the essential and necessary safety and security requirements that need to be
considered for the Key2phone interaction system. The paper elaborates on
suggestions/solutions for the realisation of safety and security concerns
considering the Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure. The authors structure
these requirements and illustrate particular computational solutions by
deploying the Labelled Transition System Analyser (LTSA), a modelling tool
that supports a process algebra notation called Finite State Process (FSP). While
determining an integrated solution for this research study, the authors point to
key quality factors for successful system functionality.

1

Introduction

People carry their mobile phone most of the time, and this is the main reason that the
mobile phone could be deployed as an alternative of a door-key. There exist many
mobile applications that are available using communication technologies like Near
Field Communication (NFC), Bluetooth, and other. A mobile phone could be used to
unlock e.g. a hotel room, work office, house door; even to open garage and car doors.
Although, the use of a mobile phone as an integrated door-key has several
advantages, it also has various safety and security vulnerabilities and threats. What will
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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possibly happen when a mobile phone is stolen, lost or misplaced? How will the whole
communication system behave during some severe disasters? For example, work
premises are on fire and people are trapped inside. Will the trapped people have to dial
the door number and enter the Personal Identification Number (PIN) code to open the
door? This can be a time-consuming and in this situation unreliable process, which may
prove fatal when time runs out. Even the slightest vulnerability or threat in this system
can severely hinder the safety and security of the owners, their family, and valuables.
Hence, it is essential to have a comprehensive analysis of personal safety and system
security requirements. Further, there is a need for a resulting formal specification and
verification model of the mobile phone based door access-control system in order to
determine safety and security considerations and integrate them within the system’s
design. The resulted model could help the designers to articulate what they must include
and avoid in order to improve the safety and security of the system.
In this paper, we consider the case study of Key2phone mobile access solution [1].
We provided safety and security suggestions and measures that can be purposeful,
applicable and realisable through implementation in the Key2phone system.
For writing the applicable formal specifications, we utilised the Finite State
Process (FSP) formal specification method, which is a formal process algebra
notation used to generate finite Labelled Transition System (LTS) [2, 3]. By
applicable specifications, we mean only those specifications which can be a part of
the Key2phone interaction system. The formal specifications demonstrate and verify
different safety and security interactions in the Key2phone system. In order to verify
the previous in FSP notation, we used a model checking tool called Labelled
Transition System Analyser (LTSA) [4], which is a verification tool for concurrent
systems and supports FSP for the concise description of components’ behaviour.
This paper is organised as follows: section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 and
4 include brief introductions of the Key2phone system, and FSP and LTSA
respectively. Section 5 further investigates and scrutinises the security vulnerabilities
and threats, and presents their management control; these are exhibited in tabular
representation. Section 6 analyses the safety and security requirements, demonstrating
the interaction support for various security levels in the Key2phone system, utilising
FSP specification models. Section 7 briefly revisits the need for this approach and
concludes on its strengths and limitations

2

Related Work

In general, formal specification models have been employed to present the system
specification in an unambiguous way and discover errors early, already in
requirements specification. This constitutes a significant effort, especially for safety
critical and real-time systems development, where emergent properties such as safety,
reliability and security are very important in practice [5]. Magee and Maibaum [6]
employed FSP to write the formal requirements specification of a fault tolerance
system and LTSA to model and analyse fault tolerance mechanisms in self managed
or self-healing systems. Likewise, the work of Kaisar et al. [7] utilised LTSA to
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define narrow passageway system operations in terms of a finite state machine and,
thus, verify and validate its architecture-level behaviour.
To our knowledge, there is no other research study that has formalised the safety
and security requirements of a mobile-phone-based door access-control system.
However, there are a few studies, mentioned next, which have analysed the design
and deployment of similar systems and have also considered some security aspects.
Ogri et al. [8] have described their design for a door-locking security system,
which can be operated and controlled by a mobile phone. Regarding security, they
have considered only authentication mechanism(s) in their design. The latter design
overlooks other crucial properties for achieving a level of sound security:
authorization mechanism(s) suited to different users; confirmation of accountability;
integrity of transmitted data; availability of service to authorized users, to mention
just a few of the limitations. Further, they have failed to address emergency cases:
even during an emergency case, a user has to go through all the procedures, i.e. dial
the door number and enter suitable PIN… in order to open the door.
Another study is that of Bauer et al. [9], in which the authors investigated the
usability challenges in building a Smartphone-based access-control system and the
users’ expectations when the system is deployed. Their claim ‘security properties are
unimportant for the user’ is rather controversial and misleading. The degree of
security is contextual and varies according to the needs of individuals [10, 11]. It
cannot, therefore, be generalized for every type of user, merely by conducting studies
on a single type of user, which in their case is university staff. Nevertheless, we
understand the issue ‘failure to open the door’ which is mentioned in [9] as a usability
issue, pertained to security as well, since failure to open the door during a normal
situation can only be a cause of frustration. Naturally and while prioritising properties
the level of significance will be different during any emergency situations e.g. the
building is on fire or there is an earthquake and the door cannot be opened.

3

Key2phone-Mobile Access Solution

Key2phone is a mobile access solution that turns mobile phone into a key for
electronic locks at e.g. industrial and office gates, and generally supports door
automation procedures in an enhanced way. By deploying this solution, a door can be
opened simply by dialing the number assigned to it or with Bluetooth connection.
When the number assigned to a door is dialed, the door control module checks
whether the calling mobile number belongs to a valid user (group) or not. In case of a
valid number, it rejects the call and opens the gate; otherwise, it simply ignores the
call, which means the call is always free of charge. Likewise, when any mobile phone
with authorised Bluetooth address and Key2phone Bluetooth application installed
enters into the Bluetooth range of the door, the door detects it and opens
automatically. The access rights are managed online with a web-based configuration
management system and access policies are transmitted wirelessly to the Key2phone
control module. This mobile access solution is available in two products:
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A. Key2phone Easy. This product is suitable for single and multiple electronic locks,
doors, gates or barriers. It supports up to 1000 users per door.
B. Key2phone Access Control. This product can be tailored to communicate with the
most common access control systems. In this product, management of access rights
can be performed via the system interface or with a web configuration tool.
This mobile access solution can be suitable for different usages environments, e.g.
in industry, logistics, harbours, airports, offices, and for resident. Currently, it is
available for Nokia N-Series, Nokia E-Series, and many other Nokia models.

4

LTSA Tool and FSP Notation

LTSA is a verification tool used to specify behaviour modelling or generate LTS.
This tool helps in modeling various processes of a system as a Finite State Machine
(FSM) with well defined mathematical properties, and thus facilitates formal analysis
and mechanical checking and control of the system. It obeys easy to grasp formal
syntax and semantics, and displays the result in an intuitive manner, i.e., simple
graphical representations. Further, a user can animate the LTS by stepping through
the sequences of the actions it models, and model-check the LTS for various
properties, including deadlock freedom, safety and progress properties.
In LTS, the basic building block of a specification is FSP. The major component of
FSP is process, defined by one or more local processes separated by commas. To
write the specification, we have employed the following process operators: action
represented by an action prefix (“->”), choice represented by a bar (“|”), conditional
(“if boolean_condition then expression1 else expression2”), guarded action (when
(boolean_condition) expression), and a primitive local process “STOP”. The process
names start with uppercase and the action names with lowercase. For example,
KEY= (primaryKey->ADMINISTRATOR
|nonPrimaryKey->GENERAL_USER),
In the above code snippet, primaryKey and nonPrimaryKey are the actions
while KEY, ADMINISTRATOR, and GENERAL_USER are the processes.
Moreover, the choice (“|”) states that after the first action has occurred, the
subsequent behaviour is described by ADMINISTRATOR if the first action was
primaryKey, and GENERAL_USER if the first action was nonPrimaryKey. The
meaning of this code is that when the key is primary, the key bearer is an
administrator otherwise a general user.
The components conditional and guarded action are used as condition checking
statements, and the primitive local process “STOP” is used to terminate the execution
of the program.
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Security Threats/Vulnerabilities and their Management
Control

When dealing with the security threats and vulnerabilities in a system like
Key2phone, which controls the entrance of various premises, people’s physical safety
occupies a top priority. By physical safety, we mean protecting against the occurrence
of any fatalities. Similarly, security also encompasses protection against any misuse
by the authorised users.
For the elicitation of safety and security requirements, firstly we identified
different actors, preconditions, and assumptions in each case of the scenario. This is
followed by expert group opinions. In the first phase of expert opinions, our team
(comprising six security and usability researchers) listed out the safety and security
requirements for each case. In the second phase two external field experts participated
to identify if there are any missing or unnecessary requirements. Last it was decided
that a verifiable and verified design should be among our target.
The final list of threats and vulnerabilities against which the Key2phone system
has to act, along with their management control, are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Security threats and vulnerabilities and their management control
Security Threats/Vulnerabilities
Human physical safety
1.1. It will be inconvenient for a user to dial
the door number to open it during
emergency situations, e.g., a fire breaks
into the building and people are in
panic.

1.2. People can be trapped in-between or
under the doors while closing them.

Follow on attack or tailgating
1.3. People may enter the premises
immediately behind an authorised user
when it takes time to close the door.
Lost , theft, misplace of mobile phone
1.4. The mobility nature of mobile phone
makes it vulnerable to loss or theft.
Misplacing it, even temporarily, due to
the owner’s carelessness, it can be
exposed to unauthorised access.

Management Control
Implement safety measures
Use different sensors; however, which
sensor(s) will be considered will depend on
the necessity of the user. When a sensor is
triggered, the door opens automatically to
facilitate the escape of people inside the
premises. However, it is necessary to avoid
nuisance or false alarms and handle no-alarm
situations (i.e., sensors fail to act due to worn
out batteries or faulty loose connections)
Include
door
entrapment
protection
mechanisms, such as motion or proximity
detectors, to determine (and inform) when it is
safe to close the door.
Use automatic locking system
Use automatic locking system to lock the door
automatically, soon after it closes.
Use mechanism to authenticate user
Use PIN and password to authenticate the
system’ users. There is a possibility that
authorised users may forget their PIN and
password. Hence, PIN or password reset
mechanism can be implemented. Some
alternatives can be graphical password, etokens, and biometrics but they come with
inherent limitations, extra cost and several of
the mobile phones will not support them.
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Table 1. (Continued)
Password cracking
1.5. Even when the device is properly
secured by PIN or password, it is
possible for a determined attacker to
intercept it when the user enters it [10].
Attackers can employ techniques, such
as brute force attacks, password guess,
and dictionary attacks in order to crack
the password (paraphrase) or PIN used
for authentication.

Bluetooth hacked
1.6. Hackers can intercept the Bluetooth signal
to hack into mobile phone and gain full
control of it. They can employ different
types of attack, such as BlueBug,
HeloMoto, Bluesnarf, Bluesnarf++, and
Bluebugging to take control of victim’s
phone. These attacks are possible when
Bluetooth is left exposed and under full
connection facility.
Further, many
times mobile phone users do not change
their Bluetooth passkey and leave the
default one provided by the company.
Such users are easy prey to hackers.
Caller ID spoofing
1.7. Attackers can employ ‘caller ID
spoofing’ to fake the authorised mobile
number to open the door.

Attacks during data transmission
1.8. User’s phone identification is based on
phone number or phone’s Bluetooth
address. Attackers can use man-in-themiddle attacks, or packet sniffing, or
eavesdropping to intercept data packets
travelling over network.

Strengthen the authentication mechanism
Users must select high entropy password.
Entropy of a password can be increased by using
an uncommon and lengthy composition of
characters (both uppercase and lowercase),
integers, and special characters. However, such
password will decrease its usability. Besides,
users can be blocked after three consequent
attempts of incorrect PIN or password. A danger
is that anyone can abuse it, when adopting
account lockout to lock a legitimate user’s
account. An alternative can be introducing a
delay of 5 sec for the first wrong entry and after
every wrong entry the delay is increased by 5
sec [11].
Improve Bluetooth pairing protocol
Use the latest version of Bluetooth and always
turn off its discovery and connect modes when
they are not needed [12, 13, 14]. Also use
strong passkey (length and randomness) used
for Bluetooth pairing [12, 13, 14]. More
importantly, verifier should not accept
unknown claimant [14]. Furthermore,
Bluetooth specification time-out period
between repeated attempts can be set that will
increase exponentially [12] to protect from
Bluesnarf attack by guessing the device’s
Media Access Control (MAC) address via a
vicious and enforced attack.
Implement caller ID verification mechanisms
A solution can be ‘CallerDec’ that builds a
trusted covert channel between the person called
(callee) and the claimed caller, and uses timing
estimation together with the call status to indeed
verify indeed the claimed caller is calling [15]. In
the case of Key2phone, simply authenticating the
caller as mentioned in 1.4 before opening the
door can protect against ‘caller ID spoofing’.
Use of crypto graphical measures
IPSec, e.g., TSL/SSL can be used for web-based
configuration. Similarly, an upgraded version of
Cellular Message Encryption Algorithm
(CMEA), such as ECMEA and SCMEA [16]
can be used in mobile data transmission.
Further, mobile end-to-end protection can be
used. In case of Bluetooth, it offers built-in
security measures at the link level; for example,
in the Security Mode 3 of Bluetooth, the linklevel authentication and encryption methods are
used for all connections to and from the device.
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Disruption of service to authorized users
1.9. Attackers can employ Denial-of-Service
(DoS), Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS), network congestion, server
crashing,
signal
jamming,
false
information passed to the piconet
members, etc. to prevent legitimate
users from accessing the service.

Intentional/accidental attacks by authorised
users
1.10. An authorised user can deliberately
misuse and conceal any service or
device. Moreover, there is an equal
chance that s/he accidentally misuses it
and does not realise it.

Attacks using phishing to hack Bluetooth or
obtain PIN and password

1.11. Attackers can use technical subterfuge
like keylogger and malware to steal
password. Furthermore, they can
employ social skills to lure potential
victims and hack their Bluetooth.
Similar acts can be deployed even to
know the password or PIN from the
users. In fact, social engineering is a key
threat in information security. Humans
can be the weakest link in information
security [18, 19, 20, 21]. They can
easily be manipulated and are prone to
errors.

Implement network protection
Mechanisms for integrity management,
intrusion or anomaly detection systems,
timeliness detection of data, and originality of
data [17] can be implemented. Further,
security defense techniques (e.g., Firewall,
Intrusion Detection System, and other) can be
applied at multi-level and at each level they
should be dissimilar to each other. Blacklisting
the connection request in a suspicious manner
can help to prevent from such attacks to an
extent.
Design suitable policies and ensure that user
adheres to them; implement authorisation and
ensure accountability
Apply the least privilege principle for
authorisation. Maintaining logs or audit trails
can help to record each activity of an
authorised user and improve accountability.
Moreover, users who are allowed access for a
limited time should be immediately removed
as soon as the permitted time completes.
Finally, designing suitable policies for the
authorised user and ensuring that they all
understand and adhere to the policies can help
to prevent from accidental misuse.
Employ security software; design suitable
policies and ensure that users adhere to them;
educate and bring awareness in users;
implement authorization; and use simple
design for security related operations
It is advisable to use security software like
firewall, anti-virus, and anti-phishing software
and keep them up-to-date. Further, human can
become the strongest link [20]. Design
suitable policies and ensure that users
understood and practiced them. Educating and
bringing awareness in users about the risks can
help in preventing them from falling for social
engineering tricks. Further, equipping users
with simple and intuitive design and usability
in security related tasks [21, 22] can also help
in social engineering cases. In case anyone
becomes a victim of social engineering,
implementing the least privilege principle will
limit the compromise.
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Table 1. (Continued)
Vulnerabilities in software and hardware
1.12. Attackers exploit vulnerabilities in the
software. Likewise, quality of the
hardware against below freezing
temperature as well as above
temperature, high humidity, power loss
problems, and many other situations are
vital from security perspective.

6

Use high quality hardware and software
Integrate safety and security requirements with
the system requirements and design process
for validation and verification from the early
stage of the system development [23, 24, 25]
and obey secure coding principles and
practices to write software code [26]. In case
of hardware, design verification and hardware
testing before purchasing can help to improve
the hardware quality [27]. Performing regular
tests using diversified real time scenarios can
help to recognise the bugs and limitations and
fix them on time that is before the product
reaches the users.

Formal Specification of the Key2phone System

The main idea behind formalising these specifications using FSP and LTSA is to
increase their computationality/formality and understanding and describe the
evolutionary nature of the requirements under analysis. Running the FSP notation in
LTSA utilising its animation and FSM draw features can help the user to get clearer
picture of the specifications and the ways they interact when implemented in the
system.
We start the formalisation of specification with authorisation function, which can
be a possible mitigation for 1.10 (Table 1). Along with that, the activities of user are
also registered in a log-file in order to guarantee accountability.
Regarding authorisation, there are primary key bearer and non-primary key bearer.
The primary key bearer is the administrative rights holder whilst the non-primary key
bearer is a general user.
/*Declarations of constant, range, and Boolean.*/
const MAXATTEMPT=3
range ATTEMPTRANGE=1..MAXATTEMPT
const MAXHOUR=8
range HOURRANGE=1..MAXHOUR
range BOOL=0..1
/* When an authorised user sends requests for openclose door operation or mode change, the door control
module processes the requests. */
DOOR_OPERATION= (process->KEY),
/*Users can be a primary key bearer (administrator) or
a non primary key bearer (general user). */
KEY= ( primaryKey->ADMINISTRATOR
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|nonPrimaryKey->GENERAL_USER),
The primary key bearer is authorised to the following operations: manage mode,
move mode, remote mode, sleep mode, normal mode, and emergency mode. In
contrast, the non-primary key bearer is authorised to only normal mode, move mode
and emergency mode.
/*The administrator is authorised to: configure
settings (manage mode); enable and disable modes like
move mode, sleep mode, and remote mode; open and close
door (normal mode), and receive alerts during emergency
situations (emergency mode)*/
ADMINISTRATOR= ( managementOperation->MANAGE_MODE
|moveOperation->MOVE_MODE
|sleepOperation->SLEEP_MODE
|remoteOperation->REMOTE_MODE
|defaultOperation->NORMAL_MODE
|emergencyOperation->EMERGENCY_MODE),
/* A general user is authorised to: open and close door
(normal mode); enable and disable move mode; and
receive alerts during emergency situations (emergency
mode).*/
GENERAL_USER= ( defaultOperation->NORMAL_MODE
|moveOperation->MOVE_MODE
|emergencyOperation->EMERGENCY_MODE),
In manage mode, the primary key bearer can add any new non-primary users,
update or delete the existing non-primary users, download report, and configure
security management rules through configuration management system. Security
management rules can be related to sleep mode, remote mode, and other, for example,
at what time the sleep mode should be enabled or disabled. The primary key bearer
must be authenticated to perform these administrative activities.
But to identify different user types and to prevent misuse from 1.4 (Table 1), it
necessitates authenticating users. For an authentication purpose, username-password
pair can be used, since it is simple to implement and does not add extra costs [28, 29].
However, a delay of a few seconds can be introduced when an incorrect entry is
made, which again exponentially increases after every incorrect attempt to
countermeasure 1.5 (Table 1). The idea is that if somebody employs techniques like
dictionary attack or brute-force attack or password-guess for password cracking, the
attacker will have to wait for the failed delay, thus, forcing them to spend more time
for the task. The National Institute of Standards and Technology [11] recommends a
delay of 5 sec for the first wrong entry and after every next wrong entry the delay is
increased by 5 sec.
/*To perform the management, the administrator has to
be logged-in using username-password pair. */
MANAGE_MODE=(authenticateAdmin-> ADMIN_AUTHENTICATION),
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/*A delay of a few seconds, which will increase
exponentially is introduced for every incorrect login
attempt.*/
ADMIN_AUTHENTICATION= (
correctCredentials->performManagement->
MANAGEMENT_ACTIVITY
|incorrectCredentials->introduceExponentialDelay->
allowRetry-> ADMIN_AUTHENTICATION),
/*During manage mode, the administrator can add new
users; delete or edit the existing users; download
reports; and configure security rules for remote mode
and sleep mode. */
MANAGEMENT_ACTIVITY= ({addUser,removeUser,updateUser,
downloadReport, configureSecurityRules}->
maintainLogEntry->(loginStatus[l:BOOL]->
if l==1 then
(continue->MANAGEMENT_ACTIVITY)
else
(logOut->DOOR_OPERATION))),
A user can enable or disable move mode only after entering the correct PIN code
(again PIN code is simple to implement and does not add extra costs) through the
Key2phone Bluetooth application. In order to improve the security and protect from
attacks like brute force attack, password guess, and dictionary attack, we have limited
the interaction to only three consecutive attempts of incorrect PIN code before the
number is blocked from opening the door as well as changing the mode. The number
can be unblocked via the web-based configuration management system. A danger
when adopting account lockout could be that anyone can easily abuse it to lock an
authorised user’s account. However, in this case it is difficult, since, the attacker will
first need access to the mobile phone of an authorised user to abuse it.
When enabling the move mode, the mobile-phone’s Bluetooth is also set
discoverable and connectable after the correct PIN code is entered. A time has to be
set for which the move mode has to remain in enabled state. On the one hand it will
relieve the user from separately pressing a button to enable Bluetooth while on the
other hand it will help in protecting against Bluetooth hacking, since the rest of the
time when Bluetooth is not required (i.e., move mode is disabled) it will remain
undiscovered and thus not connectable to counteract 1.6 (Table 1).
The move mode is activated when a user requires frequent door opening. In this
mode, a user is able to open the door just by pressing a button. The door opens when a
valid Bluetooth comes into the door proximity and open-button in the Key2phone
Bluetooth application is pressed. Thus, it will prevent users from a tiresome task of
entering the PIN code each time they open the door.
/*Move mode is used for the occasions when frequent
opening of the door is required. During move mode, a
user can simply dial the door number or reach the door
proximity, select the door he wants to open and press
open-door button in the Key2phone Bluetooth application
to open the door*/
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MOVE_MODE= (moveModeStatus [m: BOOL] ->
if m==1 then
(dialDoorNumber->openDoor->maintainLogEntry->
protectDoorEntrapment->DOOR_CLOSE
|bluetoothInRange->selectDoor->pressButton->
openDoor->maintainLogEntry->
protectDoorEntrapment-> DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(authenticateUser-> MODE_AUTHENTICATION)),
/*To set move mode, the user has to first authenticate
by entering correct PIN code, and provide the time for
which move mode will remain enabled. Moreover, after
the correct PIN code, the user's mobile phone Bluetooth
will set to discoverable and connectable. */
MODE_AUTHENTICATION= (
correctPIN->setOnShowBluettooth->setTime->moveMode->
maintainLogEntry ->DOOR_OPERATION
|incorrectPIN [k: ATTEMPTRANGE]->ATTEMPT_CHECK [k]),
/*When authenticating with PIN code, only three
incorrect attempts are allowed after that the number is
blocked. The number can be unblocked via configuration
management system*/
ATTEMPT_CHECK
[l: ATTEMPTRANGE] = (
when (l <MAXATTEMPT)
allowRetry-> MODE_AUTHENTICATION
|when (l >= MAXATTEMPT)
blockNumber->STOP),
The sleep mode defines the operational behaviour of the door-lock system during
the night time. The security management rules set by the primary key bearer for this
mode get activated. For example, the primary key bearer can define the time after
which the door has to be locked with no more operation.
/*Sleep mode for the night time, i.e., how the door
operation should behave during the night time. The
primary key bearer can set security rules via the
configuration management system, which will be
activated during sleep mode*/
SLEEP_MODE= (sleepModeStatus[s: BOOL] ->
if s==1 then
(applySleepModePolicy->protectDoorEntrapment->
DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(checkWithinSleepTime[c:BOOL]->
if c==1 then
(applySleepModePolicy->
protectDoorEntrapment-> DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(default->DOOR_OPERATION))),
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The remote mode allows an ability to control the door from remote locations. For
example, when the remote mode is activated, the pre-defined security rules are
automatically loaded and taken into use in order to keep doors locked until the
primary key bearer is approaching. Further, for the functioning of the remote mode, it
is necessary to detect the administrator’s location. Thus, the administrator has to
either manually enable the remote mode when s/he wants or implement geo-location
service, which in turn will continuously record his or her current location and will
enable remote mode when s/he is outside of the city.
/*Remote mode is for the time when the administrator is
out of the town. The primary key bearer can set
security rules via the configuration management system,
which will be activated during remote mode. In order to
know the location of the administrator, his location at
a respective time is recorded.*/
REMOTE_MODE=(adminLocation->respectivTime-> leaveHome
[l:BOOL]->
if l==1 then
(activateRemoteModeSecurity->
protectDoorEntrapment-> DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(default-> DOOR_OPERATION)),
Normal mode allows users to open the door after entering the correct PIN code. For
example, during the day time an authorised user can dial the door number or reach the
door proximity with Bluetooth enabled and can enter the correct PIN code to open the
door.
/*During normal mode, users can open the door by
dialing the door number or reach the door proximity
with Bluetooth enabled; but in this case the users will
also need to authenticate by entering the PIN code.*/
NORMAL_MODE= (normalModeStatus [n: BOOL] ->
if n==1 then
(correctPIN->openDoor->maintainLogEntry->
protectDoorEntrapment->DOOR_CLOSE
|inCorrectPIN[i:ATTEMPTRANGE]->
AUTHENTICATE_USER[i])
else
(protectDoorEntrapment->DOOR_CLOSE)),
/*When authenticating with PIN code, only three
incorrect attempts are allowed after that the number is
blocked. The number can be unblocked via configuration
management system*/
AUTHENTICATE_USER [a: ATTEMPTRANGE] = (
when ( a <MAXATTEMPT)
allowRetry-> NORMAL_MODE
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|when (a >= MAXATTEMPT)
blockNumber->STOP),
During the emergency mode the system notifies the people inside the premise and
opens the door automatically to facilitate them in escaping the premise in a short time,
which is a solution for 1.1 (Table 1). This mode is enabled when there are serious
situations, for instances when the building is on fire or there is an earthquake. To
correctly operate the emergency mode, it requires additional sensors, e.g. smoke
sensors, to be deployed and connected with the Key2phone system. But the sensorsystem has to protect from nuisance or false alarms and at the same time it must
trigger when there is any true cause. A sensor which automatically adjusts the
sensitivity without affecting its performance during no-alarm situations can prove to
be extremely helpful.
/*Emergency mode is activated during any serious
situation, like, building on fire or there is an
earthquake. During this mode, all the users are alerted
and the door opens automatically.*/
EMERGENCY_MODE= (notifyEmergency->openDoor->STOP),
When closing the door, it is necessary to protect any entrapment in between the
door, i.e. a solution for 1.2 (Table 1).
/*When closing the door, it first checks for any object
in-between the door to prevent entrapment.*/
DOOR_CLOSE=(objectInBetweenDoorStatus [o:BOOL]->
if o==1 then
(openDoor->DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(closeDoor->DOOR_OPERATION)).
The authentication mechanism will also prevent caller ID spoofing, i.e., 1.7
(Table 1), since fake caller will fail to open the door without a valid PIN code.
Moreover, blocking the mobile number dialing the door in suspicious ways can help
in protecting from DoS and DDoS attacks, a mitigation for 1.9 (Table 1). Likewise,
open-door operation has always been immediately followed by close-door operation,
which can be helpful to prevent tailgating, a solution for 1.3 (Table 1).
The remaining vulnerabilities 1.8, 1.11, and 1.12 (Table 1) are not included in the
FSP notations since they deal with data transmission, people, and employed
hardware/software. In practice, service from third party SSL/TLS provider is used to
encrypt transmitted data to maintain their confidentiality and integrity and, therefore
1.8 (Table 1) is out of our scope. Similarly, identifying vulnerabilities in people, i.e.,
1.11 (Table 1) to suggest suitable mitigations for them is a wide domain and will need
a separate future study, so even in the Table 1 we suggested general but generic
mitigations. Last, vulnerabilities due to the quality of hardware and software are again
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a domain which will need a separate study to suggest appropriate mitigations. Thus,
only formal abstraction suggestions are included in the table.
Fig 1 is the FSM model of door operation. State ‘0’ is the initial state and state ‘2’
is the final state of the non-primary key bearer whereas state’3’ is the final state of the
primary key bearer. State ‘-1’ is the unreachable state which occurred in the figure
because it is a result of executing only a part of the FSP notation encoded of the
Key2phone system. The complete FSM model resulted by executing the complete
FSP notation encoded of the Key2phone system (where state ‘-1’ does not occur)
cannot be fitted in this paper in a readable clear form because the graphical model is
too large and abstract with complex graphical detail. For example, in Fig 3 which
presents the FSM model of the emergency mode the resulted graph was obtained by
executing its complete code and, thus, does not have ‘-1’ state. In order to obtain the
complete FSM, it simply requires copying all the aforementioned code snippets (of
the current section) sequentially and executing it using LTSA.
The FSM in the Fig 1 conveys that when the door operation is processed, if it is the
primary key bearer it moves to state ‘3’ otherwise state’2’. From state ‘3’
administrative activities can be performed whereas from state ‘2’ only activities
authorised to a general user can be performed.
Likewise, Fig 2 is the respective animation of the FSM in Fig 1. Clicking the
checkbox with a checkmark, which also means selecting an activity, will lead to the
activity which has to be performed next. For example, in the beginning the checkmark
was in ‘process’ through which, when clicked checkmark moves to ‘primarykey’ and
‘nonprimarykey’ conveying the same information as the FSM. This increases the
understandability and simplicity of the formal FSM-based specifications, since a user
does not have to understand each code, but can instead just watch the animation of the
specification.

Fig. 1. FSM of Door Operation showing the authorisation provided to the primary key and nonprimary key bearers. State ‘0’ is the initial state and states ‘2’ and ’3’ are the final state of the
non-primary key and primary key bearers respectively. State ‘-1’ is unreachable state.
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Fig. 2. Animation of Door Operation in which clicking the checkbox with check mark (i.e.,
selecting activity) will proceed to the activity which has to be performed next

Fig. 3. FSM of Emergency Mode in which state ‘0’ is the initial state and state ‘2’ is the final
state

Figures 1-3 above are just a small sample of the graphs generated while executing
the formal specification of this case study.

7

Conclusions and Limitations

We elicited, analysed, and formally modelled safety and security requirements, which
should be deliberated and implemented in the Key2phone system. Further, we
described and represented the requirements in a formal language [see e.g. reference
30] and automated tool that cater for formal system specification. In relation to
personal safety, we suggested i) an automatic opening of door during emergency
situations and ii) the inclusion of a door entrapment protection mechanism. Likewise,
we expressed and analysed security concerns for the protection against physical,
syntactic, and semantic attacks. In physical attacks we consider, for instance, theft or
misplace of mobile phone. Similarly, in syntactic attacks we raised the issues
primarily associated with integrated technologies, such as Bluetooth and mobile
technology data transmission. Regarding semantic attacks, we support that measures
merely focused on system’s design are not adequate because they cannot eliminate all
the possible risks and vulnerabilities. Therefore, the respective organizations should
have suitable policies and ways to ensure that those policies are adhered by the users.
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Moreover, to facilitate users in implementing safety and security measures
consistently and correctly, the usability of the interaction interface has to be such that
it will i) lessen the users’ burden and ii) protect the system from users’ (conscious or
unconscious) aggressive behaviour [31].
An important fact to remember while applying safety and security design
principles is that they are contextual. So the respective persons/organisations have to
determine which level of safety and security is appropriate for them. Furthermore,
different countries have their own recommended standard(s) for door functioning, so
it is necessary to follow them. Meanwhile, an implementation of safety and security
requirements, counter actions and counter measures comes with cost. In general,
safety and security features are not cost-effective. Therefore, selecting the degree of
safety and security depending on the sensitivity and contextual background of user
scenarios can result in reduced (unnecessary) expenses.
An equally important reality is that a mobile phone device is battery powered. Any
unnecessary activities (e.g., enabling Bluetooth all the time or running the application
even when it is not needed …) will also strain the battery. Further, any intensive
computing tasks related to security checks (e.g., use of biometrics for authentication,
unnecessary code execution …) can result in an accelerated battery drain.
Our work does not discuss in detail the severity of the mentioned safety and
security issues; the main aim has so far been to provide design solution based on
formal specification, which would naturally lead to system automation. Our design
solution also does not cover risks from Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cloning,
and limitations in mobile phone technology such as threats from malicious software.
A feature called ‘remote mode’ learns the location and the respective
time of the primary user. This can raise complications for users who consider it
a privacy breach. Last but not least, our work does not consider the impact in people
with hearing or vision disability who also need to open doors in their daily life.
Ongoing and future R&D work will deal with the above and also concentrate on the
proposed algorithm’s computational complexity, delay measurements, and energy
spending.
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ABSTRACT
Preparing students adequately against online-attacks is a constant teaching and learning challenge, no
matter how many advanced security-related courses have been developed for higher education curricula
worldwide. Recently emphasis has also been put on online identity theft and social awareness in general.
The authors research the knowledge, skills and attitudes of future IT professionals, from a cross-cultural
and gender perspective. The available data were collected from international students in Software
Engineering and other IT related disciplines via a questionnaire. The processed data revealed that (i)
students are not free of security misconceptions, which security education is called upon to address and
(ii) courses about online security can be part of a strategy for increasing social awareness on privacy
protection. This pilot survey also revealed that the following issues are crucial: (a) the cultural and
gender dimensions, (b) personality traits and (c) teaching methodology and learning environment used
for security education. The researchers specify strategic guidelines in higher education for timely privacy
protection and citizens’ security. The information provided in this study will be practical and useful for
curricula design and formal/informal learning practices. Hence, courses on security can be
thought-provoking, interesting throughout the learning process and effective regarding the learning
outcomes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The sentence “Only amateurs attack machine; professionals target people”, quoted by
(Schneier, 2000) denotes the weightiness of online security (semantic attacks in particular).
The frequency of online identity theft (from phishing) could be attributed to the psychological
manipulation of people’s vulnerabilities, which is technologically less sophisticated,
inexpensive to conduct, and effective, meaning more rewarding in many ways for the online
identity thieves (like phishers). Phishers and fraudsters in general use:
(i) advanced technological knowledge
(ii) current societal and situational information, and
(iii) various intelligent combinations of (i) and (ii) above
In so doing phishers try to exploit evoked feelings from turbulent and unstable societal
circumstances such as war situations, financial crises, sudden earthquakes, tsunamis, ethical
conflicts and many other in their attempts to gain people’s trust for successful phishing
(Chaudhary et al., 2015a; Chaudhary et al., 2015b). Alarmingly, undertaken surveys and
research studies revealed that people lack proper knowledge about phishing (Friedman et al.,
2002; Dhamija et al., 2006; Karakasiliotis et al., 2007; Jagatic et al., 2007; Odaro and Sanders,
2011) and other online-attacks. In fact, people are inherently vulnerable to human nature in
general and their emotions (e.g., gullibility, greed, love, and fear) which increase their
inability to distinguish phishing and other online-attacks. These conditions make
human-on-the-Net the weakest link in online security (Chaudhary et al., 2015b).
Simply realising many types and levels of technical security measures cannot alone solve
the socio-technical problem of phishing as long as people fall for phishing and other social
engineering tricks. The reasons for this can be traced to the psychology of deceit (see e.g.
Ford, 1996). The latter necessitates the efforts for educating people and raising their awareness
on phishing attempts and cyber security through learning. It has been found that informative
teaching can potentially be an effective anti-phishing strategy (Kumaraguru et al., 2009).
There is a challenging duty to motivate people to care about their security, because of the
following reasons:
(i) security is rarely the primary concern of people,
(ii) people are not motivated to read about security,
(iii) it is difficult to teach people to make right decisions without misjudging non-threats
as threats (Kumaraguru et al., 2007) and
(iv) people can, from beforehand, possess various misconceptions related to security
(Kirlappos and Sasse, 2012).
In general, formal, non-formal and informal adult education (see Valtanen et al., 2014)
have an ethical obligation and social responsibility to design courses that guarantee the safety
of people’s everyday online transactions and interaction in cyberspace. Advancing people’s
awareness, knowledge and competencies through appropriate knowledge/information
providers can result in better and timely protection of people’s vulnerabilities and privacy.
After all, early (or as early as possible) relevant security education can prove to be the most
cost-effective option in information society as a proactive approach (Chaudhary et al., 2015a;
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Chaudhary et al., 2015b). The next research questions provide a focus towards the needs that
must be addressed in such curricula design.
Research Questions:
RQ1. Are there any cross-cultural differences and misconceptions in the attitudes,
knowledge and competences regarding online security/privacy in university students?
RQ2. Do both male and female university students possess the same attitudes, knowledge
and competencies regarding online security/privacy?
RQ3.Would it be beneficial for society if formal, non-formal and informal adult education
to design security courses that guarantee citizens’ safety in cyberspace?
While designing a course or curriculum for online security, a key factor is how to design a
‘novel’ and inspiring one which can be effective and improve learners’ motivation. Learning
can be motivating, at least when the curriculum will match the learners’ expectations (Brophy,
2004). This could happen if the instructors consider the students’ attitudes, skills and
competencies, and knowledge on security. This is a way to involve people and consider their
experiences while designing future courses that will enrich the end-users’ holistic knowledge,
change attitude and improve digital competencies and other skills. Towards discovering the
latter in order to collect and understand the end-users’ experiences and needs, the authors used
a pilot survey questionnaire to gather data (explained in detail in section 3). All the data
presented and analysed in this paper were collected during the pilot survey phase that also
served as questionnaire testing.

2. SOCIETY AND LEARNING ABOUT CYBERSECURITY
As Bernstein (1971) argues: “how a society selects, classifies, distributes, transmits and
evaluates the educational knowledge it considers to be public, reflects both the distribution of
power and the principles of social control”. It has been argued that the most satisfactory
account for the curriculum is given by a modernist, positive reading of the development of
education and society (Cohen et al., 2007). This has its curricular expression in Tyler’s (1949)
influential rationale for the curriculum in terms of four questions:
1. What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?
2. What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain these
purposes?
3. How can these educational experiences be effectively organised?
4. How can we determine whether these purposes are being attained?
Past curricula on security and respective learning methods did not particularly focus on
online security, since online threats were less in number and not so technologically advanced.
Online identity theft was not as common 10 years ago as it is nowadays. Hence, there is a need
to enrich and advance traditional security teaching with theoretical and practical knowledge
and cater for digital competencies that a citizen and IT professional in particular should
possess in order to handle everyday online safety problems, e.g. recognising phishing attacks.
Some online situations are rather complex requiring specialised information that needs to
reach every Internet user. For the society this information sharing can lead to increased public
awareness and trust to the social structures (see e.g. Markova and Gillespie, 2008).
Meaningful learning approaches, based on Internet users’ experiences, could
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(i) increase useful knowledge,
(ii) change attitudes and
(iii) develop digital competencies to fight phishing attacks.
The educational purposes, practices and learning outcomes should comprise (not
compromise!) the essential user experiences that otherwise count for informal or experiential
learning.
Academic curricula of IT and Software Engineering have recently tried to accommodate
and widen software quality engineering with useful theoretical and practical epistemological
and empirical knowledge, which adequately responds to the needs of the phishing victims.
This approach emphasises corrective and reactive maintenance. Inevitably, these software
maintenance methods and techniques exhibit social responsibility and can, in the long run,
lead to increased human awareness in the information society. On the other hand, advancing
further learners’ awareness and digital competencies could equip humans with protection
mechanisms for their vulnerability and privacy. This learning strategy will, in turn, improve
information systems/artefacts software quality as a proactive and preventive maintenance
approach (Chaudhary et al., 2015b).
Further than people’s awareness about phishing attacks (Li, 2013; Li et al., 2014) and
readiness for the phishing situation, social awareness and social consciousness are needed for
adopting a proactive, and where possible predictive, software quality engineering approach;
thus, not simply following a reactive problem-solving method (Chaudhary et al., 2015a).
Security and online security in particular (see e.g. Helenius, 2002) in cyber society is a
dynamic concept which raises other human-related issues such as law and order, politics and
other socio-cultural issues (see e.g. Berki, 1986). Thus, designing courses and curricula for
cyber security requires the following considerations:
a) gauging the attitudes, competencies and skills, and knowledge of the learners (i.e.,
end-users) on security and
b) the learners’ interests in educating themselves.
Accordingly, a) and b) above will help to determine two significant factors that are
detrimental for the success of learning, namely:
(i) the misconceptions and weaknesses of the future IT professionals, so that they can be
the focus of teaching about online security and
(ii) the learning platforms/media through which they prefer to acquire the new
knowledge.
The authors further emphasise that utilising formative assessment in courses for online
security (where questionnaire like ours can be helpful) to amend instructional strategies,
activities, and content based on students understanding and performance, would certainly
improve the teaching and accelerate the learning processes.

3. QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN, PILOT SURVEY
PARTICIPANTS, AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE
We used a questionnaire (in hardcopy) which consisted of fifteen closed and semi-closed
questions and one open question to collect data during a pilot survey. The closed questions
were either on the Likert item or multiple choice formats.
The questionnaire was particularly designed to investigate the following issues:
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Attitudes, competencies and skills, and knowledge on online security and privacy in
adult education learners, from a cross-cultural and gender perspective. While
constructing the questions we considered the next:
o When participants assess themselves regarding online security and privacy,
are there any differences in the level of competence from their own actual
competencies?
o Will/can the learners who had attended any formal education courses related
to security (not necessarily online security) in the past outperform those who
had not?
o How does the national culture define or affect the sense of online security
and privacy?
o Is there any effect of gender in the attitudes, skills and competences, and
knowledge regarding online security/privacy?
 Experienced and preferred learning methodology/environment. We considered the
following question in variations:
o Which pedagogic methods/environments would the learners like to use
while learning about online security and privacy?
In order to attain the first objective, we included a question asking how the participants
self-assess their competencies and knowledge of online security/privacy. The succeeding
questions were designed to comprehensively assess their competencies and knowledge in
reality. In this case, there is a possibility that the participants can answer one thing, but in
practice do not demonstrate that. To handle that, our questionnaire included questions which
cross-checked the consistency of (e.g., verified the final answers) one another, the so called
“guard questions”. For example, when we asked the participants what they look for in a
website to trust it, their answer was supposed to be something; but in another question when
we asked them to select trustworthy Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) from a list containing
a mixture of legitimate and phishing URLs (see Chaudhary, 2012), the selections did not
always coincide with their previous answer. By this survey technique, we captured and
analysed the respondents’ misconceptions and weaknesses about online security and privacy,
to an apparently large extent.
To accomplish the second objective, we further questioned the participants about:
(i) their interest in learning about online security/privacy,
(ii) the materials they have so far used to learn about these and
(iii) how would they prefer to learn in the future.
Past research studies show that learning-preferences and learning-styles can be critical
factors for effective learning (Berki and Valtanen, 2007; Siakas and Economides, 2012). This
is the reason why in this pilot research study the researchers consider the need for designing
the learning spaces which should be customised to learning preferences and styles.
We distributed the questionnaire in English language to the international course
participants who had attended only the first two weeks (three introductory lecture sessions on
general security testing) of an advanced MSc/Ph.D. level course on “Testing, Security, and
Trust”. The course was delivered and taught during the first semester of the academic year
2014-2015. There were thirty participants, of whom twenty-four were male and remaining six
female. All the participants were MSc level students majoring in Software Engineering,
Computer Science, or Databases and Information Retrieval. According to their nationality, we
classified them in three groups: (i) fifteen from China; (ii) nine from Finland, (iii) six from
‘other countries’ that are Pakistan, Nepal, Iran, England, and Vietnam.
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At the beginning of the session we thanked the participants for their willingness to
participate in this pilot survey, disseminated the questionnaire, and informed them that
answering all the questions will take around twenty to twenty-five minutes but they can stop
answering at any time they wanted. That is, answering is not forced. They all answered all the
questions while a few finished earlier (in fifteen minutes) and a few others finished later (in
around twenty-seven minutes). There were mostly Chinese participants in the latter group,
who finished later and Finnish participants in the former group who finished earlier. The
Chinese participants received the version of some (not all) of their questions in Chinese, since
the Questionnaire was already translated in that language. During the questionnaire testing we
confirmed that in China the questionnaire must be disseminated in Chinese. In India and Nepal
though, that are target countries to collect data, the questionnaire will be in English. We also
do not plan to translate from English when the questionnaire will be used for African
countries. There are ongoing translations of the final questionnaire to be in Finnish and Greek
languages for future data collection.
In order to ensure that the participants expose their own views and not the outcome
opinion by discussing terms and concepts with their friends or copying from friends, some of
our multilingual and multicultural research team members who came from China, Finland,
Greece, India, and Nepal were present invigilating the whole data gathering process and gave
explanations if requested in the participant’s native language. We did not collect any personal
data, e.g., age, id, name, email and/or other details. We guaranteed the confidentiality of all
the participants.

4. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS DISCUSSION
Since the number of our sample participants was only thirty we performed the data analysis
using Microsoft Excel sheets. To assess the participants’ competencies and knowledge we
evaluated every answer from them and graded them on the Likert scale 1-5. The questions
were designed to evaluate the following:
(i) familiarity with phishing and anti-phishing terminology
(ii) awareness of the media used to conduct phishing attacks and
(iii) knowledge about the characteristics in email/websites that are significant for
differentiating between a legitimate and phishing email/website
The final grade was an outcome of the mean value of all the relevant questions’ grades.
19

20
11
10
0
Correctly Assesed

Incorrectly Assessed

Figure 1. Correct versus incorrect self-assessment
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Figure 2. Competencies level of online security and privacy (self-assessment vs. our assessment)

Only 37% of the pilot survey participants had been self-assessed correctly (see Figure 1).
This coincides with the result of Halevi et al. (2013), according to whom people are poor at
estimating their vulnerability to phishing and other online attacks. Only 50% of the
questionnaire respondents had assessed themselves the same as what we found out through our
own assessment (see Figure 2). Our main assessment criteria considered the consistency and
correctness of their answers in the guarding questions for the precise relevant subject
knowledge. In the remaining, they had either slightly over- or under-estimated themselves in
their self-assessment, except one respondent who had been self-assessed as ‘Excellent’ but
was found to be only ‘Fair’ in our assessment. More importantly, 47% of the participants were
either average (i.e., Fair) or below average (i.e., Poor). This reveals lack of necessary and
essential knowledge; thus these IT students (and future IT professionals) are very much
susceptible to phishing attacks and other online threats. This is more frightening when we
realise that the participants are master level students majoring in Computer Science and
related disciplines. Further, as graduates they will shortly be responsible for guarding online
security through teaching others, protecting companies and organisations as employees and the
list can go on.
Reflecting on national culture (Hofstede, 1980; Siakas et al., 2005), it was revealed that
33% of the Finnish participants over-estimated their knowledge, whereas 50% of the
participants from ‘other countries’ under-estimated their knowledge in their own assessment.
In the case of Chinese participants, 33% over-estimated and 27% under-estimated their
knowledge in their own assessment.
Similarly, 33% of the survey participants lacked serious knowledge about the different
social media and other online media through which potential phishers and fraudsters could
target them. Even the rest of the participants exposed some deficiency level in general
awareness, i.e., they were unfamiliar with several media that are often used to conduct
phishing attacks. Further, they overlooked significant properties of online security/privacy like
‘correctness of URL’, ‘warning issued by the web browser and anti-phishing tools’,
‘information requested by the website or email’, ‘SSL/TLS certificate used by the website’,
‘correctness of email address’. Unfortunately, they rather prefer their online security level to
be dependent on less reliable properties such as e.g. related to the look-and-feel of the website
or email when in need to differentiate between a phishing and a legitimate website/email.
Outcome 1: Students with basic knowledge on security are not free of cyber security
misconceptions and they do not alone realise their weaknesses through which they can become
exploited by online fraudsters.
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Figure 3. Competencies level of online security/privacy (Taken any security course in the past? Yes vs.
No)

We found out that attending some general security course in formal education improves
the competency level of online security and privacy (see Figure 3). 67% of the participants
who had attended security courses through formal education in the past were found to be
above average, whereas 44% who had not attended any security courses were above
average. There might be some limitations in this result because we had requested not to
consider: (i) the current course of “Testing, Security, and Trust” they were attending; this in
fact was a course with the cyber-security concepts be exposed later on, after this pilot survey,
and (ii) other courses like computer networks, information systems, and other that discuss
online security to a limited extent. Some participants might have attended some of these but
did not count any of them as a distinct security course.
Outcome 2: Security courses in adult education are necessary and effective for educating
about online security and privacy. However, many courses may not be up-to-date or well
designed. 33% of the students who had attended security courses in the past did not perform
well in very important questions.
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Figure 4. Competencies level of online security and privacy with respect to nationality

Next, we found out that the Chinese participants could be more susceptible to phishing
attacks, whereas participants from ‘other countries’ were more competent regarding their
knowledge on online security and privacy (see Figure 4). Only 40% of the Chinese
participants had a competency level of online security and privacy above average, whereas
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83% of ‘other countries’ participants were above average. Likewise, 53% of the Finnish
participants had an above average competency level of online security and privacy.
A reason behind the poor performance of the Finnish participants may be related to the fact
that they trust their country’s authorities and agencies as responsible to curb phishing attacks
in Finland, a rather high digital culture and technology country. Perhaps this is the reason that
the Finnish participants did not seem to feel the same urge of educating themselves as the
participants from ‘other countries’. Another reason may be because only 44% of the Finnish
participants had encountered phishing attempts in the past, whereas the percentage for
participants of ‘other countries’ was 83%. The latter mostly belonged to a number of
remarkably lower than Finland digital culture and technology countries. Possibly more
frequent online incidents and prior exposure to phishing attacks have improved the ‘other
countries’ participants’ socio-cognitive and digital skills to recognise phishing attempts.
The poor performance of the Chinese participants was in contrast to everything stated in
the aforementioned paragraph. Even their past encounters with phishing attacks did not seem
to guarantee raising awareness and readiness. 80% of them said that they have encountered
some kinds of phishing attacks or online identity theft in the past. This may be because the
questionnaire was in English, and several Chinese participants had problems understanding
the question in English, initially. We anticipated that so we attempted to handle the problem
by translating and making the questions available in Chinese Mandarin, whenever they faced
some difficulty in English-written questions understanding.
Surprisingly, the understanding of what is confidential/private data and what is not varied a
lot according to nationality and/or national culture. For instance, most of the Finnish
participants considered certificate (e.g., certificate of marriage or birth) and medical
information as confidential. But for most of the participants from China and other countries,
this information was not private or confidential. Apparently Finland has better e-health
systems than all the other countries considered in this pilot survey, and the Finnish people are
socially more aware of the risks occurring from the revelation of health-related confidential
data and information to a wrong person. For instance, medical identity theft online could have
severe consequences for the patient, resulting in fake claims of health insurance compensation.
This fact alone may have encouraged the Finnish participants to classify medical information
as confidential. Likewise, an impact of the tag word ‘certificate’ in ‘marriage/ birth certificate’
may have caused the Finnish participants to consider these certificates to be private and
confidential. Many of the Finnish participants who said ‘marriage/ birth certificate’ to be
confidential did not categorise ‘date of birth’ and ‘marital status’ as confidential.
Astonishingly, in the list of twenty data items we showed to the international course and
survey participants there was not a single item upon which all the participants agreed for it to
be private and/or confidential! In fact, they did not even agree to the confidentiality of
sensitive information like social security number and passport number!
Outcome 3: The cultural dimension is a necessity to be considered (Nisbett, 2011) in the
curriculum design and training courses for online security/privacy. This will lead to revealing
possible weaknesses and misconceptions of what is private or not according to different
(national) cultures. It will also provide exposure about the security facts through comparing
and contrasting similarities/differentness of different cultures to the learners. Thus, curricula
will present international knowledge and the learners will eventually be more knowledgeable
by knowing other culture(s) and practices of security.
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Figure 5. Competencies level of online security and privacy with respect to gender

In the context of gender (Fox-Keller, 1985; Adam et al., 2004), the male participants were
found to relatively be more competent with online security knowledge than the female
participants. 58% of the male participants were of good level and above it whereas the
percentage is only 33% in the case of female participants (see Figure 5). This result reconciles
with the findings from the past studies like Jagatic et al. (2007), Shen et al. (2010) and Halevi
et al. (2013). The latter suggest that females are more susceptible to phishing attacks than
males. A possible limitation, however, can be that the female participants were significantly
lower in number compared to the male participants; that fact alone may skew the final result.
Although this result matches with the findings from some past studies, it was also
surprising. For instance, Shen et al. (2010) consider the main reason for this knowledge gap
between the two genders and further explained that a female could possess less technical
knowledge and training. However, in this pilot survey both the male and female participants
had almost the same level of education; more importantly all of the them had majored in
Computer Science, Software Engineering or related disciplines. Conversely, even Halevi et al.
(2013) found that computer expertise has no any correlation to the ability of detecting online
attacks. Therefore, a more satisfactory explanation can be the personality traits of the two
genders; there exists a correlation between personality traits and susceptibility to phishing
attacks (Halevi et al., 2013).
Outcome 4: Personality traits and gender differences are equally important to consider for
designing curricula and courses about online safety/security. For example, Halevi et al. (2013)
suggested that phishing defence (or online security) should be tailored to people with certain
personality traits. Earlier, Gefen and Detmar (1997) also considered gender differences in the
perception and use of e-mail.
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All but one respondent were personally interested in online security and privacy (see
Figure 6). Most of the participants use ‘mass media’, followed by ‘security course in higher
education’ and ‘warning from security software’ to describe their formal and informal learning
resources and methods about online security and privacy (see Figure 7). Further, while they
were asked, in another question, about preferred ways of learning, they replied that they prefer
more formal (‘security course in higher education’) followed by informal (‘mass media’) ways
of learning in order to learn more in the future. Around 39% and 14% of the participants
selected ‘security course in higher education’ and ‘mass media’, respectively. Other responses
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were ‘discussion with specialists/experts’, ‘warnings from security software’ and so on. The
least preferred ways were: ‘playing games’, ‘watching video’, and ‘analysing case studies’.
Outcome 5: Using a teaching method and/or learning environment that has predominantly
been accepted and is popular among the potential learners can help to make the learning
process more interesting and more efficient, for learners and instructors.
On the overall research outcomes: Internet users in social media, online services, virtual
communities and elsewhere face security risks and privacy violations every day. Not
surprisingly online security comprises ‘hot’ topics and interests for the learners, instructors,
and general Internet users. For instance, people do not always know which of the (material and
immaterial) assets they possess is worth of stealing, particularly if some piece of information
has no value to them at the time they are online. At the same time, however, this information
can be priceless to phishers or/and other fraudsters. Hence, so far the authors’ motivation has
been to identify a ground of common interests for all stakeholders of the informational
societies (Karvonen, 2001) to participate in higher/adult education initiatives for proactive
online protection and public awareness.
To our knowledge so far, there is no related research study focusing on the points we
presented and analysed here. Based on the responses, the authors also suggest to promote the
concept and principles of ‘usable security’ (Kumaraguru et al., 2009; Chaudhary and Berki,
2013). Thus, the need to consider diverse learnability and usability along with security as
interconnected and significant software quality properties for effective online protection. This
consideration can also raise the levels of interest, performance and effectiveness in the
learning process.

5. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
AGENDA
The authors collected data through a questionnaire in a pilot survey for investigating and
analysing the students and future IT professionals’ learning needs for adult/higher education
courses about online security/privacy.
The gathered data pointed to a rather alarming general result: even higher education
students majoring in Computing, Software Engineering, and IT-related disciplines hold
dangerous misconceptions of online security/privacy. Several of them lack even basic
knowledge of protection mechanisms and do not have essential digital competencies. Having
curricula about online security and privacy in adult formal (e.g., state), non-formal (e.g., work
training) and informal (e.g., mass media, accidental learning) education (Valtanen et al, 2014)
can be practical and helpful to educate people about e.g. phishing and other frequent online
threats. However, the curricula should be properly designed and updated accordingly.
The courses’ content and context have to be more up-to-date and pragmatic, considering
cyber-people’s various identities, interaction and realistic cyber-threats (Jäkälä and Berki,
2013; Singer and Friedman, 2014; Payton and Claypoole, 2015). New knowledge is built upon
learners’ previous knowledge, which also determines the course, conditions and quality of
learning (Gagne, 1977; Biggs, 1996). Thus, the curricula should not only target imparting new
knowledge but also eliminate the misconceptions about online security/privacy in education
and society. Furthermore, the teaching methodology and learning environment should
carefully be selected. Our research study captured that security knowledge/information
delivery using the wrong method/media can disinterest the learners and could significantly
decrease their interest.
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When universities and organisations become a dynamic hub of diversity, and people from
different nationalities come under the same roof, it is necessary to consider national culture
(Siakas et al., 2005; Nisbett, 2011) in the design of an international and multicultural
curriculum. When various races and ethnicities must co-learn and co-work (Hofstede, 1980),
the foremost necessity is the learning about others’ culture and viewpoints through their social
realities and worldviews. In some cultures certain activities may be considered non-harmful
for security due to ignorance, different practices, and different social surroundings. Our
findings revealed that the majority of people in China and other countries do not consider their
medical information to be private and confidential.
People’s social awareness can act as a protection mechanism in the social context of cybersociety. Anti-phishing guidelines, adult education programmes, and simple trust management
strategies can make people re-think online interaction. Ideally, people should acquire useful
social skills and digital competencies, while the Law and Justice could be able to utilize
predictive practical information. Increasing instructors/learners awareness by adopting sociocognitive and social computing approaches could raise the people’s critical knowledge and
prediction capacity on phishing attempts. (see Chaudhary et al., 2015a).
This research study, being socio-cognitive and socio-cultural in nature, was based on a
pilot survey for questionnaire testing; this, together with the small multicultural learners’
sample size, were two main research limitations. The final and significantly improved after the
pilot survey questionnaire will initially be used to collect data from three European (Finland,
Greece, UK), three Asiatic (China, Nepal, India) and three African countries. Larger sample
sizes are obviously needed in order to find out more about national culture and its influence in
learning about security and in order to outline needs and strategic steps to be taken in adult
education for timely protection in cyberspace.
The researchers were faced with the necessity to enrich the questionnaire with more
questions (e.g., about cloud services security) and also made considerable changes in the
format and structure of it. In fact, there might be a need for a second questionnaire testing
before it is disseminated to the people of the aforementioned and other countries.
The gender perspective in IT (Fox-Keller, 1985; Adam et al., 2004) is a certain area of the
researchers’ interest (Berki and Cobb-Payton, 2005) since until now some of our initial
findings contradict and some confirm other research studies’ results. It is, for instance, a not
surprising finding (not illustrated herein by gender percentages) that in our pilot survey,
women IT students/professionals under-estimated their knowledge about security in
comparison to men IT students/professionals who over-estimated theirs.
Studying the attitudes, personality traits, knowledge and digital competencies of both male
and female learners in different (national) cultures worldwide could bring about educational
reforms following a cross-cultural understanding and collaboration among humans.
Drawing from the principles of total quality management, problem-focused education and
virtual learning, the authors propose: 1) strategic teaching and research directions for
improving academic curricula, and 2) a customised for security teaching and socio-centric
learning process. Multicultural and multidisciplinary online curricula design with extracurricular activities in virtual learning environments should be in the future agenda. It also
seems that in courses about security a balance between the yet unrecognised formal education
and easily accessible informal learning should be organized.
Overall, it is the researchers’ firm belief that through improved knowledge on diverse
learnability, usability, and privacy/security, the following future scenarios in e-society can be
avoided:
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(i) people will become ultra-cynical toward any human contact and will stop trusting and
(ii) people will totally abandon any technology-based communication, become online or
offline nomads and stop using the Internet
The cross-cultural and gender differences in learners’ socio-cognition and perception,
resulted and demonstrated in ground-breaking design principles for curricula and courses
about security, can be surprisingly thought-provoking and open-minded for initiating a new
era of security education.
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Abstract— A password manager handles and stores the users' passwords from different services. This relieves the users from
constantly remembering and frequently recalling their login credentials. Quite often though, due to its poor usability and because of
limited user-experience, users encounter difficulties to perform even basic actions such as safe login while using a password manager.
Consequently, security is compromised and this, sometimes, is considered as an inevitable fact that needs to be accepted. A number of
studies have analysed the usability and security of various password managers. Their research findings, though important, are rather
incomprehensible for the designers of password managers because they limit to only particular properties or consider specific
applications and contradict each other. Hence, in this paper we further focused on investigating and determining properties and
features, which can elevate the usability and security of password managers with the prospect of providing practical, simple and useful
guidelines for building a usable password manager. For this reason, we performed a systematic literature review. In so doing, we
selected thirty two articles to collect their coherent outcomes associated with usability and security. In essence, we deduce and present
meaningful and trustworthy suggestions for realizing a usable password manager.
Keywords—password manager; usability; user-experience; security; trust; systematic literature review

I. INTRODUCTION
People use many different kinds of online and offline services. In order to authenticate and protect their data in these services, a
username-password pair is the most prevalent authentication mechanism in practice [1]. The username provides the identification
of the users and the password verifies the legitimacy of the users. Within the username-password authentication process, several
types of passwords are available in practice. The following types are herein mentioned as examples: one-word password (i.e., a
word consisting of any combination of character, natural number, special character), PIN code (i.e., a combination of natural
number), paraphrase password (i.e., phrase as password), cognitive password (i.e., question-and–answer session of personal
details), associative password (i.e., a series of words or integers and their associations), gesture password (i.e., free form or defined
based gesture as password), image password (i.e., correct sequence of images as a password), and image-gesture password (i.e.,
draw gestures on an image). Password can be used in combination with other authentication methods (e.g., biometrics or e-token)
during multi-factor authentication. Even when using exclusive passwords for authentication purposes, there can be a single level or
multi-level authentication (i.e., multi passwords are entered during the different stages of authentication). Further, passwords can be
user-generated (which is widely popular due to its usability) or machine generated. Moreover, it can be one-time password or timebased one-time password, which remains valid for a single login session or transaction, found to be in common use in online
banking services. Irrespective of the password types, in order to ensure a better protection of information for every service, it is
highly recommended to use a distinct and strong password such those, for example, with high entropy [2, 3, 4] or maximum guessnumber [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]).
As alternatives for the username-password pair, some may advocate to implement and depend on other authentication methods,
such as biometrics (e.g., voice pattern, finger print, and retinal scan), smart card/token, and the list can go on… However, one must
realise that these authentication methods have their own functioning environment, limitations and vulnerabilities [70, 71, 72]. More
importantly, security comes at a cost; hence, selecting a suitable authentication method should take into account factors such as the
nature of security concerns like the vulnerability of the information to be protected, potential risks to the information, end-users of
the system, and compatibility with work practices and other, and the cost-effectiveness of the applied authentication method.
Interestingly, alike other authentication methods (e.g., biometrics and e-tokens), in the case of a username-password pair, no
additional hardware is necessary, and this makes it relatively economical and simple to implement. Furthermore, there is always
room to strengthen the security by choosing as strong password as it is required depending on the context of the usage. For
example, the recommended password for e-banking can and should be of higher entropy than that for social networking in social
media. Besides, a username-password pair retains a set of other benefits as well [refer 1, 72], which makes it difficult to replace
with the aforementioned authentication methods.

As a matter of fact, none of the existing authentication methods have been successful in fully replacing password to become the
mainstream method for authentication. This is apparently because not a single alternative technology posses the combination of
security, usability and economic features offered by password [1]. People still highly rely on password for authentication purposes,
and undoubtedly they will continue to depend on password for the authentication purposes in the future, as long as its full
replacement is not available. Various researchers and organisations are experimenting with new alternatives for user authentication
in order to replace password [90, 91], which indeed is a promising step towards strengthening security. These researches will
obviously result the anticipated authentication technologies, which will scale up security, be economical to implement, and at the
same time easy and convenient to use. However, a few questions one can still ask are “will they be able to stop the use of password
any time soon, as it is claimed?”, or “will it be simple to convince the password users, both the owners of the information systems
implementing password and the end users using those systems to migrate and embrace the new authentication technology?”
Irrespective of their answers, we must have to accept that password is inevitable for authentication purposes, despite its all
limitations, until a proper replacement of password is available. These all imply that the usage of password needs to be fixed in
order to make it secure and usable. Therefore, in this research study, the authors have focused only to the username-password pair.
One of the major reasons behind all the different types of the aforementioned password types, as well as authentication
methods, is to relieve the users’ cognitive load and, in general, to avoid future users’ cognitive overload. In practical terms,
however, memorising login credentials for a large number of services, it turns to be a cognitively challenging task; on average a
user has around 25 password-accounts [10]. Further security experts suggest various policies and rules for constructing a strong
password. Regrettably, those rules and policies are often unrealistic, time consuming and not worth complying with; thus, unusable
[76]. Similarly, it is recommended to routinely or at a fixed interval change the password as a part of security measures. Such
measures put extra pressure on the users and many times force them to choose easy-to-guess or poor passwords [52, 78, 92]. As a
matter of fact, there arises a conflict between these policies and users’ actual needs. Further attempting to adhere to these policies
and rules contributes to emotional pressure on the users and also impedes their primary tasks [73]. To ease the login process
without forgetting their passwords, people are often led to insecure practices, like construct easy-to-crack passwords, or write down
the password, or reuse the same password for various different accounts [10, 11]. Hence, to mitigate those insecure practices and at
the same time help people remember as many passwords as possible in a secure and manageable way, a password manager (PM)
can be an effective, usable and highly regarded solution.
Inevitably, as an alternative to a PM, some may propose to adopt a Single Sign-On (SSO) mechanism, that is, gain access to
multiple related but independent systems by logging in with a single username and password [80]. However, SSO mechanisms also
have several limitations, such the ones mentioned next: (i) security is contextual, so different accounts with varying levels of
security vulnerability cannot be protected by the same password; (ii) a need for disabling an account implies disabling of all other
related accounts; (iii) anyone who can get access to the password can misuse all the related accounts; (iv) loss of access to SSO
mechanisms means denial to access to all the systems unified by them; (v) people share their passwords within family members and
friends [79], so SSO may not be appropriate when a person wants to share access only to an individual service, and not to all the
related services.
A password manager is a software application that helps a user to store and organise passwords. A PM usually stores a large
collection of passwords in an encrypted form, ideally protected by a strong master password. But a PM can also be without a
master password’s protection, for instance, an inbuilt feature called ‘auto sign-in’ of web browsers. The main purpose of a PM is to
relieve its user from memorising a large number of passwords since it is simply enough to only remember one master password or
no password in the case of “auto sign-in”. Password managers (PMs) range from independent mobile applications to browser
extensions. Some PMs store passwords on the user’s devices (i.e., offline), whereas others store passwords in the cloud (i.e.,
online), or provide facility for both offline and online storages. Karole et al. [12] classified PMs into three categories: i) desktop
manager - storing passwords on the user’s desktop, ii) online manager - using third-party servers to store passwords, and iii)
portable manager - storing the users’ passwords in their portable devices such as mobile phones or USB devices. Similarly, PMs
can utilise a) the wallet approach, that is using the master password to encrypt a file of site-specific passwords or b) the hashing
approach that is the master password is combined with site-specific information to generate site-specific passwords [13].
Depending on the type, a PM can also offer other features such as form-filler, password-generator, data synchronisation, and safe
password suggestion.
Although a PM relieves the users from the hectic job of remembering a large number of passwords, it in itself is not an ideal
solution because it certainly is not free of usability and security concerns. These same issues may be the reasons why PM is not
widely adopted by password users. Instead, a rather large fraction of them still depends on their memory to remember and manage
their passwords. A survey conducted by Riley [87] with 328 undergraduate students found out that approximately 67% of them use
the ‘remember my password’ function occasionally, very frequently or always. Similarly, a survey by Stobert and Biddle [89] with
27 participants, who were university students, also showed that around 81% of them use some kind of PM. The major limitations of
these two studies, which could also be the reasons for their result showing a higher usage of PM, are (i) their participants were
university students who can be better at IT skills in compare to a normal person, and (ii) the outcomes were based on a study
conducted with a small number of participants. Different from them, an analysis of 169 accounts were performed by Hayashi and
Hong [88], which revealed that approximately 60.3% of the accounts do not any use password-aids (e.g., PM) for storing and
managing their password. Likewise, a survey conducted by the Password Boss with 2,030 U.S. adults revealed that 63% of the

participants use memory to manage their passwords [85]. Another similar survey carried out by the RoboForm with 1,000
participants from the U.S.A and U.K had more discouraging result, that is, only 8% of the participants use a PM so that they can
have a strong and unique password for every website [86].
Many past and recent studies, which we have widely used for this systematic literature review, evaluated the security and
usability of PMs from different perspectives. However, their evaluations are still limited because they focus on particular properties
and features in specific application(s); thus, failing to cover several vital aspects that are essential and necessary to practically
design and develop a usable PM. Although those studies are acceptable and valuable for the handling and exposure of the specific
situations they consider, they are still not of much help to those software practitioners and software quality designers interested in
developing a PM that can potentially be usable by people for the management of their passwords. Moreover, some studies are
inconsistent and in many cases the research results contradict each other. As a consequence, someone interested in designing a PM
may get confused while deciding which properties to adhere to or which quality features to build-in and integrate in their
applications. Besides, it is equally important to uncover the area(s) where research is needed to make a usable PM. The latter are
the principal reasons that we carried out our own investigation through this research study.
In this study we performed a systematic literature review including several past studies to determine the properties and features
which can attribute to improving usability and user-experience in PM. We also took into consideration the security of a PM since
usability and security are correlated, especially in software design of security purposes such as in the case of a PM. If the usability
associated with security is poor, it will obstruct the PM users’ primary task and also increase their time and effort required to login
to any service using a PM. Moreover, it will demotivate the people from adopting a PM [73] and even those who use it will have to
pay attention to unnecessary activities rather than the important ones. Human attention is a scarce but useful resource [74], and it
must be utilised for the primary task and decision related to it. An unmotivated PM user with divided attention has more likelihood
of bypassing the complex security features/functions and/or making dangerous errors [14, 15]. Since, security itself a wide domain
and needs a separate study; we herein have essentially considered those security and failure cases that may affect the usability and
user-experience of a PM. The final outcomes were deduced mainly based on the coherent suggestions collected by the most
relevant reviewed articles. We particularly aimed at making the results more practical and comprehensible with valid logical
explanations. The main outcomes can act as a software quality features guide for those who want to design and implement a PM
with particular focus to its security, usability and at the same time targeting to improve user-experience while enhancing and
maintaining the safe use of the PM.
Consistently, the main objective of this paper is to determine the properties and features which can elevate the usability and
security in PMs, with a prospect of building a usable PM. In order to achieve this objective, we answer the following two research
questions:
• What are the usability and security problems in the existing PMs?
• What are the measures and suggestions that exist or have been proposed to mitigate those problems?
The rest of the paper is structured and organised as follows: section II describes the research methodology utilised for the study,
section III contains the literature review of the past studies, section IV presents our findings as deduced from the literature review,
and section V concludes the work and mentions future enhancements.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
We used systematic literature review as the main research method for our study. Basically, we followed Webster and Watson
[16], who suggest the following simple steps for conducting research through a literature review: identifying the relevant literature,
structuring the review, framing the theoretical development of the article, evaluating the developed theory, and creating discussion
and conclusions. To complement the review method for software engineering literature, we also utilised the three stages for
systematic literature reviews in software engineering, which comprises the next stages: planning (developing the review protocol),
conducting (study selection, data extraction, synthesis), and reporting (formatting and evaluating the report) [17]. Finally, for
assessing our protocol we applied the systematic review protocol template developed by Biolchini et al. [18].
A. Literature Sources and Study Selection
Collecting that quality literature reviews/studies that capture the essence of the research objective(s) is of paramount importance
for the validity and reliability of the particular research project; this has often been emphasised in literature reviews [68, 69]. This is
because the quality of the particular literature used for the review plays a significant role in advancing the knowledge of the
researchers and the ultimate outcomes from the research [69]. In order to determine that quality literature sample, the following
basic aspects have to be clarified beforehand, which are where and how to locate the relevant literature [68] and on what basis these
should be selected, i.e., selection criteria. Therefore, in order to identify the relevant research literature, the authors resolved on the
literature repositories and search keywords. The literature sources were basically selected considering the following criteria:
• Literature repository with a reputation of storing high quality scientific literature of computer science/engineering.
• Literature repository with a web-based search engine with possibility to enable search with/through subject-specific
keywords.

On the basis of the aforementioned criteria the selected sources for relevant literature searches were: IEEE Xplore Digital
Library, ACM Digital Library, Springer Link, and ELSEVIER ScienceDirect. The authors settled for the following search
keywords: ‘usability AND password manager’, ‘user experience AND password manager’, ‘security AND password manager’, and
‘password manager’, where ‘AND’ is a Boolean search operator. The authors considered that these keywords were adequate
enough to help in accumulating a relatively complete census of the relevant research literature. The keywords ‘usability AND
password manager’ and ‘user experience AND password manager’ were used to collect those papers dealing with and attempting to
address usability problems in PM. Similarly, the keyword ‘security AND password manager’ was used to gather papers considering
security issues in PM. The last keyword ‘password manager’ was used for collecting all the papers dealing with PM, so that the
author can verify that not any important papers are missed.
In the same way, the following criteria were applied for selecting the most relevant research articles:
• Inclusion of articles evaluating usability and/or security of any password manager PM, or proposing a solution for some
usability or security problem in PM.
• Exclusion of overlapping journal or conference articles, or articles containing only one or two paragraphs on PM.
We took an additional preventative measure to increase the possibility that the selected articles are actually relevant and at the
same time we do not miss any important articles. Thus, two of the authors performed the search and screening activities
independently. During this phase, the articles were assessed based on their title, abstract, and quickly perusing and examining the
research articles. Next, the authors compared their chosen articles. The research articles that were selected for the final reviewing
reported here were those articles that the two researchers had in common. Furthermore, after reading through the non-in-common
research articles once more, the authors decided whether to include/exclude them in and from this review. Initially, the authors
agreed to consider 45 articles. However, after reading those selected articles during systematic reviewing, the authors also
encountered i) some articles that had only one or two paragraphs’ content relevant to the research objective, and ii) a few articles,
which were from the same authors discussing the same issue, but presented in two different conferences. In the end, the authors
decided to exclude those articles which contained only one or two paragraphs describing PM. Regarding redundant articles (i.e., the
same article presented in two different conferences); we selected only one article from each redundant set for the review. Thus, the
number of relevant articles for the systematic literature review was reduced to 32, listed in Table I with their emphasis.
TABLE I.

THE EMPHASIS IN THE SELECTED ARTICLES

Comparative Evaluation of Usability and/or Security of
Different PMs

Bugiel et al. (2010)

Al-Sinani & Mitchell (2011)

Biddle et al. (2011)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Aliasgari et al. (2015)

Erdem et al. (2010)

x

Stobert & Biddle (2014)

Bojinov et al. (2010)

x

Yang et al. (2014)

Asokan & Ekberg (2008)

x

Boukayoua et al. (2014)

Wang et al. (2008)

x

McCarney et al. (2012)

Zhang & Jones (2007)

x

Moghaddam et al. (2013)

Yee & Sitaker (2006)

x

Nasirinejad & Yazdi (2012)

Halderman et al. (2005)

x

Wang et al. (2012)

Carnavalet & Mannan (2015)

x

Bicakci et al.(2011)

Li et al. (2014)

x

Zhao & Yue (2014)

x

x

Silver et al. (2014)

x

Ziegler et al. (2014)

x

Fahl et al. (2013)

Bicakci et al. (2011)

x

Zhao et al. (2013)
Bhargavan & Delignat-Lavaud
(2012)
Gasti & Rasmussen (2012)

x

Karole et al. (2010)

x

Bicakci et al. (2009)

Chiasson et al. (2006)
Security
Evaluation
or Security
Solution
Usability
Evaluation

Proposed PM Design/Architecture and its Evaluation

x

x

x

x

It should be noted that the aforementioned 32 articles will serve as the primary source of knowledge, but along with them
several other articles will also be utilised to enrich the outcome of our research. The research and knowledge domain of usable
security (to which our research work belongs) is a multi-disciplinary field. Thus, it should include the valid knowledge from
various others fields (i.e. cognitive science, software quality engineering, and other) to logically and coherently explain the security
and usability problems and their potential countermeasures.
B. Data Extraction and Analysis
From the selected articles, we extracted the following data:
• Study description (Issues in the studied by others password managers PMs, research study methodology).
• PM usability and/or security problems on which the study focuses.

• Measures which are presented and suggested in the study to mitigate the problems related to usability and security in
particular.
Based on the extracted data and information, we proceeded to a classification and formed a knowledge typology of 11 new
knowledge categories for different types of problems found from the PM research literature (see sections III.A, III.B and III.C).
The authors finally summarised the new knowledge that was discussed and illustrated in the typology and proposed mitigation
measures for those PM problems. The final suggestions are expressed in terms of needs for quality features and properties that are
compulsory and indispensable to have in a PM in order to improve its usability (see section IV). Further, the authors consider the
conceptual constructs and concepts as focal to the organising framework of the review [see e.g. 16]; that is identifying the key
concepts and developing a logical approach to group them was requisite and essential for simplifying and clustering the existing
knowledge. To an extent the authors were also inspired by the method used by DeLone and McLean [19] to include a set of tables
to summarise the literature. A tabular representation of the results can bring a general overview with conciseness and clarity of the
compared and contrasted research outcomes.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the context of this research, it was found out that the selected articles’ researchers had either performed a comparative
evaluation for different PMs, or presented a new, predominant PM design or architecture. Hence, in a broad sense, those selected
articles could be categorised based on the following concepts:
• Comparative evaluation of usability and/or security of different PMs.
• Proposed PM design /architecture and its evaluation.
We, in turn, have also followed these concepts and included our comparative literature reviews under these headings.
Moreover, all the associated papers are presented in tabular forms and are chronologically arranged in Table II and Table III.
TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF THE ARTICLES THAT PERFORM COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF SECURITY AND/OR USABILITY IN PMS

Authors

Descriptions of Study

Chiasson et al.
(2006)

Evaluated PwdHash and Password
Multiplier; 27 participants; Usability
testing and 5-point Likert scale
questionnaire and observation.

1. Semantic gap
2. Lack of trust
3. Inconsistent practices in web
service development

Bicakci et al.
(2009)

Designed and evaluated GPEX against
PwdHash ; 20 participants; Experiment
and 5-point Likert scale questionnaire

1. Mental model gap
2. Users are vulnerable to Hotspot
attack in click based graphical
password

1. Visual password interface
2. Gridded click-based graphical password

1. Lack of trust
2. Offline PMs are preferred over
online PMs despite the latter has
better usability

1. Offline PMs, but with improved usability

1.Intrusive dialog box increase the
tendency to save password

1. Passive communication for password autocomplete to get users’ confirmation

1. PM’s databases storing users’
passwords are vulnerable to attacks

1. Measures which can provide secrecy and
data authenticity in the database

Karole
(2010)

et

al.

Bicakci et al.
(2011)

Gasti
and
Rasmussen
(2012)

Bhargavan
DelignatLavaud (2012)

Zhao et
(2013)

al.

Evaluated KeePassMobile and LastPass
,RoboForm2Go;
20 participants;
Usability testing and questionnaire
consisting 5-point Likert scale, openended and multiple choice questions
Evaluated Internet Explorer (IE) and
Mozilla Firefox; 27 participants ; User
study in semi-controlled
lab
experiment, questionnaire
Evaluated Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, IE, 1Password, KeePass 1.x,
KeePass 2.x, KeePassDroid, PINs,
Password Safe, Password
Gorilla,
Roboform;
Security
analysis
of
database.
Evaluated
LastPass,
RoboForm,
1Password,
Manual analysis

PassPack,
Clipperz;

Evaluated LastPass and RoboForm;
Security analysis.

Problems

1. Lack integrity protection for the
cipher text
2. Metadata are unencrypted
3. Vulnerable to host-attacks and
tampering
1. Master password is optional
2. Inflexibility to reset the master
password
3. Remember and save the master
password
4. No strength checking for the
master password

Measures
1.Understand and include user’s intentions and
expectations
2.Suitable interaction between user and system
3.Short, accurate, understandable and visible
instructions/cues/feedback

1. Integrity checking
2. A scheme with authenticated encryption,
includes associated data
1. Mandatory high entropy master password
2. Do not remember and save the master
password
3. Support resetting the master password
4. Proactive strength checker for the master
password

Analysed 21 PMs for Android platform
(name not mentioned); Manual and
static
code
analysis;
Proposed
USecPassBoard for the Android
platform

1. Lack of trust
2. Embedded PMs are limited to a
single browser
3.Weak security for the user’s data
4. Constraints imposed due to the
mobile platform

1. Correctly implement key derivation or
encryption
2. Ensure data confidentiality
3. Secure the OS’s clipboard

Evaluated
Desktop Browser PMs
(Google Chrome , Mozilla Firefox,
Apple Safari , Microsoft IE), Third party
PMs (Keeper, 1Password , LastPass ,
KeePass ), iOS PMs (Mobile Safari,
Google Chrome, 1Password, LastPass
Tab), Android PMs (Android browser,
Chrome); Security analysis for auto-fill
policies

1.Treat equally to page using HTTP
and HTTPS protocols
2.Vulnerable to rogue Wi-Fi and other
attacks

1. Enforce user interaction before auto-filling
a form
2. Show the domain name being auto-filled to
the user before filling occurs
3. Always submit information over HTTPS
even when the page is loaded over HTTP.

Ziegler et al.
(2014)

Evaluated eight PMs for Android
platform (anonymous);
Manual
examination of key derivation functions

1.Vulnerable to brute-force and
other types of attacks
2. Error or weak design choices in the
implementation of key derivation
functions

1. Salt to increase the entropy of the password
2. Correctly implement when using
established APIs (eliminate development
errors)

Zhao and Yue
(2014)

Designed and evaluated Cloud-based
Storage-Free BPM; Evaluated IE ,
Firefox , Google Chrome, Safari ,
Opera ; Manual analysis, Source code
and
binary
analysis,
laboratory
experiment,
usability testing (30
participants)

1. Master password is optional
2. Inconsistent user interface
3. Weak protection mechanism for the
users’ data

1. Mandatory master password
2. Prefer for Cloud based PMs
3. Salt and 1000 iteration counts to derive the
encryption key
3. Proactive password strength checker
5. Use established user interface principle
6. Associate the dialog box with the address
bar

Li et al. (2014)

Manual security analysis of 5 web-based
PM: LastPass, RoboForm, My1login,
PasswordBox,
NeedMyPassword;
Analysed
bookmarklet,
web,
authorisation and
user interface vulnerabilities

1. Critical security vulnerabilities
allowing credential stealing
2. Collaboration supporting PMs have
flaws in their authorisation logic

1. Defence in depth approach
2. Ask the user manually open tab and login
3. Use simple credential owner model for
collaboration supporting PMs

1. Inconsistent password checker
2. Password checker provides a
decent score even for a weak
password

1. Extend and implement established password
checker algorithm rather than designing a
completely new one
2. Focus on detecting weak passwords rather
than finding a strong password

Fahl et
(2013)

Silver et
(2014)

al.

al.

Carnavalet and
Mannan (2015)

Evaluated 1Password,
KeePass,
LastPass, RoboForm; Empirical analysis

TABLE III.

SUMMARY OF THE ARTICLES THAT PROPOSE PM DESIGN / ARCHITECTURE

Authors

Descriptions of Study

Halderman et al.
(2005)

Designed and evaluated
Password
Multiplier;
Comparative
analysis
against Password Safe,
LPWA, and PwdHash

1. Transportability issue
2. Vulnerabilities for brute-force-attacks
3. Long delay to calculate hash function can
be inconvenient for users

Yee and Sitaker
(2006)

Designed
Passpet;
manual analysis

1. Complete dependency on one centralised
server
2. Compatibility and deployability constraints
3. Incompatible to website login’s functionality
4. Expect users to migrate all accounts to a
new scheme
5. Do not support password periodic change
6. Vulnerable to dictionary and phishing
attacks

Zhang and Jones
(2007)

Designed uKey

Wang
(2008)

Designed PwdCaVe

et

al.

Asokan
and
Ekberg (2008)

Designed
OnBoard
Credentials (ObCs)

Bojinov et al.
(2010)

Designed Kamouflage

Problems

1. Applicable for homogenous types of
accounts
1. No protection for the decrypted password
stored in memory during the login
2. Available security resources are
underutilised
1. Available security resources are
Underutilised
1. Adversary with access to the database
storing passwords compromise the security

Measures
1. Hash-based mechanism
2. Increase iteration of hash computation
3. Two level of computation, first level computation
is one time and its value is cached and used as
input for second level computation
4. Username as salt
1. Store cache in local storage and backup in remote
storage
2. Flexibility to login into websites from anywhere
3. Support practices in website design and login form
4. Only minimal changes in user’s behaviour but to
improve their convenience
5. Site by site migration to a new scheme
6. Periodic change of the master password as well as
individual websites’ password
7. Black-list method to detect phishing
1. Middleware to manage credentials of
heterogeneous account
1. Use Trusted Platform Module (TPM) –based
password caching and verification
2. Eliminate the time for which plaintext password is
stored in the memory
1. Utilise existing resources TPMs and Hardware
secured environment based on M-Shields
1. Hide legitimate passwords in sets of decoy
passwords in the database
2. Features to add, remove, update, and find
passwords

Store
credentials
in
Single Sign-On (SOS)
smart card and integrated
with Firefox

1. If the master password is compromised, all
the other accounts are compromised
2. Deployability issue

Designed TruWalletM- a
wallet like PM

1. Security resources are underutilised
2. Resource constraints in mobile phone
3. Risk from malware or phishing attacks

Al-Sinani and
Mitchell (2011)

Designed
CardSpaceBased
PM;
Manual
analysis

1. Dependency on trusted third parties

Biddle
(2011)

Designed ObPwd and
evaluated; Hybrid user
study, 32 participant,
questionnaire

1. Transportability issue
2. Memorability issue
3. Disallow password reuse

Designed and evaluated
iPMAN; Hybrid lab and
field
study,
20
participants,
questionnaire
and
interview

1. Memorability issue
2. Transportability issue

Designed IDKeeper

1. PM is fixed to a single system
2. Vulnerable to malware and phishing

Nasirinejad and
Yazdi (2012)

Designed SaSy

1. Data stored in one server has risks from the
inside attacks
2. Data stored to one vendor has risk of
monopoly over the data
3. Deactivation or deletion of the master
password means losing all credentials

McCarney et al.
(2012)

Designed and evaluated
Tapas; User study, 30
participants,
questionnaire. Compare
with two browser PMs

1. Master password is a single point of break
2. Fail to consider users’ mental model and
attention
3. Lack of solution easy to deploy and usable
in Smartphone

Moghaddam
al. (2013)

et

Designed and evaluated
cloud based SSO for
software-as-a-service
(SaaS) ; Simulation

1. Danger of storing data in a single server

Yang et
(2014)

al.

Erdem
(2010)

et

al.

Bugiel
(2010)

et

al.

et

Bicakci
al.(2011)

Wang
(2012)

al.

et

et

al.

Proposed a cloud based
PM

1. Master password is a point of failure

Boukayoua et al.
(2014)

Designed and evaluated a
mobile
passwordmanagement keyboard ;
Manual security and
usability evaluation

1. Passwords outside the browser are
disregarded
2. Login to service using apps requires
switching back and forth
3. Clipboard used by PM in Android is
publically visible to all apps
4. Underutilised resources are untapped

Stobert
and
Biddle (2014)

Designed and evaluated
Veripass; User study and
cognitive walk through, 5
participants

1. Master password is a single point of failure
2. Discard what users are good at, i.e., reuse of
password
3. Memorability issue
4. Mental model gap
5.Transportability issue

Aliasgari et al.
(2015)

Designed and evaluated
Sesame
for
mobile
phone;
Security
evaluation

1. Master password is a single point of failure
2. Lack of trust

1. Smart card as information depository
2. Two-factor authentication
3. Include Add/Update/Delete accounts
4. Features for Backup /Recover/Reset of data
5. Allow to change PUK and PIN of Smart card
1. A hardware assisted wallet based authentication
and employs Trusted Execution Environment
2. Allow password add and change
1. Utilise the security advantages of CardSpace
2. Transportability using backup facilities of
CardSpace
3. Password management is transparent to all the
parties
4. Do not change the default IE security settings
1. Generate password from the object (image, video,
text passage) by hashing followed by an
appropriate string password
2. Carry password generating objects or have online
access to the objects

1. Icon-based password
2. Use hashing approach

1. PIN based USB Key to store credentials and a
browser extension which communicates with USB
Key through a trusted path
2. Two factor authentication
1. Store user’s data in three cloud servers from
different companies using dissimilar encryption
method
2. Minimum changes on web service authentication
mechanism
3. Reset the master password needs identification
such as ID card or fingerprint of the users
4. Review and recover account’s password
1. Dual-possession authentication (manager-key
holder and wallet- cipher text), possession of any
one cannot leak the data
2. No master password
3. Store data locally in strong encryption
4. Simple design
1. Store password and encryption keys in different
servers
2. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to transmit data
1. Utilise SSO and Biometrics
2. Master password is two-factor authentication
3. Authentication to download, synchronise, create,
delete passwords
1. Custom keyboard which interacts with the relying
apps through the Input Method Framework
2. The keyboard searches for decrypted credentials
(if in storage), and user pinpoints username and
password field to populate them with value
3. Data storage is hardware backed to hinder offline
attacks
1. Employ PassTiles [55], a graphical password
mechanism
2. Do not store any passwords but cues
3. Allow reuse of password, same image for
multiple accounts
4. Store information in remote server so accessed
from any machine
1. Speech recognition as the master password
2. Users’ data are stored locally or in cloud
depending on their choice
3. Voice command to tell the name of the service to
find its credentials

Most of the selected articles accentuate prime security issues but only a few draw attentions to usability issues. Due to the
nature of the PM applications, those articles emphasising usability issues also consider a security perspective to some extent, and
this generally makes the user’s prospects more noticeable. Unlikely, the articles emphasising security issues seldom consider
usability. Further, the evaluation methods followed in the articles vary a lot. For instance, the researchers of some articles have
performed a user study for usability evaluation whereas others utilised cognitive walkthroughs. Table I presents the selected articles
and their (methodological) emphasis in security/usability evaluation. An article can be said to emphasise both, i.e., usability and
security, if it can be seen that it contains clearly different usability and security evaluation sections.
A. Comparative Evaluation of Usability and/or Security of Different PMs
The authors of the articles in this category have evaluated usability and/or security of multiple PMs while comparing and
contrasting format. Some research studies, for instance Bicakci et al. [20] and Zhao and Yue [21] employed the meta-knowledge
derived from the evaluation of existing PMs in their own PM design. A brief summary with chronological information of these
articles is presented in Table II. We have additionally listed a brief description of the studies, problems found and brought out by
those researchers, and their notable suggested measures.
B. Proposed PM Design / Architecture and its Evaluation
The articles proposing software/system design for a new PM are primarily found to focus on fixing security issues. For
instance, these scientific works have typically targeted to research all the three mechanisms used for authentication, considering the
following: what you know, what you have, and what you are. Moreover, some of the articles have even proposed the use of a twofactor authentication procedure as the master password. Since the research interests of this study are usability and security targeted
to enhance user-experience, herein there is discussion only on the associated security factors. Table III features brief descriptions of
these studies, including the highlighted problems and recognised measures.
C. Summary of the Problems Found in Research Literature
TABLE IV.

MAIN PROBLEMS DISCUSSED IN PM LITERATURE (PW=PASSWORD, MPW=MASTER PASSWORD)
Comparative Evaluation of Usability and/or
Security of Different PMs
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x

x

x
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x

Aliasgari et al. (2015)

x

Stobert & Biddle (2014)

McCarney et al. (2012)
Nasirinejad & Yazdi
(2012)
Wang et al. (2012)

x

Yang et al. (2014)

Bicakci et al.(2011)

x

Boukayoua et al. (2014)

Biddle et al. (2011)
Al-Sinani & Mitchell
(2011)
Bugiel et al. (2010)

x

Moghaddam et al. (2013)

Erdem et al. (2010)

x

Bojinov et al. (2010)

x

Wang et al. (2008)

x

Asokan & Ekberg (2008)

Yee & Sitaker (2006)

x

Zhang & Jones (2007)

Halderman et al. (2005)
Carnavalet & Mannan
(2015)
Li et al. (2014)

Zhao & Yue (2014)

Ziegler et al. (2014)

Fahl et al. (2013)

UI & Performance Issue
Limited/Error-prone PW or
x
MPW Control
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This paper’s authors grouped these problems that were found and analysed by the reviewed articles’ researchers under 11 main
cluster categories, listed next: Compatibility Issue, Learnability Issue, Design Constraints, User Interface (UI) & Performance
issue, Limited/Error-prone PW or Master Password (MPW) Control, MPW as Single Point of Failure, Weak User Data Security &

Privacy, PM Vendor/Third Party Dependency, Vulnerabilities for Various Attacks, Erroneous Implementation of Security
Mechanism/Design, and Underutilised Security Resources. These categories of problems cluster all the issues mentioned in the
articles we reviewed so far and are presented in more detail in Table IV. These problems have to be distinguished and properly
dealt in order to design a usable and renowned PM.
Besides security and usability, some of the articles have raised the reputable issue of trust. In the cases of the cloud-based or
online PMs in particular, the lack of trust has been mentioned as the foremost problem [12, 22, 29, 49]. Trust has even been
considered to be one of the possible hindering components of a PM’s usage and acceptance by and among the users [22]. Thus, we
further classified the chief problem categories under the highest clusters of Usability, Security, and Trust as their respective
headings appear in Table V. It can be seen that most of the problem categories are related to at least two of these headings.
Summarising, both security and usability are the basic requirements for a usable PM and this, in turn, may facilitate trust building
for its users. Henceforth, a PM design should combine usability and security in a trust-enabling manner. This requires a sense of
balancing of the usability and security properties when they conflict with each other. The latter meta-requirement of software
quality design needs to be considered and incorporated as early as possible in the software development lifecycle of a PM. The
measures proposed in the reviewed literature for achieving this objective of balancing between usability and security in order to
facilitate trust are further discussed in the next section IV.
TABLE V.
USABILITY

PM PROBLEMS RELATIVE TO USABILITY, SECURITY AND TRUST

SECURITY
Compatibility Issue
Inconsistent practices in web-design and constraints imposed by OS ,
Support homogenous types of login, Transportability issue

TRUST

Learnability Issue
Semantic or mental model gap, User’s attention, Memorability issue,
Poor memorability of the master password
Design Constraints
Deployability issue, Constrains imposed by platform
UI & Performance
Inconsistent UI, Support only bulk migration of accounts, Optional auto-fill, Long delays for hash calculation, Time consuming key derivation function,
Time taken for encryption and decryption, Low login success rate
Limited/Error-prone PW or MPW Control
Necessary features and functionalities missing (MPW reset; add, remove, update, find PW; deactivate, delete account; backup, recovery, download,
synchronise data), Inability to recover PWs from deleted or deactivated PM’s account, Unusable PW generator (generated PW is complex, incompatible to
website PW requirements, difficult to memorise, or incompatible to organisation’s PW policies), Inability to change the MPW, Optional MPW,
Remember and save MPW, Active and intrusive dialog box to get user’s confirmation, Missing PW/MPW strength checker, Inconsistent or erroneous PW
checker
MPW as Single Point of Failure
Disclosure of the MPW risks all user data, Accidental deletion of MPW means
losing all user data
Weak User Data Security & Privacy
Insufficient protection of user data (due to vulnerabilities and erroneous
security mechanisms), Insufficient user information on protection mechanisms
PM Vendor/Third Party Dependence
Lack of trust towards PM’s vendor (due to weak user data security & privacy,
erroneous security mechanisms), Preference of local storage over cloud
storage, Risk of one vendor monopoly over data, Risks of storing data to one
server, Dependency of the centralised services, Dependency on trusted third
parties
Vulnerabilities for Various Attacks
Database vulnerabilities, Vulnerabilities e.g. to host, brute-force, rogue Wi-Fi,
hotspot, dictionary, phishing and malware attacks, and tampering, Critical
security vulnerabilities allowing credential stealing, Using a stored token
instead of manually opening new tab
Erroneous Security Mechanism/Design
Database kept unlocked even when PM not in use, Unsecure auto-fill
(immediate auto-fill as website is loaded, treat HTTP and HTTPS equally),
Lack of integrity checking, Unencrypted metadata, Decrypted password in
memory without protection, Android Clipboard publically visible to all apps,
Authorisation logic of collaboration supporting PMs, Errors in the
implementation of key derivation
Underutilised Security Resources
Untapped underutilised security resources

IV. FEATURES AND PROPERTIES OF A USER-FRIENDLY AND USABLE PM
In a security-sensitive system such as that of a PM, a common situation is trade-off between strengthening the
security and improving the usability. Although the conflict between these parameters looks obvious, in reality they
have a distinct boundary and strive for a more in common objective. Security restricts access to undesirable
operations and from making dangerous errors, whereas usability facilitates access to essential and necessary
operations [50]. At the same time, both security and usability must be considered to proceed together [15, 50] and
simultaneously. Therefore, in Fig. 1, we also listed the security features and properties which can assist to elevate the
user-friendliness and usability of the PM system followed by sections IV.A and IV.B describing them in more detail.
Features having possible trade-offs and conflicts between usability and security are separately listed in Fig. 1. The
authors included ‘trust’ in the security section since the reviewed articles revealed that the reasons responsible for
distrust towards PM are associated to security. These features and properties were decided and concluded after the
synthesis of the reviewed articles. Moreover, we also explored and grouped together all similar and related features
and properties in order to comprehend and explain them in a less complex and more understandable manner.
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A. Usability Features and Properties
1) Narrow Semantic Gap between PM and its Users
A semantic or mental gap occurs due to a disparity between the ways various users perceive the system and the
actual behaviour of the system [51]. These situations often create confusion and frustration to the users, while
conversely these system situations are dangerously exploited by attackers. This semantic gap situation can also exist
in PM [20, 22, 44, 48]. Software design components that are related to bad usability and user-experience in particular
are responsible for the semantic gaps in PMs. Situations created by a lack of suitable cues and feedback from the
system, unclear and hidden instructions, confusing features and functionalities, obscure rules and conventions, a
complex process for error recovery, and a lack of a visual interface are typical examples and reasons for semantic
gaps and consequent privacy/security threats. Lack of understanding of paramount functions and actions in a PM may
lead to a situation, where users do not understand its benefits for their password security [76]. This will consequently
decrease trust and may have an effect on the acceptance of the PM among users. Thus, software developers should
pay special attention to the properties related to usability and other issues that help users understand what a PM does
and how it enhances their password security. Along with usability, learnability of the PM’s functions is important for
this. Problems with learnability may result in an incorrect and incomplete mental model of the PM; and vice versa,
problems with the mental model may have an effect on the learnability of the PM.
To narrow the semantic gap, the main suggestion is to improve the PM’s usability and consequent userexperience. Chiasson et al. [22] encouraged understanding and inclusion of the users’ intentions and expectations in
the software/system design, which is possible through the actual users’ involvement in the software/system
development processes and frequent feedback cycles. Moreover, the researchers [22] advised towards designing a
suitable user-interface and facilitating appropriate interactions between the user and the system through short,
accurate, understandable, and visible instructions/feedback/cues that can communicate the complete mental model of
the PM to the users. Likewise, Bicakci et al. [20] and McCarney et al. [44] recommended to consider visual password
interfaces and simple design, respectively, in order to mitigate the mental gap. Finally, Stobert and Biddle [48]
suggested to design intuitive user-interface elements, and include features and functionalities that are simple to
understand in the PM. These suggestions by prior studies are also supported by Wu et al. [51] and Adams and Sasse
[52], who emphasised the consideration of human factors and human involvement during the requirements analysis
and design phases in order to facilitate the expression and appearance of the users’ intentions and expectations.
1) Follow Practices in Web-Design and OS
All usability issues occur not only due to PM applications. Some are developed due to non-standard practices
exercised in the web services design, such as unfixed position of the login container and usage of different words
(e.g., username, account name, email, and phone number) that convey the same meaning of ‘username’ [22]. Next,
identifying the fields for username and password from an account creation form is more difficult due to the presence
of fields for many other parameters spread over multiple pages [77]. Notably, several constraints are imposed by the
OS. For example, Android does not offer an API to integrate PMs with the browser. Other applications and webbrowsers on Smartphone and tablet often do not provide a plug-in interface that would allow for a smooth integration
of PMs [27]. These problems, to some extent, can be improved by complying the established and standardised rules
and practices of software development/quality assurance (see section IV.A.8).
2) Memorability of the Master Password
Regarding usability, a rather distressing concern is the poor memorability, which is needed for the master
password use. For instance, iPMAN [13], ObPwd [41], and Versipass [48] have attempted to tackle and solve this
problem in their own ways. Both Versipass and ObPwd do not require any master password but rather the user has the
flexibility to generate the passwords for any services, by simply selecting image(s) and digital object(s) respectively,
which means that there is nothing in storage worth to be protected. iPMAN, however, uses an ordered set of icons as
the master password. A common consideration in all these approaches is the fact that humans are better at
remembering a picture than words [53]. Notwithstanding, several approaches to improve the memorability of textual
master password are mentioned in section IV.B.2.
3) Support for Heterogeneous Types of Login
Most of the PMs support only homogenous types of login procedures [34, 47, 54]. The PMs that are integrated
with a web-browser facilitate the login process into services only by using that particular web-browser and disregard
passwords outside it. Similarly, PMs designed for mobile-phones or tablets lack auto-fill functionality for applicationbased services due to technical constraints [27]. Sometimes, these technical constraints are imposed due to an
organisational policy or for security reasons [77]. Technical constraints, for example, the lack of auto-fill, compel
users to manually transfer credentials from the PM to the application where s/he wants to login and, more worryingly,
often through an unsecure clipboard. Thus, as the technical constraints decrease usability and may also have effects
on security, they can simultaneously influence the levels of user trust. From the software design and system

maintenance’s points of view, these limitations in the PMs are also adversely affecting their acceptance by the endusers [54]. There have been propositions to solve some of these technical constraints. For example, to overcome the
auto-fill issue in mobile phones, Boukayoua et al. [47] designed a mobile password management keyboard, which
when initiated searches for the credentials for that application the users have to point out the username and password
fields to auto-fill the credentials. The main limitation, though, of this approach is that every mobile platform does not
support the overriding of their default function of the keyboard, which is a prerequisite for this approach. A rather
more appropriate approach is illustrated by Zhang and Jones [34], in which a piece of middleware (i.e., uKey) is used
in order to manage the authentication credentials of heterogeneous accounts.
1) Transportability in PM
Users nowadays use multiple and different kinds of devices, such as laptop, tablet and Smartphone, which may all
contain different operating systems and browsers. This is a challenge for the functionality and usability of a PM,
because in order to fulfil user needs, it should provide access to passwords through all the users’ devices. However,
some PMs do not provide the users with the freedom to login from anywhere and through any machine [32, 33] or
service platform. This limitation may be due to a platform-based dependency or inaccessibility of the users’ data.
Therefore, a hashing approach is suggested for better transportability [13, 32]. To facilitate the accessibility of users’
data, Erdem et al. [38] used smart card as an information depository, and Wang et al. [42] used a USB key to store
credentials. However, using hardware for authentication purposes contradicts the password benefit of having no
physical object to carry [1].
To relieve people from the compulsion to carry hardware, Biddle et al. [41] suggested an approach in which users
only have to carry password generating objects with them or have online access to the objects. Thus, the users’ data
can be stored into the cloud and, consequently, the accessibility problem is solved. A completely different and unique
approach was presented by Gaw and Felten [54], who proposed that instead of just storing and auto-filling passwords,
PM should also help users to learn their password by displaying it with a low contrast background, since users mostly
have been relied on their memory to remember and manage passwords. Once the users have memorised the
passwords, they can login from anywhere using any devices. In situations like this, assigning mnemonic passwords
with better memorability [8] or personalised cognitive passwords for better recall and secrecy [81] for online accounts
will assist in reducing the cognitive load from the users. Nevertheless, even these two passwords mechanisms have
their own limitations. For example, users may select and derive their passwords from a very common mnemonic
phrase making them easy to crack [82]. Additionally, the quality of questions used for cognitive passwords are not
personal enough, so anyone who knows the users could guess the answer [81].
2) Usability Features with Usability-Security Trade-offs
a) Mandatory Auto-Fill
PM auto-filling username and password to a web site is convenient for the user as it saves the trouble of manually
filling the credentials. But auto-fill has encountered security issues [28] due to which some websites had to disable
this feature. Similarly, some PMs also exclude the auto-fill feature [27] despite a secure implementation of auto-fill
feature is necessary for a usable PM. (For more details of the security of the auto-fill, the reader may refer to section
IV.B.3.d.). Disabling the auto-fill feature often means that the user has to manually fill the credentials in the website’s
textbox, which is, in turn, a usability issue. Moreover, an auto-fill feature reduces the risk from shoulder surfing
attacks [40], thus, in addition of being convenient, the auto-fill feature may be a relevant security factor for the user in
her/his social context. Therefore, implementing the auto-fill feature in PMs requires careful consideration of both the
usability and security aspects involved in user-experience.
b) Usable Password Generator
Several PMs are equipped with a password generator, which exempts users from creating passwords on their own
for the various services they use. Nevertheless, the problems with these password generators are: i) they are complex
to use [22], ii) they generate passwords incompatible to website’s password requirements [55], and iii) passwords
generated by them are cognitively challenging, thus almost impossible for the users to memorise [37]. Furthermore,
different websites have different requirements for the length and character sets used in their passwords [37]. Even
different organisations can have their own policies and criteria for generating passwords. The incompatibility between
generated passwords and organisations’ practices can prevent the personnel from using the generator.
To overcome these limitations, Stobert and Biddle [55] suggested allowing the users to define and select an
appropriate ruleset to generate password(s) for each website. For example, LastPass [56] allows users to select
password rulesets. Through this approach though, users can cause problems by selecting the simplest combination,
thus reducing the strength of the password. Therefore, it is important to provide continuous constructive feedback
during the password generation process and incorporate explanations on why an apparently weak password is rejected

or is insecure [52]. Such feedback on the password’s strength/weakness can make the system transparent and could
also refresh the users’ knowledge of password design and choice procedures.
c) Optimal Iteration for Key Derivation
While employing an iterated hash, increasing the iteration count may strengthen the passwords’ protection against
brute-force attacks [26, 32]; however, correspondingly it increases the computation time. Further, to strengthen the
security, salt value is appended every time. This reduces the usability of the PM [29]. Therefore, to reduce the
computation time, two-level computation has been proposed, in which the value obtained from the first level
computation is cached and always used as an input for the second level computation performed for each password
[32]. Zhao and Yue [21], however, recommended limiting the iteration count to around 1000 iterations, so that the
actual computation time is around 10 seconds. This is also the upper time limit before users’ attention is distracted
[57].
d) Recovery of Passwords
After deactivation or deletion of the master password or online account, all the websites’ login information stored
in the PM is lost. Conventionally, this may look correct; however, there is also a possibility that the users have
deactivated or deleted an account or MPW, mistakenly or in haste. Thus Nasirinejad and Yazdi [43] suggested to
include a provisional act to review and recover an account’s password. An alternative option could be to have a
backup feature [33, 38, 40]. However, the amount of time used to retain the user’s data, even after s/he has deleted or
deactivated his/her accounts, may raise questions of ethicality and legality. In such circumstances, it may be
justifiable to include a determined period for which the user’s data will be retained. During this period the data can be
recovered; afterwards it would permanently be deleted.
e) Reset Feature for the Master Password
There are some PMs, which do not provide flexibility to change the master password [21]. This is a severe
usability issue and contradicts an important security policy, when recommending to periodically reset the password
[58]. Thus, it has been suggested that a PM should allow its users to reset the master password [21, 33]. To ensure that
only the authorised user resets the master password, SaSy [43] suggests for some form of identification, such as ID
card or fingerprint, before it allows changing or resetting.
3) Step-by-Step Migration of Accounts
Some PMs offer their own rules and expect users to change accordingly. For example, it is often expected/stated
that users should migrate all their accounts to a new scheme [33]. Obviously, a certain level of changes can be
expected from users’ behavior. However, those changes should be minimal and only for improving the use and for the
sake of their convenience [33]. Therefore, a PM’s functions should allow site by site migration to a new scheme
rather than bulk migration [33] and should not demand for any changes in the browser’s default security or in other
settings [41].
While migrating site by site, a problem with many PMs is that they offer to save even incorrect passwords [77].
Sometimes people make mistakes while typing their password, but despite the error message informing about
incorrect password, their PM displays its dialog box offering to save the password. Similarly, if the users reset or
change their password and login to their accounts, the PM also saves the new password but do not remove the old
one. By this way, the PM holds two passwords for the same account and when tried login to the account the PM can
get confused which one to auto-fill. Regarding the first problem, a solution can be to verify whether the response from
the server contains the same destination as the one submitted implies that the login is failed. However, this solution is
not regarded to be valid for every case; thus, it can result in false negative (i.e., does not offer to save even the correct
password). Hence, in order to confirm the password errors, the HTTP layer status code can be checked to find out
more. For example, if in some case the response code was “200 OK”, (it implies that) the password was incorrect
[77].
4) Consistent User Interface of PMs
Some inconsistent practices in the design of PMs cause many serious problems. For example, in a PM built as an
add-on of a web-browser, the dialogue box for getting user’s confirmation for saving a password, is, sometimes
designed as a part of the address bar and sometimes not [21]. Such dialogue boxes, which are not associated with the
browser’s address bar, are vulnerable to phishing attacks since they can easily be copied. Moreover, locations,
options, and functions of configurations vary with a PM’s role creating confusion for the users [21]. Some PMs
possess login functionality incompatible to website login’s functionality [33].
A few valid suggestions to mitigate this situation are: always design correct user interface [48], support practices
in website design and login form [33], and take into account the user’s mental model and attention capability during
designing [44]. Similarly, Nasirinejad and Yazdi [43] have suggested to follow up the web portal service rules for

credential creation, which have easy access from browsers and electronic devices, without any monopoly and
restrictions. Further, they recommended making a minimum number of changes on web-service authentication
mechanisms. Moreover, one should always associate the dialogue box to the address bar in order to make it
technically hard to spoof, and exercise the established principles of usability and user-interface design [21]. The
ultimate goal has to be the designing of a simple and intuitive user interface [40].
5) Deployability of the PM
There is a lack of practical, easy to deploy, and usable PM solutions [33, 44]. Some of the PMs’ tasks demand for
new resources, and may also contain several clumsy settings to make them work properly. For example, the custom
keyboard-based PM by Boukayoua et al. [47] is compatible with only the Android platform since other mobile OS did
not allow overriding their default keyboard, and clipboard based PMs are dependent on the OS platform for its
clipboard [27]. In order to overcome this problem, one simple suggestion could be eliminating the dependency to
platform’s resources. By this, it means that a PM must not be dependent to any specific hardware or library file or OS
platform found in only a certain device.
6) Necessary Features and Functionalities
A few PMs do not support periodic change of individual websites’ passwords [33]. This means that users cannot
use such PMs to store the passwords of those services that require their passwords to be changed periodically or
routinely. Thus, it has been suggested to include features like add, remove, update, and find passwords [33, 34, 39];
deactivate or delete accounts, backup and recovery of data, change and reset of the master password [38]; and
download and synchronise data, but only after the needed authentication [46]. These features allow users to have
control and management over their passwords and are required for usability reasons, but they may, in their part, also
serve the development of trust between users and the PM’s utilities. User studies related to PMs have shown that users
do not want to feel losing control over their passwords [12, 13, 22]; thus, adopting features that allow user decisions
may help to diminish the feeling of having no control.
7) Performance of PMs
There are various factors which can increase the performance of the PM. These are related to performance times
of PM actions, but also to how successfully users are able to perform their tasks with the PM. For instance, the time
taken for encryption and decryption of the data is crucial for the performance and overall efficiency of the PM; this
has already been discussed in section IV.A.6.c. Other factors are login success rate and errors, login times, ease of
use, and password creation time, which have normally required considerable attention in order to improve the
performance [41].
8) Learnability of the System
A PM is supposed to be easy to use. On the contrary, usability studies performed on several of the existing PMs
revealed that users do not perceive them as easy to use [12, 22, 48]. For example, users lack understanding of how the
PM system works [48] and fail even to perform basic activities such as login to a website or generate passwords by
using a PM [12]. Initially, these problems may be, at least partially, due to incorrect beliefs of PM functions, but they
can also hamper the users’ further attempts to develop a correct and consistent to the PM’ s functionality mental
model. Therefore, PM designers should take into account their actual end-users (i.e. common people in particular and
other sophisticated stakeholders), and design learning activities such as installation and enable/disable of a PM,
registration to an online PM, logging in using the functions of a PM, changing passwords, correcting errors, recovery
process, generating password and the list can go on, as simply and intuitively as possible. These activities should aim
at supporting users on their learning and building a proper, non-complex mental model of the PM. While enhancing
the learnability of the PM usage, developers could also find worth of considering the means to improve the users’
awareness and understanding of the PM benefits. Unfortunately, the literature sources reviewed here (and also
additional acquainted sources) do not provide a detailed insight to this matter. Nonetheless, as this subject may be
related to the acceptance of multiple PM applications [76], it should be studied further.
B. Security Features and Properties
1) Establish and Build Trust towards PM’s Vendors
Apparently, users do not trust PMs’ vendors, thus, they do not agree to store passwords in and through their cloud
[12, 22, 27, 43, 49] services. Karole et al. [12] observed that users select offline more than online PMs, despite the
fact that the usability and security of the latter are superior to the first one [21], merely due to distrust towards PMs’
vendors. There are possibly two main reasons for this distrust, briefly mentioned next: First, users are not fully
convinced that the PM’s vendor is capable of protecting their passwords from inside as well as outside attacks.
Second, users are frightened that without their knowledge and consent the PM’s vendor will misuse users’ personal
information including personal credentials like their individual passwords, for gaining personal benefits.

Unfortunately, the users’ distrust towards PMs’ vendors is real and reasonable to some extent. Several PMs are
negligent with the security of users’ data. For example, the databases storing users’ data are vulnerable to various
attacks due to their weak protection mechanisms [21, 24]. Further cases can include: i) encryption mechanisms used
for the user’s data are applied incorrectly [27, 44], ii) integrity protection for cypher text is lacking or is limited in PM
databases that store users’ data, and iii) metadata, such as URLs, are stored in the PMs as plaintext, which makes
them susceptible to host attacks and tampering [25]. Likewise, the situation in the PMs allowing local storage of
passwords is also not secure and rather discouraging at present. This is so because they implement either very weak or
no security measures in their databases and, thus, they appear to be unsecure [21, 24, 27], and consequently cannot be
trusted.
According to the suggestion provided by Zhao and Yue [21], both the users and PMs’ vendors are responsible for
the data protection by creating a strong master password and using proper mechanisms to protect users’ data,
respectively. The PMs’ vendors can consider measures which can provide secrecy/privacy and data authenticity in
their database [24] and correctly implement key derivation or encryption [27]. Likewise, other important suggestions
that associated with security and are indispensable for building trust are outlined next: i) include integrity checking, ii)
implement a scheme that provides authenticated encryption for the main as well as the associated data (e.g.
unencrypted metadata) [25], iii) provide a better protection for users’ information from both inside and outside
attacks, iv) follow a strict policy to respect users’ data confidentiality [27], v) adopt password management
transparent to all the interested parties [40], vi) perform a strong protection at the client side and assure users that their
information cannot be obtained even by insiders by any feasible means [21], and vii) adopt a robust host-proof
application design pattern [25]. Differentiating from the previous, some user-centred suggestions that focus on users’
interaction are: a) improve usability and user-experience of the system [22], b) build an offline PM with improved
usability [12], and c) provide options for both local storage as well as remote storage of the user’s data [49].
Although it is difficult to exactly pinpoint to the factors which can instil trust in users, the paper authors believe
that by incorporating the aforementioned measures, one could basically advocate in favour of improved security of
data, clear policy for data usage, and safe options where users want to easily store their data. These could be done in a
helpful way. Besides, trust is built gradually, and takes time and repeated good experiences [59] and user-experiences.
With a hope to establish and build user’s trust, some PMs have claimed in their websites that they do not know their
clients’ master password and other stored passwords; hence, they cannot resend or reset their master password [26].
2) Protect the Master Password
Dependence on the master password to protect all the stored passwords is equivalent to “putting all eggs in one
basket”. The master password is recognised to be as the single point of failure [38, 44, 46, 48, 49]. To overcome this
problem the reviewed articles suggested three types of measures, summarised next.
a) Strengthening the Master Password
Fortifying the authentication mechanism(s) used for the master password is a potential solution to protect the
user’s stored passwords. In the place of text based master password, some other authentication mechanisms can be
used, such as two-factor authentication, biometrics, and graphical passwords.
For two-factor authentication, the following mechanisms have been suggested: i) Single Sign-On (SSO) smart
card protected by a secret PIN code acting as the depository of the user’s credentials [38], and ii) USB Key protected
by a secret PIN storing user accounts information [42]. Similarly, Yang et al. [46] proposed to use a combination of
SSO and biometrics as the master password. Something common in all these approaches is that they made a use of the
combination of what you have and what you are with what you know, i.e., two-factor authentication. Another
promising approach is applying what you are (biometrics) authentication mechanism, i.e., replacing the master
password by voice recognition [49]. Setting apart from the aforementioned authentication mechanisms, Bicakci et al.
[13] suggested to employ an icon-based authentication mechanism. Within it, users generate the master password
each time by selecting an ordered set of icons, since this mechanism has both better security and memorability due to
the use of the icon (image).
If a PM employs textual password, Yee and Sitaker [33] and Zhao et al. [26] suggested integrating a proactive
password strength checker for the master password. This can help users to generate high entropy or maximum guessnumber textual password. However, one has to be careful of this password strength checker, so that it is not
inconsistent and poorly designed (for more details, the reader may refer to section IV.B.3.f). However, having a
stronger master password will also increase the chance of errors while entering it when logging-in the PM [60].
Therefore, an option can be the approach by Bonneau and Schechter [61], who suggested applying a technique called
spaced-repetition (i.e. relaxing the time constraint to learn), through which they succeeded to make people learn and
use 56 bits codes. Since the user has to know only the master password, s/he can be trained to memorise and learn to
use 56 bits lengthy passwords. This can, relatively, provide better security. Another apparently suitable approach is to

figure out and assign a mnemonic password (e.g. a password ‘4s&7yaoF” is derived from a phrase “Four score and
seven years ago, our Fathers”) [8] as the master password. Socio-cognitive personal associations can become a strong
way to increase the learnability of a PM and the number of people who can potentially use it.
b) Protection against Phishing Attacks
Increasing the entropy or guess number of the textual password can make it robust only against attacks like bruteforce, while it still remains vulnerable to phishing attacks; especially those conducted using multifaceted social
engineering techniques. For instance, LostPass is an example type of phishing attacks on PMs, in which the attacker
mimics the look-and-feel of the LastPass browser-plugin and site, and tricks its users to divulge their master password
[75].
Although there is no guaranteed countermeasure for social engineering attacks, the users’ knowledge and
readiness can act as a preventive measure [62]. As a technical measure protecting users against falling for social
engineering tricks, Bojinov et al. [37] proposed to use the Dynamic Security Skin [63], an anti-phishing
authentication mechanism, as the master password. Similarly, Yee and Sitaker [33] applied black-list methods to
detect phishing attacks and used colour to display the reliability of the websites. Versipass [48] again prevents the
users from logging into any unknown URLs; even adopting other authentication methods such as biometrics and etokens, as the master password can help to deal with phishing attacks. Likewise, the one-time password can be
another alternative for the master password. However, these authentication methods come at a cost.
These potential measures may be effective in protecting against phishing, but they do not provide any concession
from improving the usability of the system and also eliminating the vulnerabilities of its user interface. For example,
the aforementioned LostPass attack was possible simply because of the poor design quality and the existing
vulnerabilities in the user interface of the PM. The LastPass designed the browser pop-up boxes or banners, whose
exact HTML and CSS are easier to find, and placed them on the browser viewport, which was an unwise decision
[75].
c) Paradigm where the Master Password Is Not Required
Strengthening the master password is definitely a promising approach to protect a user’s stored passwords from
the adversary. Notwithstanding some reviewed articles suggested mechanisms in which either there is no necessity of
the master password, or attackers cannot benefit from it further, even if they succeed compromising the master
password.
In Kamouflage [37], a large collection of decoy data, indistinguishable from the true data, are stored along with
the true data, and this is increasing the difficulty of finding the true data. Its main objective is to distract and enforce
the attackers to make several successive failed attempts to login to the service, before it locks the account. Similarly,
McCarney et al. [44] employed a technique of dual-possession authentication, in which both the manager-key holder
and the wallet-cypher text (that is two devices example like a Smartphone and a personal computer) must be accessed
and reached simultaneously in order to access/use the data. Hence, the possession of anyone’s device cannot leak the
data. These co-operative mechanisms do not implement any master password.
Some other PMs, which have also attempted to remove the master password, are: ObPwd [41] and Versipass [48].
In ObPwd, users generate passwords by selecting a digital object (e.g., image, video, text passage, etc.); thus, they
simply have to remember the selected object from a large size pool of objects and generate the password whenever it
is required. Likewise, Versipass uses a gridded image (graphical) based mechanism, called PassTiles [55], for
authentication purposes. It does not store any passwords, but password cues in order to help users recall their
password so that they can generate their passwords and safely login to online services.
ObPwd is susceptible to attacks from the attackers who are equipped with the personal cognate information of the
potential victim, because such attackers may guess the user’s online preferences, i.e. which object the user is more
likely to select. Similarly, Versipass is susceptible to hot-spots attack (i.e. particular grid-tiles in the image are often
chosen as a part of passwords). In order to counteract on the susceptibility in ObPwd, it has been recommended to use
a large pool of personal objects, so that it increases the difficulty for the attackers to guess the objects that the user
may have selected. Regarding hot-spots attack in Versipass, it has been recommended to randomly assign the image
for the password, instead of allowing the user to choose it.
3) Security Features with Security-Usability Trade-offs
a) Mandatory Master Password
Regarding user convenience, some PMs do not enforce the master password, leaving users unaware of its
importance; thus, users’ stored passwords remain frequently unprotected [21, 26]. A strong password (i.e., with high

entropy or large guess-number) should be mandatory, and the process to activate the authentication mechanism(s)
must be placed in the position visible to the users.
b) No Remembering and Save for the Master Password
Zhao et al. [26] found that some PMs even remember and save the master password to the local machine.
Although this feature makes it convenient for the users since they do not have to remember even the master password,
it also exposes their stored passwords. Anyone with access to the users’ device(s) also gets access to their all stored
passwords, i.e. access to all their login accounts. Therefore, Zhao et al. [26] suggested to exclude this feature which
remembers and auto-fills the master password.
c) Passive Dialogue Box for User’s Confirmation
Although an intrusive dialogue box used in PMs to get users’ confirmation before storing the password increases
the tendency and perhaps the will to store passwords, it ironically draws the users to make a habit of storing their
passwords while using a public computer, too; this often happens unconsciously, or without realising it [23]. Such an
activity sets a user’s account open for others to misuse or perform any malicious activities. Undoubtedly, it is
necessary to get the user’s confirmation before storing her/his passwords [40], but it is also recommended to adopt
passive communication [23].
d) Secure the Auto-fill Functionality
There are two types of PMs: those requiring user action before auto-filling the password values to the webpage
and those auto-filling the webpage form once the users visit the webpage, relieving the users from typing [21, 38].
Both types do not differentiate between the webpages using HTTP and HTTPS protocols, when in reality the
webpage using HTTPS has to be treated as more secure than that one using HTTP. This flaw in their approach (i.e.,
HTTP and HTTPS are equal) exposes user’s information to rogue a Wi-Fi attack (known as Evil Twin) and also other
types of attack [28]. Therefore, it has been suggested to integrate an auto-fill feature, which enforces users to interact
with and give their confirmation before auto-filling a form [21, 28]. However, asking users’ confirmation via a
dialogue box is not without problems, as it has been observed in [23] that users may have a tendency to ignore
security related messages and just answer ‘OK’, in order to faster proceed to their main task. Further, it has been
advised to submit data always over HTTPS, even when the login page is loaded over HTTP, and always show the
domain name being auto-filled to the user before filling occurs [28]. Moreover, Silver et al. [28] also suggested
storing the actions present in the login form along with its username and password when they were saved for the first
time. Next time when auto-fill is used, the actions of the login form are compared with those stored by the PM and
credentials are submitted only if the two actions match.
In addition, Wang et al. [35] found that passwords from PM are decrypted and stored in the device’s memory
without any protection during the login process. This is a serious security pitfall and potential risk. Such passwords
are susceptible to memory viewer and phishing attacks during password verification. Hence, Wang et al. [35]
suggested to eliminate the time for which plaintext password is stored in the memory.
e) Lock Password Database when Not in Use
In the Android operating system, a few PMs leave the account information visible in the recent apps view despite
the users have left the PM to perform other activities [27]. This can result in a serious security hazard since anyone
with physical access to the user’s device can see the information. Therefore, it has been recommended to lock the
password database either immediately after the users exit the PM application or after a configurable amount of time,
and also replace their thumbnails from the recent apps view [27].
f) Strength Checker for the Passwords
There are some PMs that do not enforce any requirement for levels of strength on users’ master passwords [26,
32], despite the fact that users often create easy to guess passwords if they are allowed to [64]. Furthermore, an
inconsistency in the rules and policies used by PMs to measure the strength of passwords confuse the users about the
actual meaning of a strong password [32]. For instance, a high entropy password created by some PMs is assessed as
a lower strength by some websites’ password checker [32]. It has, therefore, been suggested to integrate a proactive
password checker to check the master password strength [21, 26, 33]. To support their suggestions, Carnavalet and
Mannan [31] advised to extend or improve and implement the existing password strength checker algorithm rather
than designing a completely new one. Further, they suggested focusing on detecting weak passwords by applying
cracking algorithms, common password dictionaries and considering non-trivial challenges, such as finding patterns,
coping with local cultural references, and dealing with leaked passwords. Moreover, providing constructive feedback
on why the password is weak or unsecure can make the procedure transparent and also enhance the users’ knowledge
about strong passwords and the reasons of constructing them so.
g) Manually Open a New Tab

For protection against iframe attacks (i.e., loading a fake webpage inside the legitimate webpage), Li et al. [30]
suggested to ask the user to manually open a new tab and login rather than storing a token in local storage/cookies
when the user is already logged-in. This may not be very user friendly; but for the sake of security, opening a new tab
does not seem to create much problem and can be acceptable.
Moreover, limiting the use of links or buttons to open a new tab is also necessary because it can be disorientating
for people, especially those who have a difficulty perceiving visual content [83]. However, opening a new tab by
clicking a link or button may be justifiable in the following situations: (i) open page containing context-sensitive
information, such as help instruction, and (ii) following a link outside the secured area of a site so that the first
website login does not have to be terminated.
4) Local Storage versus Cloud Storage
Whether to use a local or cloud storage space to store the users’ data is a rather equivocal question. Both ways of
storage have their potential advantages and disadvantages. Cloud storage has a trust issue, i.e. will users trust the
cloud service at stake of their stored passwords? (See section IV.B.1.) Moreover, in cloud storage, availability can be
a problem; if there is an interruption in the service, the users will be unable to login to any account. On the other hand,
by storing in cloud storage space, users can have transportability, similar with local storage when a smart card [38] or
a USB key [42] are used to store data. More importantly, the cloud storage can be a more attractive and frequent
target of attackers. For example, a data breach suffered by LastPass in which the attackers were succeeded to reach
and steal data, including the master passwords and other login details, which potentially led to exposing the data that
had been stored with particular passwords [76] Local storage has also faced some severe security matters, and it is
questionable if the users are capable to consider sufficient security technology to protect their data. More importantly,
some PMs allow options to choose whether to store the passwords in encrypted form or in plain text.
Aliasgari et al. [49] provided a rather neutral suggestion by supporting to offer the option to the users to store their
data either locally or in the cloud, so considering their choices and preferences. Besides McCarney et al. [44]
suggested using strong encryption when storing data locally. There are other suggestions such as offering offline PMs
but with improved usability [12]; also storing in the cloud, but implementing integrity checking and authenticated
encryption with associated data (e.g. unencrypted metadata); and finally adopting a robust host-proof application
design pattern [25].
Some research studies have even advocated for avoiding centralised external dependencies [33]. Data stored on
one server have risks [45], such as host-attack and vendor getting monopoly over the data [43]. Thus, it has been
suggested to put the data in cloud storage, but distributed in three servers from three different companies using
dissimilar encryption methods [43], or to store passwords and encryption keys in two different servers and transmit
the data through SSL connection [45].
Whether the data is stored locally or in the cloud, using strong encryption to hash the data before storing them
should be mandatory. Storing the encryption keys and passwords in separate servers will further enhance the security.
Even so, one must take into account the time and the processing required for the encryption-decryption process.
According to Nielsen’s response time [57], 10 seconds is the time limit for keeping the user’s attention focused on the
dialogue box, and for the situations where the delay is longer than that, providing feedback about what the system
expects to be done can be helpful.
5) Tap Underutilised Resources
Most of the PMs are accompanied with their own security resources. Albeit in reality, several resources already
exist on the desktop or portable devices, which could be utilised to strengthen security. The problem when using such
resources is that the deployability of the system is limited (see section IV.A.9).
Some PM approaches comprised opportunities in tapping the benefits of the underutilised security resources and
facilities present in the devices; in so doing they carried on improving their authentication mechanisms. Such
approaches can be beneficial for resource-constraint devices, for example mobile phone and tablet. Wang et al. [35]
utilised the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) to cache passwords in order to eliminate the time for which plaintext
password is saved in memory during its loading from the PM to the service in which the user wants to login. This
step prevents from the theft of those unattended plaintext passwords in the memory. Similarly, Asokan and Ekberg
[36] utilised not just TPMs but also the hardware secured environment M-Shields to secure the processing and storage
of passwords, respectively. TruWalletM [39] is also a piece of hardware, which assisted in the wallet based
authentication that employed Trusted Execution Environment for better protection of users’ data. Al-Sinani and
Mitchell [40], in turn, converted CardSpace to a PM, realising its security advantages.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The username-password pair of personal identification credentials has been the most widely used authentication
method. However, a surge in the number of login-accounts that an average person possesses makes it challenging to
generate and maintain strong and unique passwords for each login-account. This still remains a challenge because a
user, consequently, endangers his or her information being exposed to various cyber-attacks. A PM is designed with
the primary objective to provide relief and peace of mind to such online account holders by helping them to construct,
store and organise their passwords. Ironically, the very idea of the PM has not succeeded and login-account holders
still continue relying on their memory to invent, remember and manage their passwords. This scepticism towards PM
is, essentially, due to the existing problems associated with PM. Hence, in this paper we attempted to address the
problems in the existing PMs. We primarily focused on those issues that affect the usability and user-experience of
the system while enhancing its security at the same time. We consider that by dealing with these issues it could be
possible to establish and build trust between users and PMs’ vendors and interaction functions, increasing the PM’ s
applications acceptance among people.
In this literature survey, we systematically reviewed and evaluated the available research literature, selecting thirty
two articles dealing with the security and usability problems in PMs. The selected articles have recognised and
revealed various existing problems in PM technology. However, some of the issues stated by those articles were
unsettled because an issue identified as problem by one article is labelled as not a problem by other article(s). To
clarify this ambiguity, firstly, we comprehended the effect of the stated issue in the usability and user-experience of
PMs; secondly, we took into consideration the results and logical explanations made by several other studies, which
were performed for dissimilar cases but their justifications were equally relevant and applicable in the case of PMs
technology. Our review does not just summarise the articles but also attempts to collectively determine their suitable
mitigations as suggested by the researchers and authors of the reviewed articles.
It is worth-noticing that the literature used for this evaluation review is rather biased towards security; thus,
research emphasis is put on security considerations. This is, mainly, due to a lack of usability/user-experience
research studies regarding the PM design literature, though integrated research combining usability and security
perspectives is essential for this kind of security sensitive application. Another limitation of this study is that due to
the relatively small and varied set of literature (meaning that the PMs in reviewed literature were different from their
approaches, e.g. cloud-based, browser plug-in, wallet-based, and also different from the quality of their usability or
security analysis), we were not able to give any weight of importance to the usability or security features we suggest.
For these reasons, we can only say that the importance of these features varies depending on the type of the PM
developed, and as many of the suggested features are usability related, also the target user segment affects to the
importance of the features in specific PMs. Thus the results of this review serve best as a collection of features
requiring developers’ attention and careful consideration during PM design phases. From the developers’ perspective,
it would certainly be useful to have more guidance about the importance and prioritisation of PM features; however,
this is set for the further future research agenda.
Throughout this research study the authors found out that even though a PM is not a large application, it surrounds
diversified attention requiring aspects associated to security, usability, and trust. More importantly, most of the
problems in the existing PM related to features and functionalities, such as “optional auto-fill”, “weak master
password”, “active and intervening dialogue box used to get user’s confirmation”, “bulk migration”, and other can
easily be resolved if the designer and developer stay cautious and perform some homework with the established
algorithms and principles before correctly implementing them. Nonetheless, there are still unsettled issues concerning
distrust towards PM application, mental gap between the PM utilities and its users, and malpractices in web design
involving multiple stakeholders, which are time consuming and difficult to resolve and/or eliminate. These
problematic situations can only be resolved or tackled by appropriate actions and improved measures (or
countermeasures).
A higher priority should be given to those aspects through which PMs’ acceptance can be promoted. In their study
concerning technology rejection, Murthy and Mani [84] present several possible reasons behind technology rejection,
such as complexity of the technology, fatigue towards too many features or ever-updating models/versions, or
switching costs for the users, i.e. the trouble for the users to start using the new technology. They also emphasise the
importance of the socio-technical factors, i.e. the different needs between different user groups [84]. Of these, the
literature reviewed in this study has mainly considered complexity related issues, i.e. the difficulties in understanding
and in use, but without clearly naming them as a reason behind the low acceptance of PMs. Notwithstanding, the
possibility of other technology rejection reasons, as presented in [84], behind the low acceptance of PMs has not been
analysed in the reviewed literature. Consequently, the influence of this kind of factors could also be isolated and
studied in further research.

According to the literature reviewed in this study, learnability (i.e. help the user in learning how to use it) is one
concern that requires immediate attention, because it can possibly be promoting for PM acceptance. The PMs’ users
do not necessarily have correct mental models about the functions of the applications or the security that a PM offers.
Currently, user studies have reported low perceived necessity scores for PMs [12, 13, 22]. Therefore, increasing the
users’ understanding and awareness may have a positive effect on the acceptance of PMs [22, 76]. Even Ciampa et
al.’s [65] research results showed that the training and continuous education of users increase their awareness of the
benefits of PM applications. Similarly, a lack of trust is, possibly, another component affecting the acceptance of PM
technology. Thus, there is a need for more research concerning how relationships of trust and software design quality
[66, 67] can be established and be built between end-users and security applications and what kind of effect it makes
on the application’s acceptance. In order to design a trustful PM, it would also be important to research more
thoroughly how trust is related to the usability and security of this application. Finally, we are optimistic that through
improving the security, usability and learnability, and by narrowing the PM users’ mental gap, trust can be built in the
users and they can be encouraged to accept significant PM applications and functions and take on board cognitive
challenges.
In the future, there seem to be expected more complex situations like multiple website sharing the same login
webpage, websites that disable auto-complete, services which demand one-time password, or services which require
multi-factor authentication. These situations demand trust. Accordingly, an important question is: how could a PM
cater for these and similar situations?
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Abstract
Many anti-phishing solutions turn to be ineffective because they
have poor usability. There have been significant improvements when
usability and phishing detection techniques are handled separately.
However, handling usability in anti-phishing solutions still remains a
challenging task. This is because considering usability for antiphishing solutions has its own exclusive challenges, which also apart
it from the usability of a general purpose software and make the
standard usability techniques unsuitable for it. In our study, we
present various insights and an improved understanding of the
challenges which are blocking from designing usable anti-phishing
technology. We also make some suggestions that we consider
essential and necessary for designing a usable anti-phishing solution.

1.0 Introduction
Online services used for activities such as e-shopping, e-banking, online gaming,
cloud music, e-mail, e-governance, e-health, online ticketing, and social
networking are not new to Internet users. These services make life easier for their
users as well as services providers; users get access to a wide variety of services on
a button click while providers are able to offer and sell their services to people
from all around the globe. Unfortunately, these online services are also the target
of information theft and Internet fraud. One of the major types of Internet fraud is
phishing. Phishing is a fraudulent activity carried out using electronic
communication to acquire personal information for malicious purposes. It employs
social engineering and technical subterfuge [1] to allure potential victims and make
them divulge their confidential information, such as bank or financial institution
credentials, social security numbers, credit card details, and online shopping

account information. Phishing is a leading cause of identity theft on the Internet
and causes a huge damage worldwide every year in the terms of monetary losses to
organizations and customers [2, 3], adverse impact on customers’ confidence
towards online commerce and services [3, 4, 5], and the diminished organization’s
reputation with their customers [6]. The estimated loss to global organizations due
to phishing attacks in the first half of 2012 was $687 million [2].
There are several anti-phishing solutions available in various forms; for example,
integrated in popular anti-virus software, as an embedded feature of popular web
browsers, and as a separate tool and add-on. These anti-phishing solutions promise
to fully protect Internet users from phishing attacks; however, reality shows
otherwise. One prominent factor responsible for the weak performance of an antiphishing solution is its poor usability [7, 8, 9, 10]. Dhamija et al. [7] considered the
ineffective design of existing anti-phishing solutions to be a reason behind Internet
users falling for phishing. They further mentioned that these solutions are more
technical and usually neglect some crucial non-technical aspects in their design.
Similarly, the study by Wu et al. [8] pointed out that the size of warning indicators
in anti-phishing solutions are a far smaller than the size of content display, and
such warning indicators are usually located at peripheral area due to which either
they get unnoticed or send a very weak signal. Although Wu et al.’s [8] concern is
addressed to a great extent with the adoption of active warning that is displayed on
the full page and cannot be unnoticed by Internet users, there is still a number of
issues in the usability of anti-phishing solutions: for example, the use of passive
warning which is no different than displaying no warning [9]; use of red and green
colour indicator, which is a pathetic choice for colour blindness unless some other
noticeable cues are also included [10].
A further difficulty is that phishing includes both syntactic and semantic attacks.
Semantic attack targets people’s behaviour and the way they interact with the
computer and the web, and exploits human vulnerabilities. There can be an
absolute control for technology, but human component can only be managed [11].
Humans can be managed by equipping them with a better design to help them
make an educated and well informed decision. In addition, the User Interface (UI)
is the layer where a user’s intention is transformed to a system operation; it is also
the layer where a semantic gap occurs [12]. Therefore, semantic attacks should be
fought at UIs with an effective usability.
In this paper, the authors present an insight view of a usable anti-phishing solution.
The aim of this study is to understand the consequences of poor usability in antiphishing design, its challenges, and finally, suggest the corrective measures
necessary to design a usable anti-phishing solution. To achieve our objectives, we
analyzed several past studies and research projects that have been performed in
attempt to create usable security and ,moreover, a usable anti-phishing solution.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 reviews some related
and important past research work; section 3 presents insight views on what is

/constitutes a usable anti-phishing solution; section 4 describes the challenges of
having a usable anti-phishing solution; section 5 suggests some corrective
measures necessary to achieve a usable anti-phishing solution; and section 6
includes the conclusions and future research and development work.

2.0 Related Work
Many past studies have examined and worked for the improvement of usability in
anti-phishing solutions. They have elicited diversified factors essential for an
effective degree of usability of anti-phishing solutions. Li and Helenius [13]
pointed out three prime factors necessary for the usability of a client side antiphishing application. These factors are: the main UI of the toolbar should be simple
and intuitive and also the toolbar’s status should have good visibility; the warning
displayed should be accurate and precise, and there should be at least three levels
of security indication (i.e. a warning for suspicion, a warning for detection, and an
indication for authentic webpage), as well as a double warning should be used in
the case when users make an erroneous choice; and finally, there should be a help
system to aid the users at all levels to make critical decisions. Other challenges and
observations derive from the study of Wu et al. [12, 14] where they assert bridging
the semantic gap between users’ mental model and the system model. Otherwise
they demonstrated a usability solution in which users ‘tell’ their intentions to the
system when they submit sensitive data and the system examines whether the
submission meets the users’ intention or not. Another important study is from Kuo
et al. [15] and they suggest a set of instructions for designing the user interface and
usability of an anti-phishing inbuilt in web browsers, which are: (i) prohibit the use
of technical terminology; (ii) increase the trust and confidence of users towards
warning messages by giving a professional look and feel to warning messages;( iii)
elevate the intrusiveness of warning when severity of warning is high ;(iv)
recommend action for users to take and also clearly inform on the consequences
when action is not taken ; (v)provide a constructive outlet instead of an abrupt
navigation when users encounter phishing attacks; and (vi) teach and train the
users about the problems, i.e., include detailed information about the problems
(multi-level interface can allow for that) so that users can read if they want and are
curious to learn more.
Undoubtedly, the previous work is important to design usability for anti-phishing
solution. However, they still do not provide an answer for various challenges in the
usability of anti-phishing solutions mentioned in the succeeding section. For
instance, the usability described in the above mentioned studies limits up to
notifying users about phishing attacks; the researchers do not, however, include
any mechanisms that can properly guide the users in performing their intended
tasks.

3.0 The Meaning and Importance of a Usable AntiPhishing Solution
In order to understand a usable anti-phishing solution, it is first necessary to
understand the problems’ consequences from poor usability in anti-phishing
solutions and discover their causes. This will provide a base to get a clear picture
of a usable anti-phishing solution and the rationale of why do we need it.

3.1 Issues Related to Poor Usability
In general, alike other general purpose software, poor usability in anti-phishing
hampers the performance of users and discourages users from using it. It can also
evoke user resistance [16], which can appear in the forms of passive resistance,
foul languages, reluctance to perform tasks, failure to pay attention to tasks,
destructive activities, and many other [17]. Besides, the most serious concern is
that it will expose users to phishing vulnerabilities. Some commonly occurring
issues in anti-phishing solution due to a poor usability design are:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Users do not either notice or understand the warning or alert messages
displayed by anti-phishing solutions.
It becomes difficult and confusing for an average user to understand and
manage an anti-phishing solution. Sometimes, it even requires an
expertise to understand and use it.
Users do not get a second chance to correct their mistakes especially
during serious situations regarding security. Actions that compromise the
security or contribute towards the unwanted release of confidential
information performed once by the users, even accidentally or in haste,
are considered the final response from them.
An anti-phishing solution might be an obstacle for functionality that users
intend to perform and due to which users either disobey its warnings or
disable it.
Users often get notification telling something is wrong; however, they
lack proper guidance to perform their intended tasks which sometimes
enforce users to take risks.
Social engineering techniques employed in phishing easily succeeds to
trick users and make them perform unwitting actions which lead them to
divulge their confidential information.
Anti-phishing solutions detect phishing cases but they do not help users to
use and enhance their cognitive and other skills, expertise and background
knowledge in phishing prevention [13].

3.2 The Causes of a Poor Usability Design
There are various causes responsible for poor usability in software-based antiphishing solutions. To visit but a few: First and foremost, there is no any
recognized design specifics for security usability [19] -in this case anti-phishing
(security) usability. This is the reason that when designing an anti-phishing

solution the general trend is to rely on the established or standard usability
techniques, despite the fact that the solution is designed under different
circumstances; thus, the design ultimately ends up with poor usability in the antiphishing solution at implementation level.
Moreover usability and security are often considered two competing entities and
are dealt separately, while they have to be considered together for a common goal
[20]. Further, the usability of an anti-phishing solution is designed without a proper
understanding of users’ psychology and mental models when interacting with a
phishing website; this alone leads to the need to address users’ limitations and
shortcomings [7]. In addition, most security concepts are often subtle and cunning
to understand, and because they must be used consistently and perfectly, a Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) expert who does have knowledge, skills and expertise
about security is likely to produce a software-based solution where the security
mechanisms are not used in exactly the correct fashion [19].

3.3 Towards Usable Anti-phishing Solution
ISO 9241 defines usability as
“The effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users achieve
specified goals in particular environments”.
This definition provides the general information of usability, but for the usability
of an anti-phishing solution, some other components are also involved, i.e. social
engineering, rapidly changing technology and the way of using the Internet, and of
course the sensitivity of information security. The authors assert that some
essentials considerations for a usable anti-phishing solution are the following
issues:
•
•
•

•

•

•

Warning and alert notifications from anti-phishing solutions should be
visible, clear, understandable, and at the right time.
Warning and alert notifications from anti-phishing solutions should be
able to grab and captivate the users’ attention.
Anti-phishing solutions should be able to train and convince users, even
about the problems which the users cannot understand. Moreover, the
technology employed in the solution should convince the users to put up
with and eventually try the given instructions.
An anti-phishing solution should be designed for people at different levels
of computer literacy and digital skills and competencies. Therefore, all
these users should comfortably be able to use it.
An anti-phishing solution should stop or protect users from performing
any erroneous (intentional and unintentional) activities, which can put
them in risky situations. In case of error, users should efficiently be able
to recover from the error.
Anti-phishing techniques should, in general and in particular, highlight
the information necessary for users to make correct decisions.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The design of anti-phishing solutions should also protect users from
themselves! Any design must consider the assumption that users do not
change their behaviour and, therefore, systems have to handle negligence,
(carelessness and forgetfulness as well) as a result of user behaviour.
Anti-phishing software technology should not give the impression of
being very interruptive or obtrusive.
An anti-phishing solution should help users to broaden their knowledge
and scope in phishing prevention.
An anti-phishing solution should not, directly or indirectly, ask for any
private information of the users.
Anti-phishing solutions should help users to perform the tasks they
intended to perform.
Anti-phishing solutions should be aesthetically interesting and pleasing to
use it.
Anti-phishing technology should be able to gain and increase users’ trust.

4.0 Challenges to Overcome for a Usable Anti-Phishing
Solution
There are challenges which differentiate the usability of anti-phishing solutions
from the usability of any general purpose software. In fact, these challenges are
what designers have to overcome to achieve a usable anti-phishing solution. These
are mentioned and briefly analyzed below.
Security is rarely the primary concern of Internet users [7, 8, 12, 21]. When users
sit in front of a computer, their main objective is to browse a website, check their
email, download materials from the Internet, and use online services. They may not
have plenty of time or they are just not interested in spending time managing the
anti-phishing mechanisms. Internet users do wish to keep themselves safe from
phishing attacks but expect that the anti-phishing technology in their system to
handle all these. Besides, asking users to take extra steps is problematic and often
undesirable because they may find it as an interruption to their normal workflow
[20] and a considerable delay for the list(s) of urgent things that they have to do.
Ambiguous policies/rules to determine what users can and cannot control. There
is no anti-phishing technique available which can correctly detect every kind of
phishing attack. This means that in several occasions only the probability of a
particular webpage that is prone to phishing or not is estimated. Moreover, the
strength of security is context driven. In such scenarios, it is not an easy decision to
figure out what kinds of controls are necessary for the users. Generally, the
security experts and security designers decide what kinds of controls are allowed to
the users. For example, settings are provided to the users to set the level of
security, determine scan methods, allow/disallow running specific scripts, and
other. Firstly, this alone contradicts the fact that security is rarely the primary goal
of the Internet users. Secondly, users belong to the varying levels of computer

literacy and possess different level of knowledge in information security, so for
them many such settings do not make any sense.
Information security is a very sensitive subject. Once information has been left,
even for a short time, accidentally unprotected in the Internet, there is no way to be
sure that it has not been accessed by attackers. Therefore, the usability of an antiphishing solution needs to place a very high priority on making users understand
the risk well enough in order to keep themselves away from making potential high
cost mistakes.
It is difficult to provide good and convincing feedback. People perceive security to
be something subtle and arcane [21, 22]. There are many Internet users who do not
understand phishing attacks or do not understand the sophistication of phishing
techniques [8]. This complicates the task to provide users with sufficient in detail
and convincing, good feedback. It is also difficult to convince any users to care
about a problem which they might not understand.
The human is ... the weakest link [21, 22, 23]. Even though technology is changing
at a dramatic pace, social engineering still remains a key threat to information
security [24] and social engineering is about the exploitation of human
vulnerabilities [25]. Phishing employs diverse social engineering techniques, and
their potential victims are under the impact of these social engineering techniques.
Thus usability has to counteract on the effects of social engineering. Besides,
human behaviour mostly awkward and irrational, decision making processes and
social norms (e.g., legal rules, ethics), which, unfortunately, do not have an exact
solution valid for all environments.
The high importance of correct results influences trust. A ‘bad’ prompt may irritate
users and they may, ultimately, disable the security links. At the same time, failure
to detect phishing exposes users to vulnerabilities that can diminish the users’ trust
towards anti-phishing solutions. Besides, this eventually deteriorates people’s trust
towards these and similar anti-phishing tools. (More precisely, a wrong decision
because of not good performance of any and anti-phishing in particular technology
can be very expensive for the users, and this is undesirable and unacceptable).
Diverse and changing HCI technology. The technology and the environment in
which an anti-phishing solution is used are constantly and rapidly changing. A
usability technique valid for one environment and technology may not fit at all to
another environment and technology. For example, a usability technique designed
to be used for a Personal Computer (PC) might not fit for the smaller size screen of
mobile phones and tablets which are also used to gain access and perform sensitive
tasks online, including for instance healthcare, insurance, financial service, and
online shopping.
End-users are accustomed to erratic behaviour of software systems. Unusual
behaviour from poorly designed web applications and websites is not uncommon

for Internet browsers. For example, one has to come across several automatic popups during web browsing and mostly such pop-ups are closed without even
bothering for their content. This kind of activity in a way induces immunity in the
Internet users. This is the reason sometimes the users find it hard to figure out a
genuine warning and choose to remain unresponsive towards such warnings.

5.0 From Corrective to Adaptive and Preventive
Maintenance for Anti-Phishing Solutions
The kind of usability needed for anti-phishing solution design can and should
include knowledge and scientific expertise from multiple disciplines. To name but
a few, someone can refer to information security, human computer interaction,
artificial intelligence (expert system) as well as cognitive science and user
psychology. This also means that when designing such usability, people possessing
expertise from these all disciplines have to be involved or a person should have
knowledge in these entire domains. Moreover, in order to design a usable antiphishing solution, security and usability have to be aligned and dealt together.
Suitable metrics can play an important role in addressing the state of information
security and usability. An example of such kind of metrics is from Li et al. [26],
which can be helpful to evaluate usability of authentication mechanisms.
Generating metrics for features, such as notification mechanisms, alternative ways
by which users can perform their intended tasks, mechanisms to present help, a
mechanism to educate users about phishing prevention, and other, can be highly
useful to design usability in anti-phishing solutions.
People use the Internet having an objective in mind, such as to perform online
banking, online shopping, and other similar activities. Merely warning users about
the risk of phishing and not providing an alternative method to perform their
intended tasks can lead them to perform an erroneous or risky activity. Therefore,
the usability that is incorporated in anti-phishing technologies has to cater for
mechanisms figuring out alternative ways for performing the intended tasks. On
the other hand, this can be possible only when the system itself understands the
user’s intentions. For instance, in the anti-phishing solution designed by Ma [27],
he used Google (search engine) to detect phishing websites and the top results
returned by the search engine to recommend alternative ways to perform the tasks
that the users intended to perform.
When deciding on rules and policies to determine the kinds of controls which users
can handle, it is recommended not to rely on a few counted people. Involving many
different stakeholders to decide on the policies and, preferably, verifying the
decision through suitable experiments could be an appropriate remedy for such
cases. For example, some anti-phishing tools ask with users to decide which scan
methods s/he wants to use for phishing detection purposes. Though, this is a simple
thing for security experts, it may be alien and unintuitive to many users.

From the viewpoint of security, humans are the weakest links. Nevertheless, they
can also be turned into the strongest! They can also act as a very efficient tool [24].
In so acting, people should be empowered to make the right decision and this can
be possible only when designers take into consideration what humans can and
cannot do well [7]. It is during the usability design phase that the necessary for
end-users information to make the right decisions should be highlighted. On the
other hand, it should also be highlighted not to fully rely on users, but instead try to
limit the reliance on users as much as possible. A proper study to determine which
functionalities can be kept hidden from the users can help to reduce errors made by
users. Further, trust is a vital factor that helps to manage human beings [11]. Users
should be precisely and correctly informed on the situation. This is a way on how
users can be made to abide the warning and follow the instructions from the antiphishing solution. Even multi level warning should be adopted in severe cases [13].
Multi-level warning is a way to provide users with another chance to correct their
incorrect decisions and accidental mistakes.
Accuracy in the results is possible only by adopting a more efficient detection
technique. Blacklist or whitelist based techniques are comparatively more accurate,
but they have their own limitations [28, 29, 30]. Therefore, a new hybrid technique
formed by using efficient heuristics and list-based techniques where one technique
is designed to back up the other can be very suitable and desirable. Even, antiphishing service called ‘Safe Browsing API’ provided by Google [31] and antiphishing toolbar called ‘SmartScreen Filter’ from Microsoft [32] implement hybrid
technique to detect phishing attacks.
While designing usability for anti-phishing solutions, the blind use of standard
usability principles should be discouraged. Even when using a standard usability
technique, a more suitable evaluation should be performed to make sure that it fits
to the particular environment, technology and, above all the sensitivity of
information security.
Users should be presented, but not overloaded, with correct and precise warnings.
Unnecessary warnings and notifications are interruptive and disruptive for users. It
has been found that too many warnings desensitized users who are more vulnerable
to divulge their sensitive information to phishing attacks [18]. Moreover, a more
professional way of displaying warnings and alert messages should be adopted
[15].

6.0 Conclusions and Future Work
The problem of phishing cannot solely be solved by known software engineering
ways and methods such as a traditional cryptographic-based security framework or
security testing techniques. The problem of phishing is rather multifaceted and it
needs to consider both usability experts and user experiences [7]. In practice,
though, when designing anti-phishing solutions it is the technical details that
occupy the designers and are mainly found in the requirements specification

document. Many times, usability is included as the last add-on or it is tested at the
end. This, anyway, is a malpractice in the whole software development life cycle
and it has to be changed. Flechais[33] recommends to include both security and
usability in the requirements specification and design process. Finally, it should not
be misunderstood that merely by improving usability; phishing attacks can be
completely mitigated. Usability is just one component for improving security; there
are other vital components as well, such as phishing detection techniques and
users’ awareness about phishing.
In future research work, the authors plan to design an anti-phishing solution toolbar
based on these and other recent finding findings [Sunil’s MSc thesis]. We also plan
to evaluate the toolbar in many different contexts with real end-users. Situational
context has proved to be very critical for usability and security considerations.
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ABSTRACT
Public awareness is a significant factor in the battle against online identity theft (phishing). Advancing
public readiness can be a strategic protection mechanism for citizens’ vulnerability and privacy. Further, an
effective research strategy against phishing is the combination of increased social awareness with software
quality and social computing. The latter will decrease phishing victims and will improve information systems
quality. First, the authors discuss recent research results on software quality criteria used for the design of
anti-phishing technologies. Second, it is argued that the dynamics of social surroundings affect citizens’ trust
and can compromise social security. Third, the authors outline basic research needs and strategic steps to
be taken for timely citizens’ protection. Last, the authors propose strategic research directions for improving
information systems total quality management through international collaborative research and by focusing
on: i) increasing social awareness; ii) predicting information phishing attempts; iii) adopting social computing approaches.
Keywords:

Anti-Phishing, Cybersociety, Cybersecurity Research Strategies, Online Identity Theft (Phishing),
Social/Public Awareness, Software/Total Quality Management, Social Computing, Social
Engineering

INTRODUCTION
Every day thousands of people are convinced
to reveal vulnerable, personal information such
as social security ids and bank account details,
home and email addresses, and the list can go

on. Deceitful and convincing attempts, known as
social engineering techniques, have trustworthy
content and occur through various communication means. Online identity theft, commonly
known as (online) phishing, is an example of
social engineering. A relevant research question
here could be formed as follows:
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Research Question: Would it be beneficial for
science and society to i) know and ii) be
able to predict the time and frequency of
phishing attacks and other social engineering activities that compromise citizens’
privacy and safety?
Advancing social awareness can result in
better and timely protection of citizens’ vulnerability and privacy. It can encourage citizens’ active participation in society and could eventually
have a long term social impact, leading to social
transformation (Berki et al., 2014). Additionally,
it can prove to be the most cost-effective option
in information systems maintenance.

Phishing through the Lenses of
Information Security Professionals
In phishing attacks, technical subterfuge techniques (e.g., pharming) are employed to modify
host files in the victims’ computers, proceed
to DNS cache poisoning, utilise domain name
typos, exploit cross-site scripting vulnerabilities, and organise man-in-the-middle attacks in
order to redirect a website’s traffic to another,
fake site. Further, techniques such as cross-site
request forgery, specialised malware, rogue WiFi (i.e. evil twin), rogue Quick Response (QR)
code, and hacking techniques are also utilised
to conduct phishing attacks.
Nowadays, however, social engineering
is more prevalent in phishing attacks. Social
engineering is the psychological manipulation
of people in order to make them divulge their
confidential information or perform unwitting
activities which can be harmful for security
and privacy… (See Li, 2013; Berki, 2014). The
four phases of a cycle in social engineering are:
information gathering, developing relationship,
exploitation, and execution (see Allan et al.,
2005). Phishers, spammers, and other (e.g.
pharmers) employ more specialised targeted
attacks such as spear phishing, clone phishing, and whaling and invest considerable time
preparing for such attacks. They employ social
engineering techniques such as masquerading,
dumpster diving, leftover, hoax virus alerts

and other such as chain letters, spam, direct
psychological manipulation (Harley, 200), chatin-the- middle attack, vishing, smishing (RSA,
2009), to name just a few attempts that target to
sensitive information elicitation. In fact, social
engineering and social engineers no longer have
a positive image connected to socio-scientific
knowledge, but they have been associated
with dark creativity and deceitful information
acquisition and processing. Notwithstanding,
deceiving citizens to reveal their and friends’
and relatives’ personal credentials is considered
unethical and illegal.

Citizens: The Potential Victims
of Social Engineering
The dynamics of social surroundings can affect
citizens’ trust and compromise social security.
Phishing is one of the most typical offline (e.g.
by post) and online attacks that happen daily.
Phishers, who design and conduct mainly online attacks, efficiently combine i) advanced
technological knowledge and ii) current societal
and situational information. Various intelligent
combinations of i) and ii) are used in order to
exploit evoked feelings from turbulent and
unstable societal circumstances such as war
situations, financial crises, ethical conflicts
and other (Berki et al, 2014). In their attempts
to gain citizens’ trust for successful phishing,
phishers are very creative and inventive.
The citizens of e-society utilize virtual
communities and social media for social networking with other citizens. They also use online
services such as e-shopping, e-banking, online
games, music and films from cloud services,
e-mail, e-governance, e-health, online tickets
sales... The list of the compromised online
services and social networks is so long that
seems endless. Simply, for gathering information on trustworthy relationships and common
interests phishers just need to observe online
services and/or look at any social network sites
(e.g. Facebook).
Recent historical events (e.g. wars) show
that when real communities are in danger, people
consider e-societies and virtual communities
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a safety shelter, where through anonymity,
eponymity, nonymity or polynymity (Berki and
Jäkälä, 2009), citizens can interact and share
their interests, feelings, worries and concerns.
In all of these cases (see also Jäkälä and Berki,
2013), information that is produced by individuals, groups and communities of people is
openly available for use or misuse and abuse.
Next, we provide some examples of the
latter and propose ways to be used to improve
software quality, and usable security (Chaudhary and Berki, 2013) in particular. In the long
run the target should be the enhanced and safe
functioning of social interaction systems e.g.
social/mass media. In order to safeguard the
security, communication, privacy, and openness
of the interactive processes of the society, one
must be aware and active and be encouraged
by socio-technical factors to do so. Additionally, the authors posit that social awareness is
dependent on social computing, which in turn, is
concerned with information and communication
systems of social media and networks and the
mechanisms and principles that underlie their
usability, maintainability, and use.

PUBLIC AWARENESS AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Software quality management has always been
a significant part of anti-phishing software
and tools design. Software quality criteria and
metrics for functionality, security and accuracy,
usability, maintainability, and efficiency have
been and still are essential in the fight against
phishing. Developing phishing-resistant systems (Li et al., 2007) is one way by which
software quality can participate in counteracting
phishing attacks. Another way is heightening
the quality of anti-phishing tools. Yet, both
ways, no matter how informative and practical
may be, are not sufficient in assuring citizens’
security and privacy protection. Unless it is
combined with social computing and social
behaviour knowledge, anti-phishing technology design can merely offer software quality
measures and criteria for corrective and reactive

maintenance. On the contrary, it is the proactive and preventive maintenance that software
quality and social computing should prompt
for. Thus considering total quality management
and integrated anti-phishing techniques could
comprise an effective anti-phishing research
and development strategy.

Software Quality Criteria
and Phishing- Resistant
Information Systems
An absolutely correct and complete phishingresistant system is not possible, by default. One
main reason for this is that phishing techniques
apply not just more and more sophisticating
technology but also consider recent social
events and cultural norms, so useful for social
engineering worldwide. The humans are the
weakest link in phishing activities; thus, humans
are often exploited by phishers when the latter
employ intelligent semantic attacks. We may
achieve an exact (and possibly correct and
complete up to some point) solution for technical problems; but human factors do not match
a ‘precise’ solution! Adverse effects due to the
human nature and emotions (e.g. gullibility,
greed, fear, diffidence, anxiety, thoughtlessness, apathy, sympathy, and curiosity) could
be identified, controlled and minimized, but
still can be unpredictable. Apparently, there
still exist possibilities to control certain factors
which can limit phishing attacks or increase
the efforts and time that phishers need to act.
First, it is necessary to identify and fix these
vulnerabilities which can be security risks in
an information system. To prevent system users from phishing Li et al. (2007) emphasize
i) improving the quality of systems design and
ii) the need for well-defined security requirements. Further, they suggested misuse-oriented
prevention, i.e., protection from phishing attacks
with the help of the misuse case method from
the systems design perspective. Misuse- case
is an effective approach to capture security
requirements (Sindre & Opdahl, 2005) and
analyse secure software architecture to identify
security threats and vulnerabilities (Pauli & Xu,
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2005). In a different way from them, Flechais
et al. (2007) recommended a methodology
called ‘Appropriate and Effective Guidance for
Information Security (AEGIS)’, used for developing secure and usable systems. The AEGIS
methodology (referring metaphorically to aegis
or aigis, the personal safety armour shield of
the Gods of ancient Greece (Homer, 760-710
BC)) integrates security and usability into the
requirements and into the design process of the
system development.
Another approach is focusing on phishing
resistant authentication method. A question
that can arise is the following: Is it feasible to
create such an authentication method? Despite
the availability of diversified authentication
schemes, a username-password pair is the most
widely used authentication method. To improve
its phishing resistance, mechanisms such as
one-time passcode, two-factor verification,
two-step verification, and graphical password
are constantly in ongoing practice.
Another interesting authentication protocol
was proposed by Jakobsson & Myers (2008),
and called it ‘Delayed Password Disclosure
(DPD)’. Their main idea was to provide users
with visual character-by character feedback
as they type their password. In so doing, they
can stop entering the password as soon as it is
realized that the website is unauthentic. One
of the main issues of this approach is that it
allows partial disclosure of a password, which
can be very helpful in cracking the password;
for example, guess attack.
Some authentication schemes are based on
the process of previewing or trial. Such are ‘picture password’ (see Sinofsky, 2011) by which a
user can authenticate by freeform gestures on
picture which is being developed by Microsoft.
Likewise, Google research is focused on ‘USB
key’ which will be alternative to password (See
Simonite, 2013). The ‘USB key’ will hold a
cryptographic key and authenticate by correctly
responding to mathematical (computational)
challenges posed by the online service.

Anti-Phishing Tools Quality:
Usable Security and EnergyEfficient Solutions
Planning appropriately tailored to human
needs tools, thus improving the quality of
anti-phishing tools is an effective research
and development strategy in the fight against
phishing. Anti-phishing tools are available in
different forms, for example embedded in most
of the anti-virus software, inbuilt in popular web
browsers, as independent add-ons (SpoofGuard,
Netcraft, and EarthLink). In these anti-phishing
tools accuracy and precision in result is one
major stakeholders concern. There is no antiphishing tool, which can detect each and every
single phishing attack. The reason for this may
be that techniques adopted for phishing purposes
are continuously changing, embracing all different information and communication technologies, e.g. snail mail, phone call, email, SMS,
advertisement banner in website, and fraudulent
websites. Moreover, phishers go on increasing
the sophistication in the technology and social
engineering knowledge that they combine to
carry out their illegal activities.
To keep pace with the changing, growing
needs scenarios and often with the business
reality, anti-phishing tools have to upgrade
accordingly, which is possible only through
the consideration of maintainability factors
and built-in design properties. There has also
been a necessity to design proactive measures
to counteract phishing attacks and not just limit
the efforts to corrective and reactive measures.
Regarding anti-phishing tools’ design and use,
another serious concern is found to be the tools’
poor usability (Dhamija et al., 2006; Wu et
al., 2006; Li & Helenius, 2007). Due to the
poor usability of anti-phishing tools, plenty of
Internet users remain exposed to online threats.
They either do not notice or fail to understand
the warnings displayed by anti-phishing tools.
Ultimately, they fail to act as directed by the
anti-phishing tools; or disobey the directions
because they are not appropriately advised.
Usability itself involves, by and large, the
consideration of human factors. Therefore, the
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Table 1. Required software quality properties and their inter-dependence in the fight against
phishing
      ISO 9126 Software Quality
Properties as (Software and System)
Design Requirements

     Importance in Quality Control and in the Fight Against Phishing

      F u n c t i o n a l i t y
     (system/tools should work/function
well, for everyone)

     -Security checks i) deal with unauthorized accesses to information systems
and ii) help removing vulnerabilities from systems and anti-phishing tools.
     -Accuracy and precision are required in the results of anti-phishing tools.

     
Usability
      (Understandability, Readability,
Learnability, Simplicity and intuitiveness
should be considered)

      -Usability checks if the target information system and antiphishing tools are simple and intuitive to use and configure.
     -Warnings and notifications should be understandable and effective.

      M a i n t a i n a b i l i t y
     Changeability and modifiability of
features while maintaining ease-of-use

      - C o r r e c t i v e m a i n t e n a n c e t e c h n i q u e s c h e c k a n d
fix the vulnerabilities in the information system/tool.
      -Adaptive maintenance check and upgrade the system/anti-phishing
tool to include predictive knowledge on potential future phishing attacks.

     Efficiency (Performance)

     -Lightweight anti-phishing tools for mobile phones, tablets and other
devices.

design of usable security must take into account
what humans can and cannot do well (Dhamija
et al., 2006). Moreover, security and usability
must be treated complementary while designing
anti-phishing tools. Both security and usability
should be dealt together throughout the design
process, by iterative analysis and design, and
evaluation cycles for usability and security while
incorporating them (Yee, 2004).
Naturally, plenty of Internet users widely
use Smartphone and tablets to browse the Internet, performing security-sensitive activities like
e-banking and online shopping. Surprisingly,
these particular online activities have attracted
phishers to target users of such specific devices
as well (Ruggiero & Foote, 2011; RSA, 2009).
A natural problem with these devices is that they
are battery-powered and pose limited computing power. Therefore, it is crucial to design a
lightweight anti-phishing tool; thus targeting
towards increasing the overall efficiency (performance) of anti-phishing tools. Energy-wise
such lightweight anti-phishing tool has to be
i) energy-friendly with conformance to green
computing principles; ii) effective through usable security rules against phishing attacks; iii)
should not involve exhaustive computing tasks
(defined in complex ways) that can quickly drain

the available battery and other resources, but
rather utilize natural, computational design logic
and iv) consider ethical design rules.
Table 1, next, summarizes the previous
comments and suggestions on the software
quality features and their interdependence in
the battle for phishing.
Accordingly, we next introduce the significance of human and social awareness for
users and discuss the necessity of resilience
in the fight against phishing. Subsequently, in
the upcoming sections we expose our research
concern on the ways that social awareness can
increase, influence and assist phishing attacks’
prediction and prevention through social computing approaches.

Advancing People’s
Knowledge and Readiness
As mentioned in the aforementioned sections,
phishers use semantic attacks to exploit human
vulnerabilities. It does not matter how many
firewalls, encryption software, certificates, or
two-factor authentication mechanisms an organization has; the human behind the keyboard can
still fall for a phish (Hong, 2012). In phishing
attacks there are many cues, which can help
Internet users to identify them. Ironically and
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alarmingly, undertaken surveys and research
studies revealed that Internet users lack proper
knowledge on phishing recognition (Dhamija
et al., 2006). Therefore, educating Internet
users and raising their awareness regarding
phishing can be a potential effective measure
for protection.
Currently banks, financial companies, online shops and other organisations, whose online
clients are vulnerable to phishing, in order to
make their clients more aware, include static
information about phishing in their website.
Regarding online security and privacy, there
is publicly available online training material,
published by various governmental and nongovernment organizations, business, security
organizations, universities and other. This material has been proved useful and its readers
admit that it does inform them on many issues
that they did not know before reading it. Webbased training materials, contextual training,
embedded training, and interactive games have
also been found effective in educating Internet
users about phishing and helping them to avoid
phishing attacks (Kumaraguru et al., 2007;
Sheng et al., 2007). Examples here include the
interactive game “Anti-Phish Phil”, and the
interactive training system “PhishGuru”. These
were designed by Cylab Usable Privacy and
Security (CUPS) Laboratory at Carnegie Mellon
University. CUPS targets to educate Internet
users about phishing websites. Similarly, the
online quiz “Phish or Not Phish”, developed
by VeriSign, is available for free. Kuo et al.
(2007) suggested to include tutorials with detailed information about the potential problems
(problem-focused education) in anti-phishing
tools. In so doing the potential online users
can read them and increasingly advance their
knowledge on phishing. Hence, humans can
gradually become aware of the dangers.
Wu et al. (2006) found significant improvement in the ability of Internet users to detect
phishing attacks, before and after reading a
tutorial by email on phishing. Sheng et al. (2007)
experimented on the role of games to educate
Internet users on phishing. The experiment
showed that gaming results in more effective

user awareness than other means such as reading
text or following online tutorials.
As a matter of fact, awareness about phishing can be very helpful in reducing the number
of people falling for phishing attacks. However,
it is essential to realize how effective are the
instructions included in training materials and
how they are perceived by the users. Herley
(2009) argues that the current training materials teach users to look for visible cues. This
approach offers only limited protection against
phishing. Phishers can modify visible cues in
emails and websites. Moreover, these training
materials assume that users are keen to avoid
risks; on the contrary, another study showed that
people judge for relevance before authenticity
(Jakobsson, 2007).
Admittedly, too sensitive interfaces about
security can backfire, and make users to doubt
every email and website. Users can have misconceptions about security from beforehand.
Therefore, training materials should not just
limit their contents to inform on visible cues.
They should also challenge misconceptions
of the users (Kirlappos & Sasse, 2012) on the
resilience of technologies, and cognitively prepare them so that they can intelligently assess
potential risks.

Resilience: A Meta-Requirement
in Anti-Phishing Knowledge
Resilience is a significant quality property,
dealing with the degree of flexibility, rigidity,
resistance, and toughness of a tool/system. It is
rather imperative and implicit that resilience is
interconnected with all other quality properties
discussed earlier and summarised in Table 1.
According to the United States Department of
Homeland Security (2013), resilience includes
the ability to withstand and recover from deliberate attacks, accidents, or naturally occurring
threats and incidents. Resilient anti-phishing
technologies can help to reduce the immediate
short-term negative impact on users and could
moderate the long-term social impact.
A generally used method to reduce the
impact of phishing attacks is to take down the
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websites; however, this method has a limitation. All countries do not have the necessary
laws or legal provision principles to remove
such websites.
Next approach is to flood the phishers’
database with false information. This is also
called poisoning, but is not Denial of Service
(DoS) attack. Although this is related to pharming techniques, the concept behind this method
is to make it difficult for phishers to differentiate
between valid and false data. This can, sometimes, make the database completely useless.
This technique also has a serious limitation. It
requires tracking the spoofed websites without
any false negative result.
McRae & Vaughan (2007) proposed a
technique which employs web-bugs and honeytokens. The concept behind their technique
was not simply to minimize the damage but
also to track down the phishers. Although this
approach is not fully proved, it raises a noble
issue which is to track down the phishers and
punish them for their illegitimate activities.
It is debatable whether punishment can deter
phishers or not; however, it might be legally
and morally required.
Further than user awareness about phishing
attacks and consciousness of the phishing situation, social awareness and social consciousness
are needed for adopting a proactive, and where
possible predictive, software quality engineering approach; thus, not simply following a
reactive problem-solving method as the ones
described above. The rest of the paper is dedicated in exposing societal needs and proposing
strategic ways of research for increasing social
awareness (and, thus, social consciousness)
regarding citizens’ information security.

STRATEGIC RESEARCH
SUGGESTIONS FOR CYBER:
SECURITY IN CYBER-SOCIETY
The structure and social order of the information
society and the local/global events influence social engineering techniques. It is a social need to
research how certain (and uncertain) situations

of real and virtual communities affect citizens’
trust and influence personal safety, privacy and
social security. There is also a social need to
predict when these activities might occur, with
precision and clarity. Effective remedies for
phishing could be achieved by relating phishing activities to the phenomena of the society
and their frequency. Timely identification and
prediction can form a proactive information
systems development strategy and can, practically, enhance preventive maintenance. (Berki
et al., 2014).

Hypothesis and Relevant
Questions
The social context/environment with its timely
internal/external events and particular phenomena/situations in information society increase i)
phishing activities and, thus, ii) phishers. Subsequently, iii) the victims of social engineering
are increased, while more and more citizens are
in danger in daily life and work. Considering
this hypothesis, and attempting to formulate an
effective anti-phishing research strategy, someone could further ask the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which phenomena /events in societies increased the amount of information phishing
activities in recent years?
How the content of the phishing activities
is related to the social context?
Why phishers chose these events as the
content of their phishing mail?
Could a prediction model of future phishing
attacks be constructed?

The answers to questions 1-3 will reveal
new, significant knowledge considering the
social dimensions of trust and the consequences
of phishing to the citizens’ life in the absence
of privacy and social security. Hence, answers
to questions 1-3 will result in increased social
awareness. The answer to question 4 could also
increase social awareness and, most importantly,
public readiness. A prediction model could be
part of protection guidelines for adult citizens’
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education and training to recognize and rather
predict anticipated phishing attacks.

Appropriate Research Targets for
Increasing Social Awareness
At this point, the research steps on phishing
should target to address the following issues
that correspond to the research questions 1-4
(section 3.1), in a more explanatory manner:
A. Which societal situations generate phishing
and phishers?
B. What do phishers search for?
C. Which data and kinds of information are
likely to become strong ‘baits’ for the
citizens?
D. How phishing attacks could be predicted?
E. How social awareness can be raised?
Hence the research design should primarily
aim at developing social awareness regarding phishing attacks, for the sake of citizens’
privacy and social security. In so doing, and
utilizing suitable data, the research stages and
steps followed must have the next inputs and
deliverables:
Stage 1: research and social learning on the
dynamics of social relationships between
citizens, online groups and services and
special events/situations in virtual/real
communities; classification of the phishing attempts.
Stage 2: the research should result in i) protection guidelines for the citizens and ii)
a prediction model for phishing attacks.
These two outcomes will assist in the
development of social awareness.
Such kind of strategic research on phishing
must be qualitative and quantitative in nature
and have international collaboration. Thus,
we propose the collection, analysis and comparison of international data and information
on phishing attacks. An excellent data source,
for instance, for correlation and meta-analysis
is the international data reported in the Anti-

Phishing Working Group reports (2008-2014)
of every 6 months/year, during the last years.
These are collections of online phishing attacks
and, perhaps, the most reliable and relevant
data source internationally. It is, however, a
relatively limited source of available, real data,
and also incomplete because not each and every
phishing attempt is reported.
The authors, for instance, have already
utilised many resources with collected data
available for anti-phishing research (AntiPhishing Working Group, 2008-2014; Li et al.,
2011): First a large number of phishing attacks
reported in personally collected data (mainly
phishing emails) during the last six (6) years.
The countries encountered in these emails
were, among other, the following: Germany,
Finland, Spain, Italy, Greece, China, Cyprus,
UK, USA, Malta, Ghana, Nigeria. Second, we
used information from the Anti-Phishing Working Group reports; it was proved to be a wise
action, since the data was real and invaluable
(Li et al., 2011).
Other sources of data available are the
incidents mentioned in the news by mass media
and social media. These can be researched and
scrutinised through many viewpoints in order
to reveal:
1.
2.
3.

Common conditions for phishing activities
that include common actions;
Phishing patterns (and anti-patterns) and
human roles, and
Social consequences they create.

The emergence of these elements 1-3 will
constitute an abstraction of the social reality
that will be of paramount importance: It can
be decisively useful when prescribing phishing
remedies and setting software quality criteria
such as resilience and usable security for antiphishing software.
Information that targets social awareness is
of strategic significance and has to be monitored
and released with great care for the citizens. As
an example of how publicly available information can be used or abused by different groups,
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we next analyse a recent phishing case that
abused information from a real event in China.

Example of Abused Information:
Social Awareness and Phishing
Attack Reporting in China
Chinese people have many information channels
to keep track on what is happening globally. Traditional media include cable TV channels, radio
channels and newspapers. These information
channels are well-attended mass media means
of public knowledge, too. Recently, with the development of the Internet, new media channels
have been introduced into daily life. Chinese
people may go to some popular websites to read
public news, such as sohu.com, sina.com.cn,
ifeng.com. These new (social) media bring the
information faster, and also provide their audience with a public virtual space to share comments on what they read. While though people
have enjoyed the convenience of these media,
they also have to be very careful with sensitive
personal or non-personal information sharing
unwillingly and sometimes unconsciously. The
emerging media channels also host situations
where people can be victims of phishing, like
in the following event, which generated unnecessary suffering from financial loss caused
by phishing messages. The information used in
the phishing messages was revealed during the
facts reporting on a police incident.
On the 9th of February 2014, soon after
the 2014 Chinese New Year, the police in
Guangdong province launched a raid on saunas, karaokes and other venues of ill repute
in Dongguan, a city in Guangdong province
famous for manufacturing and a highly developed sex industry (Rauhala, 2014). The police
detained 67 people and shut down 12 venues.
The news should have confirmed that the sex
industry is not protected by the law in China,
however. Some people got phished because of
(the reporting of) these social events happening. According to the text from a newspaper
published in Guangdong (News.163.com,
2014), some victims reported that they received
phishing SMS messages saying: “Dad, I have

been caught by the police when I played in
Dongguan last night, please transfer ***yuan
as bail to the bank account ****** .”
Reflecting on this event’s analysis for increasing social awareness and advancing social
consciousness, we thought of the following a)
– e) question-based analysis and subsequent
quick remedy-based answer:
A. What can these media tell people about the
particular social event? In the Dongguan
raid, the media can only tell the audience
the time, the organizer, the general process
and the results of the event. No individual
information is exposed, nor should it be
exposed.
B. What will likely be the social awareness
impact on individuals? In the Dongguan
raid, individuals may see the determination and attitude of Chinese central/local
government towards the sex industry. Some
individuals may also be informed on the
whereabouts of the famous sex industry
centre in Guangdong province. Some individuals may also start looking for other
places for entertainment, etc. Some people
may begin to worry about their friends
whether they were involved in this event…
C. Which is/are the role(s) of the authorities?
The authorities actually play the role of
the leader in this event. They planned the
event, they recorded the whole process,
and published the details they allowed.
D. Which is/are the role(s) of the individuals?
Many roles can be played by the individuals. They can be part of the audience to
watch and listen to the event. They can
also be the reporters disclosing more or
less critical details on the event. They can
also be the actors catching others or being
caught by the police.
E. What are the benefits/costs for the individuals? People may receive rewards from
taking part in the raid operation, e.g. as a
policeman, an undercover, a reporter, a
leader, an informant etc. They could also
be punished if they are a detained person
in the raid operation.
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In addition to the question-based analysis,
many other right questions can be asked in order
to enhance understanding of the socio-cultural
and geo-political factors and make citizens
aware of the seriousness and the dangers of the
incident. Except questions, other analysis means
of communicating facts, news and events can be
utilised, in different national and organisational
cultures. Some are mentioned next.

Social Consciousness
through Suitable Information
Communication and Modelling
Situation understanding and situation awareness can derive from the use of appropriate
analysis and communication means that appeal
to different socio-cognitive domains. In case
of phishing, for instance, except mere news
reporting and analysis, international statistical correlations and annual tabular data, other
analysis and presentation means can advance
situational knowledge. Modelling techniques,
for instance, can be borrowed from SSM - Soft
Systems Methodology (Checkland & Scholes,
1990). These techniques include the CATWOE
analysis, Root Definitions, and Rich Pictures
(Checkland & Scholes, 1990), which depict and
describe the structured and unstructured social
systems situations in a realistic and analytical
manner. We borrowed methodological knowledge from the SSM techniques in order to form
questions a) –e) and reflect on the analysis of the
previous example on Chinese ground. The main
reason for this choice is that SSM techniques
can provide holistic (systemic) views of the
society and the effects of phishing on citizens
and other social partners and stakeholders. In
an effort to enrich the anti-phishing methodology and increase knowledge, we also suggest:
1) Contextual PEST analysis can initially be
used for a more systemic understanding of
the situation. 2) Further SWOT analysis could
be used in categorising the phishing attempts
regarding the email content (see Li et al., 2011;
Berki et al., 2014).
Social networking, virtual community
engagement and cultural interaction through

social and mass media make online worlds
complex and chaotic to understand. Phishing
threats could be seen as a social phenomenon,
initiating from people gathered around screens
to play games to the emergence of email and
social media. As technologies have evolved, so
too have the socio-cognitive and socio-cultural
issues with which they are entwined. The technical knowledge of advanced ICT challenges
humans. Understanding the social contexts and
cultural practices constitute considerable challenges, too (see e.g. Eggers, 2014). Phishers,
however, are aware of these needs and other
vulnerabilities and in their attacks interact with
certain knowledge that can allure other humans
on the Net...
Further research on anti-phishing technology and social/mass media should be handled
through predominant and multidisciplinary
research frameworks that contain concepts and
conceptual modelling through which we can
typically conceptualise the dynamic and evolutionary nature of society. Cognitive science and
social computing, for instance, is one integrated
knowledge area that can be utilized in the study
of phishing technologies and digital media as
socio-cognitive and cultural phenomena. The
next section points to this.

Social Computing for Modelling
and Predicting Phishing Attempts
Social computing is an area of computer science that is concerned with the intersection of
social behaviour and computational systems
(Berki et al., 2014). Social computing involves
supporting any sort of social behavior in or
through computational systems (Surowiecki,
2005; Berki, 2001). It is based on creating or
recreating social conventions and social contexts through the use of software and technology.
Thus, blogs, email, instant messaging, social
network services, wikis, social bookmarking
and other instances of what is often called social
software illustrate ideas from social computing,
but also other kinds of software applications
where people interact socially. (Berki, 2001;
Berki et al., 2014).
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Social computing is believed to adequately
handle computations that are carried out by
groups of people; hence, it has recently become popular because of its relationship to
free/open source, social software, and social
network analysis (see e.g. Surowiecki, 2005;
Berki, 2001). These are believed to influence
ways of thinking and practice and social order.
Apparently, computational social choice and
prediction modeling can be used in the fight of
phishers and phishing (Dhamija et al., 2006; Li,
2013) because social behaviour, except social
awareness, provides a social knowledge basis
on human interaction to plan and coordinate in
advance and, above all, draw inferences (Berki
et al., 2014).
Humans develop abilities and skills for
interacting, expressing themselves in multiple
ways (Berki & Jäkälä, 2009; Jäkälä & Berki,
2013). Humans are considerably sensitive to
i) the behaviour of others around them and ii)
their social context. They have feelings generated from i) and ii) and make a number of
decisions that are influenced by these and other
emotions. Except human-computer interaction,
human to human interaction, social behaviour
and socio-cognitive factors (Berki, 2001; Berki
et al., 2004; Surowiecki, 2005) form a potential
research domain where reflective and weighty
scientific research can be carried out. For this
reason, there are many socio-technical factors
in phishing for potential conceptual computational modeling (see e.g. Berki, 2001; Berki et
al., 2004; Li, 2013). Social computing could
assist in designing phishing-resistant information systems and anti-phishing technology
that support useful functionality by making
socially-triggered and -filtered information
available to their users.
This information may be provided directly, as when systems show the number of
users who have rated a review as helpful or
not. Or the information may be provided after
being filtered and aggregated, as is done when
systems recommend a product based on what
else people with similar purchase history have
purchased. Alternatively, the information may
be provided indirectly, as is, for instance, the

case with Google’s page rank algorithms, which
orders search results based on the number of
pages that recursively point to them (Berki et
al., 2014).

Towards Effective Anti-Phishing
Research Strategies
A socio-economical strategy for the fight of
social engineering is important because it
will involve high level planning and design
to achieve readiness and pre-recognition of
anti-phishing targets among citizens in society, under certain or uncertain conditions. A
resource-based strategy can be effective because
the resources available to manage the fight
against phishing (and other criminal actions of
social engineering) are, normally, limited and
the future online threats unknown. The necessity of a nation-wide strategy is about shaping
the future, while constitutes a human attempt
to get to desirable ends with all available and
possible means.
An anti-phishing research strategy based
on principles of social computing and software
quality management could be defined as i) a
social abstract pattern in a stream of phenomena
and decisions, or as ii) a systematic approach
of finding, formulating, and developing a contingency research framework. Both i) and ii)
could strive for readiness to recognize phishing
attempts and, in the long run, future prediction
mechanisms of phishing activities. Further, the
citizens would be encouraged for participation
and be empowered with suitable knowledge for
situational analysis and situational awareness.
The authors, considering their and others’
research outcomes (see e.g. Dhamija et al., 2006;
Li et al., 2011; Li, 2013; Chaudhary & Berki,
2013; Li et al., 2014), have concluded the following: In order to determine the future research
directions and challenges of anti-phishing software design (Berki et al., 2014) it is essential
to: firstly, achieve an improved understanding
of the current research stage internationally;
and secondly, define a strategic resource-based
framework through which international researchers and other stakeholders can pursue
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particular courses of research and development
action. Considering the fundamental principle
of strategic planning “hope for the best, plan
for the worst”, a strategic research contingency
approach (Li, 2013; Li et al., 2014) for effective anti-phishing policies in society must, at
least, address the next polymorphic questions:
A.
B.
C.
D.

What should and could be done, and why?
For whom should this be done, and why?
How could this be done best, and why?
Who should do this best, and why? With
whom else could and should this be done
best, and why?

These generic considerations are relevant as
analysis guidelines at many levels. They can be
used, for instance, in phishing activity analysis,
in anti-phishing policy design and realization,
and other situations like citizens’ education
and training schemes and in problems that their
nature is of law and order origin. According to
Robert Berki (1986), “the problem of personal
security (the problem of law and order) cannot
be adequately explained by reducing it either
to criminality (i.e. the problem between individuality and universality) or to politics (i.e.
the conflict between particulars)…”. Scientific
or ideological orientations of isolated antiphishing research and development approaches
have suffered as a result of such reductionist
abstractions.

SUMMARY: TIME UP
FOR PHISHING?
Software quality assurance and ‘dark’ social
engineering seem to currently constitute a rather
‘closed-case’ body of scientific knowledge.
Specific information and software quality
criteria on corrective and reactive (not proactive or preventive!) maintenance are shared
by a few research groups and a small number
of anti-phishing technology companies. This
international situation has been an obstacle
in widening the useful epistemological and
everyday practical knowledge that can lead

to IT skills and digital culture development,
increased social awareness and personal safety
in the information society. The IT professionals
carry a huge responsibility for this.
This investigation further reported on the
significance of i) a strategic research approach
and ii) international collaboration between
IT professionals and other concerned social
partners to fight phishing. Currently, social
engineering techniques constitute an esoteric
situation of specialized information shared
by a few research groups and a small number
of anti-phishing technology companies. This
alone, often considered a competitive advantage for commercial exploitation, has become
an obstacle for widening the useful knowledge
for the society that can lead to timely public
awareness for the citizens. Phishers, on the other
hand, are very knowledgeable and intelligent,
perhaps respected IT professionals (!), aware
of the socio-technical weaknesses that can be
utilized to interact with and convince citizens
to reveal information. Therefore, deceitful efforts with trustworthy content through post,
online services and face to face conversations
frequently appear and go on increasing in society
and cyber-society.
Recent research also shows (Li et al.,
2011; Li, 2013; Chaudhary and Berki, 2013)
that phishing activities become increasingly
difficult to recognize, while phishers become
more sophisticated. It seems inevitable that
future phishing attacks will utilize more
(trustworthy) elements of social and personal
contexts, becoming thus more dangerous
for citizens welfare and society. Protecting
citizen’s vulnerability and privacy in the era
of information society through increased social
awareness is a challenge for IT professionals
and Information Security experts in particular.
The latter, after all, are called upon to care for
two challenging targets in (information) society:
i) improving trust relationships and ii) securing
freedom of speech and expression, which are
basic human rights.
Citizen’s social awareness can act as a
protection mechanism in the social context of
(cyber) society. Anti-phishing protection guide-
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lines, adult education and training programmes,
and simple trust management strategies can
make citizens re-think online identity construction and interaction. In so doing, citizens could
eventually acquire useful social skills and digital
competencies, and the Law and Justice could be
able to utilize predictive practical information.
Socially aware citizens appreciate freedom of
expression, privacy, confidentiality and other
human rights. Empowered citizens, in turn,
can collaborate better with IT professionals in
supporting the importance of harmonious and
safe social interaction and stability for the developmental progress of society. Social awareness leads to secure active participation. This is
the first step towards social consciousness that
leads to manifold thinking, social activism and
societal transformation.
Except software and total quality management approaches towards situational readiness
and public awareness, other strategic knowledge
and design considerations with ethical awareness for IT professionals can also contribute
towards the previous. One of these professional
challenges is the secure, ethical and legal design
of social behaviour-based computational systems. These systems could support the collection and dissemination of information through
collective social interaction, for example from
and to online groups, work teams, web-based
communities, online organizations, and local/
global capital markets. However, often the
legal and ethical security design requirements
can be contradictory for IT professionals and
their values. Apparently, the (private) information provided for social awareness cannot be
anonymous; but it is, however, significantly
precise and accurate because it is linked to the
shared personal experiences of (eponymous or
anonymous) people, who are, in turn, connected
to other people. The reliability and validity of it
derives from the social consciousness and both
citizens’ and IT professionals’ empowerment
and responsibility for social transformation.
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An Evaluation of People’s Susceptibility to
Phishing Attacks in Nepal and Effectiveness of
the Applied Countermeasures
Sunil Chaudhary, Rajendra Bahadur Thapa, Eleni Berki, Marko Helenius

Abstract—The increasing number of Internet and mobile phone
users, and essentially those, who use these electronic media to
perform online transactions makes Nepal lucrative for phishing
attacks. It is one of the reasons behind escalating phishing attacks in
the country. Therefore, in this paper we examine various phishing
attempts and real scenarios in Nepal to determine the seriousness of
the problem. We also want to find out how prepared are the Internet
and mobile phone users and how well-equipped are the private sector
and government authorities responsible to handle cybercrime in the
country. We considered five areas of research study, i.e., legal
measures, technical and procedural measures, organizational
structure, capacity building, and international cooperation. These
constitute important factors in cyber security and are recommended
by the Global Cyber security Agenda (GCA). On the basis of our
findings, we provide essential suggestions to make anti-phishing
measures more appropriate to Nepalese state and society.

Keywords—Internet banking, mobile banking, e-commerce,
phishing, anti-phishing, Nepal.
I. INTRODUCTION

A

CCORDING to the World Bank statistics, both mobile
phone and Internet penetrations are gradually growing in
Nepal [1]-[2]. In the year 2013, mobile phone and Internet
penetration rates in the country were 71.46% and 26.10%
respectively. Moreover, around 93.6% of the Internet users
browse Internet via their mobile phone [3].
Information and communication technology (ICT) has
opened doors to numerous opportunities for enterprises and
individuals in the country. Banking and business sectors are
rapidly changing and becoming generous towards adopting
ICT to improve their services quality. There are thirty
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commercial banks and more than one hundred financial
institutions registered to the Nepal Ratstra Bank (the central
bank of Nepal). Twenty eight out of thirty commercial banks
offer e-banking services to their customers. The majority of
those banks also offer Short Messaging Service (SMS) as a
banking service. Everyday a large number of individuals and
businesses use those services to transfer funds, pay their bills,
and perform other monetarily sensitive activities. More
importantly, the amount of e-banking and mobile banking
users will continue to grow in the future, since it correlates
with education, and access and use of ICT media [4], which
are gradually rising in the country.
There are local e-commerce websites - muncha.com,
thamel.com,
harilo.com,
bhatbhatenionline.com,
yeskantipur.com, nepbay.com, and rojeko.com to name but a
few emerged in the last decade. Moreover, in the financial
budget for the fiscal year 2014-2015, the Government of
Nepal liberalized foreign currency exchange for its citizens
who require to shop from foreign e-commerce portals [5].
The Government of Nepal prioritises the development and
implementation of e-governance in the country, despite
several technical and infrastructural challenges, and invests on
a significant part of its resources to achieve it [6]. An
electronic Governance Master Plan (eGMP 2006.8) was
prepared in 2006 with the support of Korean IT Industry
Promotion Agency (KIPA), which states the vision and goals
to be achieved for the development and implementation of egovernance in the country. Governmental agencies are
gradually adopting ICT media to deliver national or local
government information and services on taxation, citizenship,
passport, judicial matters, land reform, and health. The
financial budget for the fiscal year 2014-2015 declared that a
suitable infrastructure for the introduction of e-payment
system in tax as well as facilitates to view tax related
information online will be built in the country [5].
One of the serious downsides of using ICT media is that
criminals also misuse them to conduct their illegitimate
activities. Nowadays plenty of the cybercrime types are
financially-driven acts [7]. Phishing or online identity theft is
another common type of frequent cybercrime activity. In fact,
cybercrimes including phishing are rapidly rooting in the
modern Nepalese society [8].
From our experience in phishing research, we found that a
majority of the past studies are performed in developed
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countries to determine the situation of phishing and Internet
users’ online behavior. It may be so because they had faced
phishing problems much before developing countries, where
ICT media came to meet people’s needs much later than in
developed countries. Undoubtedly, all the studies on phishing
are important irrespective to where they are conducted, but we
cannot negate the possibility that such studies conducted
keeping in mind the users’ needs from developed countries.
Thus, they may not fit to another society and, further, cannot
provide a clear picture of the Internet users of a developing
country like Nepal. Developing countries face constraints like
low Information Technology (IT) literacy, lack of skilled
human resources, lack of suitable cyber laws, and financial
limitations [6], which can obstruct them in the fight against
cybercrime. Moreover, so far there has not been any formal
research performed about phishing in Nepal, despite the
country’s vulnerability to phishing attacks. Therefore, we
strongly believe that it is very important to study the current
state of phishing in Nepal to realize the actual situation and
propose suitable anti-phishing measures and technology.
Essentially, we believe that the following three factors are
necessary in order to determine the severity of phishing in
Nepalese society and its readiness to handle it. These are also
the main objectives of this paper. Summarising, we aim at
finding:
1) different types of phishing attacks in Nepal
2) anti-phishing measures (including knowledge and
awareness of phishing in the Internet users) which are
applied to mitigate phishing attacks in Nepal, and
3) the reasons why phishing attacks are successful in Nepal
The paper is organized as follows: In the beginning, we
analyze the cybercrime data received from the Nepal Police IT
Division. The data contain the number of different types of
cybercrime which happened in the country during the years
2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13, and they had been reported to
the police. Next, we examine the different phishing cases that
the country faced recently and came into the media spotlight.
Then, we pay special attention to recognize the awareness of
the Internet users in Nepal about phishing by conducting a
quiz in which participants have to differentiate between
legitimate and phishing websites. We perform the evaluation
of anti-phishing measures in practice on the basis of five areas
important for cyber security recommended by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) Global Cyber Security
Agenda (GCA), and these are: (i) Legal Measures (ii)
Technical and Procedural Measures (iii) Organizational
Structure (iv) Capacity Building, and (v) International
Cooperation [9]. Last but not least, we suggest mechanisms
through which anti-phishing fight can be made more suitable
and more effective for Nepal.
II. PHISHING AND ANTI-PHISHING
Phishing is a fraudulent activity carried out to acquire
personal information like- bank details or online shopping
account information to defraud the victims. Phishers
frequently use electronic or other communication media such
as email, phone, SMS, spoofed website, and instant
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messengers to reach their potential victims. They employ
techniques, such as social engineering and technical
subterfuge [10] to allure potential victims and make them
divulge their account details and other susceptible
information. Emails masquerading as being from a legitimate
and trustworthy source, such as a bank, or an auction site, or
an online commerce site are often used, which either redirect
victims to an authentic looking counterfeit website to deceive
the recipients into disclosing sensitive information. Some
cases have been reported where phishers ask email recipients
to send their sensitive information by reply email [11]. More
advanced mechanisms like planting crimeware (e.g.
keystrokes logger and mouse click interceptors) in the
potential victims’ system, pharming, cross-site scripting
attack, cross-site request forgery, domain name typos, and
man-in-the-middle attacks are also implemented to carry out
phishing [12].
Today, phishing is a leading cause of online identity theft
and causes billions of dollars of damage worldwide every
year. In the year 2013, there were nearly 450,000 phishing
attacks and record estimated losses of worth over US$ 5.9
billon [13]. In fact, phishing makes adverse impact on the
economy through direct as well as indirect losses experienced
by businesses and their customers. The direct loss is the
financial damage incurred of the amount that phishers
withdraw from their victims’ accounts. Similarly, the indirect
losses are due to adverse impact on customers’ confidence
towards online commerce and services, the diminished
reputation of victimized organizations, and the resources spent
to combat phishing attacks. Financial services are the most
targeted industries by phishing attacks occupying around 67%
followed by online retail service with 11.48% [10].
There are several anti-phishing measures, which are helpful
in protecting Internet and mobile phone users from phishing
attacks. They can be preventive, detective, or responsive
measures. Furthermore, they can be technical and nontechnical. Technical measures deal with removing the
vulnerabilities in information systems; design and
implementation of anti-phishing tools for prevention and
detection of phishing attacks; resilient measures and
responding to phishing attacks by taking down the phony
websites. Anti-phishing tools are available in different forms:
integrated with popular anti-virus systems, as an embedded
feature of renowned web browsers, and as separate tools and
add-ons that can be used in server and client machines. They
can employ list-based method and heuristics method for
phishing detection. Likewise, non-technical measures cover
training and raising awareness of phishing in Internet users;
designing and implementing organizational policies to protect
employee from falling for phishing attacks; and introducing
laws and enforcement agency to prosecute and punish the
convicted phishers in order to discourage phishing attacks.
III. ITU GCA’S FIVE STRATEGIC PILLARS FOR CYBER
SECURITY
ITU GCA recommends five strategic pillars important for
cyber security, shown in Fig. 1.
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email), illegal data access (i.e., steal data by unauthorized
entrance to someone’s computer system/cyberspace), ATM
(i.e., withdraw money from someone’s account using fake
ATM card), hack (i.e., hack someone’s website and replace its
original content with threat to attack more), obscene website
(i.e., mutilate someone’s image and upload it on porno site),
website dispute (i.e., imitate someone’s website infringing
intellectual property right), and web SMS threat (i.e., use web
SMS services to threaten someone).
57
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10
0
Fig. 1 ITU GCA five part platform [9]

A. Legal Measures
They concentrate on addressing legislative challenges
caused due to cybercrimes. Such measures have to be
internationally compatible.
B. Technical and Procedural Measures
They deal with enhancing security approaches to strengthen
security and risk management in cyberspace. Accreditation
schemes, protocols, and standards are included under them.
C. Organizational Structures
They focus on the prevention, detection, and response to
cybercrimes. They also involve crisis management of cyber
attacks and protection of critical information system
infrastructures from cyber attacks.
D. Capacity Building
Capacity building addresses strategies and mechanisms
necessary to educate people about cybercrimes and raise
awareness in them.
E. International Cooperation
International cooperation deals with international
collaboration, dialogue, and coordination necessary to tackle
cybercrimes.
IV. CYBERCRIME AND PHISHING ATTACKS IN NEPAL
Changing scenarios in the increased use of ICT in Nepal has
attracted many cybercriminals [14]. According to the Nepal
Police Cybercrime Division, a dramatic increase in the use of
social media, online banking transaction, and mobile banking,
use of debit and credit cards are reasons behind escalating
cybercrimes in the country. Cybercrimes recorded in years
2010-11, 2011-12, and 2012-13 are shown in Fig. 2. There
were five phishing cases; however, these numbers are
gradually increasing. Other types of cybercrimes were: social
network (i.e., use social media to malign someone’s character
and reputation), email threat (i.e., send threat and extortion
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2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

Fig. 2 Cybercrime statistics in Nepal from the years 2010-11, 201112 and 2012-13

In the year 2013, several banks in Nepal suffered from
phishing attacks. Some of the cases appeared in public media
are commented next. It has been found that not all the
incidents of phishing attacks are reported [8] so there may be
several other cases of phishing attacks and losses incurred due
to them, which did not lodge any formal police complaints.
Even victimized banks are found to be hesitant to lodge a
formal police complaint about phishing attacks, may be due to
fear that such incidents can adversely impact their reputation
and their customers trust towards the banks.
In the same year, fifteen cases of fake SMS scams intended
to defraud mobile phone users were reported while a year
earlier (2011-12) only six cases were reported. Thousands of
mobile phone users received fake SMS informing that the
SMS receiver had won lottery worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars. Those SMS masqueraders were originated from
reputable companies in Nepal like Coca-cola and Pepsi.
Usually, the sender requests personal details like name, mobile
number, email, and other sensitive information from the
recipient to claim the prize money. Most of those fake SMS
scams are plotted using foreign Subscriber Identity Module
(SIM) cards. These fraudsters misuse the gateways allocated
for the roaming partners of Nepalese mobile service providers,
making it difficult to block.
A. Case 1: Nabil Bank Limited
A 12th grade student residing in Anarmani Village
Development Committee (VDC) of Jhapa District, Nepal, sent
phishing email to the Nabil Bank Limited’s e-banking
customers asking them to change their security codes and
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provided a link to perform so. When the customers clicked the
provided link, it directed them to a fake e-banking website
which copies the look and feel of the Nabil Bank Limited’s ebanking webpage. Several customers fell prey to his trick and
unsuspectingly revealed their online banking credentials.
Using the details obtained from the phishing attack, he was
able to withdraw money from the victims’ accounts before he
got arrested on 18th March 2013. According to the
investigating officer, the convict admitted that he illegally
withdrew Rs 32,000 from the victims’ accounts, whereas the
bank claimed that he withdrew Rs 50,000.
B. Case 2: Nepal Investment Bank Limited
Several customers of the Nepal Investment Bank Limited
(NIBL) received an email stating that their e-banking account
has been disabled and asked to visit a link to enable their
account. The link directed them to a fake website where the
victims were asked to provide their online banking credentials.
After the customers entered their online banking credentials,
the website informed that their account had successfully been
enabled. But in fact it was just an attempt to dupe and illegally
collect e-banking credential from the bank’s customers. By the
time the bank realized about phishing attacks, the stolen
credentials were used to illegitimately transfer 1.2 million
rupees from an account to three different accounts.
The Central Investigation Bureau (CIB) of the Nepal Police
investigated the incident. Although all the transferred funds
were recovered, the police were unable to indict anyone for
the crime because the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the
system that was used for sending phishing email originated
from the United States of America (USA). Moreover, the issue
received less priority as the bank did not lodge any formal
complaint on the issue.
C. Case 3: Bank of Asia Limited
E-banking customers of the Bank of Asia (BoA) Limited
received an email asking them to change the security code of
their account. One of the customers, who himself was a bank
employee (employee of NMB Bank Limited), informed the
BoA about the phishing email in circulation. Immediately after
that, the BoA, lodged a complaint at the cyber crime cell of
Metropolitan Police Range, Hanuman Dhoka. The bank did
not reveal whether any of its customers lost money or not.
D. Case 4: SMS Lottery Scams
The CIB of Nepal Police arrested four persons, including
two Nigerians, for operating a fraud racket via SMS. The
racketeers were sending fake SMS via web SMS services to
unsuspecting people telling that “his or her mobile phone
number has won cash prize worth ten thousands of US
dollars”. They would then call the mobile number and allure
the alleged winner to deposit a certain amount of money (as
legal fee, processing charge, country tax, and insurance
charge) in their bank account to fulfill the legal procedure to
claim the prize. From one of their victims, they were able to
defraud a staggering amount of Rs. 2.3 million.
The police seized a fake ID of Pepsi Company, four
hundreds and seventeen thousands rupees in cash, a laptop,
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four mobile phones with local SIM cards, four foreign SIM
cards, and some fake documents.
In all the aforementioned cases, phishers employed
primitive techniques to lure victims. Moreover, all the targeted
banks include safe-login instruction in their e-banking login
page. Despite all these, phishers succeeded to trick some
people. This shows the level of ignorance of phishing in
Internet users in Nepal. On the one hand the usage of eservices is growing in number while on the other hand people
are being left ignorant about phishing. Such situations will
invite a rise in phishing attacks in the future. Those attacks
will probably be of increasing complexity.
V. INTERNET USERS AND THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF PHISHING
According to the Nepal Police Cybercrime Division,
immaturity and gullibility in the part of Internet and mobile
phone users is encouraging cybercrimes in the country. Most
of the people are either ignorant about phishing or careless
about their banking credentials. In order to find out the
awareness and knowledge about phishing in Internet and
mobile users, we conducted a quiz.
A. Method
To conduct the quiz, we designed and hosted a web
application that holds 20 snapshots of websites and emails.
The selected websites and emails were mixture of phishing as
well as legitimate listed randomly. The websites were of
different organizations such as banks, email services,
governmental organization’s websites, social networking sites,
and popular brands and payment gateways. The quiz taker had
to provide a pseudo name and then had to identify the
displayed snapshot and decide whether it is of a legitimate or a
phishing website. The concept of this quiz is reasonably
similar to an application by Symantec Corporation, in which
the participant is shown two snapshots of a webpage of the
same company at a time in which one is legitimate while other
is fake; the participant has to recognize the legitimate one
[15].
We sent the quiz link to various people who use Internet
and mobile phone daily to carry out everyday activities and
asked them to take the quiz. Sixty eight participants took the
quiz. All the participants were bachelor’s degree graduates and
with some with even higher degree of education.
B. Results
Three participants answered correctly to all the questions.
There were four participants who correctly identified less than
ten snapshots. The mean value of correctly answered questions
is 14.29. Fig. 3 provides the number of participants, who
correctly and incorrectly identified the questions. The highest
numbers of participants were mistaken in questions Q1 and
Q13. Q1 was the snapshot of a phishing website of a local
bank. In this case, legitimate and phishing websites’ Uniform
Resource Locator (URL) were slightly differed in their
domain name, which may have caused the confusion in the
participants. The legitimate website has domain ‘.com.np’
while the phishing website has ‘.com’ maintaining the
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remaining part same. Similarly, Q13 was the snapshot of a
phishing email purported to be from the Facebook. In this
case, the participant might have ignored the email address.
The results do not look discouraging; however, they are
alarming when we consider the fact that this quiz was taken by
people with high level of relevant education. The results could
be worse if participates were Internet users and less educated.
Moreover, security is rarely Internet users’ primary concern
[16]. When we ask the participants to decide whether the
displayed snapshot is of a legitimate or a phishing website,
security becomes their primary goal. This leads them to pay
more attention and take precautions that they would be
unlikely to take in real life.
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Fig. 3 Number of people who correctly and incorrectly answered the
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VI. ANTI-PHISHING MEASURES IN PRACTICE
We examined the existing laws and ordinances for
cybercrime in Nepal. We also verified their suitability to
mitigate phishing attacks and compatibility in international
context, together with effectiveness with which they are
enforced. We finally looked into international collaboration to
fight cybercrime that Nepal Government planned to initiate.
To evaluate the ‘technical and procedural measures’ and
‘organizational structures’ we selected banks and e-commerce
portals in the country since they are the most targeted sectors
by the phishing attacks. Likewise, to evaluate ‘capacity
building’, we again considered banks and e-commerce portals.
It was not possible to get information on security measures
that banks have employed in their servers due to their
organizational policy; therefore, we focused only on those
measures which can be viewed from their e-banking service.
We checked for the same parameters in e-commerce portals.
We examined three factors in e-banking services and ecommerce portals which are: (i) provision to raise awareness
of phishing in their customers, (ii) authentication method
used, and (iii) encryption used during data transmission. We
studied these factors in all the twenty eight ‘class A’ banks
which offered e-banking service, and similarly, ten e-
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commerce websites (i.e., Muncha.com, Thamel.com,
Harilo.com,
Bhatbhatenionline.com,
YesKantipur.com,
NepBay.com,
Rojeko.com,
FoodMandu.com,
MetroTarkari.com, and Karobarmart.com). Thamel.com sells
gift items and provides remittance transfer service. Likewise,
through Harilo.com Nepalese people can shop from foreign eshopping services. FoodMandu.com and MetroTarkari.com
are online food ordering and grocery ordering services
respectively. The remaining e-commerce websites offer
different types of items.
A. Cyber Laws in the Country
Electronic Transaction Act (ETA) is the major cyber law in
Nepal [17] and provides for the legal recognition of electronic
records and digital signatures and their security. The act
consists of three significant aspects: legal recognition of
electronic records and communications; regulation of
certifying authorities; and cyber contraventions [18]. Its goal
is to discourage cyber crimes in the country. Furthermore, it
makes specific provisions of penalty for damages made by
cybercrimes. It also empowers police and provides provisions
for a special cyber court for cybercrime related prosecutions.
In a nutshell, the act applies for all cybercrimes conducted
from inside or outside Nepal.
Though, ETA is a positive initiative in the country, it is
inadequate to cover all types of cybercrimes, even phishing
lacks proper legal coverage [19]. Likewise, it does not cover
cyber stalking, cyber terrorism, and child pornography.
Sending abusive messages using ICT media is not considered
as cybercrime, when neighboring countries like India includes
it in cybercrime types. Another factor is failure to update the
laws. Related authorities do not revise the law periodically to
reflect the changing trends in cyber world and nature of
cybercrimes. The whole things make the cyber law incomplete
for domestic and incompatible to international context.
Ineffective enforcement of the cyber law is another serious
issue; police authority at district level lacks both skilled man
power and technological and financial resources to deal with
cybercrime. To complicate it, cyber criminal legal cases can
be filed only at Kathmandu District Court through Kathmandu
District Office. This is an expensive and tedious endeavor for
the people living outside the capital region. This in a way
discourages a large number of people from reporting
cybercrime. Furthermore, several phishing attacks ask for only
petty amount so that potential victims can be easily duped and
may not lodge police complaint even when they are cheated
[20]. In situations like this, making the whole legal process
expensive and tedious will highly demotivate people from
lodging complaints.
The cyber law is not tough enough to deter cyber criminals.
Under the law, cyber offenders can get up to five years of
imprisonment or a fine from Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 3 00,000
depending on the severity of the crimes committed. In the
USA sentencing can be up to 20 years depending on the
severity of cybercrime [21]. In the United Kingdom (UK) it
was recently proposed to amend the country cyber law and
impose life sentencing for the cyber attacks that have a
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catastrophic effect, e.g., cyber attacks compromising national
security [22]. Even in the neighboring country of Nepal, India,
the IT Act 2008 suggest a provision for maximum sentencing
of life imprisonment for certain types of cybercrime like child
pornography and cyber terrorism [23]. Although, the effect of
a tougher law in discouraging crimes can have mixed opinion,
the punishment is insufficient for heinous crimes like child
pornography and terrorism. Therefore, there is a necessity to
rectify the current cyber law and make it more comprehensive,
cohesive, and sufficient to time and context.
A vast number of people as well as authorities lack
awareness of cybercrimes and are unfamiliar with cyber laws
existing in the country. This can be illustrated from the two
example-scenarios mentioned next.
1) In Nepal, cybercafés are among the main spots where
people visit to use Internet. Reference [18] found that they
are mostly unregistered, unregulated, and unsupervised by
any designated authority. He further mentions that the
majority of cybercafés have a very poor security
infrastructure. They frequently use old and pirated
versions of software and easily allow visitors to install
software in their computers. They lack Close Circuit
Television (CCTV) cameras installed in the premises,
which could be helpful to trace visitors. Their owners are
rarely familiar with cybercrime and cyber laws.
Altogether, such cybercafés turn to be a heaven for
cybercriminals to conduct their illegitimate activities and
conceal from tracing.
2) Even though the laws have provision to guarantee
“Digital Property Right Protection”, still pirated software,
movies, and other digital contents are sold and bought
openly in every corner of the major cities. People from
the authority responsible to control such misconducts turn
blind eyes towards them. In fact, many of them buy and
use such pirated contents.
Other factors which can be impeding an effective
enforcement of cyber laws are: difficulty in proving
cybercrime [7], culture of impunity in the country, and
bureaucracy and corruption in the country [24].
Nepal does not have good cooperation with the neighboring
countries to fight cybercrime. However, the Government of
Nepal decided to raise the topic of regional cooperation to
fight cyber crimes in South Asia in the upcoming South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) summit
scheduled to be held from 22-27 November, 2014 at
Kathmandu Nepal [25].
B. Anti-Phishing Measures Implemented by Banks
We analyzed cases from twenty eight banks, which offer ebanking services to their customers. In ‘methods used to raise
awareness in users’, we concentrated on the language used to
write the awareness-content and it’s positioning in the
webpage. Similarly, in ‘authentication mechanisms’, we
emphasized the practicality of the particular mechanism to
safeguard from phishing attacks. In ‘encryption’, we looked
for whether the services employ Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)/
Transport Layer Security (TLS) or not and if yes, what bit
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encryption is used.
1. User Awareness
We found that only eight banks included visible information
on phishing and safe login in their websites. The general idea
behind such information availability is to increase users’
knowledge on phishing. Raising awareness of phishing in
users is an important step towards protecting them from
phishing attacks [26]-[28]. There are different ways on how
information can be presented, but the most significant part is
that the information should be visible, fall inside the workflow
of users, be integrated with the work task, and is understood as
well as complied by users. Our findings after examining the ebanking service webpages of all twenty eight banks are listed
next.
1) Two banks included information in the help tab, which is
visible only when the tab is clicked. Likewise, two banks
put link at the left bottom of the page, which directs to a
webpage containing ‘safety tips’. There is a phrase ‘out of
sight, out of mind’, which can be applicable in these
cases. Placing such information outside users’ workflow
tasks and away from their sight can get unnoticed by the
users.
2) Seven banks included visible static information on
phishing in their login page. Some of them included a
long list of information. Such long list may be
informative; however, expecting users to read and
remember all of this information cannot, essentially, be an
intelligent idea, especially when their purpose of visiting
the application is to perform online banking and not spent
time reading all the text.
3) One bank included information written using Marquee
Scrolling Text. Scrolling text moves across a limited
space, thus, it has the advantage that more words can be
displayed in a limited space. However, its main
disadvantage is that message is not presented as a whole
and it is difficult to read. Perusing the scrolling text we
noticed that its speed was very fast which increases the
difficulty to read it. Thereafter, our main concern is if any
users will and can wait long enough to read the text.
4) One bank used three levels of information on phishing
and likewise another bank made two levels available.
Placing information at multiple levels may increase the
probability that users will read the message; however, it is
obstructive and time consuming to reach the login page.
5) One bank did not include clickable links to reach its ebanking login page. Instead the link of the login page of
e-banking was simply utilised. Thus, users have to copy
the link and paste it on the browser bar in order to open
the login page. This may enforce users to notice the link
while performing copy and paste activities, but it
increases the work users have to do while opening the
login page, and thus reduces the system’s usability.
6) One bank makes safety tips available in both English and
Nepali (local language). Including information in Nepali
can be helpful for the people who do not understand or
poorly understand English.
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Banks were in general found to alert their customers about
phishing through email about phishing. But they considered
this step only after they noticed any phishing attacks targeted
to them are in circulation. Interestingly, banks contact their
customers through email also to inform them about the launch
of new services and send greetings during festivals. This
frequent practice of sending emails to customers may get
misused by the fraudsters. Since customers expect and know
that their bank sends emails, it is very possible that they may
consider a phishing email as a legitimate one sent from their
bank.
2. Authentication
1) The majority of the banks (twenty-four banks) employ
username-password pair for authentication. Surprisingly,
most of the banks include online virtual keyboard in their
e-banking service to type credentials. In online virtual
keyboard characters’ position shuffles after each character
is typed. Although, username-password is the widely used
authentication mechanism, it can also be a very poor
choice for a sensitive activity like online banking. More
importantly, allowing users being ignorant about the risks
in cyber world can come up with very low entropy
password because such password would be easy to
memorise [29]-[30]. This means that fraudsters can easily
crack the password and steal users’ information.
2) Three banks employ two-factor-authentication (a
combination of password and one-time pass code). It is
difficult to crack two authentication factors in comparison
to one. However, they ask users to enter both the
authentication factors in the login page, which we believe
is a poor idea from phishing perspective. There is no
difference in tricking users to disclose one password or
such two authentication factors, because in both cases
users do not get time and chance to realize their mistakes.
3) Only one bank implements two-step-verification. Twostep-verification is safer and provides users enough time
to realize that they have been duped by phishing attacks
after login with the first level login and may stop them
from submitting next authentication factor, without which
fraudsters will not be able to complete transaction.
Although two-step-verification slightly reduces the
usability it provides better security than single step
verification.
4) One bank allows their customers to register for online
banking, request for password reset, and add new online
users who can access their accounts. In a way, this
improves the functionality of the services, but such acts
are harmful from the security perspective. Making ebanking service’s password reset process online may get
misused by miscreants to trouble someone.
3. Encryption
All but one banks use 128 bit encryption of Transport Layer
Security (TLS 1.0). The remaining one uses 256 bit encryption
(TLS 1.2). It has been found that the specification in TLS 1.0
protocol has a vulnerability which could allow potential
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attackers to decrypt encrypted text [31]. But 128 bit
encryption requires less computational resources and is a bit
faster. Moreover, ‘the heartbleed bug’ is a serious
vulnerability in the OpenSSL cryptographic software library
[32], so banks which use it in their application also posses this
vulnerability.
Besides, the central bank has information technology (IT)
guidelines for banks and financial institutions [33]. The
guidelines list out the security requirements (in terms of
technology, policy, skilled manpower, and awareness about
cyber security of employees) for which every bank and
financial institutions have to comply. Of course, no matter
how much these guidelines are followed and how often they
are invigilated there can also be other issues such as risk from
social engineering.
C. Anti-Phishing Measures Implemented by e-Commerce
Portals
None of the analyzed e-commerce websites included any
information about phishing in their website for users’
awareness. All the e-commerce websites used usernamepassword pair for authentication. Ironically, none of them use
encryption to transmit data, with exception of one which uses
TLS 1.2, and 256 bits encryption. As a whole, security
adopted by the e-commerce websites is at a rather poor state.
D. Response from Other Actors
Actors like media, ICT service providers, and other
organizations effort is necessary for combating phishing
attacks. We found that in several occasions, national daily
newspapers have published about phishing, SMS frauds, and
other types of cybercrimes with intention to increase
awareness of the citizens. According to Nepal
Telecommunication Corporation (one of the main provider of
telecommunication service in the country), its engineers work
to identify the source of SMS fraud to block such activities.
Companies like Coca-Cola and Pepsi which have been often
targeted by the SMS fraud in the country have co-operated
with the Nepal Police to help them in their investigations.
VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR ANTI-PHISHING MEASURES
Combating cybercrimes require active effort from all the
stakeholders including government, private sector, civil and
legal institution, and other social organizations [34] and so
requires phishing. A wide range of anti-phishing mechanisms
exist and are in practice by Internet and mobile users. But one
can ask, are they effective in protecting phishing attacks? In
case of Nepal reality shows otherwise. A reason behind these
unsuccessful and ineffective results may be the use of antiphishing mechanisms without taking into account the actual
users’ needs and the relevance in their social context. Some
essential steps which we believe will be more relevant for
Nepal are mentioned next.
A. Raise Public Awareness
In information security the human is the weakest link [35],
[36]. Several past studies have revealed that Internet users lack
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proper knowledge about phishing [35]-[40], and Nepal is no
different. However, humans can be turned to be the strongest
link by educating them and raising awareness. Reference [41]
showed that the Internet users’ ability to detect phishing
attacks improve significantly, before and after reading a
tutorial on phishing. Materials to educate and bring awareness
in people about phishing are available in different forms like
interactive games [41], interactive training systems [27],
quizzes [15], and static and dynamic textual information.
The lack of public awareness about phishing is the most
serious issue in Nepal. Hence, all stakeholders need to take the
responsibility to educate people, train employees, and raise
awareness on phishing and other cybercrime activities.
Banking and e-commerce websites can include static
information about phishing and safe browsing in their
webpages. We do not suggest using scrolling-text to display
the information because it will rather decrease readability,
especially, in mobile phones with small size screens. In
addition, dynamic text can add an extra burden to bandwidth,
which is crucial in Nepal where Internet speed is slow.
It is essential that banks and e-commerce business provide
training for their employees about safe browsing and the
seriousness of cybercrime types. Equally important is that
financial institutions report any cyber attacks which have been
targeted to them; also collaborate with governmental
authorized bodies in the fight against cybercrime.
Mass (and social) communication media play a significant
role in raising public awareness and social awareness. It is,
though, necessary to take precautions so that their messages
do not backfire; people may consider online services unsafe. A
more responsible media reporting is necessary.
The Government of Nepal claims to strive for eGovernance. However, there is no concrete policy to introduce
IT education to school formal curricula. Making IT education
compulsory at school level and investing on appropriate
pedagogic curricula for Nepal can help citizens to get familiar
with basic IT knowledge and raise awareness about
cybercrime.
B. Improve Mechanisms to Report Phishing Cases
Banks and e-commerce business should provide an easy
mechanism for their customers to report on encountered
phishing attacks. Moreover, they should promptly act on the
reported cases and assist the individuals who have been
victimized because failure to provide recourse can discourage
people to report future incidences [19].
C. Improve Cyber Laws and their Effective Enforcement
A strong legislative framework is a fundamental part of a
cyber security strategy [42]. Nepal needs a serious amendment
in the cyber law to make it relevant to time and context.
Moreover, a periodic update of the law in the future to cover
emerging threats is equally necessary. Cyber law should also
be compatible to international context.
Failure to effectively enforce the cyber law is a major
weakness in Nepal. There is a need of establishing cybercrime
cell at district level and allocating skilled human,
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technological, and other resources for them. The responsible
authority should be adequately equipped to identify,
investigate and provide evidence for the cybercrime types.
Cybercrime is a subject of further international concern;
therefore, Nepal needs international collaboration and
cooperation to deal with phishing and cybercrime in general.
D. Change the Media of Communication between Banks
and Their Customers
Nepalese banks should stop contacting their customers
through email. Because of their practice of using email to
contact their customers, the latter will expect to receive emails
from their banks which may get misused by criminals. The
bank customers may easily get confused to believe that a
phishing email as a legitimate email, and can reveal their
sensitive and vulnerable information.
E. Design Usable Anti-Phishing Systems
Phishing cannot solely be solved by a strong security
framework. It also requires consideration of usability and user
experiences [43]-[44].
Banks in Nepal are found to maintain a big list of
information intended to raise awareness on phishing. One
might ask do their customers read the whole list of
information and, more importantly, do they understand it?
Such information has to be simple, written in simple language
and placed where it can attract attention. There is no need to
use a lengthy list of instructions explaining everything in
detail. Instead, only important information can be displayed
and a link where interested users can click to view the
information in more depth. The language should abstain from
using technical jargons. For suitable placing of this
information, the principle of proximity can be used. Reference
[45] found that putting access control policy just below the
picture to be shared improves the users’ ability to notice errors
in their access-control settings. Therefore, information can be
placed immediately above or below login control so that it can
attract users’ attention and fall in their work-flow.
All banks have their websites only in English while English
is not the official language of Nepal. A large number of bank
customers do not (or very poorly) understand English. In a
situation like this, we can raise the question: how effective is
the included information? We believe including phishing
information in local language (here in Nepali) can make a
positive impact and will notably improve understandability on
phishing and other cyber threats, which in turn will raise
public awareness.
Furthermore, the authentication mechanisms used by some
banks are very poor from the usability as well as security
perspectives. For example, asking two authentication
passwords at the same time will not adequately improve the
security; however, it will decrease the usability of the system.
Therefore, banks need to improve their authentication
methods. Multi-step-verification can be an option.
F. Provide Free or Cheap Anti-Phishing Measures
Digital piracy is a serious issue in developing countries, and
Nepal is not an exception. One reason for this is that software
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is very expensive for local income and very few people in
Nepal can afford to buy all the software they need. Therefore,
in socio-economical circumstances like these, either the
software has to be very cheap in order to be approachable and
bargained or just free; otherwise people will always search for
pirated copies. Using pirated copy software is, again, harmful
for security reasons. Often it comes with malicious code [46].
Moreover, people cannot update the software later on, and this
makes software users vulnerable to future cyber attacks.
Therefore, designing and building anti-phishing technology in
web browsers seems more appropriate. People should also be
prompted to use recent versions of the web-browsers and be
ready to comply with the browsers’ security warnings.
Another option can be that banks and other financial
institutions can design their own security application, like
‘eBay Toolbar’s Account Guard’ [47] for their clients which
can detect any phishing attempts targeted to them.
G. Organizations Should Take Preventive Measures
Organizations offering services, such as e-banking and ecommerce must be responsible by designing phishing resistant
systems [48], bringing awareness of phishing in their clients
and employees, including anti-phishing strategies in
organizational policies, responding promptly to cyber attacks,
maintaining up-to-date system security, and transmitting data
in secure and reliable ways are precautions they can take to
protect themselves and their clients from falling for phishing.
A big percentage (around 93%) of Internet users browses
via their mobile phone. A study has shown that mobile phone
users are more vulnerable to phishing attacks [49]. Creating a
free application for mobile phone to perform banking services
may help in protecting people from falling for phishing tricks.
But a mobile banking application can expose a bank to an
increasing variety of mobile malware and malicious apps [50].
VIII. CONCLUSION
The number of Internet and mobile phone users is
continuously growing in Nepal and to keep pace with this,
financial sector, business sector, and government in the
country are embracing ICT media to offer their information
and services. More and more people are using these services to
perform, among other, various monetary transactions. This
shift in paradigm of offering and receiving services attract
phishers to Nepal; consequently, the cases of phishing
incidents have been gradually escalating.
In our study, we began the evaluation with different
phishing attacks that the country encountered in the last four
years. It is important to recognize the kinds and complexities
of phishing attacks that the country is facing. We found that
fraudsters are employing trivial social engineering techniques
to manipulate people’s vulnerabilities to trick them to disclose
sensitive information. Next, we examined the degree of
awareness about phishing in the mobile phone and Internet
users in the country. Awareness in people about phishing is a
vital anti-phishing measure. Ironically, we found that even
highly educated users are not fully familiar with phishing
attacks. The third factor we assessed is the anti-phishing
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measures that are in currently practice in the country. We
looked into the five areas recommended by ITU GCA. We
found two main problems: (i) technical measures are not
designed keeping in mind the actual users and their context of
usages, and (ii) non-technical measures are immature and lack
effective enforcement.
In order to thwart phishing attacks in Nepal, first and
foremost, all sectors have to actively participate in raising
awareness about phishing in people. Equally important is to
improve legislation and effective law enforcement. There is a
serious need of amendment in the cyber law to address
different types of cybercrime. To effectively enforce the cyber
laws, there is a need of devolution of authority and well
equipping the authorized body at district level with skilled
manpower, technology, and other resources so that they can
carry out their duties effectively and efficiently.
Regarding technical measures, banks and financial
institutions must strengthen their server security and
periodically upgrade and monitor it. Moreover, they should
follow the guidelines provided by the central bank. They also
need to make their service applications usable and suitable for
the users. It is an irony to find out that newspaper and radio
stations have their own applications for different platforms of
smart phones, while banks are without such applications for
their e-banking. Related to technical measures on client side,
the tools have to be cheap or free because paying expensive
prices for genuine software is still not in practice in Nepal.
One of the limitations of the quiz we conducted for our
study was that it had been difficult to tell that the participants
did not make a blind guess, since the participants had to reply
in terms of ‘yes’ or ‘no’, so it was quite easy to make a
random guess with probability that 50% of the time would be
a correct guess. Although the reply in ‘yes’ and ‘no’ format is
the main limitation of this quiz, we had to use this method
because participants were reluctant to take the quiz when
asked to write the reason why they think ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
Overall, our study provides an overview picture of phishing
attacks in the country. However, there is still room for future
work. We are extending this study in international context, and
working on a survey which will be conducted with users from
various countries, including Finland, China, Greece, Nepal,
and possibly India and the UK.
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Abstract. Key2phone is a mobile access solution which turns mobile phone into
a key for electronic locks, doors and gates. In this paper, we elicit and analyse
the essential and necessary safety and security requirements that need to be
considered for the Key2phone interaction system. The paper elaborates on
suggestions/solutions for the realisation of safety and security concerns
considering the Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure. The authors structure
these requirements and illustrate particular computational solutions by
deploying the Labelled Transition System Analyser (LTSA), a modelling tool
that supports a process algebra notation called Finite State Process (FSP). While
determining an integrated solution for this research study, the authors point to
key quality factors for successful system functionality.

1

Introduction

People carry their mobile phone most of the time, and this is the main reason that the
mobile phone could be deployed as an alternative of a door-key. There exist many
mobile applications that are available using communication technologies like Near
Field Communication (NFC), Bluetooth, and other. A mobile phone could be used to
unlock e.g. a hotel room, work office, house door; even to open garage and car doors.
Although, the use of a mobile phone as an integrated door-key has several
advantages, it also has various safety and security vulnerabilities and threats. What will
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
M. Núñez and M. Güdemann (Eds.): FMICS 2015, LNCS 9128, pp. 128–145, 2015.
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possibly happen when a mobile phone is stolen, lost or misplaced? How will the whole
communication system behave during some severe disasters? For example, work
premises are on fire and people are trapped inside. Will the trapped people have to dial
the door number and enter the Personal Identification Number (PIN) code to open the
door? This can be a time-consuming and in this situation unreliable process, which may
prove fatal when time runs out. Even the slightest vulnerability or threat in this system
can severely hinder the safety and security of the owners, their family, and valuables.
Hence, it is essential to have a comprehensive analysis of personal safety and system
security requirements. Further, there is a need for a resulting formal specification and
verification model of the mobile phone based door access-control system in order to
determine safety and security considerations and integrate them within the system’s
design. The resulted model could help the designers to articulate what they must include
and avoid in order to improve the safety and security of the system.
In this paper, we consider the case study of Key2phone mobile access solution [1].
We provided safety and security suggestions and measures that can be purposeful,
applicable and realisable through implementation in the Key2phone system.
For writing the applicable formal specifications, we utilised the Finite State
Process (FSP) formal specification method, which is a formal process algebra
notation used to generate finite Labelled Transition System (LTS) [2, 3]. By
applicable specifications, we mean only those specifications which can be a part of
the Key2phone interaction system. The formal specifications demonstrate and verify
different safety and security interactions in the Key2phone system. In order to verify
the previous in FSP notation, we used a model checking tool called Labelled
Transition System Analyser (LTSA) [4], which is a verification tool for concurrent
systems and supports FSP for the concise description of components’ behaviour.
This paper is organised as follows: section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 and
4 include brief introductions of the Key2phone system, and FSP and LTSA
respectively. Section 5 further investigates and scrutinises the security vulnerabilities
and threats, and presents their management control; these are exhibited in tabular
representation. Section 6 analyses the safety and security requirements, demonstrating
the interaction support for various security levels in the Key2phone system, utilising
FSP specification models. Section 7 briefly revisits the need for this approach and
concludes on its strengths and limitations

2

Related Work

In general, formal specification models have been employed to present the system
specification in an unambiguous way and discover errors early, already in
requirements specification. This constitutes a significant effort, especially for safety
critical and real-time systems development, where emergent properties such as safety,
reliability and security are very important in practice [5]. Magee and Maibaum [6]
employed FSP to write the formal requirements specification of a fault tolerance
system and LTSA to model and analyse fault tolerance mechanisms in self managed
or self-healing systems. Likewise, the work of Kaisar et al. [7] utilised LTSA to
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define narrow passageway system operations in terms of a finite state machine and,
thus, verify and validate its architecture-level behaviour.
To our knowledge, there is no other research study that has formalised the safety
and security requirements of a mobile-phone-based door access-control system.
However, there are a few studies, mentioned next, which have analysed the design
and deployment of similar systems and have also considered some security aspects.
Ogri et al. [8] have described their design for a door-locking security system,
which can be operated and controlled by a mobile phone. Regarding security, they
have considered only authentication mechanism(s) in their design. The latter design
overlooks other crucial properties for achieving a level of sound security:
authorization mechanism(s) suited to different users; confirmation of accountability;
integrity of transmitted data; availability of service to authorized users, to mention
just a few of the limitations. Further, they have failed to address emergency cases:
even during an emergency case, a user has to go through all the procedures, i.e. dial
the door number and enter suitable PIN… in order to open the door.
Another study is that of Bauer et al. [9], in which the authors investigated the
usability challenges in building a Smartphone-based access-control system and the
users’ expectations when the system is deployed. Their claim ‘security properties are
unimportant for the user’ is rather controversial and misleading. The degree of
security is contextual and varies according to the needs of individuals [10, 11]. It
cannot, therefore, be generalized for every type of user, merely by conducting studies
on a single type of user, which in their case is university staff. Nevertheless, we
understand the issue ‘failure to open the door’ which is mentioned in [9] as a usability
issue, pertained to security as well, since failure to open the door during a normal
situation can only be a cause of frustration. Naturally and while prioritising properties
the level of significance will be different during any emergency situations e.g. the
building is on fire or there is an earthquake and the door cannot be opened.

3

Key2phone-Mobile Access Solution

Key2phone is a mobile access solution that turns mobile phone into a key for
electronic locks at e.g. industrial and office gates, and generally supports door
automation procedures in an enhanced way. By deploying this solution, a door can be
opened simply by dialing the number assigned to it or with Bluetooth connection.
When the number assigned to a door is dialed, the door control module checks
whether the calling mobile number belongs to a valid user (group) or not. In case of a
valid number, it rejects the call and opens the gate; otherwise, it simply ignores the
call, which means the call is always free of charge. Likewise, when any mobile phone
with authorised Bluetooth address and Key2phone Bluetooth application installed
enters into the Bluetooth range of the door, the door detects it and opens
automatically. The access rights are managed online with a web-based configuration
management system and access policies are transmitted wirelessly to the Key2phone
control module. This mobile access solution is available in two products:
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A. Key2phone Easy. This product is suitable for single and multiple electronic locks,
doors, gates or barriers. It supports up to 1000 users per door.
B. Key2phone Access Control. This product can be tailored to communicate with the
most common access control systems. In this product, management of access rights
can be performed via the system interface or with a web configuration tool.
This mobile access solution can be suitable for different usages environments, e.g.
in industry, logistics, harbours, airports, offices, and for resident. Currently, it is
available for Nokia N-Series, Nokia E-Series, and many other Nokia models.

4

LTSA Tool and FSP Notation

LTSA is a verification tool used to specify behaviour modelling or generate LTS.
This tool helps in modeling various processes of a system as a Finite State Machine
(FSM) with well defined mathematical properties, and thus facilitates formal analysis
and mechanical checking and control of the system. It obeys easy to grasp formal
syntax and semantics, and displays the result in an intuitive manner, i.e., simple
graphical representations. Further, a user can animate the LTS by stepping through
the sequences of the actions it models, and model-check the LTS for various
properties, including deadlock freedom, safety and progress properties.
In LTS, the basic building block of a specification is FSP. The major component of
FSP is process, defined by one or more local processes separated by commas. To
write the specification, we have employed the following process operators: action
represented by an action prefix (“->”), choice represented by a bar (“|”), conditional
(“if boolean_condition then expression1 else expression2”), guarded action (when
(boolean_condition) expression), and a primitive local process “STOP”. The process
names start with uppercase and the action names with lowercase. For example,
KEY= (primaryKey->ADMINISTRATOR
|nonPrimaryKey->GENERAL_USER),
In the above code snippet, primaryKey and nonPrimaryKey are the actions
while KEY, ADMINISTRATOR, and GENERAL_USER are the processes.
Moreover, the choice (“|”) states that after the first action has occurred, the
subsequent behaviour is described by ADMINISTRATOR if the first action was
primaryKey, and GENERAL_USER if the first action was nonPrimaryKey. The
meaning of this code is that when the key is primary, the key bearer is an
administrator otherwise a general user.
The components conditional and guarded action are used as condition checking
statements, and the primitive local process “STOP” is used to terminate the execution
of the program.
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Security Threats/Vulnerabilities and their Management
Control

When dealing with the security threats and vulnerabilities in a system like
Key2phone, which controls the entrance of various premises, people’s physical safety
occupies a top priority. By physical safety, we mean protecting against the occurrence
of any fatalities. Similarly, security also encompasses protection against any misuse
by the authorised users.
For the elicitation of safety and security requirements, firstly we identified
different actors, preconditions, and assumptions in each case of the scenario. This is
followed by expert group opinions. In the first phase of expert opinions, our team
(comprising six security and usability researchers) listed out the safety and security
requirements for each case. In the second phase two external field experts participated
to identify if there are any missing or unnecessary requirements. Last it was decided
that a verifiable and verified design should be among our target.
The final list of threats and vulnerabilities against which the Key2phone system
has to act, along with their management control, are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Security threats and vulnerabilities and their management control
Security Threats/Vulnerabilities
Human physical safety
1.1. It will be inconvenient for a user to dial
the door number to open it during
emergency situations, e.g., a fire breaks
into the building and people are in
panic.

1.2. People can be trapped in-between or
under the doors while closing them.

Follow on attack or tailgating
1.3. People may enter the premises
immediately behind an authorised user
when it takes time to close the door.
Lost , theft, misplace of mobile phone
1.4. The mobility nature of mobile phone
makes it vulnerable to loss or theft.
Misplacing it, even temporarily, due to
the owner’s carelessness, it can be
exposed to unauthorised access.

Management Control
Implement safety measures
Use different sensors; however, which
sensor(s) will be considered will depend on
the necessity of the user. When a sensor is
triggered, the door opens automatically to
facilitate the escape of people inside the
premises. However, it is necessary to avoid
nuisance or false alarms and handle no-alarm
situations (i.e., sensors fail to act due to worn
out batteries or faulty loose connections)
Include
door
entrapment
protection
mechanisms, such as motion or proximity
detectors, to determine (and inform) when it is
safe to close the door.
Use automatic locking system
Use automatic locking system to lock the door
automatically, soon after it closes.
Use mechanism to authenticate user
Use PIN and password to authenticate the
system’ users. There is a possibility that
authorised users may forget their PIN and
password. Hence, PIN or password reset
mechanism can be implemented. Some
alternatives can be graphical password, etokens, and biometrics but they come with
inherent limitations, extra cost and several of
the mobile phones will not support them.
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Table 1. (Continued)
Password cracking
1.5. Even when the device is properly
secured by PIN or password, it is
possible for a determined attacker to
intercept it when the user enters it [10].
Attackers can employ techniques, such
as brute force attacks, password guess,
and dictionary attacks in order to crack
the password (paraphrase) or PIN used
for authentication.

Bluetooth hacked
1.6. Hackers can intercept the Bluetooth signal
to hack into mobile phone and gain full
control of it. They can employ different
types of attack, such as BlueBug,
HeloMoto, Bluesnarf, Bluesnarf++, and
Bluebugging to take control of victim’s
phone. These attacks are possible when
Bluetooth is left exposed and under full
connection facility.
Further, many
times mobile phone users do not change
their Bluetooth passkey and leave the
default one provided by the company.
Such users are easy prey to hackers.
Caller ID spoofing
1.7. Attackers can employ ‘caller ID
spoofing’ to fake the authorised mobile
number to open the door.

Attacks during data transmission
1.8. User’s phone identification is based on
phone number or phone’s Bluetooth
address. Attackers can use man-in-themiddle attacks, or packet sniffing, or
eavesdropping to intercept data packets
travelling over network.

Strengthen the authentication mechanism
Users must select high entropy password.
Entropy of a password can be increased by using
an uncommon and lengthy composition of
characters (both uppercase and lowercase),
integers, and special characters. However, such
password will decrease its usability. Besides,
users can be blocked after three consequent
attempts of incorrect PIN or password. A danger
is that anyone can abuse it, when adopting
account lockout to lock a legitimate user’s
account. An alternative can be introducing a
delay of 5 sec for the first wrong entry and after
every wrong entry the delay is increased by 5
sec [11].
Improve Bluetooth pairing protocol
Use the latest version of Bluetooth and always
turn off its discovery and connect modes when
they are not needed [12, 13, 14]. Also use
strong passkey (length and randomness) used
for Bluetooth pairing [12, 13, 14]. More
importantly, verifier should not accept
unknown claimant [14]. Furthermore,
Bluetooth specification time-out period
between repeated attempts can be set that will
increase exponentially [12] to protect from
Bluesnarf attack by guessing the device’s
Media Access Control (MAC) address via a
vicious and enforced attack.
Implement caller ID verification mechanisms
A solution can be ‘CallerDec’ that builds a
trusted covert channel between the person called
(callee) and the claimed caller, and uses timing
estimation together with the call status to indeed
verify indeed the claimed caller is calling [15]. In
the case of Key2phone, simply authenticating the
caller as mentioned in 1.4 before opening the
door can protect against ‘caller ID spoofing’.
Use of crypto graphical measures
IPSec, e.g., TSL/SSL can be used for web-based
configuration. Similarly, an upgraded version of
Cellular Message Encryption Algorithm
(CMEA), such as ECMEA and SCMEA [16]
can be used in mobile data transmission.
Further, mobile end-to-end protection can be
used. In case of Bluetooth, it offers built-in
security measures at the link level; for example,
in the Security Mode 3 of Bluetooth, the linklevel authentication and encryption methods are
used for all connections to and from the device.
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Disruption of service to authorized users
1.9. Attackers can employ Denial-of-Service
(DoS), Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS), network congestion, server
crashing,
signal
jamming,
false
information passed to the piconet
members, etc. to prevent legitimate
users from accessing the service.

Intentional/accidental attacks by authorised
users
1.10. An authorised user can deliberately
misuse and conceal any service or
device. Moreover, there is an equal
chance that s/he accidentally misuses it
and does not realise it.

Attacks using phishing to hack Bluetooth or
obtain PIN and password

1.11. Attackers can use technical subterfuge
like keylogger and malware to steal
password. Furthermore, they can
employ social skills to lure potential
victims and hack their Bluetooth.
Similar acts can be deployed even to
know the password or PIN from the
users. In fact, social engineering is a key
threat in information security. Humans
can be the weakest link in information
security [18, 19, 20, 21]. They can
easily be manipulated and are prone to
errors.

Implement network protection
Mechanisms for integrity management,
intrusion or anomaly detection systems,
timeliness detection of data, and originality of
data [17] can be implemented. Further,
security defense techniques (e.g., Firewall,
Intrusion Detection System, and other) can be
applied at multi-level and at each level they
should be dissimilar to each other. Blacklisting
the connection request in a suspicious manner
can help to prevent from such attacks to an
extent.
Design suitable policies and ensure that user
adheres to them; implement authorisation and
ensure accountability
Apply the least privilege principle for
authorisation. Maintaining logs or audit trails
can help to record each activity of an
authorised user and improve accountability.
Moreover, users who are allowed access for a
limited time should be immediately removed
as soon as the permitted time completes.
Finally, designing suitable policies for the
authorised user and ensuring that they all
understand and adhere to the policies can help
to prevent from accidental misuse.
Employ security software; design suitable
policies and ensure that users adhere to them;
educate and bring awareness in users;
implement authorization; and use simple
design for security related operations
It is advisable to use security software like
firewall, anti-virus, and anti-phishing software
and keep them up-to-date. Further, human can
become the strongest link [20]. Design
suitable policies and ensure that users
understood and practiced them. Educating and
bringing awareness in users about the risks can
help in preventing them from falling for social
engineering tricks. Further, equipping users
with simple and intuitive design and usability
in security related tasks [21, 22] can also help
in social engineering cases. In case anyone
becomes a victim of social engineering,
implementing the least privilege principle will
limit the compromise.
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Table 1. (Continued)
Vulnerabilities in software and hardware
1.12. Attackers exploit vulnerabilities in the
software. Likewise, quality of the
hardware against below freezing
temperature as well as above
temperature, high humidity, power loss
problems, and many other situations are
vital from security perspective.

6

Use high quality hardware and software
Integrate safety and security requirements with
the system requirements and design process
for validation and verification from the early
stage of the system development [23, 24, 25]
and obey secure coding principles and
practices to write software code [26]. In case
of hardware, design verification and hardware
testing before purchasing can help to improve
the hardware quality [27]. Performing regular
tests using diversified real time scenarios can
help to recognise the bugs and limitations and
fix them on time that is before the product
reaches the users.

Formal Specification of the Key2phone System

The main idea behind formalising these specifications using FSP and LTSA is to
increase their computationality/formality and understanding and describe the
evolutionary nature of the requirements under analysis. Running the FSP notation in
LTSA utilising its animation and FSM draw features can help the user to get clearer
picture of the specifications and the ways they interact when implemented in the
system.
We start the formalisation of specification with authorisation function, which can
be a possible mitigation for 1.10 (Table 1). Along with that, the activities of user are
also registered in a log-file in order to guarantee accountability.
Regarding authorisation, there are primary key bearer and non-primary key bearer.
The primary key bearer is the administrative rights holder whilst the non-primary key
bearer is a general user.
/*Declarations of constant, range, and Boolean.*/
const MAXATTEMPT=3
range ATTEMPTRANGE=1..MAXATTEMPT
const MAXHOUR=8
range HOURRANGE=1..MAXHOUR
range BOOL=0..1
/* When an authorised user sends requests for openclose door operation or mode change, the door control
module processes the requests. */
DOOR_OPERATION= (process->KEY),
/*Users can be a primary key bearer (administrator) or
a non primary key bearer (general user). */
KEY= ( primaryKey->ADMINISTRATOR
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|nonPrimaryKey->GENERAL_USER),
The primary key bearer is authorised to the following operations: manage mode,
move mode, remote mode, sleep mode, normal mode, and emergency mode. In
contrast, the non-primary key bearer is authorised to only normal mode, move mode
and emergency mode.
/*The administrator is authorised to: configure
settings (manage mode); enable and disable modes like
move mode, sleep mode, and remote mode; open and close
door (normal mode), and receive alerts during emergency
situations (emergency mode)*/
ADMINISTRATOR= ( managementOperation->MANAGE_MODE
|moveOperation->MOVE_MODE
|sleepOperation->SLEEP_MODE
|remoteOperation->REMOTE_MODE
|defaultOperation->NORMAL_MODE
|emergencyOperation->EMERGENCY_MODE),
/* A general user is authorised to: open and close door
(normal mode); enable and disable move mode; and
receive alerts during emergency situations (emergency
mode).*/
GENERAL_USER= ( defaultOperation->NORMAL_MODE
|moveOperation->MOVE_MODE
|emergencyOperation->EMERGENCY_MODE),
In manage mode, the primary key bearer can add any new non-primary users,
update or delete the existing non-primary users, download report, and configure
security management rules through configuration management system. Security
management rules can be related to sleep mode, remote mode, and other, for example,
at what time the sleep mode should be enabled or disabled. The primary key bearer
must be authenticated to perform these administrative activities.
But to identify different user types and to prevent misuse from 1.4 (Table 1), it
necessitates authenticating users. For an authentication purpose, username-password
pair can be used, since it is simple to implement and does not add extra costs [28, 29].
However, a delay of a few seconds can be introduced when an incorrect entry is
made, which again exponentially increases after every incorrect attempt to
countermeasure 1.5 (Table 1). The idea is that if somebody employs techniques like
dictionary attack or brute-force attack or password-guess for password cracking, the
attacker will have to wait for the failed delay, thus, forcing them to spend more time
for the task. The National Institute of Standards and Technology [11] recommends a
delay of 5 sec for the first wrong entry and after every next wrong entry the delay is
increased by 5 sec.
/*To perform the management, the administrator has to
be logged-in using username-password pair. */
MANAGE_MODE=(authenticateAdmin-> ADMIN_AUTHENTICATION),
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/*A delay of a few seconds, which will increase
exponentially is introduced for every incorrect login
attempt.*/
ADMIN_AUTHENTICATION= (
correctCredentials->performManagement->
MANAGEMENT_ACTIVITY
|incorrectCredentials->introduceExponentialDelay->
allowRetry-> ADMIN_AUTHENTICATION),
/*During manage mode, the administrator can add new
users; delete or edit the existing users; download
reports; and configure security rules for remote mode
and sleep mode. */
MANAGEMENT_ACTIVITY= ({addUser,removeUser,updateUser,
downloadReport, configureSecurityRules}->
maintainLogEntry->(loginStatus[l:BOOL]->
if l==1 then
(continue->MANAGEMENT_ACTIVITY)
else
(logOut->DOOR_OPERATION))),
A user can enable or disable move mode only after entering the correct PIN code
(again PIN code is simple to implement and does not add extra costs) through the
Key2phone Bluetooth application. In order to improve the security and protect from
attacks like brute force attack, password guess, and dictionary attack, we have limited
the interaction to only three consecutive attempts of incorrect PIN code before the
number is blocked from opening the door as well as changing the mode. The number
can be unblocked via the web-based configuration management system. A danger
when adopting account lockout could be that anyone can easily abuse it to lock an
authorised user’s account. However, in this case it is difficult, since, the attacker will
first need access to the mobile phone of an authorised user to abuse it.
When enabling the move mode, the mobile-phone’s Bluetooth is also set
discoverable and connectable after the correct PIN code is entered. A time has to be
set for which the move mode has to remain in enabled state. On the one hand it will
relieve the user from separately pressing a button to enable Bluetooth while on the
other hand it will help in protecting against Bluetooth hacking, since the rest of the
time when Bluetooth is not required (i.e., move mode is disabled) it will remain
undiscovered and thus not connectable to counteract 1.6 (Table 1).
The move mode is activated when a user requires frequent door opening. In this
mode, a user is able to open the door just by pressing a button. The door opens when a
valid Bluetooth comes into the door proximity and open-button in the Key2phone
Bluetooth application is pressed. Thus, it will prevent users from a tiresome task of
entering the PIN code each time they open the door.
/*Move mode is used for the occasions when frequent
opening of the door is required. During move mode, a
user can simply dial the door number or reach the door
proximity, select the door he wants to open and press
open-door button in the Key2phone Bluetooth application
to open the door*/
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MOVE_MODE= (moveModeStatus [m: BOOL] ->
if m==1 then
(dialDoorNumber->openDoor->maintainLogEntry->
protectDoorEntrapment->DOOR_CLOSE
|bluetoothInRange->selectDoor->pressButton->
openDoor->maintainLogEntry->
protectDoorEntrapment-> DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(authenticateUser-> MODE_AUTHENTICATION)),
/*To set move mode, the user has to first authenticate
by entering correct PIN code, and provide the time for
which move mode will remain enabled. Moreover, after
the correct PIN code, the user's mobile phone Bluetooth
will set to discoverable and connectable. */
MODE_AUTHENTICATION= (
correctPIN->setOnShowBluettooth->setTime->moveMode->
maintainLogEntry ->DOOR_OPERATION
|incorrectPIN [k: ATTEMPTRANGE]->ATTEMPT_CHECK [k]),
/*When authenticating with PIN code, only three
incorrect attempts are allowed after that the number is
blocked. The number can be unblocked via configuration
management system*/
ATTEMPT_CHECK
[l: ATTEMPTRANGE] = (
when (l <MAXATTEMPT)
allowRetry-> MODE_AUTHENTICATION
|when (l >= MAXATTEMPT)
blockNumber->STOP),
The sleep mode defines the operational behaviour of the door-lock system during
the night time. The security management rules set by the primary key bearer for this
mode get activated. For example, the primary key bearer can define the time after
which the door has to be locked with no more operation.
/*Sleep mode for the night time, i.e., how the door
operation should behave during the night time. The
primary key bearer can set security rules via the
configuration management system, which will be
activated during sleep mode*/
SLEEP_MODE= (sleepModeStatus[s: BOOL] ->
if s==1 then
(applySleepModePolicy->protectDoorEntrapment->
DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(checkWithinSleepTime[c:BOOL]->
if c==1 then
(applySleepModePolicy->
protectDoorEntrapment-> DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(default->DOOR_OPERATION))),
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The remote mode allows an ability to control the door from remote locations. For
example, when the remote mode is activated, the pre-defined security rules are
automatically loaded and taken into use in order to keep doors locked until the
primary key bearer is approaching. Further, for the functioning of the remote mode, it
is necessary to detect the administrator’s location. Thus, the administrator has to
either manually enable the remote mode when s/he wants or implement geo-location
service, which in turn will continuously record his or her current location and will
enable remote mode when s/he is outside of the city.
/*Remote mode is for the time when the administrator is
out of the town. The primary key bearer can set
security rules via the configuration management system,
which will be activated during remote mode. In order to
know the location of the administrator, his location at
a respective time is recorded.*/
REMOTE_MODE=(adminLocation->respectivTime-> leaveHome
[l:BOOL]->
if l==1 then
(activateRemoteModeSecurity->
protectDoorEntrapment-> DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(default-> DOOR_OPERATION)),
Normal mode allows users to open the door after entering the correct PIN code. For
example, during the day time an authorised user can dial the door number or reach the
door proximity with Bluetooth enabled and can enter the correct PIN code to open the
door.
/*During normal mode, users can open the door by
dialing the door number or reach the door proximity
with Bluetooth enabled; but in this case the users will
also need to authenticate by entering the PIN code.*/
NORMAL_MODE= (normalModeStatus [n: BOOL] ->
if n==1 then
(correctPIN->openDoor->maintainLogEntry->
protectDoorEntrapment->DOOR_CLOSE
|inCorrectPIN[i:ATTEMPTRANGE]->
AUTHENTICATE_USER[i])
else
(protectDoorEntrapment->DOOR_CLOSE)),
/*When authenticating with PIN code, only three
incorrect attempts are allowed after that the number is
blocked. The number can be unblocked via configuration
management system*/
AUTHENTICATE_USER [a: ATTEMPTRANGE] = (
when ( a <MAXATTEMPT)
allowRetry-> NORMAL_MODE
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|when (a >= MAXATTEMPT)
blockNumber->STOP),
During the emergency mode the system notifies the people inside the premise and
opens the door automatically to facilitate them in escaping the premise in a short time,
which is a solution for 1.1 (Table 1). This mode is enabled when there are serious
situations, for instances when the building is on fire or there is an earthquake. To
correctly operate the emergency mode, it requires additional sensors, e.g. smoke
sensors, to be deployed and connected with the Key2phone system. But the sensorsystem has to protect from nuisance or false alarms and at the same time it must
trigger when there is any true cause. A sensor which automatically adjusts the
sensitivity without affecting its performance during no-alarm situations can prove to
be extremely helpful.
/*Emergency mode is activated during any serious
situation, like, building on fire or there is an
earthquake. During this mode, all the users are alerted
and the door opens automatically.*/
EMERGENCY_MODE= (notifyEmergency->openDoor->STOP),
When closing the door, it is necessary to protect any entrapment in between the
door, i.e. a solution for 1.2 (Table 1).
/*When closing the door, it first checks for any object
in-between the door to prevent entrapment.*/
DOOR_CLOSE=(objectInBetweenDoorStatus [o:BOOL]->
if o==1 then
(openDoor->DOOR_CLOSE)
else
(closeDoor->DOOR_OPERATION)).
The authentication mechanism will also prevent caller ID spoofing, i.e., 1.7
(Table 1), since fake caller will fail to open the door without a valid PIN code.
Moreover, blocking the mobile number dialing the door in suspicious ways can help
in protecting from DoS and DDoS attacks, a mitigation for 1.9 (Table 1). Likewise,
open-door operation has always been immediately followed by close-door operation,
which can be helpful to prevent tailgating, a solution for 1.3 (Table 1).
The remaining vulnerabilities 1.8, 1.11, and 1.12 (Table 1) are not included in the
FSP notations since they deal with data transmission, people, and employed
hardware/software. In practice, service from third party SSL/TLS provider is used to
encrypt transmitted data to maintain their confidentiality and integrity and, therefore
1.8 (Table 1) is out of our scope. Similarly, identifying vulnerabilities in people, i.e.,
1.11 (Table 1) to suggest suitable mitigations for them is a wide domain and will need
a separate future study, so even in the Table 1 we suggested general but generic
mitigations. Last, vulnerabilities due to the quality of hardware and software are again
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a domain which will need a separate study to suggest appropriate mitigations. Thus,
only formal abstraction suggestions are included in the table.
Fig 1 is the FSM model of door operation. State ‘0’ is the initial state and state ‘2’
is the final state of the non-primary key bearer whereas state’3’ is the final state of the
primary key bearer. State ‘-1’ is the unreachable state which occurred in the figure
because it is a result of executing only a part of the FSP notation encoded of the
Key2phone system. The complete FSM model resulted by executing the complete
FSP notation encoded of the Key2phone system (where state ‘-1’ does not occur)
cannot be fitted in this paper in a readable clear form because the graphical model is
too large and abstract with complex graphical detail. For example, in Fig 3 which
presents the FSM model of the emergency mode the resulted graph was obtained by
executing its complete code and, thus, does not have ‘-1’ state. In order to obtain the
complete FSM, it simply requires copying all the aforementioned code snippets (of
the current section) sequentially and executing it using LTSA.
The FSM in the Fig 1 conveys that when the door operation is processed, if it is the
primary key bearer it moves to state ‘3’ otherwise state’2’. From state ‘3’
administrative activities can be performed whereas from state ‘2’ only activities
authorised to a general user can be performed.
Likewise, Fig 2 is the respective animation of the FSM in Fig 1. Clicking the
checkbox with a checkmark, which also means selecting an activity, will lead to the
activity which has to be performed next. For example, in the beginning the checkmark
was in ‘process’ through which, when clicked checkmark moves to ‘primarykey’ and
‘nonprimarykey’ conveying the same information as the FSM. This increases the
understandability and simplicity of the formal FSM-based specifications, since a user
does not have to understand each code, but can instead just watch the animation of the
specification.

Fig. 1. FSM of Door Operation showing the authorisation provided to the primary key and nonprimary key bearers. State ‘0’ is the initial state and states ‘2’ and ’3’ are the final state of the
non-primary key and primary key bearers respectively. State ‘-1’ is unreachable state.
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Fig. 2. Animation of Door Operation in which clicking the checkbox with check mark (i.e.,
selecting activity) will proceed to the activity which has to be performed next

Fig. 3. FSM of Emergency Mode in which state ‘0’ is the initial state and state ‘2’ is the final
state

Figures 1-3 above are just a small sample of the graphs generated while executing
the formal specification of this case study.

7

Conclusions and Limitations

We elicited, analysed, and formally modelled safety and security requirements, which
should be deliberated and implemented in the Key2phone system. Further, we
described and represented the requirements in a formal language [see e.g. reference
30] and automated tool that cater for formal system specification. In relation to
personal safety, we suggested i) an automatic opening of door during emergency
situations and ii) the inclusion of a door entrapment protection mechanism. Likewise,
we expressed and analysed security concerns for the protection against physical,
syntactic, and semantic attacks. In physical attacks we consider, for instance, theft or
misplace of mobile phone. Similarly, in syntactic attacks we raised the issues
primarily associated with integrated technologies, such as Bluetooth and mobile
technology data transmission. Regarding semantic attacks, we support that measures
merely focused on system’s design are not adequate because they cannot eliminate all
the possible risks and vulnerabilities. Therefore, the respective organizations should
have suitable policies and ways to ensure that those policies are adhered by the users.
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Moreover, to facilitate users in implementing safety and security measures
consistently and correctly, the usability of the interaction interface has to be such that
it will i) lessen the users’ burden and ii) protect the system from users’ (conscious or
unconscious) aggressive behaviour [31].
An important fact to remember while applying safety and security design
principles is that they are contextual. So the respective persons/organisations have to
determine which level of safety and security is appropriate for them. Furthermore,
different countries have their own recommended standard(s) for door functioning, so
it is necessary to follow them. Meanwhile, an implementation of safety and security
requirements, counter actions and counter measures comes with cost. In general,
safety and security features are not cost-effective. Therefore, selecting the degree of
safety and security depending on the sensitivity and contextual background of user
scenarios can result in reduced (unnecessary) expenses.
An equally important reality is that a mobile phone device is battery powered. Any
unnecessary activities (e.g., enabling Bluetooth all the time or running the application
even when it is not needed …) will also strain the battery. Further, any intensive
computing tasks related to security checks (e.g., use of biometrics for authentication,
unnecessary code execution …) can result in an accelerated battery drain.
Our work does not discuss in detail the severity of the mentioned safety and
security issues; the main aim has so far been to provide design solution based on
formal specification, which would naturally lead to system automation. Our design
solution also does not cover risks from Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) cloning,
and limitations in mobile phone technology such as threats from malicious software.
A feature called ‘remote mode’ learns the location and the respective
time of the primary user. This can raise complications for users who consider it
a privacy breach. Last but not least, our work does not consider the impact in people
with hearing or vision disability who also need to open doors in their daily life.
Ongoing and future R&D work will deal with the above and also concentrate on the
proposed algorithm’s computational complexity, delay measurements, and energy
spending.
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ABSTRACT
Preparing students adequately against online-attacks is a constant teaching and learning challenge, no
matter how many advanced security-related courses have been developed for higher education curricula
worldwide. Recently emphasis has also been put on online identity theft and social awareness in general.
The authors research the knowledge, skills and attitudes of future IT professionals, from a cross-cultural
and gender perspective. The available data were collected from international students in Software
Engineering and other IT related disciplines via a questionnaire. The processed data revealed that (i)
students are not free of security misconceptions, which security education is called upon to address and
(ii) courses about online security can be part of a strategy for increasing social awareness on privacy
protection. This pilot survey also revealed that the following issues are crucial: (a) the cultural and
gender dimensions, (b) personality traits and (c) teaching methodology and learning environment used
for security education. The researchers specify strategic guidelines in higher education for timely privacy
protection and citizens’ security. The information provided in this study will be practical and useful for
curricula design and formal/informal learning practices. Hence, courses on security can be
thought-provoking, interesting throughout the learning process and effective regarding the learning
outcomes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The sentence “Only amateurs attack machine; professionals target people”, quoted by
(Schneier, 2000) denotes the weightiness of online security (semantic attacks in particular).
The frequency of online identity theft (from phishing) could be attributed to the psychological
manipulation of people’s vulnerabilities, which is technologically less sophisticated,
inexpensive to conduct, and effective, meaning more rewarding in many ways for the online
identity thieves (like phishers). Phishers and fraudsters in general use:
(i) advanced technological knowledge
(ii) current societal and situational information, and
(iii) various intelligent combinations of (i) and (ii) above
In so doing phishers try to exploit evoked feelings from turbulent and unstable societal
circumstances such as war situations, financial crises, sudden earthquakes, tsunamis, ethical
conflicts and many other in their attempts to gain people’s trust for successful phishing
(Chaudhary et al., 2015a; Chaudhary et al., 2015b). Alarmingly, undertaken surveys and
research studies revealed that people lack proper knowledge about phishing (Friedman et al.,
2002; Dhamija et al., 2006; Karakasiliotis et al., 2007; Jagatic et al., 2007; Odaro and Sanders,
2011) and other online-attacks. In fact, people are inherently vulnerable to human nature in
general and their emotions (e.g., gullibility, greed, love, and fear) which increase their
inability to distinguish phishing and other online-attacks. These conditions make
human-on-the-Net the weakest link in online security (Chaudhary et al., 2015b).
Simply realising many types and levels of technical security measures cannot alone solve
the socio-technical problem of phishing as long as people fall for phishing and other social
engineering tricks. The reasons for this can be traced to the psychology of deceit (see e.g.
Ford, 1996). The latter necessitates the efforts for educating people and raising their awareness
on phishing attempts and cyber security through learning. It has been found that informative
teaching can potentially be an effective anti-phishing strategy (Kumaraguru et al., 2009).
There is a challenging duty to motivate people to care about their security, because of the
following reasons:
(i) security is rarely the primary concern of people,
(ii) people are not motivated to read about security,
(iii) it is difficult to teach people to make right decisions without misjudging non-threats
as threats (Kumaraguru et al., 2007) and
(iv) people can, from beforehand, possess various misconceptions related to security
(Kirlappos and Sasse, 2012).
In general, formal, non-formal and informal adult education (see Valtanen et al., 2014)
have an ethical obligation and social responsibility to design courses that guarantee the safety
of people’s everyday online transactions and interaction in cyberspace. Advancing people’s
awareness, knowledge and competencies through appropriate knowledge/information
providers can result in better and timely protection of people’s vulnerabilities and privacy.
After all, early (or as early as possible) relevant security education can prove to be the most
cost-effective option in information society as a proactive approach (Chaudhary et al., 2015a;
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Chaudhary et al., 2015b). The next research questions provide a focus towards the needs that
must be addressed in such curricula design.
Research Questions:
RQ1. Are there any cross-cultural differences and misconceptions in the attitudes,
knowledge and competences regarding online security/privacy in university students?
RQ2. Do both male and female university students possess the same attitudes, knowledge
and competencies regarding online security/privacy?
RQ3.Would it be beneficial for society if formal, non-formal and informal adult education
to design security courses that guarantee citizens’ safety in cyberspace?
While designing a course or curriculum for online security, a key factor is how to design a
‘novel’ and inspiring one which can be effective and improve learners’ motivation. Learning
can be motivating, at least when the curriculum will match the learners’ expectations (Brophy,
2004). This could happen if the instructors consider the students’ attitudes, skills and
competencies, and knowledge on security. This is a way to involve people and consider their
experiences while designing future courses that will enrich the end-users’ holistic knowledge,
change attitude and improve digital competencies and other skills. Towards discovering the
latter in order to collect and understand the end-users’ experiences and needs, the authors used
a pilot survey questionnaire to gather data (explained in detail in section 3). All the data
presented and analysed in this paper were collected during the pilot survey phase that also
served as questionnaire testing.

2. SOCIETY AND LEARNING ABOUT CYBERSECURITY
As Bernstein (1971) argues: “how a society selects, classifies, distributes, transmits and
evaluates the educational knowledge it considers to be public, reflects both the distribution of
power and the principles of social control”. It has been argued that the most satisfactory
account for the curriculum is given by a modernist, positive reading of the development of
education and society (Cohen et al., 2007). This has its curricular expression in Tyler’s (1949)
influential rationale for the curriculum in terms of four questions:
1. What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?
2. What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain these
purposes?
3. How can these educational experiences be effectively organised?
4. How can we determine whether these purposes are being attained?
Past curricula on security and respective learning methods did not particularly focus on
online security, since online threats were less in number and not so technologically advanced.
Online identity theft was not as common 10 years ago as it is nowadays. Hence, there is a need
to enrich and advance traditional security teaching with theoretical and practical knowledge
and cater for digital competencies that a citizen and IT professional in particular should
possess in order to handle everyday online safety problems, e.g. recognising phishing attacks.
Some online situations are rather complex requiring specialised information that needs to
reach every Internet user. For the society this information sharing can lead to increased public
awareness and trust to the social structures (see e.g. Markova and Gillespie, 2008).
Meaningful learning approaches, based on Internet users’ experiences, could
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(i) increase useful knowledge,
(ii) change attitudes and
(iii) develop digital competencies to fight phishing attacks.
The educational purposes, practices and learning outcomes should comprise (not
compromise!) the essential user experiences that otherwise count for informal or experiential
learning.
Academic curricula of IT and Software Engineering have recently tried to accommodate
and widen software quality engineering with useful theoretical and practical epistemological
and empirical knowledge, which adequately responds to the needs of the phishing victims.
This approach emphasises corrective and reactive maintenance. Inevitably, these software
maintenance methods and techniques exhibit social responsibility and can, in the long run,
lead to increased human awareness in the information society. On the other hand, advancing
further learners’ awareness and digital competencies could equip humans with protection
mechanisms for their vulnerability and privacy. This learning strategy will, in turn, improve
information systems/artefacts software quality as a proactive and preventive maintenance
approach (Chaudhary et al., 2015b).
Further than people’s awareness about phishing attacks (Li, 2013; Li et al., 2014) and
readiness for the phishing situation, social awareness and social consciousness are needed for
adopting a proactive, and where possible predictive, software quality engineering approach;
thus, not simply following a reactive problem-solving method (Chaudhary et al., 2015a).
Security and online security in particular (see e.g. Helenius, 2002) in cyber society is a
dynamic concept which raises other human-related issues such as law and order, politics and
other socio-cultural issues (see e.g. Berki, 1986). Thus, designing courses and curricula for
cyber security requires the following considerations:
a) gauging the attitudes, competencies and skills, and knowledge of the learners (i.e.,
end-users) on security and
b) the learners’ interests in educating themselves.
Accordingly, a) and b) above will help to determine two significant factors that are
detrimental for the success of learning, namely:
(i) the misconceptions and weaknesses of the future IT professionals, so that they can be
the focus of teaching about online security and
(ii) the learning platforms/media through which they prefer to acquire the new
knowledge.
The authors further emphasise that utilising formative assessment in courses for online
security (where questionnaire like ours can be helpful) to amend instructional strategies,
activities, and content based on students understanding and performance, would certainly
improve the teaching and accelerate the learning processes.

3. QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN, PILOT SURVEY
PARTICIPANTS, AND DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE
We used a questionnaire (in hardcopy) which consisted of fifteen closed and semi-closed
questions and one open question to collect data during a pilot survey. The closed questions
were either on the Likert item or multiple choice formats.
The questionnaire was particularly designed to investigate the following issues:
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Attitudes, competencies and skills, and knowledge on online security and privacy in
adult education learners, from a cross-cultural and gender perspective. While
constructing the questions we considered the next:
o When participants assess themselves regarding online security and privacy,
are there any differences in the level of competence from their own actual
competencies?
o Will/can the learners who had attended any formal education courses related
to security (not necessarily online security) in the past outperform those who
had not?
o How does the national culture define or affect the sense of online security
and privacy?
o Is there any effect of gender in the attitudes, skills and competences, and
knowledge regarding online security/privacy?
 Experienced and preferred learning methodology/environment. We considered the
following question in variations:
o Which pedagogic methods/environments would the learners like to use
while learning about online security and privacy?
In order to attain the first objective, we included a question asking how the participants
self-assess their competencies and knowledge of online security/privacy. The succeeding
questions were designed to comprehensively assess their competencies and knowledge in
reality. In this case, there is a possibility that the participants can answer one thing, but in
practice do not demonstrate that. To handle that, our questionnaire included questions which
cross-checked the consistency of (e.g., verified the final answers) one another, the so called
“guard questions”. For example, when we asked the participants what they look for in a
website to trust it, their answer was supposed to be something; but in another question when
we asked them to select trustworthy Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) from a list containing
a mixture of legitimate and phishing URLs (see Chaudhary, 2012), the selections did not
always coincide with their previous answer. By this survey technique, we captured and
analysed the respondents’ misconceptions and weaknesses about online security and privacy,
to an apparently large extent.
To accomplish the second objective, we further questioned the participants about:
(i) their interest in learning about online security/privacy,
(ii) the materials they have so far used to learn about these and
(iii) how would they prefer to learn in the future.
Past research studies show that learning-preferences and learning-styles can be critical
factors for effective learning (Berki and Valtanen, 2007; Siakas and Economides, 2012). This
is the reason why in this pilot research study the researchers consider the need for designing
the learning spaces which should be customised to learning preferences and styles.
We distributed the questionnaire in English language to the international course
participants who had attended only the first two weeks (three introductory lecture sessions on
general security testing) of an advanced MSc/Ph.D. level course on “Testing, Security, and
Trust”. The course was delivered and taught during the first semester of the academic year
2014-2015. There were thirty participants, of whom twenty-four were male and remaining six
female. All the participants were MSc level students majoring in Software Engineering,
Computer Science, or Databases and Information Retrieval. According to their nationality, we
classified them in three groups: (i) fifteen from China; (ii) nine from Finland, (iii) six from
‘other countries’ that are Pakistan, Nepal, Iran, England, and Vietnam.
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At the beginning of the session we thanked the participants for their willingness to
participate in this pilot survey, disseminated the questionnaire, and informed them that
answering all the questions will take around twenty to twenty-five minutes but they can stop
answering at any time they wanted. That is, answering is not forced. They all answered all the
questions while a few finished earlier (in fifteen minutes) and a few others finished later (in
around twenty-seven minutes). There were mostly Chinese participants in the latter group,
who finished later and Finnish participants in the former group who finished earlier. The
Chinese participants received the version of some (not all) of their questions in Chinese, since
the Questionnaire was already translated in that language. During the questionnaire testing we
confirmed that in China the questionnaire must be disseminated in Chinese. In India and Nepal
though, that are target countries to collect data, the questionnaire will be in English. We also
do not plan to translate from English when the questionnaire will be used for African
countries. There are ongoing translations of the final questionnaire to be in Finnish and Greek
languages for future data collection.
In order to ensure that the participants expose their own views and not the outcome
opinion by discussing terms and concepts with their friends or copying from friends, some of
our multilingual and multicultural research team members who came from China, Finland,
Greece, India, and Nepal were present invigilating the whole data gathering process and gave
explanations if requested in the participant’s native language. We did not collect any personal
data, e.g., age, id, name, email and/or other details. We guaranteed the confidentiality of all
the participants.

4. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS DISCUSSION
Since the number of our sample participants was only thirty we performed the data analysis
using Microsoft Excel sheets. To assess the participants’ competencies and knowledge we
evaluated every answer from them and graded them on the Likert scale 1-5. The questions
were designed to evaluate the following:
(i) familiarity with phishing and anti-phishing terminology
(ii) awareness of the media used to conduct phishing attacks and
(iii) knowledge about the characteristics in email/websites that are significant for
differentiating between a legitimate and phishing email/website
The final grade was an outcome of the mean value of all the relevant questions’ grades.
19

20
11
10
0
Correctly Assesed

Incorrectly Assessed

Figure 1. Correct versus incorrect self-assessment
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Figure 2. Competencies level of online security and privacy (self-assessment vs. our assessment)

Only 37% of the pilot survey participants had been self-assessed correctly (see Figure 1).
This coincides with the result of Halevi et al. (2013), according to whom people are poor at
estimating their vulnerability to phishing and other online attacks. Only 50% of the
questionnaire respondents had assessed themselves the same as what we found out through our
own assessment (see Figure 2). Our main assessment criteria considered the consistency and
correctness of their answers in the guarding questions for the precise relevant subject
knowledge. In the remaining, they had either slightly over- or under-estimated themselves in
their self-assessment, except one respondent who had been self-assessed as ‘Excellent’ but
was found to be only ‘Fair’ in our assessment. More importantly, 47% of the participants were
either average (i.e., Fair) or below average (i.e., Poor). This reveals lack of necessary and
essential knowledge; thus these IT students (and future IT professionals) are very much
susceptible to phishing attacks and other online threats. This is more frightening when we
realise that the participants are master level students majoring in Computer Science and
related disciplines. Further, as graduates they will shortly be responsible for guarding online
security through teaching others, protecting companies and organisations as employees and the
list can go on.
Reflecting on national culture (Hofstede, 1980; Siakas et al., 2005), it was revealed that
33% of the Finnish participants over-estimated their knowledge, whereas 50% of the
participants from ‘other countries’ under-estimated their knowledge in their own assessment.
In the case of Chinese participants, 33% over-estimated and 27% under-estimated their
knowledge in their own assessment.
Similarly, 33% of the survey participants lacked serious knowledge about the different
social media and other online media through which potential phishers and fraudsters could
target them. Even the rest of the participants exposed some deficiency level in general
awareness, i.e., they were unfamiliar with several media that are often used to conduct
phishing attacks. Further, they overlooked significant properties of online security/privacy like
‘correctness of URL’, ‘warning issued by the web browser and anti-phishing tools’,
‘information requested by the website or email’, ‘SSL/TLS certificate used by the website’,
‘correctness of email address’. Unfortunately, they rather prefer their online security level to
be dependent on less reliable properties such as e.g. related to the look-and-feel of the website
or email when in need to differentiate between a phishing and a legitimate website/email.
Outcome 1: Students with basic knowledge on security are not free of cyber security
misconceptions and they do not alone realise their weaknesses through which they can become
exploited by online fraudsters.
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Figure 3. Competencies level of online security/privacy (Taken any security course in the past? Yes vs.
No)

We found out that attending some general security course in formal education improves
the competency level of online security and privacy (see Figure 3). 67% of the participants
who had attended security courses through formal education in the past were found to be
above average, whereas 44% who had not attended any security courses were above
average. There might be some limitations in this result because we had requested not to
consider: (i) the current course of “Testing, Security, and Trust” they were attending; this in
fact was a course with the cyber-security concepts be exposed later on, after this pilot survey,
and (ii) other courses like computer networks, information systems, and other that discuss
online security to a limited extent. Some participants might have attended some of these but
did not count any of them as a distinct security course.
Outcome 2: Security courses in adult education are necessary and effective for educating
about online security and privacy. However, many courses may not be up-to-date or well
designed. 33% of the students who had attended security courses in the past did not perform
well in very important questions.
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Figure 4. Competencies level of online security and privacy with respect to nationality

Next, we found out that the Chinese participants could be more susceptible to phishing
attacks, whereas participants from ‘other countries’ were more competent regarding their
knowledge on online security and privacy (see Figure 4). Only 40% of the Chinese
participants had a competency level of online security and privacy above average, whereas
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83% of ‘other countries’ participants were above average. Likewise, 53% of the Finnish
participants had an above average competency level of online security and privacy.
A reason behind the poor performance of the Finnish participants may be related to the fact
that they trust their country’s authorities and agencies as responsible to curb phishing attacks
in Finland, a rather high digital culture and technology country. Perhaps this is the reason that
the Finnish participants did not seem to feel the same urge of educating themselves as the
participants from ‘other countries’. Another reason may be because only 44% of the Finnish
participants had encountered phishing attempts in the past, whereas the percentage for
participants of ‘other countries’ was 83%. The latter mostly belonged to a number of
remarkably lower than Finland digital culture and technology countries. Possibly more
frequent online incidents and prior exposure to phishing attacks have improved the ‘other
countries’ participants’ socio-cognitive and digital skills to recognise phishing attempts.
The poor performance of the Chinese participants was in contrast to everything stated in
the aforementioned paragraph. Even their past encounters with phishing attacks did not seem
to guarantee raising awareness and readiness. 80% of them said that they have encountered
some kinds of phishing attacks or online identity theft in the past. This may be because the
questionnaire was in English, and several Chinese participants had problems understanding
the question in English, initially. We anticipated that so we attempted to handle the problem
by translating and making the questions available in Chinese Mandarin, whenever they faced
some difficulty in English-written questions understanding.
Surprisingly, the understanding of what is confidential/private data and what is not varied a
lot according to nationality and/or national culture. For instance, most of the Finnish
participants considered certificate (e.g., certificate of marriage or birth) and medical
information as confidential. But for most of the participants from China and other countries,
this information was not private or confidential. Apparently Finland has better e-health
systems than all the other countries considered in this pilot survey, and the Finnish people are
socially more aware of the risks occurring from the revelation of health-related confidential
data and information to a wrong person. For instance, medical identity theft online could have
severe consequences for the patient, resulting in fake claims of health insurance compensation.
This fact alone may have encouraged the Finnish participants to classify medical information
as confidential. Likewise, an impact of the tag word ‘certificate’ in ‘marriage/ birth certificate’
may have caused the Finnish participants to consider these certificates to be private and
confidential. Many of the Finnish participants who said ‘marriage/ birth certificate’ to be
confidential did not categorise ‘date of birth’ and ‘marital status’ as confidential.
Astonishingly, in the list of twenty data items we showed to the international course and
survey participants there was not a single item upon which all the participants agreed for it to
be private and/or confidential! In fact, they did not even agree to the confidentiality of
sensitive information like social security number and passport number!
Outcome 3: The cultural dimension is a necessity to be considered (Nisbett, 2011) in the
curriculum design and training courses for online security/privacy. This will lead to revealing
possible weaknesses and misconceptions of what is private or not according to different
(national) cultures. It will also provide exposure about the security facts through comparing
and contrasting similarities/differentness of different cultures to the learners. Thus, curricula
will present international knowledge and the learners will eventually be more knowledgeable
by knowing other culture(s) and practices of security.
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Figure 5. Competencies level of online security and privacy with respect to gender

In the context of gender (Fox-Keller, 1985; Adam et al., 2004), the male participants were
found to relatively be more competent with online security knowledge than the female
participants. 58% of the male participants were of good level and above it whereas the
percentage is only 33% in the case of female participants (see Figure 5). This result reconciles
with the findings from the past studies like Jagatic et al. (2007), Shen et al. (2010) and Halevi
et al. (2013). The latter suggest that females are more susceptible to phishing attacks than
males. A possible limitation, however, can be that the female participants were significantly
lower in number compared to the male participants; that fact alone may skew the final result.
Although this result matches with the findings from some past studies, it was also
surprising. For instance, Shen et al. (2010) consider the main reason for this knowledge gap
between the two genders and further explained that a female could possess less technical
knowledge and training. However, in this pilot survey both the male and female participants
had almost the same level of education; more importantly all of the them had majored in
Computer Science, Software Engineering or related disciplines. Conversely, even Halevi et al.
(2013) found that computer expertise has no any correlation to the ability of detecting online
attacks. Therefore, a more satisfactory explanation can be the personality traits of the two
genders; there exists a correlation between personality traits and susceptibility to phishing
attacks (Halevi et al., 2013).
Outcome 4: Personality traits and gender differences are equally important to consider for
designing curricula and courses about online safety/security. For example, Halevi et al. (2013)
suggested that phishing defence (or online security) should be tailored to people with certain
personality traits. Earlier, Gefen and Detmar (1997) also considered gender differences in the
perception and use of e-mail.
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Figure 7. Materials used to learn about online security

All but one respondent were personally interested in online security and privacy (see
Figure 6). Most of the participants use ‘mass media’, followed by ‘security course in higher
education’ and ‘warning from security software’ to describe their formal and informal learning
resources and methods about online security and privacy (see Figure 7). Further, while they
were asked, in another question, about preferred ways of learning, they replied that they prefer
more formal (‘security course in higher education’) followed by informal (‘mass media’) ways
of learning in order to learn more in the future. Around 39% and 14% of the participants
selected ‘security course in higher education’ and ‘mass media’, respectively. Other responses
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were ‘discussion with specialists/experts’, ‘warnings from security software’ and so on. The
least preferred ways were: ‘playing games’, ‘watching video’, and ‘analysing case studies’.
Outcome 5: Using a teaching method and/or learning environment that has predominantly
been accepted and is popular among the potential learners can help to make the learning
process more interesting and more efficient, for learners and instructors.
On the overall research outcomes: Internet users in social media, online services, virtual
communities and elsewhere face security risks and privacy violations every day. Not
surprisingly online security comprises ‘hot’ topics and interests for the learners, instructors,
and general Internet users. For instance, people do not always know which of the (material and
immaterial) assets they possess is worth of stealing, particularly if some piece of information
has no value to them at the time they are online. At the same time, however, this information
can be priceless to phishers or/and other fraudsters. Hence, so far the authors’ motivation has
been to identify a ground of common interests for all stakeholders of the informational
societies (Karvonen, 2001) to participate in higher/adult education initiatives for proactive
online protection and public awareness.
To our knowledge so far, there is no related research study focusing on the points we
presented and analysed here. Based on the responses, the authors also suggest to promote the
concept and principles of ‘usable security’ (Kumaraguru et al., 2009; Chaudhary and Berki,
2013). Thus, the need to consider diverse learnability and usability along with security as
interconnected and significant software quality properties for effective online protection. This
consideration can also raise the levels of interest, performance and effectiveness in the
learning process.

5. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
AGENDA
The authors collected data through a questionnaire in a pilot survey for investigating and
analysing the students and future IT professionals’ learning needs for adult/higher education
courses about online security/privacy.
The gathered data pointed to a rather alarming general result: even higher education
students majoring in Computing, Software Engineering, and IT-related disciplines hold
dangerous misconceptions of online security/privacy. Several of them lack even basic
knowledge of protection mechanisms and do not have essential digital competencies. Having
curricula about online security and privacy in adult formal (e.g., state), non-formal (e.g., work
training) and informal (e.g., mass media, accidental learning) education (Valtanen et al, 2014)
can be practical and helpful to educate people about e.g. phishing and other frequent online
threats. However, the curricula should be properly designed and updated accordingly.
The courses’ content and context have to be more up-to-date and pragmatic, considering
cyber-people’s various identities, interaction and realistic cyber-threats (Jäkälä and Berki,
2013; Singer and Friedman, 2014; Payton and Claypoole, 2015). New knowledge is built upon
learners’ previous knowledge, which also determines the course, conditions and quality of
learning (Gagne, 1977; Biggs, 1996). Thus, the curricula should not only target imparting new
knowledge but also eliminate the misconceptions about online security/privacy in education
and society. Furthermore, the teaching methodology and learning environment should
carefully be selected. Our research study captured that security knowledge/information
delivery using the wrong method/media can disinterest the learners and could significantly
decrease their interest.
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When universities and organisations become a dynamic hub of diversity, and people from
different nationalities come under the same roof, it is necessary to consider national culture
(Siakas et al., 2005; Nisbett, 2011) in the design of an international and multicultural
curriculum. When various races and ethnicities must co-learn and co-work (Hofstede, 1980),
the foremost necessity is the learning about others’ culture and viewpoints through their social
realities and worldviews. In some cultures certain activities may be considered non-harmful
for security due to ignorance, different practices, and different social surroundings. Our
findings revealed that the majority of people in China and other countries do not consider their
medical information to be private and confidential.
People’s social awareness can act as a protection mechanism in the social context of cybersociety. Anti-phishing guidelines, adult education programmes, and simple trust management
strategies can make people re-think online interaction. Ideally, people should acquire useful
social skills and digital competencies, while the Law and Justice could be able to utilize
predictive practical information. Increasing instructors/learners awareness by adopting sociocognitive and social computing approaches could raise the people’s critical knowledge and
prediction capacity on phishing attempts. (see Chaudhary et al., 2015a).
This research study, being socio-cognitive and socio-cultural in nature, was based on a
pilot survey for questionnaire testing; this, together with the small multicultural learners’
sample size, were two main research limitations. The final and significantly improved after the
pilot survey questionnaire will initially be used to collect data from three European (Finland,
Greece, UK), three Asiatic (China, Nepal, India) and three African countries. Larger sample
sizes are obviously needed in order to find out more about national culture and its influence in
learning about security and in order to outline needs and strategic steps to be taken in adult
education for timely protection in cyberspace.
The researchers were faced with the necessity to enrich the questionnaire with more
questions (e.g., about cloud services security) and also made considerable changes in the
format and structure of it. In fact, there might be a need for a second questionnaire testing
before it is disseminated to the people of the aforementioned and other countries.
The gender perspective in IT (Fox-Keller, 1985; Adam et al., 2004) is a certain area of the
researchers’ interest (Berki and Cobb-Payton, 2005) since until now some of our initial
findings contradict and some confirm other research studies’ results. It is, for instance, a not
surprising finding (not illustrated herein by gender percentages) that in our pilot survey,
women IT students/professionals under-estimated their knowledge about security in
comparison to men IT students/professionals who over-estimated theirs.
Studying the attitudes, personality traits, knowledge and digital competencies of both male
and female learners in different (national) cultures worldwide could bring about educational
reforms following a cross-cultural understanding and collaboration among humans.
Drawing from the principles of total quality management, problem-focused education and
virtual learning, the authors propose: 1) strategic teaching and research directions for
improving academic curricula, and 2) a customised for security teaching and socio-centric
learning process. Multicultural and multidisciplinary online curricula design with extracurricular activities in virtual learning environments should be in the future agenda. It also
seems that in courses about security a balance between the yet unrecognised formal education
and easily accessible informal learning should be organized.
Overall, it is the researchers’ firm belief that through improved knowledge on diverse
learnability, usability, and privacy/security, the following future scenarios in e-society can be
avoided:
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(i) people will become ultra-cynical toward any human contact and will stop trusting and
(ii) people will totally abandon any technology-based communication, become online or
offline nomads and stop using the Internet
The cross-cultural and gender differences in learners’ socio-cognition and perception,
resulted and demonstrated in ground-breaking design principles for curricula and courses
about security, can be surprisingly thought-provoking and open-minded for initiating a new
era of security education.
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Abstract— A password manager handles and stores the users' passwords from different services. This relieves the users from
constantly remembering and frequently recalling their login credentials. Quite often though, due to its poor usability and because of
limited user-experience, users encounter difficulties to perform even basic actions such as safe login while using a password manager.
Consequently, security is compromised and this, sometimes, is considered as an inevitable fact that needs to be accepted. A number of
studies have analysed the usability and security of various password managers. Their research findings, though important, are rather
incomprehensible for the designers of password managers because they limit to only particular properties or consider specific
applications and contradict each other. Hence, in this paper we further focused on investigating and determining properties and
features, which can elevate the usability and security of password managers with the prospect of providing practical, simple and useful
guidelines for building a usable password manager. For this reason, we performed a systematic literature review. In so doing, we
selected thirty two articles to collect their coherent outcomes associated with usability and security. In essence, we deduce and present
meaningful and trustworthy suggestions for realizing a usable password manager.
Keywords—password manager; usability; user-experience; security; trust; systematic literature review

I. INTRODUCTION
People use many different kinds of online and offline services. In order to authenticate and protect their data in these services, a
username-password pair is the most prevalent authentication mechanism in practice [1]. The username provides the identification
of the users and the password verifies the legitimacy of the users. Within the username-password authentication process, several
types of passwords are available in practice. The following types are herein mentioned as examples: one-word password (i.e., a
word consisting of any combination of character, natural number, special character), PIN code (i.e., a combination of natural
number), paraphrase password (i.e., phrase as password), cognitive password (i.e., question-and–answer session of personal
details), associative password (i.e., a series of words or integers and their associations), gesture password (i.e., free form or defined
based gesture as password), image password (i.e., correct sequence of images as a password), and image-gesture password (i.e.,
draw gestures on an image). Password can be used in combination with other authentication methods (e.g., biometrics or e-token)
during multi-factor authentication. Even when using exclusive passwords for authentication purposes, there can be a single level or
multi-level authentication (i.e., multi passwords are entered during the different stages of authentication). Further, passwords can be
user-generated (which is widely popular due to its usability) or machine generated. Moreover, it can be one-time password or timebased one-time password, which remains valid for a single login session or transaction, found to be in common use in online
banking services. Irrespective of the password types, in order to ensure a better protection of information for every service, it is
highly recommended to use a distinct and strong password such those, for example, with high entropy [2, 3, 4] or maximum guessnumber [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]).
As alternatives for the username-password pair, some may advocate to implement and depend on other authentication methods,
such as biometrics (e.g., voice pattern, finger print, and retinal scan), smart card/token, and the list can go on… However, one must
realise that these authentication methods have their own functioning environment, limitations and vulnerabilities [70, 71, 72]. More
importantly, security comes at a cost; hence, selecting a suitable authentication method should take into account factors such as the
nature of security concerns like the vulnerability of the information to be protected, potential risks to the information, end-users of
the system, and compatibility with work practices and other, and the cost-effectiveness of the applied authentication method.
Interestingly, alike other authentication methods (e.g., biometrics and e-tokens), in the case of a username-password pair, no
additional hardware is necessary, and this makes it relatively economical and simple to implement. Furthermore, there is always
room to strengthen the security by choosing as strong password as it is required depending on the context of the usage. For
example, the recommended password for e-banking can and should be of higher entropy than that for social networking in social
media. Besides, a username-password pair retains a set of other benefits as well [refer 1, 72], which makes it difficult to replace
with the aforementioned authentication methods.

As a matter of fact, none of the existing authentication methods have been successful in fully replacing password to become the
mainstream method for authentication. This is apparently because not a single alternative technology posses the combination of
security, usability and economic features offered by password [1]. People still highly rely on password for authentication purposes,
and undoubtedly they will continue to depend on password for the authentication purposes in the future, as long as its full
replacement is not available. Various researchers and organisations are experimenting with new alternatives for user authentication
in order to replace password [90, 91], which indeed is a promising step towards strengthening security. These researches will
obviously result the anticipated authentication technologies, which will scale up security, be economical to implement, and at the
same time easy and convenient to use. However, a few questions one can still ask are “will they be able to stop the use of password
any time soon, as it is claimed?”, or “will it be simple to convince the password users, both the owners of the information systems
implementing password and the end users using those systems to migrate and embrace the new authentication technology?”
Irrespective of their answers, we must have to accept that password is inevitable for authentication purposes, despite its all
limitations, until a proper replacement of password is available. These all imply that the usage of password needs to be fixed in
order to make it secure and usable. Therefore, in this research study, the authors have focused only to the username-password pair.
One of the major reasons behind all the different types of the aforementioned password types, as well as authentication
methods, is to relieve the users’ cognitive load and, in general, to avoid future users’ cognitive overload. In practical terms,
however, memorising login credentials for a large number of services, it turns to be a cognitively challenging task; on average a
user has around 25 password-accounts [10]. Further security experts suggest various policies and rules for constructing a strong
password. Regrettably, those rules and policies are often unrealistic, time consuming and not worth complying with; thus, unusable
[76]. Similarly, it is recommended to routinely or at a fixed interval change the password as a part of security measures. Such
measures put extra pressure on the users and many times force them to choose easy-to-guess or poor passwords [52, 78, 92]. As a
matter of fact, there arises a conflict between these policies and users’ actual needs. Further attempting to adhere to these policies
and rules contributes to emotional pressure on the users and also impedes their primary tasks [73]. To ease the login process
without forgetting their passwords, people are often led to insecure practices, like construct easy-to-crack passwords, or write down
the password, or reuse the same password for various different accounts [10, 11]. Hence, to mitigate those insecure practices and at
the same time help people remember as many passwords as possible in a secure and manageable way, a password manager (PM)
can be an effective, usable and highly regarded solution.
Inevitably, as an alternative to a PM, some may propose to adopt a Single Sign-On (SSO) mechanism, that is, gain access to
multiple related but independent systems by logging in with a single username and password [80]. However, SSO mechanisms also
have several limitations, such the ones mentioned next: (i) security is contextual, so different accounts with varying levels of
security vulnerability cannot be protected by the same password; (ii) a need for disabling an account implies disabling of all other
related accounts; (iii) anyone who can get access to the password can misuse all the related accounts; (iv) loss of access to SSO
mechanisms means denial to access to all the systems unified by them; (v) people share their passwords within family members and
friends [79], so SSO may not be appropriate when a person wants to share access only to an individual service, and not to all the
related services.
A password manager is a software application that helps a user to store and organise passwords. A PM usually stores a large
collection of passwords in an encrypted form, ideally protected by a strong master password. But a PM can also be without a
master password’s protection, for instance, an inbuilt feature called ‘auto sign-in’ of web browsers. The main purpose of a PM is to
relieve its user from memorising a large number of passwords since it is simply enough to only remember one master password or
no password in the case of “auto sign-in”. Password managers (PMs) range from independent mobile applications to browser
extensions. Some PMs store passwords on the user’s devices (i.e., offline), whereas others store passwords in the cloud (i.e.,
online), or provide facility for both offline and online storages. Karole et al. [12] classified PMs into three categories: i) desktop
manager - storing passwords on the user’s desktop, ii) online manager - using third-party servers to store passwords, and iii)
portable manager - storing the users’ passwords in their portable devices such as mobile phones or USB devices. Similarly, PMs
can utilise a) the wallet approach, that is using the master password to encrypt a file of site-specific passwords or b) the hashing
approach that is the master password is combined with site-specific information to generate site-specific passwords [13].
Depending on the type, a PM can also offer other features such as form-filler, password-generator, data synchronisation, and safe
password suggestion.
Although a PM relieves the users from the hectic job of remembering a large number of passwords, it in itself is not an ideal
solution because it certainly is not free of usability and security concerns. These same issues may be the reasons why PM is not
widely adopted by password users. Instead, a rather large fraction of them still depends on their memory to remember and manage
their passwords. A survey conducted by Riley [87] with 328 undergraduate students found out that approximately 67% of them use
the ‘remember my password’ function occasionally, very frequently or always. Similarly, a survey by Stobert and Biddle [89] with
27 participants, who were university students, also showed that around 81% of them use some kind of PM. The major limitations of
these two studies, which could also be the reasons for their result showing a higher usage of PM, are (i) their participants were
university students who can be better at IT skills in compare to a normal person, and (ii) the outcomes were based on a study
conducted with a small number of participants. Different from them, an analysis of 169 accounts were performed by Hayashi and
Hong [88], which revealed that approximately 60.3% of the accounts do not any use password-aids (e.g., PM) for storing and
managing their password. Likewise, a survey conducted by the Password Boss with 2,030 U.S. adults revealed that 63% of the

participants use memory to manage their passwords [85]. Another similar survey carried out by the RoboForm with 1,000
participants from the U.S.A and U.K had more discouraging result, that is, only 8% of the participants use a PM so that they can
have a strong and unique password for every website [86].
Many past and recent studies, which we have widely used for this systematic literature review, evaluated the security and
usability of PMs from different perspectives. However, their evaluations are still limited because they focus on particular properties
and features in specific application(s); thus, failing to cover several vital aspects that are essential and necessary to practically
design and develop a usable PM. Although those studies are acceptable and valuable for the handling and exposure of the specific
situations they consider, they are still not of much help to those software practitioners and software quality designers interested in
developing a PM that can potentially be usable by people for the management of their passwords. Moreover, some studies are
inconsistent and in many cases the research results contradict each other. As a consequence, someone interested in designing a PM
may get confused while deciding which properties to adhere to or which quality features to build-in and integrate in their
applications. Besides, it is equally important to uncover the area(s) where research is needed to make a usable PM. The latter are
the principal reasons that we carried out our own investigation through this research study.
In this study we performed a systematic literature review including several past studies to determine the properties and features
which can attribute to improving usability and user-experience in PM. We also took into consideration the security of a PM since
usability and security are correlated, especially in software design of security purposes such as in the case of a PM. If the usability
associated with security is poor, it will obstruct the PM users’ primary task and also increase their time and effort required to login
to any service using a PM. Moreover, it will demotivate the people from adopting a PM [73] and even those who use it will have to
pay attention to unnecessary activities rather than the important ones. Human attention is a scarce but useful resource [74], and it
must be utilised for the primary task and decision related to it. An unmotivated PM user with divided attention has more likelihood
of bypassing the complex security features/functions and/or making dangerous errors [14, 15]. Since, security itself a wide domain
and needs a separate study; we herein have essentially considered those security and failure cases that may affect the usability and
user-experience of a PM. The final outcomes were deduced mainly based on the coherent suggestions collected by the most
relevant reviewed articles. We particularly aimed at making the results more practical and comprehensible with valid logical
explanations. The main outcomes can act as a software quality features guide for those who want to design and implement a PM
with particular focus to its security, usability and at the same time targeting to improve user-experience while enhancing and
maintaining the safe use of the PM.
Consistently, the main objective of this paper is to determine the properties and features which can elevate the usability and
security in PMs, with a prospect of building a usable PM. In order to achieve this objective, we answer the following two research
questions:
• What are the usability and security problems in the existing PMs?
• What are the measures and suggestions that exist or have been proposed to mitigate those problems?
The rest of the paper is structured and organised as follows: section II describes the research methodology utilised for the study,
section III contains the literature review of the past studies, section IV presents our findings as deduced from the literature review,
and section V concludes the work and mentions future enhancements.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
We used systematic literature review as the main research method for our study. Basically, we followed Webster and Watson
[16], who suggest the following simple steps for conducting research through a literature review: identifying the relevant literature,
structuring the review, framing the theoretical development of the article, evaluating the developed theory, and creating discussion
and conclusions. To complement the review method for software engineering literature, we also utilised the three stages for
systematic literature reviews in software engineering, which comprises the next stages: planning (developing the review protocol),
conducting (study selection, data extraction, synthesis), and reporting (formatting and evaluating the report) [17]. Finally, for
assessing our protocol we applied the systematic review protocol template developed by Biolchini et al. [18].
A. Literature Sources and Study Selection
Collecting that quality literature reviews/studies that capture the essence of the research objective(s) is of paramount importance
for the validity and reliability of the particular research project; this has often been emphasised in literature reviews [68, 69]. This is
because the quality of the particular literature used for the review plays a significant role in advancing the knowledge of the
researchers and the ultimate outcomes from the research [69]. In order to determine that quality literature sample, the following
basic aspects have to be clarified beforehand, which are where and how to locate the relevant literature [68] and on what basis these
should be selected, i.e., selection criteria. Therefore, in order to identify the relevant research literature, the authors resolved on the
literature repositories and search keywords. The literature sources were basically selected considering the following criteria:
• Literature repository with a reputation of storing high quality scientific literature of computer science/engineering.
• Literature repository with a web-based search engine with possibility to enable search with/through subject-specific
keywords.

On the basis of the aforementioned criteria the selected sources for relevant literature searches were: IEEE Xplore Digital
Library, ACM Digital Library, Springer Link, and ELSEVIER ScienceDirect. The authors settled for the following search
keywords: ‘usability AND password manager’, ‘user experience AND password manager’, ‘security AND password manager’, and
‘password manager’, where ‘AND’ is a Boolean search operator. The authors considered that these keywords were adequate
enough to help in accumulating a relatively complete census of the relevant research literature. The keywords ‘usability AND
password manager’ and ‘user experience AND password manager’ were used to collect those papers dealing with and attempting to
address usability problems in PM. Similarly, the keyword ‘security AND password manager’ was used to gather papers considering
security issues in PM. The last keyword ‘password manager’ was used for collecting all the papers dealing with PM, so that the
author can verify that not any important papers are missed.
In the same way, the following criteria were applied for selecting the most relevant research articles:
• Inclusion of articles evaluating usability and/or security of any password manager PM, or proposing a solution for some
usability or security problem in PM.
• Exclusion of overlapping journal or conference articles, or articles containing only one or two paragraphs on PM.
We took an additional preventative measure to increase the possibility that the selected articles are actually relevant and at the
same time we do not miss any important articles. Thus, two of the authors performed the search and screening activities
independently. During this phase, the articles were assessed based on their title, abstract, and quickly perusing and examining the
research articles. Next, the authors compared their chosen articles. The research articles that were selected for the final reviewing
reported here were those articles that the two researchers had in common. Furthermore, after reading through the non-in-common
research articles once more, the authors decided whether to include/exclude them in and from this review. Initially, the authors
agreed to consider 45 articles. However, after reading those selected articles during systematic reviewing, the authors also
encountered i) some articles that had only one or two paragraphs’ content relevant to the research objective, and ii) a few articles,
which were from the same authors discussing the same issue, but presented in two different conferences. In the end, the authors
decided to exclude those articles which contained only one or two paragraphs describing PM. Regarding redundant articles (i.e., the
same article presented in two different conferences); we selected only one article from each redundant set for the review. Thus, the
number of relevant articles for the systematic literature review was reduced to 32, listed in Table I with their emphasis.
TABLE I.

THE EMPHASIS IN THE SELECTED ARTICLES

Comparative Evaluation of Usability and/or Security of
Different PMs

Bugiel et al. (2010)

Al-Sinani & Mitchell (2011)

Biddle et al. (2011)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Aliasgari et al. (2015)

Erdem et al. (2010)

x

Stobert & Biddle (2014)

Bojinov et al. (2010)

x

Yang et al. (2014)

Asokan & Ekberg (2008)

x

Boukayoua et al. (2014)

Wang et al. (2008)

x

McCarney et al. (2012)

Zhang & Jones (2007)

x

Moghaddam et al. (2013)

Yee & Sitaker (2006)

x

Nasirinejad & Yazdi (2012)

Halderman et al. (2005)

x

Wang et al. (2012)

Carnavalet & Mannan (2015)

x

Bicakci et al.(2011)

Li et al. (2014)

x

Zhao & Yue (2014)

x

x

Silver et al. (2014)

x

Ziegler et al. (2014)

x

Fahl et al. (2013)

Bicakci et al. (2011)

x

Zhao et al. (2013)
Bhargavan & Delignat-Lavaud
(2012)
Gasti & Rasmussen (2012)

x

Karole et al. (2010)

x

Bicakci et al. (2009)

Chiasson et al. (2006)
Security
Evaluation
or Security
Solution
Usability
Evaluation

Proposed PM Design/Architecture and its Evaluation

x

x

x

x

It should be noted that the aforementioned 32 articles will serve as the primary source of knowledge, but along with them
several other articles will also be utilised to enrich the outcome of our research. The research and knowledge domain of usable
security (to which our research work belongs) is a multi-disciplinary field. Thus, it should include the valid knowledge from
various others fields (i.e. cognitive science, software quality engineering, and other) to logically and coherently explain the security
and usability problems and their potential countermeasures.
B. Data Extraction and Analysis
From the selected articles, we extracted the following data:
• Study description (Issues in the studied by others password managers PMs, research study methodology).
• PM usability and/or security problems on which the study focuses.

• Measures which are presented and suggested in the study to mitigate the problems related to usability and security in
particular.
Based on the extracted data and information, we proceeded to a classification and formed a knowledge typology of 11 new
knowledge categories for different types of problems found from the PM research literature (see sections III.A, III.B and III.C).
The authors finally summarised the new knowledge that was discussed and illustrated in the typology and proposed mitigation
measures for those PM problems. The final suggestions are expressed in terms of needs for quality features and properties that are
compulsory and indispensable to have in a PM in order to improve its usability (see section IV). Further, the authors consider the
conceptual constructs and concepts as focal to the organising framework of the review [see e.g. 16]; that is identifying the key
concepts and developing a logical approach to group them was requisite and essential for simplifying and clustering the existing
knowledge. To an extent the authors were also inspired by the method used by DeLone and McLean [19] to include a set of tables
to summarise the literature. A tabular representation of the results can bring a general overview with conciseness and clarity of the
compared and contrasted research outcomes.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the context of this research, it was found out that the selected articles’ researchers had either performed a comparative
evaluation for different PMs, or presented a new, predominant PM design or architecture. Hence, in a broad sense, those selected
articles could be categorised based on the following concepts:
• Comparative evaluation of usability and/or security of different PMs.
• Proposed PM design /architecture and its evaluation.
We, in turn, have also followed these concepts and included our comparative literature reviews under these headings.
Moreover, all the associated papers are presented in tabular forms and are chronologically arranged in Table II and Table III.
TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF THE ARTICLES THAT PERFORM COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF SECURITY AND/OR USABILITY IN PMS

Authors

Descriptions of Study

Chiasson et al.
(2006)

Evaluated PwdHash and Password
Multiplier; 27 participants; Usability
testing and 5-point Likert scale
questionnaire and observation.

1. Semantic gap
2. Lack of trust
3. Inconsistent practices in web
service development

Bicakci et al.
(2009)

Designed and evaluated GPEX against
PwdHash ; 20 participants; Experiment
and 5-point Likert scale questionnaire

1. Mental model gap
2. Users are vulnerable to Hotspot
attack in click based graphical
password

1. Visual password interface
2. Gridded click-based graphical password

1. Lack of trust
2. Offline PMs are preferred over
online PMs despite the latter has
better usability

1. Offline PMs, but with improved usability

1.Intrusive dialog box increase the
tendency to save password

1. Passive communication for password autocomplete to get users’ confirmation

1. PM’s databases storing users’
passwords are vulnerable to attacks

1. Measures which can provide secrecy and
data authenticity in the database

Karole
(2010)

et

al.

Bicakci et al.
(2011)

Gasti
and
Rasmussen
(2012)

Bhargavan
DelignatLavaud (2012)

Zhao et
(2013)

al.

Evaluated KeePassMobile and LastPass
,RoboForm2Go;
20 participants;
Usability testing and questionnaire
consisting 5-point Likert scale, openended and multiple choice questions
Evaluated Internet Explorer (IE) and
Mozilla Firefox; 27 participants ; User
study in semi-controlled
lab
experiment, questionnaire
Evaluated Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, IE, 1Password, KeePass 1.x,
KeePass 2.x, KeePassDroid, PINs,
Password Safe, Password
Gorilla,
Roboform;
Security
analysis
of
database.
Evaluated
LastPass,
RoboForm,
1Password,
Manual analysis

PassPack,
Clipperz;

Evaluated LastPass and RoboForm;
Security analysis.

Problems

1. Lack integrity protection for the
cipher text
2. Metadata are unencrypted
3. Vulnerable to host-attacks and
tampering
1. Master password is optional
2. Inflexibility to reset the master
password
3. Remember and save the master
password
4. No strength checking for the
master password

Measures
1.Understand and include user’s intentions and
expectations
2.Suitable interaction between user and system
3.Short, accurate, understandable and visible
instructions/cues/feedback

1. Integrity checking
2. A scheme with authenticated encryption,
includes associated data
1. Mandatory high entropy master password
2. Do not remember and save the master
password
3. Support resetting the master password
4. Proactive strength checker for the master
password

Analysed 21 PMs for Android platform
(name not mentioned); Manual and
static
code
analysis;
Proposed
USecPassBoard for the Android
platform

1. Lack of trust
2. Embedded PMs are limited to a
single browser
3.Weak security for the user’s data
4. Constraints imposed due to the
mobile platform

1. Correctly implement key derivation or
encryption
2. Ensure data confidentiality
3. Secure the OS’s clipboard

Evaluated
Desktop Browser PMs
(Google Chrome , Mozilla Firefox,
Apple Safari , Microsoft IE), Third party
PMs (Keeper, 1Password , LastPass ,
KeePass ), iOS PMs (Mobile Safari,
Google Chrome, 1Password, LastPass
Tab), Android PMs (Android browser,
Chrome); Security analysis for auto-fill
policies

1.Treat equally to page using HTTP
and HTTPS protocols
2.Vulnerable to rogue Wi-Fi and other
attacks

1. Enforce user interaction before auto-filling
a form
2. Show the domain name being auto-filled to
the user before filling occurs
3. Always submit information over HTTPS
even when the page is loaded over HTTP.

Ziegler et al.
(2014)

Evaluated eight PMs for Android
platform (anonymous);
Manual
examination of key derivation functions

1.Vulnerable to brute-force and
other types of attacks
2. Error or weak design choices in the
implementation of key derivation
functions

1. Salt to increase the entropy of the password
2. Correctly implement when using
established APIs (eliminate development
errors)

Zhao and Yue
(2014)

Designed and evaluated Cloud-based
Storage-Free BPM; Evaluated IE ,
Firefox , Google Chrome, Safari ,
Opera ; Manual analysis, Source code
and
binary
analysis,
laboratory
experiment,
usability testing (30
participants)

1. Master password is optional
2. Inconsistent user interface
3. Weak protection mechanism for the
users’ data

1. Mandatory master password
2. Prefer for Cloud based PMs
3. Salt and 1000 iteration counts to derive the
encryption key
3. Proactive password strength checker
5. Use established user interface principle
6. Associate the dialog box with the address
bar

Li et al. (2014)

Manual security analysis of 5 web-based
PM: LastPass, RoboForm, My1login,
PasswordBox,
NeedMyPassword;
Analysed
bookmarklet,
web,
authorisation and
user interface vulnerabilities

1. Critical security vulnerabilities
allowing credential stealing
2. Collaboration supporting PMs have
flaws in their authorisation logic

1. Defence in depth approach
2. Ask the user manually open tab and login
3. Use simple credential owner model for
collaboration supporting PMs

1. Inconsistent password checker
2. Password checker provides a
decent score even for a weak
password

1. Extend and implement established password
checker algorithm rather than designing a
completely new one
2. Focus on detecting weak passwords rather
than finding a strong password

Fahl et
(2013)

Silver et
(2014)

al.

al.

Carnavalet and
Mannan (2015)

Evaluated 1Password,
KeePass,
LastPass, RoboForm; Empirical analysis

TABLE III.

SUMMARY OF THE ARTICLES THAT PROPOSE PM DESIGN / ARCHITECTURE

Authors

Descriptions of Study

Halderman et al.
(2005)

Designed and evaluated
Password
Multiplier;
Comparative
analysis
against Password Safe,
LPWA, and PwdHash

1. Transportability issue
2. Vulnerabilities for brute-force-attacks
3. Long delay to calculate hash function can
be inconvenient for users

Yee and Sitaker
(2006)

Designed
Passpet;
manual analysis

1. Complete dependency on one centralised
server
2. Compatibility and deployability constraints
3. Incompatible to website login’s functionality
4. Expect users to migrate all accounts to a
new scheme
5. Do not support password periodic change
6. Vulnerable to dictionary and phishing
attacks

Zhang and Jones
(2007)

Designed uKey

Wang
(2008)

Designed PwdCaVe

et

al.

Asokan
and
Ekberg (2008)

Designed
OnBoard
Credentials (ObCs)

Bojinov et al.
(2010)

Designed Kamouflage

Problems

1. Applicable for homogenous types of
accounts
1. No protection for the decrypted password
stored in memory during the login
2. Available security resources are
underutilised
1. Available security resources are
Underutilised
1. Adversary with access to the database
storing passwords compromise the security

Measures
1. Hash-based mechanism
2. Increase iteration of hash computation
3. Two level of computation, first level computation
is one time and its value is cached and used as
input for second level computation
4. Username as salt
1. Store cache in local storage and backup in remote
storage
2. Flexibility to login into websites from anywhere
3. Support practices in website design and login form
4. Only minimal changes in user’s behaviour but to
improve their convenience
5. Site by site migration to a new scheme
6. Periodic change of the master password as well as
individual websites’ password
7. Black-list method to detect phishing
1. Middleware to manage credentials of
heterogeneous account
1. Use Trusted Platform Module (TPM) –based
password caching and verification
2. Eliminate the time for which plaintext password is
stored in the memory
1. Utilise existing resources TPMs and Hardware
secured environment based on M-Shields
1. Hide legitimate passwords in sets of decoy
passwords in the database
2. Features to add, remove, update, and find
passwords

Store
credentials
in
Single Sign-On (SOS)
smart card and integrated
with Firefox

1. If the master password is compromised, all
the other accounts are compromised
2. Deployability issue

Designed TruWalletM- a
wallet like PM

1. Security resources are underutilised
2. Resource constraints in mobile phone
3. Risk from malware or phishing attacks

Al-Sinani and
Mitchell (2011)

Designed
CardSpaceBased
PM;
Manual
analysis

1. Dependency on trusted third parties

Biddle
(2011)

Designed ObPwd and
evaluated; Hybrid user
study, 32 participant,
questionnaire

1. Transportability issue
2. Memorability issue
3. Disallow password reuse

Designed and evaluated
iPMAN; Hybrid lab and
field
study,
20
participants,
questionnaire
and
interview

1. Memorability issue
2. Transportability issue

Designed IDKeeper

1. PM is fixed to a single system
2. Vulnerable to malware and phishing

Nasirinejad and
Yazdi (2012)

Designed SaSy

1. Data stored in one server has risks from the
inside attacks
2. Data stored to one vendor has risk of
monopoly over the data
3. Deactivation or deletion of the master
password means losing all credentials

McCarney et al.
(2012)

Designed and evaluated
Tapas; User study, 30
participants,
questionnaire. Compare
with two browser PMs

1. Master password is a single point of break
2. Fail to consider users’ mental model and
attention
3. Lack of solution easy to deploy and usable
in Smartphone

Moghaddam
al. (2013)

et

Designed and evaluated
cloud based SSO for
software-as-a-service
(SaaS) ; Simulation

1. Danger of storing data in a single server

Yang et
(2014)

al.

Erdem
(2010)

et

al.

Bugiel
(2010)

et

al.

et

Bicakci
al.(2011)

Wang
(2012)

al.

et

et

al.

Proposed a cloud based
PM

1. Master password is a point of failure

Boukayoua et al.
(2014)

Designed and evaluated a
mobile
passwordmanagement keyboard ;
Manual security and
usability evaluation

1. Passwords outside the browser are
disregarded
2. Login to service using apps requires
switching back and forth
3. Clipboard used by PM in Android is
publically visible to all apps
4. Underutilised resources are untapped

Stobert
and
Biddle (2014)

Designed and evaluated
Veripass; User study and
cognitive walk through, 5
participants

1. Master password is a single point of failure
2. Discard what users are good at, i.e., reuse of
password
3. Memorability issue
4. Mental model gap
5.Transportability issue

Aliasgari et al.
(2015)

Designed and evaluated
Sesame
for
mobile
phone;
Security
evaluation

1. Master password is a single point of failure
2. Lack of trust

1. Smart card as information depository
2. Two-factor authentication
3. Include Add/Update/Delete accounts
4. Features for Backup /Recover/Reset of data
5. Allow to change PUK and PIN of Smart card
1. A hardware assisted wallet based authentication
and employs Trusted Execution Environment
2. Allow password add and change
1. Utilise the security advantages of CardSpace
2. Transportability using backup facilities of
CardSpace
3. Password management is transparent to all the
parties
4. Do not change the default IE security settings
1. Generate password from the object (image, video,
text passage) by hashing followed by an
appropriate string password
2. Carry password generating objects or have online
access to the objects

1. Icon-based password
2. Use hashing approach

1. PIN based USB Key to store credentials and a
browser extension which communicates with USB
Key through a trusted path
2. Two factor authentication
1. Store user’s data in three cloud servers from
different companies using dissimilar encryption
method
2. Minimum changes on web service authentication
mechanism
3. Reset the master password needs identification
such as ID card or fingerprint of the users
4. Review and recover account’s password
1. Dual-possession authentication (manager-key
holder and wallet- cipher text), possession of any
one cannot leak the data
2. No master password
3. Store data locally in strong encryption
4. Simple design
1. Store password and encryption keys in different
servers
2. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to transmit data
1. Utilise SSO and Biometrics
2. Master password is two-factor authentication
3. Authentication to download, synchronise, create,
delete passwords
1. Custom keyboard which interacts with the relying
apps through the Input Method Framework
2. The keyboard searches for decrypted credentials
(if in storage), and user pinpoints username and
password field to populate them with value
3. Data storage is hardware backed to hinder offline
attacks
1. Employ PassTiles [55], a graphical password
mechanism
2. Do not store any passwords but cues
3. Allow reuse of password, same image for
multiple accounts
4. Store information in remote server so accessed
from any machine
1. Speech recognition as the master password
2. Users’ data are stored locally or in cloud
depending on their choice
3. Voice command to tell the name of the service to
find its credentials

Most of the selected articles accentuate prime security issues but only a few draw attentions to usability issues. Due to the
nature of the PM applications, those articles emphasising usability issues also consider a security perspective to some extent, and
this generally makes the user’s prospects more noticeable. Unlikely, the articles emphasising security issues seldom consider
usability. Further, the evaluation methods followed in the articles vary a lot. For instance, the researchers of some articles have
performed a user study for usability evaluation whereas others utilised cognitive walkthroughs. Table I presents the selected articles
and their (methodological) emphasis in security/usability evaluation. An article can be said to emphasise both, i.e., usability and
security, if it can be seen that it contains clearly different usability and security evaluation sections.
A. Comparative Evaluation of Usability and/or Security of Different PMs
The authors of the articles in this category have evaluated usability and/or security of multiple PMs while comparing and
contrasting format. Some research studies, for instance Bicakci et al. [20] and Zhao and Yue [21] employed the meta-knowledge
derived from the evaluation of existing PMs in their own PM design. A brief summary with chronological information of these
articles is presented in Table II. We have additionally listed a brief description of the studies, problems found and brought out by
those researchers, and their notable suggested measures.
B. Proposed PM Design / Architecture and its Evaluation
The articles proposing software/system design for a new PM are primarily found to focus on fixing security issues. For
instance, these scientific works have typically targeted to research all the three mechanisms used for authentication, considering the
following: what you know, what you have, and what you are. Moreover, some of the articles have even proposed the use of a twofactor authentication procedure as the master password. Since the research interests of this study are usability and security targeted
to enhance user-experience, herein there is discussion only on the associated security factors. Table III features brief descriptions of
these studies, including the highlighted problems and recognised measures.
C. Summary of the Problems Found in Research Literature
TABLE IV.

MAIN PROBLEMS DISCUSSED IN PM LITERATURE (PW=PASSWORD, MPW=MASTER PASSWORD)
Comparative Evaluation of Usability and/or
Security of Different PMs
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This paper’s authors grouped these problems that were found and analysed by the reviewed articles’ researchers under 11 main
cluster categories, listed next: Compatibility Issue, Learnability Issue, Design Constraints, User Interface (UI) & Performance
issue, Limited/Error-prone PW or Master Password (MPW) Control, MPW as Single Point of Failure, Weak User Data Security &

Privacy, PM Vendor/Third Party Dependency, Vulnerabilities for Various Attacks, Erroneous Implementation of Security
Mechanism/Design, and Underutilised Security Resources. These categories of problems cluster all the issues mentioned in the
articles we reviewed so far and are presented in more detail in Table IV. These problems have to be distinguished and properly
dealt in order to design a usable and renowned PM.
Besides security and usability, some of the articles have raised the reputable issue of trust. In the cases of the cloud-based or
online PMs in particular, the lack of trust has been mentioned as the foremost problem [12, 22, 29, 49]. Trust has even been
considered to be one of the possible hindering components of a PM’s usage and acceptance by and among the users [22]. Thus, we
further classified the chief problem categories under the highest clusters of Usability, Security, and Trust as their respective
headings appear in Table V. It can be seen that most of the problem categories are related to at least two of these headings.
Summarising, both security and usability are the basic requirements for a usable PM and this, in turn, may facilitate trust building
for its users. Henceforth, a PM design should combine usability and security in a trust-enabling manner. This requires a sense of
balancing of the usability and security properties when they conflict with each other. The latter meta-requirement of software
quality design needs to be considered and incorporated as early as possible in the software development lifecycle of a PM. The
measures proposed in the reviewed literature for achieving this objective of balancing between usability and security in order to
facilitate trust are further discussed in the next section IV.
TABLE V.
USABILITY

PM PROBLEMS RELATIVE TO USABILITY, SECURITY AND TRUST

SECURITY
Compatibility Issue
Inconsistent practices in web-design and constraints imposed by OS ,
Support homogenous types of login, Transportability issue

TRUST

Learnability Issue
Semantic or mental model gap, User’s attention, Memorability issue,
Poor memorability of the master password
Design Constraints
Deployability issue, Constrains imposed by platform
UI & Performance
Inconsistent UI, Support only bulk migration of accounts, Optional auto-fill, Long delays for hash calculation, Time consuming key derivation function,
Time taken for encryption and decryption, Low login success rate
Limited/Error-prone PW or MPW Control
Necessary features and functionalities missing (MPW reset; add, remove, update, find PW; deactivate, delete account; backup, recovery, download,
synchronise data), Inability to recover PWs from deleted or deactivated PM’s account, Unusable PW generator (generated PW is complex, incompatible to
website PW requirements, difficult to memorise, or incompatible to organisation’s PW policies), Inability to change the MPW, Optional MPW,
Remember and save MPW, Active and intrusive dialog box to get user’s confirmation, Missing PW/MPW strength checker, Inconsistent or erroneous PW
checker
MPW as Single Point of Failure
Disclosure of the MPW risks all user data, Accidental deletion of MPW means
losing all user data
Weak User Data Security & Privacy
Insufficient protection of user data (due to vulnerabilities and erroneous
security mechanisms), Insufficient user information on protection mechanisms
PM Vendor/Third Party Dependence
Lack of trust towards PM’s vendor (due to weak user data security & privacy,
erroneous security mechanisms), Preference of local storage over cloud
storage, Risk of one vendor monopoly over data, Risks of storing data to one
server, Dependency of the centralised services, Dependency on trusted third
parties
Vulnerabilities for Various Attacks
Database vulnerabilities, Vulnerabilities e.g. to host, brute-force, rogue Wi-Fi,
hotspot, dictionary, phishing and malware attacks, and tampering, Critical
security vulnerabilities allowing credential stealing, Using a stored token
instead of manually opening new tab
Erroneous Security Mechanism/Design
Database kept unlocked even when PM not in use, Unsecure auto-fill
(immediate auto-fill as website is loaded, treat HTTP and HTTPS equally),
Lack of integrity checking, Unencrypted metadata, Decrypted password in
memory without protection, Android Clipboard publically visible to all apps,
Authorisation logic of collaboration supporting PMs, Errors in the
implementation of key derivation
Underutilised Security Resources
Untapped underutilised security resources

IV. FEATURES AND PROPERTIES OF A USER-FRIENDLY AND USABLE PM
In a security-sensitive system such as that of a PM, a common situation is trade-off between strengthening the
security and improving the usability. Although the conflict between these parameters looks obvious, in reality they
have a distinct boundary and strive for a more in common objective. Security restricts access to undesirable
operations and from making dangerous errors, whereas usability facilitates access to essential and necessary
operations [50]. At the same time, both security and usability must be considered to proceed together [15, 50] and
simultaneously. Therefore, in Fig. 1, we also listed the security features and properties which can assist to elevate the
user-friendliness and usability of the PM system followed by sections IV.A and IV.B describing them in more detail.
Features having possible trade-offs and conflicts between usability and security are separately listed in Fig. 1. The
authors included ‘trust’ in the security section since the reviewed articles revealed that the reasons responsible for
distrust towards PM are associated to security. These features and properties were decided and concluded after the
synthesis of the reviewed articles. Moreover, we also explored and grouped together all similar and related features
and properties in order to comprehend and explain them in a less complex and more understandable manner.
Usability
Narrow the semantic
gap

Follow practices in
web-design and OS
Mandatory auto-fill

Usable password
generator

Optimal iteration for
key derivation

Recovery of
password

Manual open a new
tab
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password

Security features
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Consistent user interface
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Necessary features and
functionalities

Performance of PM

Learnability of the
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Fig. 1. Features and Properties for Usable PM
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A. Usability Features and Properties
1) Narrow Semantic Gap between PM and its Users
A semantic or mental gap occurs due to a disparity between the ways various users perceive the system and the
actual behaviour of the system [51]. These situations often create confusion and frustration to the users, while
conversely these system situations are dangerously exploited by attackers. This semantic gap situation can also exist
in PM [20, 22, 44, 48]. Software design components that are related to bad usability and user-experience in particular
are responsible for the semantic gaps in PMs. Situations created by a lack of suitable cues and feedback from the
system, unclear and hidden instructions, confusing features and functionalities, obscure rules and conventions, a
complex process for error recovery, and a lack of a visual interface are typical examples and reasons for semantic
gaps and consequent privacy/security threats. Lack of understanding of paramount functions and actions in a PM may
lead to a situation, where users do not understand its benefits for their password security [76]. This will consequently
decrease trust and may have an effect on the acceptance of the PM among users. Thus, software developers should
pay special attention to the properties related to usability and other issues that help users understand what a PM does
and how it enhances their password security. Along with usability, learnability of the PM’s functions is important for
this. Problems with learnability may result in an incorrect and incomplete mental model of the PM; and vice versa,
problems with the mental model may have an effect on the learnability of the PM.
To narrow the semantic gap, the main suggestion is to improve the PM’s usability and consequent userexperience. Chiasson et al. [22] encouraged understanding and inclusion of the users’ intentions and expectations in
the software/system design, which is possible through the actual users’ involvement in the software/system
development processes and frequent feedback cycles. Moreover, the researchers [22] advised towards designing a
suitable user-interface and facilitating appropriate interactions between the user and the system through short,
accurate, understandable, and visible instructions/feedback/cues that can communicate the complete mental model of
the PM to the users. Likewise, Bicakci et al. [20] and McCarney et al. [44] recommended to consider visual password
interfaces and simple design, respectively, in order to mitigate the mental gap. Finally, Stobert and Biddle [48]
suggested to design intuitive user-interface elements, and include features and functionalities that are simple to
understand in the PM. These suggestions by prior studies are also supported by Wu et al. [51] and Adams and Sasse
[52], who emphasised the consideration of human factors and human involvement during the requirements analysis
and design phases in order to facilitate the expression and appearance of the users’ intentions and expectations.
1) Follow Practices in Web-Design and OS
All usability issues occur not only due to PM applications. Some are developed due to non-standard practices
exercised in the web services design, such as unfixed position of the login container and usage of different words
(e.g., username, account name, email, and phone number) that convey the same meaning of ‘username’ [22]. Next,
identifying the fields for username and password from an account creation form is more difficult due to the presence
of fields for many other parameters spread over multiple pages [77]. Notably, several constraints are imposed by the
OS. For example, Android does not offer an API to integrate PMs with the browser. Other applications and webbrowsers on Smartphone and tablet often do not provide a plug-in interface that would allow for a smooth integration
of PMs [27]. These problems, to some extent, can be improved by complying the established and standardised rules
and practices of software development/quality assurance (see section IV.A.8).
2) Memorability of the Master Password
Regarding usability, a rather distressing concern is the poor memorability, which is needed for the master
password use. For instance, iPMAN [13], ObPwd [41], and Versipass [48] have attempted to tackle and solve this
problem in their own ways. Both Versipass and ObPwd do not require any master password but rather the user has the
flexibility to generate the passwords for any services, by simply selecting image(s) and digital object(s) respectively,
which means that there is nothing in storage worth to be protected. iPMAN, however, uses an ordered set of icons as
the master password. A common consideration in all these approaches is the fact that humans are better at
remembering a picture than words [53]. Notwithstanding, several approaches to improve the memorability of textual
master password are mentioned in section IV.B.2.
3) Support for Heterogeneous Types of Login
Most of the PMs support only homogenous types of login procedures [34, 47, 54]. The PMs that are integrated
with a web-browser facilitate the login process into services only by using that particular web-browser and disregard
passwords outside it. Similarly, PMs designed for mobile-phones or tablets lack auto-fill functionality for applicationbased services due to technical constraints [27]. Sometimes, these technical constraints are imposed due to an
organisational policy or for security reasons [77]. Technical constraints, for example, the lack of auto-fill, compel
users to manually transfer credentials from the PM to the application where s/he wants to login and, more worryingly,
often through an unsecure clipboard. Thus, as the technical constraints decrease usability and may also have effects
on security, they can simultaneously influence the levels of user trust. From the software design and system

maintenance’s points of view, these limitations in the PMs are also adversely affecting their acceptance by the endusers [54]. There have been propositions to solve some of these technical constraints. For example, to overcome the
auto-fill issue in mobile phones, Boukayoua et al. [47] designed a mobile password management keyboard, which
when initiated searches for the credentials for that application the users have to point out the username and password
fields to auto-fill the credentials. The main limitation, though, of this approach is that every mobile platform does not
support the overriding of their default function of the keyboard, which is a prerequisite for this approach. A rather
more appropriate approach is illustrated by Zhang and Jones [34], in which a piece of middleware (i.e., uKey) is used
in order to manage the authentication credentials of heterogeneous accounts.
1) Transportability in PM
Users nowadays use multiple and different kinds of devices, such as laptop, tablet and Smartphone, which may all
contain different operating systems and browsers. This is a challenge for the functionality and usability of a PM,
because in order to fulfil user needs, it should provide access to passwords through all the users’ devices. However,
some PMs do not provide the users with the freedom to login from anywhere and through any machine [32, 33] or
service platform. This limitation may be due to a platform-based dependency or inaccessibility of the users’ data.
Therefore, a hashing approach is suggested for better transportability [13, 32]. To facilitate the accessibility of users’
data, Erdem et al. [38] used smart card as an information depository, and Wang et al. [42] used a USB key to store
credentials. However, using hardware for authentication purposes contradicts the password benefit of having no
physical object to carry [1].
To relieve people from the compulsion to carry hardware, Biddle et al. [41] suggested an approach in which users
only have to carry password generating objects with them or have online access to the objects. Thus, the users’ data
can be stored into the cloud and, consequently, the accessibility problem is solved. A completely different and unique
approach was presented by Gaw and Felten [54], who proposed that instead of just storing and auto-filling passwords,
PM should also help users to learn their password by displaying it with a low contrast background, since users mostly
have been relied on their memory to remember and manage passwords. Once the users have memorised the
passwords, they can login from anywhere using any devices. In situations like this, assigning mnemonic passwords
with better memorability [8] or personalised cognitive passwords for better recall and secrecy [81] for online accounts
will assist in reducing the cognitive load from the users. Nevertheless, even these two passwords mechanisms have
their own limitations. For example, users may select and derive their passwords from a very common mnemonic
phrase making them easy to crack [82]. Additionally, the quality of questions used for cognitive passwords are not
personal enough, so anyone who knows the users could guess the answer [81].
2) Usability Features with Usability-Security Trade-offs
a) Mandatory Auto-Fill
PM auto-filling username and password to a web site is convenient for the user as it saves the trouble of manually
filling the credentials. But auto-fill has encountered security issues [28] due to which some websites had to disable
this feature. Similarly, some PMs also exclude the auto-fill feature [27] despite a secure implementation of auto-fill
feature is necessary for a usable PM. (For more details of the security of the auto-fill, the reader may refer to section
IV.B.3.d.). Disabling the auto-fill feature often means that the user has to manually fill the credentials in the website’s
textbox, which is, in turn, a usability issue. Moreover, an auto-fill feature reduces the risk from shoulder surfing
attacks [40], thus, in addition of being convenient, the auto-fill feature may be a relevant security factor for the user in
her/his social context. Therefore, implementing the auto-fill feature in PMs requires careful consideration of both the
usability and security aspects involved in user-experience.
b) Usable Password Generator
Several PMs are equipped with a password generator, which exempts users from creating passwords on their own
for the various services they use. Nevertheless, the problems with these password generators are: i) they are complex
to use [22], ii) they generate passwords incompatible to website’s password requirements [55], and iii) passwords
generated by them are cognitively challenging, thus almost impossible for the users to memorise [37]. Furthermore,
different websites have different requirements for the length and character sets used in their passwords [37]. Even
different organisations can have their own policies and criteria for generating passwords. The incompatibility between
generated passwords and organisations’ practices can prevent the personnel from using the generator.
To overcome these limitations, Stobert and Biddle [55] suggested allowing the users to define and select an
appropriate ruleset to generate password(s) for each website. For example, LastPass [56] allows users to select
password rulesets. Through this approach though, users can cause problems by selecting the simplest combination,
thus reducing the strength of the password. Therefore, it is important to provide continuous constructive feedback
during the password generation process and incorporate explanations on why an apparently weak password is rejected

or is insecure [52]. Such feedback on the password’s strength/weakness can make the system transparent and could
also refresh the users’ knowledge of password design and choice procedures.
c) Optimal Iteration for Key Derivation
While employing an iterated hash, increasing the iteration count may strengthen the passwords’ protection against
brute-force attacks [26, 32]; however, correspondingly it increases the computation time. Further, to strengthen the
security, salt value is appended every time. This reduces the usability of the PM [29]. Therefore, to reduce the
computation time, two-level computation has been proposed, in which the value obtained from the first level
computation is cached and always used as an input for the second level computation performed for each password
[32]. Zhao and Yue [21], however, recommended limiting the iteration count to around 1000 iterations, so that the
actual computation time is around 10 seconds. This is also the upper time limit before users’ attention is distracted
[57].
d) Recovery of Passwords
After deactivation or deletion of the master password or online account, all the websites’ login information stored
in the PM is lost. Conventionally, this may look correct; however, there is also a possibility that the users have
deactivated or deleted an account or MPW, mistakenly or in haste. Thus Nasirinejad and Yazdi [43] suggested to
include a provisional act to review and recover an account’s password. An alternative option could be to have a
backup feature [33, 38, 40]. However, the amount of time used to retain the user’s data, even after s/he has deleted or
deactivated his/her accounts, may raise questions of ethicality and legality. In such circumstances, it may be
justifiable to include a determined period for which the user’s data will be retained. During this period the data can be
recovered; afterwards it would permanently be deleted.
e) Reset Feature for the Master Password
There are some PMs, which do not provide flexibility to change the master password [21]. This is a severe
usability issue and contradicts an important security policy, when recommending to periodically reset the password
[58]. Thus, it has been suggested that a PM should allow its users to reset the master password [21, 33]. To ensure that
only the authorised user resets the master password, SaSy [43] suggests for some form of identification, such as ID
card or fingerprint, before it allows changing or resetting.
3) Step-by-Step Migration of Accounts
Some PMs offer their own rules and expect users to change accordingly. For example, it is often expected/stated
that users should migrate all their accounts to a new scheme [33]. Obviously, a certain level of changes can be
expected from users’ behavior. However, those changes should be minimal and only for improving the use and for the
sake of their convenience [33]. Therefore, a PM’s functions should allow site by site migration to a new scheme
rather than bulk migration [33] and should not demand for any changes in the browser’s default security or in other
settings [41].
While migrating site by site, a problem with many PMs is that they offer to save even incorrect passwords [77].
Sometimes people make mistakes while typing their password, but despite the error message informing about
incorrect password, their PM displays its dialog box offering to save the password. Similarly, if the users reset or
change their password and login to their accounts, the PM also saves the new password but do not remove the old
one. By this way, the PM holds two passwords for the same account and when tried login to the account the PM can
get confused which one to auto-fill. Regarding the first problem, a solution can be to verify whether the response from
the server contains the same destination as the one submitted implies that the login is failed. However, this solution is
not regarded to be valid for every case; thus, it can result in false negative (i.e., does not offer to save even the correct
password). Hence, in order to confirm the password errors, the HTTP layer status code can be checked to find out
more. For example, if in some case the response code was “200 OK”, (it implies that) the password was incorrect
[77].
4) Consistent User Interface of PMs
Some inconsistent practices in the design of PMs cause many serious problems. For example, in a PM built as an
add-on of a web-browser, the dialogue box for getting user’s confirmation for saving a password, is, sometimes
designed as a part of the address bar and sometimes not [21]. Such dialogue boxes, which are not associated with the
browser’s address bar, are vulnerable to phishing attacks since they can easily be copied. Moreover, locations,
options, and functions of configurations vary with a PM’s role creating confusion for the users [21]. Some PMs
possess login functionality incompatible to website login’s functionality [33].
A few valid suggestions to mitigate this situation are: always design correct user interface [48], support practices
in website design and login form [33], and take into account the user’s mental model and attention capability during
designing [44]. Similarly, Nasirinejad and Yazdi [43] have suggested to follow up the web portal service rules for

credential creation, which have easy access from browsers and electronic devices, without any monopoly and
restrictions. Further, they recommended making a minimum number of changes on web-service authentication
mechanisms. Moreover, one should always associate the dialogue box to the address bar in order to make it
technically hard to spoof, and exercise the established principles of usability and user-interface design [21]. The
ultimate goal has to be the designing of a simple and intuitive user interface [40].
5) Deployability of the PM
There is a lack of practical, easy to deploy, and usable PM solutions [33, 44]. Some of the PMs’ tasks demand for
new resources, and may also contain several clumsy settings to make them work properly. For example, the custom
keyboard-based PM by Boukayoua et al. [47] is compatible with only the Android platform since other mobile OS did
not allow overriding their default keyboard, and clipboard based PMs are dependent on the OS platform for its
clipboard [27]. In order to overcome this problem, one simple suggestion could be eliminating the dependency to
platform’s resources. By this, it means that a PM must not be dependent to any specific hardware or library file or OS
platform found in only a certain device.
6) Necessary Features and Functionalities
A few PMs do not support periodic change of individual websites’ passwords [33]. This means that users cannot
use such PMs to store the passwords of those services that require their passwords to be changed periodically or
routinely. Thus, it has been suggested to include features like add, remove, update, and find passwords [33, 34, 39];
deactivate or delete accounts, backup and recovery of data, change and reset of the master password [38]; and
download and synchronise data, but only after the needed authentication [46]. These features allow users to have
control and management over their passwords and are required for usability reasons, but they may, in their part, also
serve the development of trust between users and the PM’s utilities. User studies related to PMs have shown that users
do not want to feel losing control over their passwords [12, 13, 22]; thus, adopting features that allow user decisions
may help to diminish the feeling of having no control.
7) Performance of PMs
There are various factors which can increase the performance of the PM. These are related to performance times
of PM actions, but also to how successfully users are able to perform their tasks with the PM. For instance, the time
taken for encryption and decryption of the data is crucial for the performance and overall efficiency of the PM; this
has already been discussed in section IV.A.6.c. Other factors are login success rate and errors, login times, ease of
use, and password creation time, which have normally required considerable attention in order to improve the
performance [41].
8) Learnability of the System
A PM is supposed to be easy to use. On the contrary, usability studies performed on several of the existing PMs
revealed that users do not perceive them as easy to use [12, 22, 48]. For example, users lack understanding of how the
PM system works [48] and fail even to perform basic activities such as login to a website or generate passwords by
using a PM [12]. Initially, these problems may be, at least partially, due to incorrect beliefs of PM functions, but they
can also hamper the users’ further attempts to develop a correct and consistent to the PM’ s functionality mental
model. Therefore, PM designers should take into account their actual end-users (i.e. common people in particular and
other sophisticated stakeholders), and design learning activities such as installation and enable/disable of a PM,
registration to an online PM, logging in using the functions of a PM, changing passwords, correcting errors, recovery
process, generating password and the list can go on, as simply and intuitively as possible. These activities should aim
at supporting users on their learning and building a proper, non-complex mental model of the PM. While enhancing
the learnability of the PM usage, developers could also find worth of considering the means to improve the users’
awareness and understanding of the PM benefits. Unfortunately, the literature sources reviewed here (and also
additional acquainted sources) do not provide a detailed insight to this matter. Nonetheless, as this subject may be
related to the acceptance of multiple PM applications [76], it should be studied further.
B. Security Features and Properties
1) Establish and Build Trust towards PM’s Vendors
Apparently, users do not trust PMs’ vendors, thus, they do not agree to store passwords in and through their cloud
[12, 22, 27, 43, 49] services. Karole et al. [12] observed that users select offline more than online PMs, despite the
fact that the usability and security of the latter are superior to the first one [21], merely due to distrust towards PMs’
vendors. There are possibly two main reasons for this distrust, briefly mentioned next: First, users are not fully
convinced that the PM’s vendor is capable of protecting their passwords from inside as well as outside attacks.
Second, users are frightened that without their knowledge and consent the PM’s vendor will misuse users’ personal
information including personal credentials like their individual passwords, for gaining personal benefits.

Unfortunately, the users’ distrust towards PMs’ vendors is real and reasonable to some extent. Several PMs are
negligent with the security of users’ data. For example, the databases storing users’ data are vulnerable to various
attacks due to their weak protection mechanisms [21, 24]. Further cases can include: i) encryption mechanisms used
for the user’s data are applied incorrectly [27, 44], ii) integrity protection for cypher text is lacking or is limited in PM
databases that store users’ data, and iii) metadata, such as URLs, are stored in the PMs as plaintext, which makes
them susceptible to host attacks and tampering [25]. Likewise, the situation in the PMs allowing local storage of
passwords is also not secure and rather discouraging at present. This is so because they implement either very weak or
no security measures in their databases and, thus, they appear to be unsecure [21, 24, 27], and consequently cannot be
trusted.
According to the suggestion provided by Zhao and Yue [21], both the users and PMs’ vendors are responsible for
the data protection by creating a strong master password and using proper mechanisms to protect users’ data,
respectively. The PMs’ vendors can consider measures which can provide secrecy/privacy and data authenticity in
their database [24] and correctly implement key derivation or encryption [27]. Likewise, other important suggestions
that associated with security and are indispensable for building trust are outlined next: i) include integrity checking, ii)
implement a scheme that provides authenticated encryption for the main as well as the associated data (e.g.
unencrypted metadata) [25], iii) provide a better protection for users’ information from both inside and outside
attacks, iv) follow a strict policy to respect users’ data confidentiality [27], v) adopt password management
transparent to all the interested parties [40], vi) perform a strong protection at the client side and assure users that their
information cannot be obtained even by insiders by any feasible means [21], and vii) adopt a robust host-proof
application design pattern [25]. Differentiating from the previous, some user-centred suggestions that focus on users’
interaction are: a) improve usability and user-experience of the system [22], b) build an offline PM with improved
usability [12], and c) provide options for both local storage as well as remote storage of the user’s data [49].
Although it is difficult to exactly pinpoint to the factors which can instil trust in users, the paper authors believe
that by incorporating the aforementioned measures, one could basically advocate in favour of improved security of
data, clear policy for data usage, and safe options where users want to easily store their data. These could be done in a
helpful way. Besides, trust is built gradually, and takes time and repeated good experiences [59] and user-experiences.
With a hope to establish and build user’s trust, some PMs have claimed in their websites that they do not know their
clients’ master password and other stored passwords; hence, they cannot resend or reset their master password [26].
2) Protect the Master Password
Dependence on the master password to protect all the stored passwords is equivalent to “putting all eggs in one
basket”. The master password is recognised to be as the single point of failure [38, 44, 46, 48, 49]. To overcome this
problem the reviewed articles suggested three types of measures, summarised next.
a) Strengthening the Master Password
Fortifying the authentication mechanism(s) used for the master password is a potential solution to protect the
user’s stored passwords. In the place of text based master password, some other authentication mechanisms can be
used, such as two-factor authentication, biometrics, and graphical passwords.
For two-factor authentication, the following mechanisms have been suggested: i) Single Sign-On (SSO) smart
card protected by a secret PIN code acting as the depository of the user’s credentials [38], and ii) USB Key protected
by a secret PIN storing user accounts information [42]. Similarly, Yang et al. [46] proposed to use a combination of
SSO and biometrics as the master password. Something common in all these approaches is that they made a use of the
combination of what you have and what you are with what you know, i.e., two-factor authentication. Another
promising approach is applying what you are (biometrics) authentication mechanism, i.e., replacing the master
password by voice recognition [49]. Setting apart from the aforementioned authentication mechanisms, Bicakci et al.
[13] suggested to employ an icon-based authentication mechanism. Within it, users generate the master password
each time by selecting an ordered set of icons, since this mechanism has both better security and memorability due to
the use of the icon (image).
If a PM employs textual password, Yee and Sitaker [33] and Zhao et al. [26] suggested integrating a proactive
password strength checker for the master password. This can help users to generate high entropy or maximum guessnumber textual password. However, one has to be careful of this password strength checker, so that it is not
inconsistent and poorly designed (for more details, the reader may refer to section IV.B.3.f). However, having a
stronger master password will also increase the chance of errors while entering it when logging-in the PM [60].
Therefore, an option can be the approach by Bonneau and Schechter [61], who suggested applying a technique called
spaced-repetition (i.e. relaxing the time constraint to learn), through which they succeeded to make people learn and
use 56 bits codes. Since the user has to know only the master password, s/he can be trained to memorise and learn to
use 56 bits lengthy passwords. This can, relatively, provide better security. Another apparently suitable approach is to

figure out and assign a mnemonic password (e.g. a password ‘4s&7yaoF” is derived from a phrase “Four score and
seven years ago, our Fathers”) [8] as the master password. Socio-cognitive personal associations can become a strong
way to increase the learnability of a PM and the number of people who can potentially use it.
b) Protection against Phishing Attacks
Increasing the entropy or guess number of the textual password can make it robust only against attacks like bruteforce, while it still remains vulnerable to phishing attacks; especially those conducted using multifaceted social
engineering techniques. For instance, LostPass is an example type of phishing attacks on PMs, in which the attacker
mimics the look-and-feel of the LastPass browser-plugin and site, and tricks its users to divulge their master password
[75].
Although there is no guaranteed countermeasure for social engineering attacks, the users’ knowledge and
readiness can act as a preventive measure [62]. As a technical measure protecting users against falling for social
engineering tricks, Bojinov et al. [37] proposed to use the Dynamic Security Skin [63], an anti-phishing
authentication mechanism, as the master password. Similarly, Yee and Sitaker [33] applied black-list methods to
detect phishing attacks and used colour to display the reliability of the websites. Versipass [48] again prevents the
users from logging into any unknown URLs; even adopting other authentication methods such as biometrics and etokens, as the master password can help to deal with phishing attacks. Likewise, the one-time password can be
another alternative for the master password. However, these authentication methods come at a cost.
These potential measures may be effective in protecting against phishing, but they do not provide any concession
from improving the usability of the system and also eliminating the vulnerabilities of its user interface. For example,
the aforementioned LostPass attack was possible simply because of the poor design quality and the existing
vulnerabilities in the user interface of the PM. The LastPass designed the browser pop-up boxes or banners, whose
exact HTML and CSS are easier to find, and placed them on the browser viewport, which was an unwise decision
[75].
c) Paradigm where the Master Password Is Not Required
Strengthening the master password is definitely a promising approach to protect a user’s stored passwords from
the adversary. Notwithstanding some reviewed articles suggested mechanisms in which either there is no necessity of
the master password, or attackers cannot benefit from it further, even if they succeed compromising the master
password.
In Kamouflage [37], a large collection of decoy data, indistinguishable from the true data, are stored along with
the true data, and this is increasing the difficulty of finding the true data. Its main objective is to distract and enforce
the attackers to make several successive failed attempts to login to the service, before it locks the account. Similarly,
McCarney et al. [44] employed a technique of dual-possession authentication, in which both the manager-key holder
and the wallet-cypher text (that is two devices example like a Smartphone and a personal computer) must be accessed
and reached simultaneously in order to access/use the data. Hence, the possession of anyone’s device cannot leak the
data. These co-operative mechanisms do not implement any master password.
Some other PMs, which have also attempted to remove the master password, are: ObPwd [41] and Versipass [48].
In ObPwd, users generate passwords by selecting a digital object (e.g., image, video, text passage, etc.); thus, they
simply have to remember the selected object from a large size pool of objects and generate the password whenever it
is required. Likewise, Versipass uses a gridded image (graphical) based mechanism, called PassTiles [55], for
authentication purposes. It does not store any passwords, but password cues in order to help users recall their
password so that they can generate their passwords and safely login to online services.
ObPwd is susceptible to attacks from the attackers who are equipped with the personal cognate information of the
potential victim, because such attackers may guess the user’s online preferences, i.e. which object the user is more
likely to select. Similarly, Versipass is susceptible to hot-spots attack (i.e. particular grid-tiles in the image are often
chosen as a part of passwords). In order to counteract on the susceptibility in ObPwd, it has been recommended to use
a large pool of personal objects, so that it increases the difficulty for the attackers to guess the objects that the user
may have selected. Regarding hot-spots attack in Versipass, it has been recommended to randomly assign the image
for the password, instead of allowing the user to choose it.
3) Security Features with Security-Usability Trade-offs
a) Mandatory Master Password
Regarding user convenience, some PMs do not enforce the master password, leaving users unaware of its
importance; thus, users’ stored passwords remain frequently unprotected [21, 26]. A strong password (i.e., with high

entropy or large guess-number) should be mandatory, and the process to activate the authentication mechanism(s)
must be placed in the position visible to the users.
b) No Remembering and Save for the Master Password
Zhao et al. [26] found that some PMs even remember and save the master password to the local machine.
Although this feature makes it convenient for the users since they do not have to remember even the master password,
it also exposes their stored passwords. Anyone with access to the users’ device(s) also gets access to their all stored
passwords, i.e. access to all their login accounts. Therefore, Zhao et al. [26] suggested to exclude this feature which
remembers and auto-fills the master password.
c) Passive Dialogue Box for User’s Confirmation
Although an intrusive dialogue box used in PMs to get users’ confirmation before storing the password increases
the tendency and perhaps the will to store passwords, it ironically draws the users to make a habit of storing their
passwords while using a public computer, too; this often happens unconsciously, or without realising it [23]. Such an
activity sets a user’s account open for others to misuse or perform any malicious activities. Undoubtedly, it is
necessary to get the user’s confirmation before storing her/his passwords [40], but it is also recommended to adopt
passive communication [23].
d) Secure the Auto-fill Functionality
There are two types of PMs: those requiring user action before auto-filling the password values to the webpage
and those auto-filling the webpage form once the users visit the webpage, relieving the users from typing [21, 38].
Both types do not differentiate between the webpages using HTTP and HTTPS protocols, when in reality the
webpage using HTTPS has to be treated as more secure than that one using HTTP. This flaw in their approach (i.e.,
HTTP and HTTPS are equal) exposes user’s information to rogue a Wi-Fi attack (known as Evil Twin) and also other
types of attack [28]. Therefore, it has been suggested to integrate an auto-fill feature, which enforces users to interact
with and give their confirmation before auto-filling a form [21, 28]. However, asking users’ confirmation via a
dialogue box is not without problems, as it has been observed in [23] that users may have a tendency to ignore
security related messages and just answer ‘OK’, in order to faster proceed to their main task. Further, it has been
advised to submit data always over HTTPS, even when the login page is loaded over HTTP, and always show the
domain name being auto-filled to the user before filling occurs [28]. Moreover, Silver et al. [28] also suggested
storing the actions present in the login form along with its username and password when they were saved for the first
time. Next time when auto-fill is used, the actions of the login form are compared with those stored by the PM and
credentials are submitted only if the two actions match.
In addition, Wang et al. [35] found that passwords from PM are decrypted and stored in the device’s memory
without any protection during the login process. This is a serious security pitfall and potential risk. Such passwords
are susceptible to memory viewer and phishing attacks during password verification. Hence, Wang et al. [35]
suggested to eliminate the time for which plaintext password is stored in the memory.
e) Lock Password Database when Not in Use
In the Android operating system, a few PMs leave the account information visible in the recent apps view despite
the users have left the PM to perform other activities [27]. This can result in a serious security hazard since anyone
with physical access to the user’s device can see the information. Therefore, it has been recommended to lock the
password database either immediately after the users exit the PM application or after a configurable amount of time,
and also replace their thumbnails from the recent apps view [27].
f) Strength Checker for the Passwords
There are some PMs that do not enforce any requirement for levels of strength on users’ master passwords [26,
32], despite the fact that users often create easy to guess passwords if they are allowed to [64]. Furthermore, an
inconsistency in the rules and policies used by PMs to measure the strength of passwords confuse the users about the
actual meaning of a strong password [32]. For instance, a high entropy password created by some PMs is assessed as
a lower strength by some websites’ password checker [32]. It has, therefore, been suggested to integrate a proactive
password checker to check the master password strength [21, 26, 33]. To support their suggestions, Carnavalet and
Mannan [31] advised to extend or improve and implement the existing password strength checker algorithm rather
than designing a completely new one. Further, they suggested focusing on detecting weak passwords by applying
cracking algorithms, common password dictionaries and considering non-trivial challenges, such as finding patterns,
coping with local cultural references, and dealing with leaked passwords. Moreover, providing constructive feedback
on why the password is weak or unsecure can make the procedure transparent and also enhance the users’ knowledge
about strong passwords and the reasons of constructing them so.
g) Manually Open a New Tab

For protection against iframe attacks (i.e., loading a fake webpage inside the legitimate webpage), Li et al. [30]
suggested to ask the user to manually open a new tab and login rather than storing a token in local storage/cookies
when the user is already logged-in. This may not be very user friendly; but for the sake of security, opening a new tab
does not seem to create much problem and can be acceptable.
Moreover, limiting the use of links or buttons to open a new tab is also necessary because it can be disorientating
for people, especially those who have a difficulty perceiving visual content [83]. However, opening a new tab by
clicking a link or button may be justifiable in the following situations: (i) open page containing context-sensitive
information, such as help instruction, and (ii) following a link outside the secured area of a site so that the first
website login does not have to be terminated.
4) Local Storage versus Cloud Storage
Whether to use a local or cloud storage space to store the users’ data is a rather equivocal question. Both ways of
storage have their potential advantages and disadvantages. Cloud storage has a trust issue, i.e. will users trust the
cloud service at stake of their stored passwords? (See section IV.B.1.) Moreover, in cloud storage, availability can be
a problem; if there is an interruption in the service, the users will be unable to login to any account. On the other hand,
by storing in cloud storage space, users can have transportability, similar with local storage when a smart card [38] or
a USB key [42] are used to store data. More importantly, the cloud storage can be a more attractive and frequent
target of attackers. For example, a data breach suffered by LastPass in which the attackers were succeeded to reach
and steal data, including the master passwords and other login details, which potentially led to exposing the data that
had been stored with particular passwords [76] Local storage has also faced some severe security matters, and it is
questionable if the users are capable to consider sufficient security technology to protect their data. More importantly,
some PMs allow options to choose whether to store the passwords in encrypted form or in plain text.
Aliasgari et al. [49] provided a rather neutral suggestion by supporting to offer the option to the users to store their
data either locally or in the cloud, so considering their choices and preferences. Besides McCarney et al. [44]
suggested using strong encryption when storing data locally. There are other suggestions such as offering offline PMs
but with improved usability [12]; also storing in the cloud, but implementing integrity checking and authenticated
encryption with associated data (e.g. unencrypted metadata); and finally adopting a robust host-proof application
design pattern [25].
Some research studies have even advocated for avoiding centralised external dependencies [33]. Data stored on
one server have risks [45], such as host-attack and vendor getting monopoly over the data [43]. Thus, it has been
suggested to put the data in cloud storage, but distributed in three servers from three different companies using
dissimilar encryption methods [43], or to store passwords and encryption keys in two different servers and transmit
the data through SSL connection [45].
Whether the data is stored locally or in the cloud, using strong encryption to hash the data before storing them
should be mandatory. Storing the encryption keys and passwords in separate servers will further enhance the security.
Even so, one must take into account the time and the processing required for the encryption-decryption process.
According to Nielsen’s response time [57], 10 seconds is the time limit for keeping the user’s attention focused on the
dialogue box, and for the situations where the delay is longer than that, providing feedback about what the system
expects to be done can be helpful.
5) Tap Underutilised Resources
Most of the PMs are accompanied with their own security resources. Albeit in reality, several resources already
exist on the desktop or portable devices, which could be utilised to strengthen security. The problem when using such
resources is that the deployability of the system is limited (see section IV.A.9).
Some PM approaches comprised opportunities in tapping the benefits of the underutilised security resources and
facilities present in the devices; in so doing they carried on improving their authentication mechanisms. Such
approaches can be beneficial for resource-constraint devices, for example mobile phone and tablet. Wang et al. [35]
utilised the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) to cache passwords in order to eliminate the time for which plaintext
password is saved in memory during its loading from the PM to the service in which the user wants to login. This
step prevents from the theft of those unattended plaintext passwords in the memory. Similarly, Asokan and Ekberg
[36] utilised not just TPMs but also the hardware secured environment M-Shields to secure the processing and storage
of passwords, respectively. TruWalletM [39] is also a piece of hardware, which assisted in the wallet based
authentication that employed Trusted Execution Environment for better protection of users’ data. Al-Sinani and
Mitchell [40], in turn, converted CardSpace to a PM, realising its security advantages.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
The username-password pair of personal identification credentials has been the most widely used authentication
method. However, a surge in the number of login-accounts that an average person possesses makes it challenging to
generate and maintain strong and unique passwords for each login-account. This still remains a challenge because a
user, consequently, endangers his or her information being exposed to various cyber-attacks. A PM is designed with
the primary objective to provide relief and peace of mind to such online account holders by helping them to construct,
store and organise their passwords. Ironically, the very idea of the PM has not succeeded and login-account holders
still continue relying on their memory to invent, remember and manage their passwords. This scepticism towards PM
is, essentially, due to the existing problems associated with PM. Hence, in this paper we attempted to address the
problems in the existing PMs. We primarily focused on those issues that affect the usability and user-experience of
the system while enhancing its security at the same time. We consider that by dealing with these issues it could be
possible to establish and build trust between users and PMs’ vendors and interaction functions, increasing the PM’ s
applications acceptance among people.
In this literature survey, we systematically reviewed and evaluated the available research literature, selecting thirty
two articles dealing with the security and usability problems in PMs. The selected articles have recognised and
revealed various existing problems in PM technology. However, some of the issues stated by those articles were
unsettled because an issue identified as problem by one article is labelled as not a problem by other article(s). To
clarify this ambiguity, firstly, we comprehended the effect of the stated issue in the usability and user-experience of
PMs; secondly, we took into consideration the results and logical explanations made by several other studies, which
were performed for dissimilar cases but their justifications were equally relevant and applicable in the case of PMs
technology. Our review does not just summarise the articles but also attempts to collectively determine their suitable
mitigations as suggested by the researchers and authors of the reviewed articles.
It is worth-noticing that the literature used for this evaluation review is rather biased towards security; thus,
research emphasis is put on security considerations. This is, mainly, due to a lack of usability/user-experience
research studies regarding the PM design literature, though integrated research combining usability and security
perspectives is essential for this kind of security sensitive application. Another limitation of this study is that due to
the relatively small and varied set of literature (meaning that the PMs in reviewed literature were different from their
approaches, e.g. cloud-based, browser plug-in, wallet-based, and also different from the quality of their usability or
security analysis), we were not able to give any weight of importance to the usability or security features we suggest.
For these reasons, we can only say that the importance of these features varies depending on the type of the PM
developed, and as many of the suggested features are usability related, also the target user segment affects to the
importance of the features in specific PMs. Thus the results of this review serve best as a collection of features
requiring developers’ attention and careful consideration during PM design phases. From the developers’ perspective,
it would certainly be useful to have more guidance about the importance and prioritisation of PM features; however,
this is set for the further future research agenda.
Throughout this research study the authors found out that even though a PM is not a large application, it surrounds
diversified attention requiring aspects associated to security, usability, and trust. More importantly, most of the
problems in the existing PM related to features and functionalities, such as “optional auto-fill”, “weak master
password”, “active and intervening dialogue box used to get user’s confirmation”, “bulk migration”, and other can
easily be resolved if the designer and developer stay cautious and perform some homework with the established
algorithms and principles before correctly implementing them. Nonetheless, there are still unsettled issues concerning
distrust towards PM application, mental gap between the PM utilities and its users, and malpractices in web design
involving multiple stakeholders, which are time consuming and difficult to resolve and/or eliminate. These
problematic situations can only be resolved or tackled by appropriate actions and improved measures (or
countermeasures).
A higher priority should be given to those aspects through which PMs’ acceptance can be promoted. In their study
concerning technology rejection, Murthy and Mani [84] present several possible reasons behind technology rejection,
such as complexity of the technology, fatigue towards too many features or ever-updating models/versions, or
switching costs for the users, i.e. the trouble for the users to start using the new technology. They also emphasise the
importance of the socio-technical factors, i.e. the different needs between different user groups [84]. Of these, the
literature reviewed in this study has mainly considered complexity related issues, i.e. the difficulties in understanding
and in use, but without clearly naming them as a reason behind the low acceptance of PMs. Notwithstanding, the
possibility of other technology rejection reasons, as presented in [84], behind the low acceptance of PMs has not been
analysed in the reviewed literature. Consequently, the influence of this kind of factors could also be isolated and
studied in further research.

According to the literature reviewed in this study, learnability (i.e. help the user in learning how to use it) is one
concern that requires immediate attention, because it can possibly be promoting for PM acceptance. The PMs’ users
do not necessarily have correct mental models about the functions of the applications or the security that a PM offers.
Currently, user studies have reported low perceived necessity scores for PMs [12, 13, 22]. Therefore, increasing the
users’ understanding and awareness may have a positive effect on the acceptance of PMs [22, 76]. Even Ciampa et
al.’s [65] research results showed that the training and continuous education of users increase their awareness of the
benefits of PM applications. Similarly, a lack of trust is, possibly, another component affecting the acceptance of PM
technology. Thus, there is a need for more research concerning how relationships of trust and software design quality
[66, 67] can be established and be built between end-users and security applications and what kind of effect it makes
on the application’s acceptance. In order to design a trustful PM, it would also be important to research more
thoroughly how trust is related to the usability and security of this application. Finally, we are optimistic that through
improving the security, usability and learnability, and by narrowing the PM users’ mental gap, trust can be built in the
users and they can be encouraged to accept significant PM applications and functions and take on board cognitive
challenges.
In the future, there seem to be expected more complex situations like multiple website sharing the same login
webpage, websites that disable auto-complete, services which demand one-time password, or services which require
multi-factor authentication. These situations demand trust. Accordingly, an important question is: how could a PM
cater for these and similar situations?
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